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One aim of theoretical chemistry is to apply the laws of 
quantum physics to atoms and molecules and thereby, to form 
complete and accurate mathematical descriptions of these sys­
tems. in important intermediate step in this quest is the 
determination of rigorous solutions for the Schroedinger 
equation which describe electronic motion in the field of 
stationary nuclei. Recent advances in computer technology 
have put this goal within reach for small systems, i.e. those 
with, perhaps, up to a dozen electrons. As a result* theo­
retical chemists have indeed been able to make important con­
tributions to the field of chemistry, not only with general 
theory but also with concrete accurate calculations. 
Such calculations on systems with many electrons have 
been limited in number for several reasons. Usually very 
accurate techniques are difficult to extend to larger systems 
because of the mathematical complexities. Secondly, a large 
problem generates immense quantities of intermediate informa­
tion which must be handled over and over. This information 
increases approximately as the fourth power of the number of 
electrons, causing a rapid explosion of data while the speed 
of calculation remains essentially constant. Computing ma­
chinery belonging to the current prototype has progressed so 
that the technical limit with respect to calculation speed is 
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very close. New prototypes (1) are being developed which 
promise to alleviate this bind, but there certainly will al­
ways be calculations on some molecules which will tax the new 
limit. Consequently the concerned theoretician must continue 
to look for improvements in his mathematical techniques which 
will facilitate the treatment of larger systems. It is the 
purpose of this investigation to point out one avenue of 
approach toward this goal. 
Notable attempts at simplification exist, based on para-
metrization with the help of experimental data. Such data 
fitting techniques were originally devised in the face of 
a complete inability to obtain accurate ^  initio results 
(2,3). Bore recently, these semi-empirical techniques have 
been used in order to defeat the data handling and data gen­
eration problems encountered with large systems (4,5). On 
the other hand, there are methods employing mathematical ap­
proximations rather than experimental data which are called 
non-empirical or semi-quantitative. Typically, they can be 
trusted only after repeated verification of success for simi­
lar systems. 
The theory used for calculations contained in this work 
is a first principle or ab initio theory. Characteristic of 
ab initio theories is the assumption of some form for the 
wavefunction Y which is to form a solution to the Schroeding-
er equation. The wavefunction is constructed to be an eigen-
3 
function of all symmetry operators which commute with the 
Hamiltonian operator H. Hence the wavefunction has certain 
symmetries which are in accord with the postulates (in this 
case fermion antisymmetry) or with the physics of the problem 
(e.g. the spin operators - In particular, the wave-
function is frequently written in terms of space and spin or­
bitals, i.e. one-electron space functions, 4)j^(r> and spin 
functions a and @. 
The space orbitals cj)^ (r) are usually expanded in terms 
of a number of appropriate spatial basis functions I^(r) 
(1) =2 Ik (Il =ki 
k 
which define a finite Hilbert space. Solution for W implies 
determination of the matrix of linear coefficients Ç which 
define the best orbitals obtainable in terms of this basis. 
It is apparent that the quality of the basis is of critical 
importance for the quality of the wavefunction that can be 
obtained. Furthermore, reviewing the calculational proce­
dure, one quickly realizes that the size of the basis is of 
critical importance for the amount of effort that must be ex­
pended. This investigation deals therefore with the basis, 
its form and selection, and ways of efficiently manipulating 
the data generated from it in connection with substantial 
atomic and molecular problems. 
There are many kinds of ab initio approaches, each 
4 
dictated by a particular approximation to the wavefunction in 
terms of orbitais. In the following we adopt the Hartree-
Fock approxiraatior., in which the wavefunction is an antisym-
aetrized product of orthonormal spin orbitais, defined as 
products of pure space and pare spin orbitais, 
(2) V = V(i,2,...N) = £{Ui (1)U2{2) 
where â is the antlsymzetrization operator. "his product is 
formally equivalent to an K by N determinant and hence is also 
called a Slater determinant (6). 
By virtue of the variational principle, one seeks the 
lowest energy possible for such a determinant, and this de­
termines the Hartree-?ock orbitais. As is the case for the 
exact wavefunction, limitation to a finite fiilbert space by 
the expansion of 2c. 1^ zeans that one obtains only an ap­
proximation to the Hartree-?ock approximation. Here too, the 
quality of the basis is essential for the quality of this ap­
proximation. Nov, in all cases of 'S closed shell states, 
the Hartree-7ock wavefunction is a very good approximation to 
the true wavefunction. It is therefore a safe assumption 
that a basis which is effective for obtaining a good repre­
sentation of the Hartree-Fock wavefunction will also be de­
sirable for the construction of more sophisticated wavefunc-
tions. 
The Hartrae-?ock approach has the advantage that coapu-
5 
tationally simple techniques exist so that calculations can 
be repeated a sufficient nuaber of times with the objective 
to test the performance of various bases. 
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THE LCiO-HO-SCF METHOD 
The Matrix Formulation 
The LCiO-MO-SCF (linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals 
molecular-orbital self-consistent-field) method is a tech­
nique for solving the Hartree-Fock equations. 
depends on the system space orbitals <j)^ implicit in Eg. 2. 
If each orbital is expanded in a set of suitable symmetry 
adapted basis functions according to 
the problem becomes one of matrix algebra. The solution of 
the matrix Hartree-Fock equations has been described by 
Eoothaan (7,8) and Soothaan and Bagus (9) . If the density 
matrices are defined 
(3) F4)j_ = e^O^ 
The Pock operator, F, is a pseudo-one-electron operator which 
s 





in terms of column vectors c^^^ of the coefficient matrix Ç{1) 
and occupation numbers K(il), corresponding to the i-th orbi­
tal of symmetry or irreducible representation 1, then one may 
write the energy compactly as 
(6) E =§2^C2H+(1) + P+(l) ] D^(l) - 2+(1)0^(1)} 
1 
where the lower triangular matrices H(l), 0^(1), (1), P(l), 
and 2(1) are considered supervectors, with the off-diagonal 
elements of the density matrices being doubled. The super-
vector H(l} represents a collection of one-electron integrals 
over the basis functions. 
Application of the variation principle to the energy 
formula results in a set of coupled eigenvalue equations 
(7) E^d) = e. S(l) ç.^ 
(8) 1^,(1) = e. S(l) 
for each symmetry 1, which must be solved for the coefficient 
vectors and defining orbitals of Eg. 4. A set of 
initial orbitals is chosen to start the process. These are 
orthogonalized with respect to the metric matrix S and are 
used to construct the density matrices of Eg. 5. The Pock 
matrices P and P may then be formed. By virtue of their 
— c ~ o  
definition below, each has components from both closed- and 
8 
open-shells and from every symmetry. Now, each of these 
equations is treated as a general matrix eigenvalue problem 
(9) F Ç = S Ç e, 
where e is assumed diagonal. The problem is converted to an 
ordinary eigenvalue problem by finding a transformation ma­
trix, U, which brings S to the identity, 
U+S 0 = 1. 
The eigenvectors which solve Eg- 9 are assumed to be of the 
form C=UV so that Eg. 9 becomes 
p a v  =  s n 7 e .  
Multiplication on the left by U* gives 
U+F D V = n+S 0 V e , 
which is equivalent to 
(10) F'V = V e , 
where F' = 0+F 0. Eg. 10 is solved by diagonalizing the 
real, symmetric matrix F'. The orthogonal matrix which ef­
fects this is V. The process is done first for closed-shells 
and then open. In this way one gets two solution matrices 
C(open) and Ç(closed). Certain vectors from each are chosen 
according to their associated eigenvalues e^ to be used as 
9 
occupied orbitals. Then new density matrices are constructed 
and the entire process is recycled until input orbitals equal 
output. If convergence of this iterative process is ob­
tained, orbitals derived from Eqs. 7 and 8 will be mutually 
orthogonal. However, during early iterations this orthogo­
nality must be forced. 
If the problem is closed shell, 0^(1), 2(1), and 1^(1) 
are not defined so that the problem is simpler, requiring 
solution of only the closed-shell equations. 
The following equations serve to complete the definition 
of all quantities used above; 
2^(1) = 1(1) + P<1) + R^(l) 
lodî = Id) + P(l) - 2(1) + K^(l) 
1» 
1' 
R (1) = [N (1)/(K (1)-N (D) ] [7,(1) + Z.+ (l)] 
C L, V il
icclosed 
Hod) = C»O(1)/(N^(1)-NQ(1)) ] [V^(l) + ?i+(l)] 
icopen 
10 
ïid) = S(1) Çiic+ii2+(i) 
%o(l) N (il) , N^(l) = N(il) . 
icopen icclosed 
The supermatrices Ç(ll') and 2(11») contain the two-electron 
integrals arising from the electron-repulsion term of an 
atomic or molecular Hamiltonian and computed in terms of the 
basis functions. 
One-electron integrals 
The quantity H(l) mentioned above represents a supervec 
tor or lower triangular matrix of expectation values of the 
one-electron Hamiltonian terms computed over a symmetry 
adapted basis. The one-electron Hamiltonian operator is 
the i sum being over all electrons and a summing over all 
nuclei. The first term arises from the kinetic energy of the 




h(i) = -Ây2 -
a 
A = $2 = (3/3x)2 + (a/3y)2 + (3/3%) 2 
11 
The second represents the Coulomb attraction of the nuclei 
for the electrons. If symmetry adapted basis functions 
are taken to be real, the integrals are defined such that 
where the second line is written in the bra-ket notation of 
Dirac (10). The overlap matrix S(l) is computed with respect 
to the symmetry adapted functions such that 
All one-electron integrals between symmetries 1 and 1* are 
identically zero. 
Two-electron integrals 
The integral supermatrices'P(11*) and 3(II*) are combi­
nations of the more basic supermatrices g (11*) and :^(11*). 
These in turn are formed from the basic electron repulsion 
integrals arising from the two-electron term of the molecular 
Hamiltonian operator 
(11) H (1rs) = dV^Xir(l) h(1) %is(1) 
(12) S (1rs) 
i<i 
12 
where the sums are over the electrons. The basic integral is 
commonly written 
(13) [rs;tu] = <rt|r 12-1 |su> 
with the general indices referring to basis functions, either 
symmetry adapted or not. The supermatrix derives its form 
from the three integral symmetry properties 
Crsjtu] = Ctu1rs] 
(14) [rs|tu] = [rsjut] 
[rs|tu] = [sr|tu] . 
Unique integrals form a lower triangular supermatrix with 
rows and columns numbered by the (rs) pairs in the sequence 
(rs) = (11),(21),(22),(31),(32),...etc. corresponding to row­
wise lower triangular supervector elements. Hence there are 
M(M+1)/2 unique integrals where H=N(N+1)/2 and N is the num­
ber of basis functions Xg. 
Elements of the Coulomb and exchange supermatrices 
^(11') and:%Xll') are 
(15) p.(lrs,l'tu) = [Ir ls|l«t I'u] 
dV f dV^ 1^(2) (l/r^J 
and 
13 
(16) ?e(lrs,l'tu) = {fir lt|l's I'n] • [Ir lull's l*t]}/2 . 
In terms of these, elements of ^ (11*) and g(11*) are 
(17) iO(lrs,l'tu) = p(lrs,l»tu) - (1/2)#(lrs,l'tu) 
and 
(18) %(lrs,l'tu) = A(ll');%lrs,l'tu)-(B(ll')/2)*%lrs,l'tu). 
The quantities A(11*) and B(ll') are vector coupling con­
stants peculiar to the degeneracy of a symmetry and are nec­
essary in order to obtain an eigenfuaction of correct spin 
state in open-shell systems. Constants used in this work are 
discussed in Appendix A. The symmetry classification (11*) 
of the constants is the reason for using symmetry adapted 
functions and integrals. It is convenient to insert them in 
the definition of g(11*) if the basis is symmetry adapted. 
The closed-shell problem has no such requirement and is often 
carried out without explicit symmetry adaptation of integrals 
over the basis. A more detailed descriptions of the open-
shell SCF procedure are given by Roothaan and Bagus (9) and 
vahl et al. (11). 
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EVEN-TEMPERED ATOMIC ORBITAL BASES 
The Role of the Basis 
It seems clear that the selection of a basis rates high 
on the scale of important considerations. One must select a 
basis such that the function space of the system may be well 
represented. Naively one might suggest an infinite number of 
functions comprising a "complete set" capable of representing 
any function in any local function space. This is of course 
an impossible choice due to an inability to handle an infi­
nite amount of data. The usual approach has been to select a 
finite set of functions, most frequently termed atomic orbi-
tals (AO's), which are found separately for each atom of the 
molecular system, to combine them, and to use them as a basis 
for the calculation. The idea is that the electrostatic po­
tential seen by the electrons near the atoms in the molecule 
is similar to that of the isolated atoms, so that the 
"atomic" functions provide a good description of that part of 
the wavefanction local to the atoms. To account for the mod­
ification of single atom potentials in interatomic regions, 
the set is normally augmented with extra functions the pur­
pose of which is to better provide for this molecular polari­
zation of the atoms. Various types of molecular basis have 
been tried. For example, Preuss (12) and Whitten (13,14) 
have used off-nucleus Is Gaussians or "lobe functions" to 
15 
simulate atomic orbitals, and others have used single-
centered bases (15) for molecules with one heavy atom. These 
have not met the practical success in terms of consistently 
attaining the accuracy of the nuclear-centered analytic atom­
ic function basis used here. The lobe function bases have 
not yet been extended to include d-type functions. On the 
other hand, the single-centered bases require very many terms 
and still do not describe atoms away from the heavy nucleus 
very well. This investigation has been confined to nuclear-
centered basis types. 
Within this limitation, several considerations may be 
made. Although any finite basis could be handled successful­
ly in principle, there are practical limits to be considered. 
Integrals must be computed which consist of expectation val­
ues of various terms of the molecular Hamiltonian H over the 
basis functions. The occurrence of a two-electron term in H 
requires computation of a quantity of unique two-electron in­
tegrals of the order of K*/8 where N is the number of basis 
functions. This number gets large quite fast as N increases, 
implying the need to handle very large numbers of these inte­
grals* a formidable data management problem. Moreover, these 
two-electron integrals are very time consuming to compute 
even by the very best available techniques so that a large 
basis implies a substantial amount of time just to get the 
integrals. This is not only a problem of practicality but of 
16 
expense considering the high cost of computer time. 
Furthermore, the larger the basis, the larger the matri­
ces which must be handled at one time. This fact first of 
all reflects the practicality with respect to the programming 
of matrix manipulations. Provision must be made to carry out 
intricate calculations as far as possible in the high-speed 
core rather than to make heavy use of either low-speed core 
or external storage. Consequently, the size of available 
high-speed core is a limitation. Secondly, the manipulation 
of large arrays increases the number of arithmetic opera­
tions, in turn affecting the degree of accuracy which may be 
maintained (considering truncation, roundoff, differencing, 
etc.). The larger the basis, the greater will be the accura­
cy required in for example the values of integrals in order 
that their subsequent handling will not diminish the accuracy 
of results below the desired level. 
Definition of the Even-Tempered Basis 
This investigation introduces a new concept in the se­
lection of a basis to be used for the type of calculation de­
scribed previously. Although the individual basis functions 
are not of a new analytic form, the fact that several basis 
functions are often needed prompted this author to consider 
them collectively, is a result, the "even-tempered" atomic 
basis is defined as a collection or group of pure exponential 
17 
or pure Gaussian functions multiplied by a real solid spheri­
cal harmonic. The latter consists of r^ multiplied by a nor­
malized real spherical harmonic given by, 
Si^(0r<J)) = (COSS) 
f ir—1 /2 cos m0 m>@ (2n)-i/2 a=0 
^ TT-i/2 sin I mi 4) mO 
and ^  ^ are associated tegendre functions (16) which are 
normalized. A set of even-tempered atomic orbitals is de­
fined by 





and the radial normalization factor 
(2Çj^)l+3<2 [(21+2)11-1/2 
»l(Sk) = 
(2Cv) C2l+3>/4 n-1/4 [(21+1) I! 3-1/2 p=2 
Consequently, different even-tempered atomic orbitals for a 
given ^ not differ in the power of r, but only in the 
values of the exponents This is in contrast to Slater-
18 
type orbitals which, from the present point of view, form a 
"mixed" basis. In linear combinations of primitive functions 
X (klm), 
M 
(20) G^^(r) X(klm), 
k=1 
the solid harmonic may be factored, yielding, 
M 
(21) Gi_ (r) = r^S^^(8,9) ^k^l ) ' 
k=1 
A second condition, which suggests the name 
"even-tempered" governs the choice of the exponential param­
eters { k=l,2,...,H} . These are taken to form a geomet­
ric sequence dependent upon two parameters, a and 3» by the 
relation 
(22) = a-3^ , a,S > 0, B f 1, k=1,2,...M. 
The reason for choosing this progression, was that, for ex­
pansions of the type of Eg. 20 used for atomic calculations, 
independent optimal determination of all zeta's did yield a 
set of values which gave an almost linear plot of log(G^) vs. 
k. The next step then was the assumption of such a straight 
line determined by two parameters a, the intercept, and b. 
19 
the slope, which is equivalent to selecting the zeta's in a 
geometric progression and is the restriction given by Eg. 6, 
since a and g may be taken as exp (a) and exp(b) respectively. 
The selection of exponential parameters in a geometric se-
guence had been previously recommended by Reeves (17) for 
Gaussian primitive functions. In 1963 Reeves and Harrison 
(18) presented calculations on ammonia in which the s Gaussi­
an primitives were chosen in this way and optimized in terms 
of an a and 3. Since that time, the concept of an even-
tempered basis has not been used, even for Gaussians. 
Adequacy of the Even-Tempered Basis 
A first guestion of interest is the completeness of the 
radial part of the new basis. It is pertinent to discuss the 
Laplace—Stieltjes transform 
which is a generalization of the Laplace transform for which 
This transform correctly represents a large class of func­
tions f(r). Representation of a single exponential is of 
course trivial, if u(C) is taken as the unit step function 








f(r) = exp(-çr) Ô(ç-ç*) dç 
0 
= exp(-ç«r) 
where 5(5-5*) is the delta function introduced by Dirac (10). 
Since exponential functions are known to be the best analyt­
ic functions representing atomic orbitals, it is natural to 
assume that the real atomic orbitals are also representable 
by such transforms. Moreover, the Laplace-Stieltjes trans­




u (?) 0 •00 • < Ç < Ç 





Although infinite, this series clearly is of the form of the 
radial part of the linear combination of even-tempered expo-
21 
nential functions in Eg. 21. Thus, the constraint of Eg. 22 
defines a special class of Dirichlet series. We make the 
conjecture that the exponent selection prescribed by Eg. 22, 
with k ranging to infinity, would result in a set of exponen­
tials which form a complete basis, just as the Laplace trans­
form does. In that case, one could interpret Eg. 22 as a 
practical grid for a numerical approximation to the Laplace 
transform. If this is so, then there is no loss of general­
ity in the restriction to a single power of r. Similar argu­
ments may be made for Gaussian series generated from Gaussian 
transforms. 
From a practical point of view, it is more important 
whether or not this type of basis is adeguate to expand the 
type of radial functions occurring in atomic SCF orbitals. 
It must be proved that impractical summation limits need not 
be used to attain the necessary accuracy. Furthermore, the 
guestion of appropriateness with respect to molecular calcu­
lations must be answered. Experience described in this work 
shows that the basis is not only very practical in many ways 
but is appropriate in terms of the molecular results which 
may be obtained. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages 
of the Even-Teapered Basis 
Before attempting to show that the present basis is suf­
ficient to replace other earlier bases, it is of interest to 
review the possible advantages of using such a basis. Even 
if the new basis is not strictly competitive with others, a 
careful evaluation of all points for and against is necessary 
in order that adoption might be considered. It is to this 
end that the following lists are given. 
Advantages 
1. The new basis, instead of having one optimizable pa­
rameter per basis function, has two such parameters per group 
of atomic functions belonging to the same symmetry species of 
an atom or in some cases per atom. In either case, the net 
result is a marked decrease in the number of optimizable pa­
rameters. Presently there is little possibility of subject­
ing any basis to full optimization in polyatomic molecule 
calculations. The crucial fact is that optimization methods 
are based on quadratic fits and are iterative, with each fit 
requiring (n+1)(n+2)/2 points, where n is the number of free 
parameters per independent group. Change of basis functions 
or their determining parameters implies the recompatation of 
integrals requiring a large fraction of the computation time. 
Together, these facts render the use of full basis optimiza­
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tion impractical. It may be that with a smaller number of 
largely independent parameters, optimization will become fea­
sible, 
2. Restriction of the basis to fewer analytic forms 
means that programs to compute integrals over the functions 
will be simpler than for alternative cases. This will alle­
viate some of the difficult programming and will most likely 
mean that less of the fast core will be needed for the code 
instructions and certain constant arrays. 
3. Another reason for using the even-tempered basis is 
connected with the analysis required to formulate expressions 
for integral evaluation. The limitation to a solid harmonic 
multiplied by an exponential or Gasssian is the key here. 
The evaluation of two-electron integrals is often accom­
plished using some expansion of (21-26). For a general 
four-centered integral the problem is to express the four 
basis functions in coordinates of two centers. It is desira­
ble then to have explicit formulae, preferably in closed form 
(finite series), for this expression. It has been shown that 
the solid spherical harmonic translates to parallel coordi­
nate systems simply and in closed form (27-30). A special 
property allows the product of two pure Gaussian primitives 
located at separate points to be expressed as a single Gauss­
ian on a point along the line joining the original Gaussians. 
Translating the solid harmonics to the same point produces a 
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bipolar problem which coupled with a bipolar expansion of 
r^2~* ®^y be solved in closed form. There is no convenient 
property for simple exponentials but the zeta-function expan­
sions of Barnett and Coulson (31,32) and others (33-35) in­
volve the expansion of one exponential at the site of the 
other. Coupled with the solid-harmonic translation, the in­
tegrals could in principle be carried out. This has in fact 
been used with the more general exponential for four-centered 
integrals but resulting programs (34) are very slow and 
therefore impractical Perhaps with the aforementioned re­
strictions and with more concentration on providing for fewer 
cases, a practical set of programs could be written- In sum­
mary then, it is this neat property of the solid harmonic 
which may be of practical aid in future integral analysis. 
4. Since many basis functions are of the same symmetry 
subspecies (i.e. have the same quantum numbers 1 and m from 
the spherical harmonic), calculations may be set up so that 
large blocks of integrals of uniform type are computed at the 
same time. This is particularly useful if the molecular cal­
culation is to be carried out in terms of "contracted" or 
linear combination of primitive basis functions (18). In 
this event, the integrals over the primitives need not be 
stored even temporarily since they may be used right away in 
forming contracted integrals. Efficient techniques for this 
process keep the storage area to a minimum. In this way a 
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large block of integrals is "condensed" into a smaller block. 
No other contribution to the smaller block is needed and 
these integrals may be written on a peripheral device for 
later use. This contraction procedure (Appendix C) is used 
here for all molecular calculations. 
5. The even-tempered basis has a unique space covering 
feature as a result of the geometric sequence of exponents. 
The expressions for the overlap integral between two normal­
ized Gaassians or two normalized exponentials X(klm) and 
X(k'lm) at the same point in space may be rearranged to 
reveal that the value of the overlap integral is a function 
of the ratio of the exponents ç and For an example, re­
fer to Appendix A. Because of this, a set of even-tempered 
functions of the same symmetry type has a matrix of overlap 
integrals, the peculiar feature of which is that values along 
diagonal lines are constant. This feature suggests that the 
basis "covers" the Hilbert space evenly, or equivalently, 
that no part of the Hilbert space intercepted by the basis is 
covered better (i.e. may be represented better) than any oth­
er part except near the limits of the space. A feature such 
as this is not necessary but is valuable if one wishes to use 
the same basis over regions of space other than that for 
which the basis was originally designed by replacing the 
radial argument r by the "scaled" argument (tr). This intro­
duction of such a scale parameter t is an important device 
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when atomic functions are used for molecular calculations. 
6. The uncontracted basis cannot become linearly depen­
dent if the spacing parameter beta is forced to stay greater 
than one. This has been easy to avoid even with free optimi­
zation of beta since 3=1 would imply only one function with 
one exponent, a situation which is clearly not as good as a 
collection of functions with several different exponents. If 
beta would approach unity, the energy would increase as would 
the possibility of linear dependence. 
7. Because of the small number of optioizable parame­
ters upon which the basis depends, it may be possible to 
formulate a set of rules allowing one to quickly determine 
parameters for any atom. The utility of such a set of rules 
is proven by the wide and successful usage of Slater's empir­
ically derived rules (36) for minimal basis sets. There are 
no similar rules for larger basis sets. In essence these 
rules would be a further parametrization of the optimizable 
parameters which are now found by other means. Such a para­
metrization would be useful where the parameters could not 
otherwise be optimally determined or as a first guess in 
their determination. 
8. The proper mixing of the basis need not be pre­
scribed since no mixing is used. This in effect is also a 
removal of parameters from the specification of the basis. 
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Disadvantages 
1. The limitation of the basis for atom and molecule 
calculations as a product of a solid harmonic times a Gaussi­
an with no additional power of r is not new. 0-ohata et al. 
(37) showed that a uniform Gaussian s-basis of this type is 
sufficient to expand either Is, 2s, or 3s Slater-type orbi-
tals. In fact, the mean square deviations for the 2s and 3s 
orbitals are shown to be smaller than for the Is orbital. 
This is probably due to the absence of a cusp. Similarly, 
Slater-type 2p, 3p, and 3d orbitals were fit very well with 
2p and 3d Gaussians. Subsequently, it has been common 
practice to limit a Gaussian-type basis in this way although 
perhaps some mixing of basis forms could give better results. 
2>. The same type of restriction as above has apparently 
never been used or conceived of before in the case of expo-
nential-type bases. Early ab initio calculations on mole­
cules used "minimal" bases of Slater-type atomic orbitals 
where the orbital exponents were fixed by Slater's rules 
(36). The word minimal is used to imply that just one basis 
function per fully or partially occupied atomic orbital in 
the atomic ground state configuration is used as the molecule 
basis. The minimal basis returns quite a good energy for di­
atomic molecules (38,39). It seems to have developed that 
the mixed Slater-type minimal basis wao augmented by adding 
other functions of the same mixed variety, for example, the 
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mixed double-zeta basis invented by Richardson (48). 
3. For Gaussian calculations, the practice of using the 
same functional exponents C, for all symmetries of the basis 
of one atom vas adopted. This is a further restriction to be 
sure and separate ^*s for the separate symmetries would have 
to be better as a consequence of the variational principle. 
It has been found, in determining Gaussian atomic bases, that 
the difference between least-square approximations to the 
same exponential atomic orbitals with and without this re­
striction is not overwhelmingly large, in most cases less 
than an order of magnitude» 
4. Another disadvantage is that the primitives are not 
independently optimized which means that the best result per 
basis size is not attainable. This again is a consequence of 
the variational principle and certainly is true. One must 
weigh the small loss in quality against the enormous gain in 
feasibility of parameter optimization. An important question 
is how many more even-tempered basis functions are needed as 
compared to the standard mixed bases. 
5. In order to apply constraints to the calculation to 
satisfy certain theoretical requirements, a loss in varia­
tional freedom is suffered. Because the number of free pa­
rameters is already small, this may have a deleterious effect 
on the results. Little work of this sort has been attempted 
here so the possibility remains untested. Constraints such 
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as the cusp constraint have been applied to mixed bases with­
out affecting the energy measurably (41)• However, more 




The logical first test of the even-tempered basis con­
cept is an application to atoms. Here a test of the 
"completeness" of the basis is easily possible since the sym­
metry classification of Hartree-Fock atomic orbitals is iden­
tical to the symmetry classification of the basis functions. 
Hence one does not need to be concerned that some other atom­
ic functions of different symmetry might contribute to a giv­
en atomic orbital. For example, the helium state is de­
scribed by a single spherically symmetric atomic orbital. 
This means that only basis functions of spherical form, the s 
functions where 1=0, need be used to describe it. Because of 
this type of limitation, the possibility of approaching the 
Hartree-Fock limit may be tested. In molecules, this is not 
generally possible. A diatomic orbital of sigma symmetry for 
instance, may have a contribution from all atomic function 
symmetries 1=0,1,2,..." . 
Furthermore, atom calculations do not require extensive 
computer time since the integrals may be computed quickly in 
simple closed form with exponential functions as a basis. 
The exponentials exhibit proper analytic behavior at the 
origin (42) and at long range (43) and fewer of these func­
tions are needed in comparison to Gaussian functions (44). 
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Several compilations of atomic SCF results are available with 
which to compare the new approach (45-48). These all employ 
a mixed basis, i.e. not restricted to Is, 2p, 3d, etc., so 
that the effect of the restriction may be assessed. It is 
fair to compare the results of the present work to these re­
sults since the approach taken is similar. 
The aim of the atom calculations was that the best pos­
sible even-tempered atomic orbitals would be found for a giv­
en basis size. To fulfill this purpose, the parameters of 
the basis, a and 3, were varied automatically to minimize the 
SCF energy. Separate parameters were taken for each symmetry 
s, p, d, and f. Moreover, the primitive basis functions of 
Eg. 19 (p=1) were used as the variational functions of the 
SCF procedure. This means that the atomic orbitals which re­
sult have the form of an even-tempered function, that being a 
normalized linear combination of appropriately defined primi­
tives. According to the SCF technique, these even-tempered 
basis atomic orbitals are the best atomic orbitals expressi­
ble in terms of the basis. It is therefore fair to compare 
the results of these calculations to the existing atomic SCF 
results since the approach is similar. In the other calcula­
tions, the primitive functions are also the variational func­
tions and the orbital exponents ç are usually optimized to 
some extent, i group of efficient programs were written to 
carry out the proposed calculations. These are described in 
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Appendix &. 
In order to arrive at a good initial guess for the pa­
rameters a and 3, a program was written to find the best 
weighted (r-i) least-squares approximation of an even-
tempered basis to some given mixed exponential atomic orbital 
or orbitals. This technique was used to get initial values 
whenever an atomic SCF calculation for a specific atom was 
available. Heavy atoms have often not been computed before­
hand with analytic basis functions although calculations by 
numerical procedures for all atoms have been made. The 
resultant numerical orbitals are described by tables of val­
ues which the orbitals attain at various values of r, the 
distance from the nucleus. Although they are often the best 
results available, numerical procedures are not easily used 
for molecular calculations. Therefore analytic functions in 
the form of exponentials or Gaussians are used here in order 
that ultimate extension to molecular calculations may be 
made. For the heavy atoms extrapolation from lighter atoms 
was used to get values of a and 0 prior to optimization. 
Specific starting values of a and 3 were found to be of lit­
tle importance since the optimization procedure automatically 
tests values about those given. Very bad starting values 
were avoided however. 
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Investigation of Basis Size for 
Adequacy and Accuracy 
Because of restrictions placed on the composition of the 
even-tempered function as described in its definition, it was 
thought that more primitives would be needed in the even-
tempered function to equal the results obtainable with a 
freer basis containing mixed analytic forms within a symme­
try. Thus a group of preliminary calculations were made on 
the IS ground states of helium, beryllium, and neon in order 
to find out just what the actual case is. Tables 1, 2, and 3 
collect the results of these calculations. Several even-
tempered basis results are given, followed by some results 
where basis mixing was allowed. All even-tempered calcula­
tions are optimum with respect to basis parameters a and 6. 
The other results are also optimized at least in part with 
respect to individual exponential parameters. 
The composition of the basis is given by telling the 
number of primitives of each standard analytic form which 
were used. The energy is the SCF energy, truncated to the 
number of figures shown. Truncation is used instead of round­
off in order that a more credible value is available for com­
parison in for instance the checking of new programs. The 
quantity |2-V/E| is a measure of the deviation of the virial 
coefficient V/E {potential energy divided by total energy) 
from its theoretical value of two. This is an indication of 
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how well the virial theorem is satisfied and is a measure of 
the optimization of the wavefunction (49). For complete op­
timization, that is when the minimum energy with respect to 
the parameter space of the wavefunction which is being 
searched is found, the virial theorem is satisfied. The val­
ue 4.9 (-8) means that the deviation is 4.9 in the eighth de­
cimal place while 0.0(-10) means that it is exactly zero to 
the ten decimals printed in the program output. The column 
or columns headed "Cusp" contain values of the computed orbi­
tal cusp (42) , 
which theoretically assumes the value -Z/(l+1) for each atom­
ic orbital ^ ^•^^(r) , n being the atomic orbital number analo­
gous to the principal guantum number n in the hydrogen atom 
wavefunctions. 
Ill guantities in these tables and in other tables in­
cluded in this work are in atomic units (50 or 51) unless 
otherwise specified. 
The first group of calculations in Table 1 represents 
the even-tempered results with the comparison values follow­




es the three-term even—tempered energy but the difference is 
hardly significant. It is of interest that the four-term 
even-tempered energy is lower than the four-term energy of 
dementi (46) . This should not be true since the basis is 
composed of similar analytic functions (four Is functions) 
with the even-tempered basis more restricted. It has to be 
that optimization of the unrestricted basis is incomplete or 
that the optimization leads to a false or relative minimum. 
In all even-tempered results, the virial coefficient is 
close to the theoretical value while the other calculations 
are not as good. It is perhaps difficult to compare these 
though, since the calculations may have been made with dif­
ferent numbers of significant figures carried by separate ma­
chines. Of further interest is the value of the cusp. This 
property of the wavefunction at the nucleus is an even finer 
test of the basis than the energy or other properties calcu­
lated from the wavefunction. The even-tempered basis is cap­
able of representing the proper behavior even though several 
basis functions are required. 
Beryllium 
The general features of Table 2 are the same as Table 1. 
Notable are the energies for the four-term calculations. It 
is seen that the energy for the even-tempered basis falls be­
tween the two energies from four-term mixed bases. This 
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would suggest that the mixed basis could be best in certain 
cases if the mixing of the basis is appropriate. However no 
prescription exists for selection of the analytic form of the 
primitive basis functions and some trial and error procedure 
might be necessary. With an increase in the number of basis 
functions, the number of mixing arrangements becomes large 
and as a consequence, determination of the best mixed basis 
would be highly impractical. The even-tempered basis avoids 
this problem since the mixing question is not left open. 
Furthermore, the result obtained is not significantly worse, 
at least for the four-term wavefunction. The two five-term 
comparison functions attain a better energy than the five-
term even-tempered function although at worst, the difference 
is only five ten-thousandths of a percent. Again, the virial 
theorem is easily satisfied and the cusp is represented rea­
sonably well. 
Neon 
The neon energies are displayed in Table 3 according to 
the same format as above. It is somewhat difficult to com­
pare the bases here since all comparison calculations used p 
primitives only of 2p analytic form. These are the same as 
the even-tempered functions and therefore, difference effects 
of the p parts of the wavefunctions are minimal and difficult 
to identify. However, general trends in for example, the 2p 
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cusp suggest that the p part of the wavefunction is as ade­
quately represented as the s part. Again it is seen that the 
even-tempered basis lags the more traditional mixed basis 
with respect to energy lowering but the difference between 
energies computed with bases of similar size is not really 
significant. 
Summary 
In summary, the results for helium, beryllium, and neon 
indicate that the even-tempered basis is an adequate basis 
for the representation of Hartree-Fock atomic orbitals. The 
standards of low energy, accurate cusp values, and satisfac­
tion of the virial theorem are all met successfully. This 
suggests that the basis set is complete, at least to the same 
degree as the mixed bases used for comparison, k general 
fact that emerges is that more often than not, more even-
tempered exponentials would be needed to attain the accuracy 
obtained with a good mixed basis. With optimization however, 
this must be a minor consideration since the total time of 
calculation is of sole import. For helium and beryllium, the 
number of optimizable parameters is reduced to just two, and 
for neon, just four. Bases good enough to attain the Hartree-
Pock accuracy limit require large numbers of basis functions. 
Consequently, widely differing numbers of optimizable param­
eters are required for the two types of basis, implying an 
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even-tempered advantage. For example, the neon eighteen 
primitive mixed basis of Table 3 requires optimization of ten 
parameters as opposed to four. 
It is difficult to identify the effects of the individu­
al even-tempered basis restrictions because those bases 
available for comparison are not designed to bring out the 
differences. The programs used here could not be used to 
make other mixed basis calculations because of the built-in 
restrictions. 
It was deemed worthwhile nevertheless, to carry out an 
extensive group of calculations on several atoms with basis 
sizes governed by these preliminary results and by practical 
considerations. In this way some good even-tempered atomic 
bases would be made available and furthermore, this new basis 
might be proved useful in other ways. 
Double-Zeta-Type SCF Calculations 
Because of computational limitations, some limit to the 
size of a computational basis must be imposed. Although mo­
lecular calculations are not widely carried out with exponen­
tial-type basis functions, the "double-zeta" (DZ) exponential 
basis has been proposed as a iasis of proper and adequate 
size for molecular work (40,52). In fact, atomic Gaussian 
bases which duplicate atomic double-zeta SCF energy results 
are often chosen to be used for molecular calculations. The 
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double-zeta basis is therefore a kind of benchmark or stand­
ard of accuracy. 
By definition, the double-zeta basis is a mixed basis, 
which is made up of two non-orthogonal Slater-type primitives 
of the same designation as the corresponding atomic orbital 
which is to be represented. For example, neon has a ground 
state configuration 1s22s22px22py22pz2 or 1s22s22p*. Conse-
guently, the double-zeta basis for neon consists of two Is 
type functions, two 2s type, and two each of 2px, 2py, and 
2pz. Recent optimum double-zeta bases for helium through ar­
gon are given by Huzinaga and Arnau (53). The exponents of 
each of these primitive functions were carefully varied to 
attain best energy minima. These bases are found sufficient 
to obtain a large part of the Hartree-Pock atomic energy and 
contain enough functions so that each electron could be re­
presented by one analytic basis function. This property 
means that the basis has enough variational freedom for use 
in configuration interaction theories. Minimal basis sets 
cannot be used for that purpose. 
As a comparison we have found the even-tempered double-
zeta (ETDZ) bases for the atoms lithium through argon. The 
even-tempered double-zeta basis is an even-tempered basis 
which is of the same size (same number of primitives) es the 
ordinary double-zeta basis but with the even-tempered re­
strictions. For example, neon reguires four Is primitives 
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and two each of the 2px, 2py, and 2pz primitives. Because 
there is no basis mixing within a symmetry, a notation simi­
lar to that introduced for Gaussians by Neumann and Moskowitz 
(54) may be conveniently used. The symbol (ks,lp,md) is used 
to denote the basis of k s functions, 1 independent p func­
tions, and m independent d functions. Each symmetry is de­
generate of degree 21+1 so that, for instance, each indepen­
dent p function implies three primitives; px, py, and pz. 
The parentheses further mean that each function is a varia­
tional function in the theoretical procedure. The neon basis 
above is (4s,2p). Square brackets denote the number of con­
tracted functions, a concept to be treated at length in the 
following sections on molecular calculations. The letters s, 
p, d, or f, or the commas may be left out in order to be more 
compact. 
The energies from these calculations are collected in 
Table 4. Some basis parameters are presented in Table 9 
along with corresponding coefficients describing the even-
tempered SCF atomic orbitals. This table contains basis in­
formation for only the atoms boron through magnesium since 
the even-tempered double-zeta basis is identical to the even-
tempered augmented double-zeta (ETADZ) basis to be described 
below. Basis information for the remaining atoms is given 
under the ETADZ classification. 
In Table 4 we find that the even-tempered double zeta 
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basis gives a lower energy for beryllium and boron. For all 
other atoms the regular doable-zeta basis gives a lower ener­
gy although either way, the difference is smaller than two-
hundredths of one-percent. Therefore, the even-tempered dou-
ble-zeta b&sis is quite good in comparison, and in fact would 
probably retain the same standard of accuracy in a molecular 
calculation. This contention has however not been tested at 
this time, à simple test would be to use both of the optimum 
double-zeta bases for calculations on a group of first- and 
second-row diatomic molecules. 
Augmented Basis SCF Calculations 
In order to provide other fully optimized atomic bases 
which might be more suitable for future molecule calcula­
tions, especially for heavy atoms, two bases other than the 
double-zeta size were considered. First of all, we have 
taken what we call the even-tempered augmented double-zeta 
basis which is near double-zeta size. The difference is that 
whenever only two basis functions are used to represent a 
symmetry for the double-zeta case, the basis for that symme­
try is augmented by one function. For example, neon, which 
requires two 2p functions in the double-zeta basis, would be 
given three in the augmented basis, i.e. (4s,3p) as opposed 
to (4s,2p). For argon, the basis is (6s,4p), so the augmen­
ted basis is identical to the double-zeta basis. 
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The reason for this augmentation is to achieve a 
"balance" (55) among the bases of all symmetries. It is rea­
sonable to have each symmetry represented equally well so 
that for example, the addition of a single function to any 
symmetry will result upon optimization in an approximately 
equal energy lowering. In the case of double-zeta neon, only 
two basis functions can represent the 2p atomic orbital, 
whereas in argon, all four p basis functions share in the 
representation of the 2p and 3p atomic orbitals. The extra 
function of the augmented basis adds extra potential linear 
variation for the neon p orbital. 
As a second basis we have chosen the even-tempered aug­
mented triple-zeta (ETATZ) basis. This is a triple-zeta 
sized basis (i.e. three primitives per occupied or partially 
occupied orbital) of even-temperc variety which is augmented 
in the same way as the double-z a basis above. Here neon 
would have a (6s,4p) basis while that for argon would be 
(9s, 6p) . 
In order to evaluate the results obtained with the aug­
mented bases it is convenient to divide them into the sepa­
rate classifications of light atoms and heavy atoms. The 
division is chosen to be at atomic number Z=21, which is the 




A complete set of results has been compiled for the 
light atoms in both of the augmented bases. The energies are 
presented in Table 5 along with accurate SCF values approach­
ing Kartree-Fock (47,48) for comparison. 
By a comparison of Table 5 with Table 4, one sees that 
for the atoms boron through neon, for which the double-zeta 
and augmented double-zeta bases are different, a substantial 
difference is observed. In fact, this difference is greater 
than that between the two augmented bases of Table 5. Thus, 
it would appear that the augmented double-zeta basis is a 
significant improvement over the ordinary double-zeta basis 
and that conseguently it may be a good computational choice 
for molecules. 
Of further interest is the accuracy characteristic of 
the triple-zeta energies. The energies obtained for silicon, 
phosphorus. Sulfur, and potassium are lower than the previ­
ous accurate values while the others remain higher but close. 
The important point may be reiterated that just four parame­
ters were varied to obtain these optimum energies whereas, 
for example, the accurate argon wavefunction, a cusp-




The heavy atoms, as defined here require d and/or f or-
bitals for the ground state configuration. It was not possi­
ble to try each atom in the transition or lanthanide series 
because the proper coupling coefficients are not available 
with which to form the correct ground states. However, re­
sults given include both open and closed d- and f-shells and 
should be sufficient to test the performance of the aew 
basis, since prior results for light atoms show no dependence 
on the state. 
For these heavy atoms, the basis used for the most part 
was the smaller augmented double-zeta basis, purely for eco­
nomic reasons. In instances where the triple-zeta basis was 
tried, the energy comparison with accurate results is very 
good, the difference being a very small percentage of the to­
tal energy. The energies are displayed along with light atom 
energies in Tables 5, 10, and 11. 
The calculations for the series rubidium through lantha­
num represent the first tabulation of analytic basis SCF cal­
culations for this group of atoms. Furthermore, these ana­
lytic bases are designed to have a balanced composition, with 
no symmetry emphasized. In the past, some SCF calculations 
were made on heavy atoms, especially the lanthanide series 
(56), in which the outer f-shells were emphasized. A basis 
which could be considered nearly minimal (viz. one basis 
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function per pair of electrons) was used for s* p, and d 
electrons. Four or five f basis functions were then used for 
each f orbital. It may be argued that the symmetries are 
largely independent so this may be done. However they are 
not completely independent and just how much so is an impor­
tant question if one is to justify reaching any practical 
conclusions on the basis of the results. This is especially 
true here since the core orbitals have a large shielding ef­
fect on outer orbitals. This kind of calculation most proba­
bly was done because of a lack of computing power and general 
methods for the selection of good bases. 
Although present calculations obtained for heavy atoms 
past krypton cannot be compared to other analytic basis SCP 
calculations* it appears that there is no loss of computing 
ability with the extension to greater numbers of electrons or 
higher symmetry. The fifth period of the table involves a 
second occupied d-level. Moreover, we include two calcula­
tions involving f orbitals, those of gadolinium ion and ra­
don. The linear coefficients for the f orbitals shown in Ta­
ble 10 are quite similar to corresponding cases where a new 
symmetry was occupied for the first time, for example, the d 
shell of krypton or the p shell of neon. Also the optimal 
slope parameter S is consistent as expected. 
A comparison of energies may be made with the numerical 
SCP results of Fischer (57) or Mann (58,59). Mann's calcula-
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tions do not treat the orthogonality of open-shells properly 
so that in that sense they do not exactly correspond to the 
Hartree-Fock solutions. The calculations of Fischer appar­
ently do treat this criterion correctly. Both sets of numer­
ical calculation apparently were done with low precision ar­
ithmetic so that due to accumulation of machine error, the 
latter figures of the energy values might be considered 
dubious. Nevertheless, Fischer records an energy of 
-21866.79 Hartrees for radon while the present calculation 
yielded a value of -21866.62648 Hartrees. This is quite a 
good comparison. A similar result for Gd+s was not found. 
Numerical results are said to be very close to exact Hartree-
Fock since no problem of only partial representation of the 
Hilbert space of an atom exists. One in effect solves for 
the solution space directly. If these numerical results are 
indeed well done, then the even-tempered basis has also 
performed very well. 
Local minima 
Although no serious problems occurred while running the 
programs, it was found that local minima in the energy sur­
faces do occur, i scan of Tables 10 and 11 reveals that the 
slope or spacing parameter, g, is often approximately con­
stant through a similar group of atoms within one type of 
basis (e.g. boron through neon). This holds for the augmen-
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•ted triple-zeta bases in Table 11 but it is not strictly true 
for the augmented double-zeta basis as seen in Table 10. If 
now the coefficients in Table 10 corresponding to the latter 
are examined, one finds a change of the primitive function 
which has the largest coefficient in the Is and 2s atomic or-
bitals. In particular, the largest coefficient of the 2s or­
bital is always the first function, but in the sequence boron 
to neon, the largest coefficient of the Is atomic orbital 
changes at carbon from the third primitive to the fourth. 
This coincides with the change in the slope parameter. It 
vas possible to find a set of optimum bases where the parame­
ter 3 was more constant throughout this group of atoms but 
bases other than those displayed produced a slightly higher 
energy. Such minima were true local minima since extensive 
optimization about the point did not reveal a false minimum 
or saddle point. In fact, the virial coefficient was close 
to two at these points. 
Although these local minima can occur, it is sometimes 
possible to spot irregularities in sequences such as that de­
scribed above so that the true minimum may be found. For ex­
ample, if the g parameter switched back in the sequence dis­
cussed above, one would expect that something is amiss and 
look to resolve it. 
It is hoped that none of the wavefunctions given repre­
sents a local minimum of the energy surface but no assurance 
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can be given that all are true optima. For the most part, 
extensive trials were made, especially for the light atoms in 
the smaller bases. Often it was found that even though the 
basis parameters were quite different for separate minima, 
the corresponding energy values were equal to a large number 
of significant figures. Thus the results given here may be 
considered a good indication of the capability of the even-
tempered basis. 
We feel that apart from the problem of possible local 
minima, the even-tempered basis has been demonstrated to be 
quite useful for atomic calculations. It seems to be at 
least adequate, and may be used conveniently to attain high 
standards of accuracy. It is hoped furthermore, that the 
even-tempered basis approach contains improvements which will 
prove useful to cope with problems arising in atomic as well 
as molecular problems. 
Properties 
a compilation of properties computed in each basis for 
all atoms listed in this work is included in Table 12. The 
table is arranged by atomic number and within this classifi­
cation by basis size, the smaller bases taken first. The 
atomic number and name of the atom or ion along with the 
spectroscopic state and orbital configuration preceeds the 
basis composition. The quantity |2-V/E| described before is 
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given along with |1-Norm| which is the deviation from the 
value one of the computed overlap, of the total wave-
function W. Values of the cusp summed over all orbitals of 
the same symmetry are given nert. Finally expectation values 
of several operators, are given for each atomic 
orbital and also summed over all occupied orbitals 
occ. 
<y|0(Y> = ^ NCi) <4)^1019^ > 
i 
for the total wavefunction, with occupation numbers N(i). 
The total is listed just below the operator heading with the 
orbital values following according to the conventional atomic 
orbital notation. The operators are in order: T, kinetic 
energy; 7(1), one-electron potential energy; V(2), two-
electron potential energy; V(T), total potential energy; E, 
total energy or T+V (T); e, orbital energy (the total repre­
sents [T+V(1) ]+2*V (2) ) ; -cusp, orbital values; r max, the 
value of r at which the orbital distribution attains a maxi­
mum; and r-3, r-z, r-i, r, r^, r*, r®, various powers of the 
operator r. The cusp and r max are not expectation values 
but orbital properties so that a total is not given. The ex­
pectation value of r-3 is not defined for s orbitals and 
therefore the total is not possible. The ordering of the or­
bitals in this table is according to a numerical sequencing 
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of the orbital eigenvalues e. Table 12 is computer printed 
and as a consequence, all values printed here have been auto­
matically rounded off, including the total energy. 
Table 1. SCF ground state helium calculations 
Number of Basis Functions Energy |2-V/E| -Cusp Ref. 
Is 2s Total 
3 - 3 -2.861679036686 5.0 (-10) 2.015 a 
4 - U -2.861679875316 1.3 (-7) 2.0013 a 
5 - 5 -2.861679986833 4.0(-8) 2.0004 a 
6 - 6 -2.861679987495 1.0 (-10) 2.0011 a 
7 - 7 -2.861679994968 4.9(-8) 2.00060 a 
8 - 8 -2.861679995610 2.0 (-10) 2.000029 a 
12 - 12 -2.861679995615 3.7(-8) 1.999968 a 
2 - 2 -2.8616725 b 
1 2 3 -2.861680 7.0 (-6) 2.012 c 
4 - -2.8616785 1.2 (-6) d 
5 — 5 -2.8616799 2. 3 (-6) a 
a. This work 
b. Huzinaga and Arnau (63) 
c. Bagus and Gilbert (45) 
d. dementi (46) 









Energy 12-V/EI -Cusp 
is 2s 
Ref. 
4 - - 4 -14.57282754 2.9(-7) 4.08 4.03 a 
5 - - 5 -14.57294014 1.7 (-8) 3.95 4.11 a 
6 - - 6 -14.57301487 5.0(-10) 4.03 4.05 a 
7 - - 7 -14.57302122 7.2(-9) 3.993 3.96 a 
8 - - 8 -14.57302308 4.6(-9) 4.003 4.006 a 
12 - - 12 -14.57302316 2.0 (-9) 3.9998 4.0001 a 
2 2 - 4 -14.572371 b 
2 1 1 4 -14.57299 1.3(-5) 4.02 3.95 c 
2 3 - 5 -14.573014 1.2(-6) d 
2 2 1 5 -14.57302 0.0(-6) 4.02 4.03 c 
2 4 — 6 -14.573020 1.5(-6) d 
a. This work 
b. Huzinaga and Arnau (53) 
c. Bagus and Gilbert (15) 
d. dementi (46) 
Table 3. SCF ground state neon calculations 
Number of Basis Functions Energy |2-V/E| -Cusp Ref, 
Is 2s 3s 2p Total Is 2s 2p 
- - 2 10 -128.5342215 5.7(-8) 9.87 9.91 4.16 a 
-
- 3 13 -128.5449241 3.1 (-8) 9.87 9.90 4.62 a 
5 - - 3 14 -128.5465597 2.0 (-10) 10.02 9.97 4.62 a 
5 - - 4 17 -128.5469298 2. 5(-8) 10.02 9.97 4.76 a 
6 - - 4 18 -128.5469510 1.5 (-8) 10.02 10.12 4.75 a 
6 - - 5 21 -128.5470677 4.0 (-8) 10.02 10.12 5.10 a 
8 - - 6 26 -128.5470968 3. 8 (-8) 10.001 9.98 5.07 a 
2 2 - 2 10 -128.53508 b 
2 1 1 3 13 -128.54648 8.0 (-6) 10.01 10.01 4.68 c 
2 3 " 4 17 -128.54698 3.2 (-6) a 
2 2 1 4 17 -128.54709 2.0 (-6) 10.02 10.05 5.0003 c 
2 4 - 4 18 -128.54701 4.9 (-6) d 
a. This work 
b. Huzinaga and Arnau (53) 
c. Bagus and Gilbert (15) 
d. dementi (46) 
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Li(2S) -7.431888 -7.4327223 0.0112 
Be(iS) -14.572827 -14.572371 0.0031 
B(2P) -24.528240 -24.527921 0.0013 
C(3P) -37.686548 -37.686751 0.0005 
N(*S) -54.397139 -54.397950 0.0014 
0(3P) -74.803506 -74.804316 0.0010 
F(2P) -99.400464 -99.401302 0.0008 
Ne(iS) -128.534221 -128.53508 0.0006 
Na(2S) -161.848025 -161.85002 0.0012 
Hq(iS) -199.604884 -199.60702 0.0010 
A1(2P) -241.865719 -241.87320 0.0030 
Si(3p) -288.844336 -288.85120 0.0024 
P(+S) -340.709037 -340.71597 0.0020 
S(3P> -397.491350 -397.50230 0.0209 
C1(2P) -459.458310 -459.47962 0.0046 
Ar(tS) -526.795062 -526.81512 0.0038 
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Table 5. Augmented double- and triple-zeta energies 
Atomic Energy 
State ADZ ATZ Reference (48) 
He (IS) -2.861679 -2. 861679 -2.8616799 
li(2S) -7.431888 -7. 432720 -7.4327257 
Be(iS) -14.572827 -14. 573014 -14.573020 
B(2P) -24.528484 -24. 529049 -24.529052 
C(3P) -37.687365 -37, ,688598 -37.688611 
N(*S) -54.398981 -54, ,400895 -54.400911 
0(3?) -74.807525 -74, ,809286 -74.809359 
F(2P) -99.407396 -99, 409204 -99.409284 
Ne (IS) -128.544924 -128. 546951 -128.54701 
Na(2S) -161.855877 -161. 858803 -161.85889 
Mq(iS) -199.606331 -199. 614546 -199.61458 
A1(2P) -241.865719 -241. 876625 -241.87665 
Si(3p) -288.844336 -288. 854277 -288.85426 
P(*S) -340.709037 -340. 718696 -340.71866 
S(3P) -397.491350 -397. 504766 -397.50475 
C1(2P) -459.458310 -459. 481799 -459.48187 
Ac (IS) -526.795052 -526. 817019 -526.81734 
K(2S) -599.147486 -599. 164566 -599.16446 
Ca(iS) -676.743435 -676. 757145 -676.75803 
Sc(2D) -759.717952 -759.73555 
Cr(7S) -1042.333876 -1043.3539 
Mn(«S) -1149.834817 -1149.8651 
ru (2S) -1638.880127 -1638.9614 
Zn(iS) -1777.780153 -1777.8470 
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Table 5. (Continued) 
Atomic Energy 
State ADZ ATZ Reference (48) 
Ga(2P) -1923.158789 -1923.259911 -1923.2602 
Ge(3p) 
-2075.252892 -2075.3590 





Br (2P) -2572.371868 
-2572.4406 









ca (IS) -5464.891360 
In (ZP) -5739.955617 




Xe(iS) -7232.015542 -7232.136903 





Table 6- Even-tempered helium orbitals 
Num. of Coefficients Num. of Coefficients 
Primitives a/3 Is Primitives a/3 Is 
3 0.932625 0.754230 8 0.791863 0.002257 
1.517207 0.176473 1.326345 0.670548 
0.094288 0.195043 
0.077427 
4 0.852996 0.770410 0.069819 
1.662827 0.212485 0.011532 
0.044500 -0.000622 
-0.002390 -0.000911 
5 0.520556 0.003783 12 0.886077 0.002039 





6 0.520505 0.003942 0.019261 















Table 7. Even-tempered beryllium orbitale 
Num. of Coefficients 
Primitives a/e Is 2s 
5 0.341735 -0.003323 1.423143 




7 0.445690 0.000086 1.466503 






8 0.514111 -0.000914 1.601092 







12 0.582434 -0.000584 1.789901 











Table 8. Even-tempered neon orbitale 
Primitive 











0.001522 1.085652 5 0.945886 0.379104 
-0.002025 0.317739 1.730264 0.471489 
0.041120 -0.626813 0.232068 
0.924005 -0.126793 0.014380 
0.043768 0.002019 0.001433 
-0.000197 -0.001120 
0.001692 1.096454 5 0.945945 0.379168 
-0.002824 0.298667 1.730272 0.471472 
0.044342 -0.615346 0.232028 
0.924064 -0. 133471 0.014369 
0.040441 0.007127 0.001433 
0.000642 -0.003291 
-0.000161 0.000475 
-0.000079 1.016811 6 1.016690 0.274020 
0.005844 0.357148 1.518533 0.376742 
-0.012690 -0.173826 0.289370 
0.095221 -0.485263 0.149715 
0.884190 -0.061623 0.005168 
0.025912 0.001422 0.003801 
0.011006 -0.004812 
-0.001232 0.000744 
Table 9. Even-tempered douhle-zeta atomic ocbitals 
Li(2S) Be(*S) B(2P) C(SP) N(*S) 0(3P) P(2P) He(iS) 
a 0. 307856 0. 340407 0. 473478 0. 596363 0. 831171 0. 955814 1. 073954 1. 187882 
e 1. 819795 2. 191497 2. 130513 2. 107092 1. 718128 1. 713781 1. 713069 1. 714098 
0. 000383 -0. 005416 -0. 004106 -0. 003359 0. 023833 0. 021349 0. 019280 0. 017584 
Is -0. 160231 0. 030455 0. 029201 0. 029763 -0. 092634 -0. 081961 -0. 073120 -0. 065909 
0. 629373 0. 945497 0. 950047 0. 953092 0. 298659 0. 267849 0. 243306 0. 223818 
0. 507880 0. 040503 0. 034552 0. 029537 0. 779664 0. 801869 0. 819366 0. 833149 
1. 747934 1. 422549 1. 447173 1. 451785 1. 331797 1. 270778 1. 216481 1. 169547 
2s -1. 005712 -0. 604531 -0. 619446 -0. 613568 -0. 115896 -0. 002848 0. 091891 0. 170392 
0. 023828 -0. 130205 -0. 160126 -0. 182008 -0. 480427 -0. 534955 -0. 575754 -0. 606555 
-0. 078399 -0. 004865 -0. 001243 0. 001841 -0. 077345 -0. 078874 -0. 081021 -0. 083446 
a 0. 455209 0. 577616 0. 690710 0. 743435 0. 817103 0. 900784 
0 2. 203933 2. 172201 2. 165283 2. 226565 2. 260341 2. 278920 
2d 0. 839385 0. 801671 0. 775851 0. 742980 0. 726153 0. 715755 
0. 216592 0. 260567 0. 290777 0. 334277 0. 356594 0. 370114 
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Table 10. Even-tempered augmented double-zeta atomic orbitals 


































































































Table 10. (Continued) 
%a(zs) Mg(iS) AI(ZP) Si(3P) P{»S) S(3p) Cl(2p) ».r(»S) 
a 0. 290910 0. 379303 0. 504009 0. 547043 0. 638558 0. 739189 0. 829412 0. 924977 
e 1. 836890 1. 784253 1. 726074 1. 903839 1. 871659 1. 841115 1. 821166 1. 802225 
0. 005162 0. 005277 0. 005667 -0. 001608 -0. 001312 -0. 000993 -0. 000622 -0. 000260 
-0. 019299 -0. 020357 -0. 022709 0. 006014 0. 005015 0. 003539 0. 002532 0. 001182 
1s 0. 0142873 0. 045977 0. 052237 -0. 013969 -0. 012121 -0. 009234 -0. 007276 -0. 004619 
-0. 076147 -0. 081919 -0. 093048 0. 057151 0. 054256 0. 049355 0. 045786 0. 040994 
0. 181775 0. 194579 0. 217325 0, 944044 0. 944929 0. 946737 0. 948365 0. 950625 
0. 073611 0. 864052 0. 847797 0. 015146 0. 015724 0. 016729 0. 017209 0. 017843 
0. 04 3408 0. 054991 0. 065350 0. 002533 -0. 000843 -0. 005723 -0. 006021 -0. 006498 
-0. 185634 -0. 237936 -0. 288134 0. 006915 0. 021625 0. 044535 0. 046725 0. 052602 
2s 0. 778505 0. 941960 1. 185580 1. 662561 1. 698594 1. 725791 1. 759736 1. 788861 
0. 890045 0. 777793 0. 550223 -0. 894349 -0. 960646 -1. 024543 -1. 073387 -1. 120724 
-0. 786947 -0. 823033 -0. 823494 -0. 180903 -0. 167682 -0. 153533 -0. 144777 -0. 135235 
-0. 102902 -0. 090526 -0. 076834 0. 005518 0. ,004248 0. 002805 0. 002077 0. 001208 
1. 840723 1. 785693 1. 920029 1. 890233 1. 940176 2. 010165 2. 044823 2. ,089977 
-1. 191602 -0. 959045 -1. 090592 -1. 304205 -1. , 355841 -1. 453003 -1. 484125 -1. ,540341 
3s 0. 092869 -0. 218280 -0. 341121 -0. 206467 -0. ,264487 -0. 286746 -0. 337346 -0. ,366725 
-0. 164919 -0. 073213 0. 000693 0. 239128 0. ,295459 0. 340587 0. 388375 0. ,428762 
0. 134227 0. 151571 0. 170622 0. ,042501 0. ,035822 0. ,030396 0. ,023386 0. .017262 
0. 013055 0. 017604 0. 018545 -0. ,001327 -0. .000255 0, ,000570 0. 001551 0. .002383 
a 1. ,238510 1. ,578058 0. ,455807 0. ,541613 0. .603840 0. , 662097 0. ,797545 0, .820346 
1. ,840941 1. ,764896 1. ,991736 1. ,955839 2. .016551 2. .028799 1, .857083 1 .993139 
0. ,540021 0. , 575075 0. ,007284 0. .010654 -0 .005755 -0, .007839 0. .027044 -0 .006503 
2p 0. ,466062 0. ,429179 0. ,008828 -0 .005489 0 .066672 0, .076309 -0, .071825 0 .064570 
0, .072052 0. .061991 0, ,773604 0, .789900 0 .842321 0, .856230 0. .782553 0 .871163 
0. .270127 0, .258736 0, .144255 0, .119140 0. .305895 0 .108307 
1. ,197201 1 .166101 1 i 144724 1 .113911 1 .069998 1 .089682 
3d -0, .270025 -0 .197767 -0 .172111 -0 .117159 0 .009000 -0 .059845 
-0, .125751 -0 .  181131 -0 .223382 -0 .260169 -0 .305873 -0 .311454 
-0, ,056780 -0 .056241 -0 .031696 -0 .024701 -0 .070805 -0 .020545 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
K(2S) Ca(tS) SC(2D) Cr (7S) Sn(«S) Cn(2S) 7.n (IS) 
a 0. , 193922 0. ,343262 0. 263126 0. ,352324 0. ,396031 0. 409456 0. 459794 
6 1. .776909 1. 782463 1. 732148 1. 697936 1. 662137 1. 705810 1. 688416 
0. 001510 -0. 000122 0. 001333 0. 000877 0. 001019 0. 000868 0. 000740 
-0. 005877 0. 000529 -0. 005384 -0. 003694 -0. 004329 -0. 003609 -0. 003147 
0. 013277 -0. 001467 0. 012504 0. 008958 0. 010497 0. 008617 0. 007686 
Is -0. 023803 0. 003224 -0. 022889 -0. 017225 -0. 019978 -0. 016232 -0. 014847 
0. 038226 -0. 007957 0. 037317 0. 029662 0. 033726 0. 027341 0. 025670 
-0. 060646 0. 045935 -0. 060140 -0. 051085 -0. 056273 -0. 046173 -0. 044541 
0. 141405 0. 949088 0. 142526 0. 130212 0. 136674 0. 112723 0. 111783 
0. 901427 0. 016114 0. 899830 0. 906835 0. 903067 0. 920337 0. 920410 
0. 014434 -0. 002772 0. 021732 0. 025638 0. 028621 0. 014281 0. 018589 
-0. 055543 0. 010291 -0. 085961 -0. 102785 -0. 117095 -0. 057106 -0. 075363 
0. 123336 -0. 019607 0. 193596 0. 234065 0. 268449 0. 128113 0. 170765 
2s -0. 215179 0. 051404 -0. 339109 -0. 409435 -0. 470466 -0. 216323 -0. 291955 
0. 405278 1. 843742 0. 626299 0. 743353 0. 86 0758 0. 380755 0. 516169 
1. 550034 -1. 187484 1. 427626 1. 394319 1. 311645 1. 745317 1- 655284 
-1 .159450 -0, .123644 -1 .205952 -1 .268999 -1 .275244 -1, .387954 -1 .396131 
-0, .085620 0, .000909 -0 .067517 -0. .052852 -0 .045229 -0.052245 -0 .043688 
-0. .017668 0. .096609 -0 .016847 0.025497 0 .007222 -0. .055971 -0 .044386 
0. ,059015 -0, .413305 0, .056707 -0. .075448 -0 .003769 0. .207085 0. .159487 
-0. .070583 2. .621276 -0. .072400 0. .024230 -0.198710 -0. .358089 -0. .231886 
3s 2. .355684 -1, .760550 2. .601548 -2. .667596 -2. .480177 2. .866494 2. .854218 
-2. ,031462 -0, .483729 -2. .490041 2. .727879 2. .780368 -2. ,448012 -2. .651293 
-0. .081624 0. ,543374 0. ,111532 -0. .193055 -0. .280755 -0. .187467 -0. ,041954 
0. 384082 0, ,001088 0. .392877 -0. .426529 -0. .411272 0. ,578313 0. .554905 
0. 020907 0. ,004647 0. .019001 -0. .013029 -0. .012428 -0. .002049 -0. .001607 
1. 168058 2. 312155 -0. .987379 1. .449794 1. .939448 2. , 133012 1. ,961376 
0. 325305 -2. 024376 -0. .784649 -0. .079027 -1. .086542 -1. ,703447 -1. ,237000 
-1. 069121 0. 029374 1. ,448903 -0. 889710 -0. ,204049 0. 603518 0. 127024 
4s 0. 072696 0. 298300 0. ,019375 -0. ,278211 -0. ,456106 -0. 825651 -0. 685636 
0. 229964 0. 168087 -0. 468728 0. 625212 0. ,662520 0. 630139 0. 676927 
0. 067890 -0. 153660 -0. 007577 -0. 047152 -0. 089357 -0. 041710 -0. 047061 
-0. 088391 0. 005718 0. 105073 -0. 104334 -0. 084806 -0. 082656 -0. 099969 
-0. 001339 -0. 001939 0. 002223 -0. 001861 
r*'  
002670 -0. 001418 -0. 000569 
a 1. 018843 1. 215501 1. 335553 1. 641460 1. 725853 2. 035471 2. 185093 
e 1. 889991 1. 815976 1. 797167 1. 686892 1. 781532 1. 795653 1. 777885 
-0. 003524 -0. 001962 -0. 000891 0. 030727 0. 000693 0. 001314 0. 001049 
2p 0. 053256 0. 045521 0. 042040 -0. 102286 0. 042390 0. 044676 0. 047170 
0. 858100 0. 846153 0. 849390 0. 747169 0. 870057 0. 897799 0. 885729 
0. 127654 0. 143792 0. 141478 0. 354573 0. 114971 0. 092026 0. 091320 
1. 140557 1. 187755 1. 193261 1. 025141 1. 183573 1. 147546 1. 171331 
3p -0. 110759 -0. 156268 -0. 153111 0. 195680 -0. 119911 -0. 061098 -0. 090996 
-0. 334388 -0. 353141 -0. 371087 -0. 502079 -0. 419698 -0. 455758 -0. 455737 
-0. 027322 -0. 033332 -0. 032300 -0. 090356 -0. 021931 -0. 011773 -0. 012069 
a 0. 658687 0. 533402 0. 978752 0. 945582 1. 150641 
g 2. 124709 2. 208727 2. 018390 2. 040090 1. 972380 
33 
0.537951 0.388789 0.45*829 0.343518 0.345979 
0.524132 0.558042 0.568905 0.568746 0.578565 
0.097099 0.274431 0.123918 0.268914 0.236307 
Table 10. (Continued) 
Ga(2P) Ge(3P) »s(*S) Se(3P) Br(zp) Kr(»S) 
a 0.538402 0.637392 0.753626 0.823619 0.897175 1-018984 

































































































































































































e 10. (Continued) 
Ca(2P) Ge(3P) As(4S) Se(3p) Br(2P) Kr(iS) 
a 0. 696547 0. 708026 0. 751527 0. 760648 0. 804871 0. 854333 
3 1. 790710 1. 79P003 1. 789553 1. 682593 1. 675264 1. 667047 
0. 001338 0. 001585 0. 001636 0. 012598 0. 012419 0. 012314 
-0. 003363 -0. 004203 -0. 004402 -0. 044987 -0. 044657 -0. 044513 
2p 0. 003446 0. 004949 0. 005179 0. 096888 0. 096449 0. 096434 
0. 049649 0. 046022 0. 046117 -0. 172268 -0. 171786 -0. 172025 
0. 890622 0. 895697 0. 896177 0. 519131 0. 516286 0. 516074 
0. 083028 0. 080155 0. 078989 0. 612056 0. 614191 0. 614139 
0. 033406 0. 041236 0. 044169 0. 021931 0. 024379 0. 024583 
-0. 054644 -0. 099708 -0. 119834 -0. 089491 -0. 096116 ~0. 102101 
3p 1. 186480 1. 207956 1. 232700 0. 554248 0. 545453 0. 543674 
-0. 067981 -0. 045200 -0. 052915 0. 951674 0. 979383 1. 000540 
-0. 470229 -0. 486533 -0. 494815 -0. 640964 -0. 660154 -0. 680477 
-0. 008045 -0. 006097 -0. 005305 -0. 202177 -0. 203783 -0. 204053 
1. 590420 1. 487097 1. 436202 1. 235484 1. 146865 1. 074870 
-0. 932807 -0. 711794 -0. 591404 -0. 176584 -0. ,006362 0. 133899 
Up 0. 058034 -0. 091049 -0. 193453 -0. 253685 -0. 354746 -0. 441498 
-0. 102057 -0. 057367 -0. 026484 -0. 248919 -0. 251233 -0. ,253324 
0. 135952 0. 130336 0. 131882 0. ,174378 0. ,187269 0. ,200053 
-0. 004586 -0. 002634 -0. 001557 0. 046768 0.051041 0, 054034 
a 1. 362749 1. , 585101 1, , 809814 2. ,052312 2. .288205 2. 523336 
e 1. 920683 1. , 879020 1. ,845455 1. 813346 1. 784316 1. 756748 
0, 353956 0. 371114 0, .390883 0. 418014 0. 437820 0. 454058 
3d 0. 585103 0. 584422 0. 579264 0. 565091 0, .552328 0, .539606 
0. 205666 0. 176308 0. 151289 0. 129318 0, .114781 0, .104889 
Table 10. (Continued) 
Pb(ïS) Sr(>S) T(*D) Mo (75) Tc(»S) Pd(«S) Aq(»SJ C<J(«SJ 
a 0.307132 0.37*861 0.386023 0.4192** 0.*41*93 1.9296*1 0.*67969 0.506288 






























































































































































-0. 011715 -0. ,011256 -0. 007*46 -0. ,008871 0. 134636 0. .006079 -0.000290 
-0. 01285C 0. 056819 0. 054357 0.035998 0.0*2375 -0. 716163 -0. 02706* 0. ,001764 
0. 01791S -0. 159553 -0. 151222 -0. 099553 -0. 11*796 3. 698719 0. 066091 -0. ,005798 
0. 00609e 0. 359929 0. 334625 0. 21187* 0. 238129 -1. 6*761* -0. 131723 0. 004280 
-0. 221076 -0. 989*08 -0. 881307 -0. 52216* -0. 556294 -2. 616428 0. 211378 -0. 036185 
-2. 9*8795 
-2. 25842* -2. 440256 -2. 979628 -3. 0041*8 1. 6129*2 3. 898602 -3. 730558 
3. 707173 3. 760757 3. 887910 4. 2*7592 4. 3*9073 0. 07*360 4. 765807 4. 859235 
-0. 68835"' -0. 97**63 -1. 000943 -1. 072*5* -1. 139695 0. 021097 -1. 131967 -1. 264978 
-0. *39569 -0. 352691 -0. 358753 -0. 376635 -0. 365899 -0. *19133 -0. 383364 
-0. 002019 -0. 0068*1 -0. 006291 -0. 004*72 -0. 004903 0. 000139 -0. 002087 
-0.060759 
-0. ,082695 -0. 066618 0. 014115 0.007199 3. 47*169 0.0662*5 0. ,06*151 
0. 305509 0. 429899 0. 3*7714 0. 01*02* -0. ,007*42 -2. 6826*1 -0. 278024 -0. 269682 
-1. 321321 
-1. 828830 -1. 443778 -0. *38872 -0. 22*558 -2. 57*620 0. 5*1*96 0. 538948 
-1. 352999 
-0. 941078 -1. 604310 -2. 998929 -3. 455601 2. 579*0* -4. 10897* -4. 337397 
2. 728129 3. 170587 3. 633125 4. 325090 *. 756638 0. 30252* 4. 256258 4. 789715 
-0. 1*345* -0. 742762 -0. 803375 -0. 572708 -0. 705275 -0. 503633 0. 495048 0. 10*555 
-1. 133686 
-1. 013719 -1. 098202 -1. 5001*0 -1. 563149 -0. 060831 -2. 371953 -2. 312149 
0. 247337 0. 304*70 0. 335028 0. *772*9 0. 520763 -0. 003591 0. 753877 0. 7888*8 
0. 151300 0. 140685 0. 143958 0. 135720 0. 1337*1 0. 109561 0. 102366 
-0. 000876 
-0. 000916 -0. 0007*9 0. 0016*0 0. 002010 0. 006595 0. 006788 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
Pb(»S» Sr('S) Y(:D) Mo(fS) Tc(»S) Pd(iS) *q(2S) Cdf'S) 
-3.19*113 -3.15*585 -3.032932 -3.180161 2.823796 -3.*5839* -3.0*2873 
3.8*5138 3. *76*60 3-1998*0 3.782551 -2.806829 *.68115* 3.500282 
-1.879896 -1.1032*2 -0-9718*2 -2. 103**9 1.070159 -3.*0*981 -2.107325 
1.371329 0.923190 1-023321 2. 162100 -1.651990 3.057069 2.*61*3* 
5s -1.17360* -1.2779*9 -1-3897*7 -2.013035 1.870772 -2.211301 -2.139089 
0.300569 0.*28*01 0-**5252 0.632523 -0-517937 0.5*5159 0.*67971 
0.1*1*09 0.17617* 0.19587* 0.162109 -0-2778*9 0.222777 0.358795 
-0.021597 -0.053082 -0.061089 
-0.052559 0.09889* -0.071*5* -0.1308*2 
-0.039*76 -0.0*2**7 -0.0*2*95 -0.0*5757 0-0*0822 -0.039306 -0.03*751 
0.00127* 0.001135 0-0010*6 0.001664 -0-00059* 0.0013*2 0.000167 
a 1.023906 1.191272 1-287009 1.*7*807 1.637720 1. 670979 1.829600 1-9877** 
6 1.630316 1.601883 1-589930 1.5735*9 1-5561*6 1. 562669 1.5*73*5 1-53396* 
0.012727 0.012892 0-012812 0.012307 0-012323 0. 011511 0.011562 0-011652 
-0.0*73*0 -0.0*9071 -0-0*9306 -0.0*8327 -0-0*9126 -0. 0*601* -0.0*6896 -0-0*7806 
2P 0.10385* 0.108697 0-109700 0.108537 0-110919 0. 10*365 0.10693* 0-109305 
-0.183786 -0.190552 -0.191900 -0.191599 -0.193910 -0. 187752 -0.191382 -0.19*17* 
0.575375 0.628200 0.6*2656 0.633285 0-67152* 0. 597800 0.627*38 0-655220 







































































































0.*8771* -0.000727 0.017*86 
0.5100*3 0.068351 -0.025520 







































Table 10. (Continued) 
In(2P) Sn(3P) Sb(*S) Te(3p) 1(2?) Te(iS) 
0.596136 0.693171 0.771089 0.847500 0.917865 0.984008 














































































































































































































































































































Table 10. (Continued) 
In(2P) Sn(3P) Sb(*S) Te(3P) T(2P) Xe(iS) 
a 0. 738113 0. 637502 0. 781632 0. 811162 0. 849520 0. 892860 
e 1. 625032 1. 589438 1- 621584 1. 617733 1. 611646 1. 604594 
-0. 000569 0. 005728 -0- 000393 -0. 000307 -0. 000214 -0. 000102 
0. 002269 -0. 022440 0- 001622 0. 001309 0- 000970 0. 000545 
-0. 005567 0-050578 -0. 004175 -0. 003509 -0. 002790 -0. 001874 
2p 0. 011174 -0. 088625 0- 008871 0. 007777 0. 006593 0. 005076 
-0. 024691 0. 136240 -0- 021593 -0. 020112 -0. 018486 -0. 016358 
0. 113459 -0- 204312 0- 106996 0-104138 0. 101287 0. 097669 
0. 860333 0. 529581 0. 865099 0- 866720 0. 867737 0. 868794 


















































































































































a 1. 608219 1. 754309 1. 890998 2. .031747 2. 175617 2, 322247 
3 1. 783317 1. 772571 1. 7629 78 1. 744809 1. 725615 1. 707339 
0. 019569 0. 013827 0. 008420 0. 005292 0. 002972 0. 000890 
3d -0. 036824 -0. 009889 0. 015257 0. 028634 0- 038239 0. 046945 
0. 749158 0. 776423 0. 791021 0. 790946 0-787957 0. 784467 
0- 328438 0. 277950 0. 241628 0. 229670 0- 223736 0. 219068 
0. 815810 0. 850590 0. 877970 0. 894557 0. 909562 0. 925450 
4d 0. 355216 0. 315328 0. 282577 0. 266043 0. 252146 0. 236914 
-0. 360600 -0. 388986 -0. 409401 -0. 425764 -0. 439449 -0. 451452 
-0. 112133 -0. 096107 -0. 084222 -0- 081308 -0. 080491 -0. 079985 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
Cs(2S) Ba(iS) La (ZD) Cs(2S) Ba(iS) la (2D) 
a 0.378072 0.411680 0-428286 
e 1.516492 1-508160 1-505417 
0.000172 0.000256 0.000261 0.005082 
-0.003706 
-0.004426 
-0.000879 -0-001309 -0.001341 
-0.020470 0.023193 0.026483 
0.002449 0.003639 0.003738 0.032507 
-0.085860 -0-092796 
-0.005069 -0.007461 -0.007676 0.002268 0.245396 0-248817 




Is -0.014232 -0.019957 -0.020519 4s -4.766528 
-4-370596 
-4.606281 
0.021713 0.029211 0.029966 8.630773 8-928735 9.313634 
-0.032338 -0.041327 -0-042236 
-3.883651 
-4-492032 -4.768607 




-0.068938 -0.078612 -0.079451 0.770311 0-729007 0.735966 
0.137666 0.147505 0-147870 0.081361 0-083538 0.082460 
0.905904 0.900711 0-900678 0.003731 0-002686 0.002610 




-0.090595 -0.092801 -0.093556 0.438730 0.564352 0.490228 
0.242663 0.250665 0.253418 
-2.717219 
-2-818330 -2.403824 
-0.473984 -0.492433 -0.498831 0.205439 
-0.226251 -1. 139720 
0.765187 0.797450 0.808738 3.172317 4.252471 5.180043 
2s -1.090633 -1.137476 -1.153982 5s -0.151614 
-0.992172 
-1.334012 
1.427816 1.487555 1.508682 
-3.053750 
-2.982409 -3. 132777 
-1.800675 -1-873591 -1.899504 1.620384 1.826732 1.995402 
2.805501 2-961057 3-007351 0.319809 0.256686 0-230450 




-1.173071 -1.125875 -1-116969 
-0. 024998 
-0.023863 -0.024387 
0.021750 0.021792 0.022454 
-0.001970 
-0.002105 -0.002095 




0.137525 0.154388 0.159438 11.477281 8.748098 8.543513 
-0.369873 -0.418969 -0.433800 
-10.501892 
-6.561709 -6.490014 
0.730804 0.833447 0.864284 8.178001 5.105928 5.369003 
-1.210484 -1.387699 -1.439449 
-6.116963 
-4-578641 -4.947416 
3s 1.830849 2.111645 2. 189480 6s 3.108905 2-273148 2.455405 




-0.905765 -0.304156 -0.200637 0.329304 
-0.058125 -0.088627 




-1.941364 -1.981280 -2.018625 0-168703 0.147104 0.151768 
-0.139568 -0.112110 -0.101680 
-0.018149 
-0-008538 -0.008880 
-0.016617 -0.017947 -0.018498 0.003630 0.002555 0.002608 
Table 10. (Continued) 
Cs(2S) Ba(iS) La (2D) es (ZS) Ba(iS) La (2D) 
a 1.004893 1.116925 1.193349 a 2. 477668 2.637982 1.000774 
e 1.bb2btt8 1.bt>330y 1.552705 1. 689604 1.67272 1 1.665982 
-0.000282 -0.000378 -0.000360 -0. 001454 -0.003755 -0.000496 
0.001256 0.001659 0.001601 0. 057266 0.067744 0.002375 
-0.003482 -0.004421 -0.004312 3d 0. 780712 0.776685 -0.010187 
2p 0.007812 0.009388 0.009189 0. 213370 0.207820 0.087442 
-0.020522 -0.022838 -0.022565 0.777806 
0.107035 0. 112587 0.112539 0. 190464 
0.860073 0.853319 0.851390 
0.063664 0.065990 0.067588 0. 946200 0.969100 0.027577 
0. 214308 0. 188231 -0.031515 
0.020256 0.016507 0.015042 4d -0. 461115 -0.468879 1.009931 
-0.079051 -0.065658 -0.060531 -0. 079025 -0.078050 0.151631 
0.178747 0.149756 0.138706 -0.474833 
3p -0.304771 -0.243064 -0.219001 -0.071713 
1.808138 1.815171 1.825718 
-0.637244 -0.708011 -0.744390 1.273093 
-0.466012 -0.443894 -0.435423 -0.325780 
-0.003587 -0.006548 -0.007876 sa -0.253139 
-0.098867 
0.065586 0.063912 0.066382 0.160888 
-0.267869 -0.261995 -0.274523 0.017603 
1.672328 1.837347 1.930378 
ap -0.047633 -0.324041 -0.447467 
-1.557895 -1.476235 -1.462399 
0.647319 0.674991 0.700839 
0.135192 0.127729 0.124117 
0.010775 0.011938 0.012736 
1.694391 1.775499 1.791256 
-0.696980 -0.764421 -0.731257 
-0.713291 -0.884503 -1.038378 
5p 0.079291 0.263978 0.383766 
0.575679 0.548838 0.539526 
-0.246498 -0. 262110 -0.274665 
-0.039039 -0.041912 -0.043830 
-0.004410 -0.004635 -0.004810 
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-0.015694 4.251203 -0.644411 
0.040708 1.538433 -0.668959 
-0.076182 
-3.385796 5p -0.510139 
0.115873 5s 0.075855 0.991252 
-0. 151944 1.637424 -0.134210 
0. 176712 
-0.707212 -0.152170 
-0. 186066 0.034869 -0.020633 
1.058417 
-0.022318 
0- 036982 0.002622 a 3.261845 
3 1.653774 0.016423 a 1.410400 
-0.079933 g 1.491535 0.004196 
0.209632 3d 0.038130 
-0.402592 0.005825 0.802800 
0.663780 
-0.025630 0.198270 
-1. 190996 0.062285 
-1.491098 2p -0.112941 0.913966 






-0.012322 a 1.874408 
0.065924 0.028027 3 1.903542 
-0.201449 
-0.121363 
0.462202 0.292063 0.392601 
-4.956003 3p -0.535915 4f 0.595891 





























1.017676 a 0.841669 a  2.199251 1.449446 e 1.489038 e 1.554579 
0.00046b 
-0.02484b 0.002845 -0.001602 0.009144 
-0.002576 0.145763 -0.012782 0.009725 -0.032063 
0.007579 
-0.467440 0.031906 0.121620 3d 0.065764 
-0.016047 1.139391 -0.059613 2.218165 -0.087416 
0.027735 
-3.160704 2p 0.094202 5p -1.579721 0.767824 
-0.041866 4s -2.929483 -0.134208 -1.502026 0.310770 
0.057502 11.879178 0.179594 1.588623 
-0.073595 
-8.795040 -0.243222 0.071344 0.027975 
0.088633 0.934302 0.520566 -0.334233 -0.100449 
-0. 104406 0.789093 0.631058 -0.024610 4d 0.857088 
0.157524 0.019838 0.574123 
0.900588 0.004078 0.006520 1.572076 -0.681098 
-0.028889 -0.506724 -0.137825 
0.019295 
-0.100137 0.070733 -0.067365 
-0.105241 0.588960 -0.129113 -1.199985 0.921531 
0.303445 
-2.961369 3p 0.198391 6p 0.965536 0.427918 
-0.624378 
-2.341382 -0.283844 0.317594 5d -0.729967 
1.038865 10.669775 0.575116 -0.469110 -0.203816 
-1.495459 5s -6.595263 1.514425 -0.040657 0.281027 
1.946786 
-2.606659 -1.275925 0. 114338 0.054848 
-2.433675 3.579441 -0.165326 0.006793 
4.049441 
-0.298870 a 4.748574 
-1.345022 
-0.450378 -0.020870 e 1.667104 
-0.860008 0.016792 0.090362 
0.028973 
-0.005116 -0.214984 0.414795 
0.379545 4f 0.570171 
0.046604 
-5.375386 4p -0.494401 0. 120157 
-0.253836 7.841727 3.029392 
0.732717 -3.911756 -2.495463 
-1.519581 4.377012 -0.473784 
2.582968 -7.624111 0.774931 








Table 11. Even-tempered augmented triple-zeta atomic orbitals 
ti(2S) Be(IS) B(2P) C(3p) N(*S) 0(3P) F(2p) Ne(iS) 
a 0. 351242 0. 447163 0. 581716 0. 704515 0. 822525 0. 946188 1. 066337 1.183685 
B 1. 604735 1. 659528 1. 659501 1. 666496 1. 673719 1. 676262 1. 679609 1.683251 
-0. 002603 -0. 001260 -0. 000400 0. 000221 0. 000668 0. 001026 0. 001306 0.001517 
0. 017558 0, 005646 0. 003377 0. 001614 0. 000311 -0. 000632 -0. 001403 -0.001997 
Is -0. 053651 -0. 011621 0. 003385 0. 015836 0. 025324 0. 031520 0. 036751 0.041033 
0. 834283 0. 888665 0. 904948 0. 913218 0. 917787 0. 920815 0. 922698 0.924008 
0. 198973 0. 124440 0. 095751 0. 076914 0. 064100 0. 055540 0. 048989 0.043633 
0. 021222 0. 005473 0. 002870 0. 001443 0. 000667 0. 000266 -0. 000009 -0.000200 
1. 934306 1. 457189 1. 334494 1. 251604 1. 193151 1. 147665 1. 113605 1.086141 
-1. 104538 -0. 295732 -0. 072032 0. 061520 0. 149710 0. 224605 0. 277007 0.317050 
2s -0. 022867 -0. 388255 -0. 497893 -0. 545656 -0. 570568 -0. 600146 -0. 616571 -0.626564 
-0. 083137 -0. 064645 -0. 075986 -0. 091830 -0. 105520 -0. 112710 -0. 120123 -0.126861 
-0. 029565 -0. 022989 -0. 017079 -0. 010847 -0. 005894 -0. 002973 -0. 000278 0.002025 
-0. 003024 -0. 000747 -0. 000610 -0. 000721 -0. 000872 -0. 000929 -0. 001025 -0.001121 
a 0. 509473 0. ,624700 0. ,731294 0. ,758132 0. 848776 0.929874 
0 1. 802049 1. ,805955 1. .813350 1. ,896120 1. ,736217 1.733414 
0. ,669543 0. ,607656 0. ,565058 0. ,525330 0. .381974 0.360763 
2p 0. ,355289 0. .409494 0. .443993 0. ,483657 0. ,492795 0.486189 
0. ,030349 0. .046316 0. .06 0523 0. .076099 0. ,203134 0.231366 
0. ,008344 0. . 006817 0. .005474 0, .002142 0. .017047 0.020451 
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•""able 11. (Continued) 
Hg(«S) Al(ZP) Si(SP) P(*S) S (SP) CI(ZP) *r(»S) 
a 0l325177 0.*09171 0.5273*8 0.630010 0. ,727210 0. 8200*2 0.911962 1.003757 
6 1.6*3118 1.61097* 1.57201* 1.5*9692 1.53*19* 1.523061 1.51*069 1.506*96 
-0.0OOC9O -0.000081 0.000010 0.000005 
-0. 0000*8 -0. 000151 -0.0002*7 -0.000328 
0.000021 0.000*09 -0.000011 -0.00001* 0. 000213 0. 000685 0.001127 0.001509 
-0.001215 -0.001236 -0.000256 -0.000308 
-0. 000961 -0. 0022*8 -0:003*80 -0.00*571 
0.003677 0.003783 0.002155 0.002321 0. 003576 0. 00599* 0.008322 0.010398 
Is -0.00*762 -0.005085 -0.0026*5 -0.00318* -0. 005*95 -0. 309658 -0.01369* -0.017339 
0.0*838* 0.052070 0.051613 0.055191 0. 061189 0. 069851 0.077997 0.0852*2 
0.918725 0.915683 0.9128*5 0.910*58 0. 907867 0. 90*637 0.901703 0.89915K 
0.0*2671 0.0*1732 0.0*2995 0.0*1760 0. 039*62 0. 036292 0.033323 0.030679 
0.00OC3O 0.000219 0.000*53 0.000615 0. 0007*5 0. 000869 0.00096* 0.001031 
-0. .001123 -0 .00*976 -0 .003068 -0 .00*152 -0.006156 -0.008*23 -0.0106*8 -0.012719 
0. .010R21 0, .026888 0, .020255 0 .02822* 0.0*0793 0.05*7** 0.068*00 0.081137 
-0. .0*821* -0.097127 -0 .077618 -0. .098510 -0.131103 -0.1680*6 -0.203205 -0.235328 
1. ,265600 1. .*28293 1, .585*29 1 .715391 1.828621 1.9268** 2.01228* 2.086895 
2s 0. .158835 0. .018277 -0 . 199331 -0. .3*0963 -0.**8990 -0.532021 -0.600178 -0.457333 
-0.632270 -0. .638238 -0. .60583* -0. .593061 -0.589250 -0.592858 -0.5996*6 -0.6083*9 
-0.119693 -0. .112260 -0. .110311 -0. .106013 -0.0995*0 -0.090823 -0.081366 -0.071606 
0. ,001765 0. .001270 0. .002*06 0. .002611 0.0021*0 0.001063 -0.000330 -0.001915 
-0. 001101 -0. .001039 -0. .001266 -0. ,001278 -0.001165 -0.000952 -0.000697 -0.000*20 
2. ,008829 1. .728*57 1. .666*89 1. .603998 1.562918 1.50089* -1.*68*66 -1.*55*93 
-1. 270181 -0.58*350 -0. .26*302 -0. .01953* 0.1*1*31 0.32*185 -0.*27913 -0.*81230 
0. 0*5(3* -0. *95880 -0. ,910**2 -1. .165152 -1.306623 -1.*3780* 1.*90799 1.*980*2 
-0. 1*8866 -0. ,072906 0. 007920 -0. 007626 -0.08169* -0.1638*0 0.276721 0.*01786 
3s -0. 020b73 -0. 018102 0. 006927 0. ,079330 0.176803 0.275729 -0.383826 -0.*92*35 
0. 101(1** 0. 130688 0. 152125 0. ,1*58*6 0.125689 0.103835 -0.07665* -0.0*8138 
0. 016661 0. 020*98 0. 02319* 0. 0310*1 0.0*0938 0.0*997* -0.059*29 -0.068*06 
-0. 000L76 -0. 000852 -0. 0012*3 -0. 003130 -0.005577 -0.007810 0.01012* 0.012287 
0. 000208 0. 000307 0. 000*20 0. 000698 0.001025 0.001306 -0.001587 -0.0018*1 
a 0. 702393 0. 93*50* 0. *05759 0. 515606 0.513755 0.639211 0.689268 0.751677 
S 1. 88*022 1. 799327 1. 727817 1. 681310 1.657*03 1.683668 1.698387 1.697587 
0. 03*229 0. 039008 0. 002372 0. 002318 0.001886 0.002391 0.002762 0.00156* 
0. 617761 0. 6***57 -0. 008599 -0. 008072 -0.007500 -0.007621 -0.007320 -0.007**0 
2D 0. 392288 0. 352757 0. 066053 0. 065525 0.065192 0.067889 0.069170 0.06719* 
0. 036026 0. 03232* 0. 665*1* 0. 6800** 0.699030 0.738971 0.7625*5 0.778620 
0. 305688 0. 2850*8 0.26*310 0.229179 0.205392 0.190815 
0. 028763 0. 028353 0.025077 0.013775 0.009332 0.007287 
































Table 11. (Continued) 
K(ZS) Ca(iS) Ga(2p) K(2S) Ca(iS) Ga(2p) 
0. 344127 0. 415657 0. 626256 
1. 431709 1. 412682 1. 422508 
0. 000692 0. 000859 0. 000294 0. 024248 0. 026060 0. 007195 
-0. 003925 -0. 005036 -0. 001687 -0. 141268 -0. 145778 -0. 037191 
0. 011767 0. 015521 0. 005101 0. 428800 0. 432117 0. 089260 
-0. 025186 -0. 033957 -0. 010955 -1. 148394 -1. 101725 -0. 137111 
0. 043546 0. 059069 0. 018888 -1. 098396 -1. 528933 -1. 870855 
-0. 065312 -0. 090353 -0. 028032 3s 0. 185153 0. 749602 -0. 292703 
0. 087392 0. 121465 0. 036338 1. 930174 1. 846766 2. 150993 
-0. 106302 -0, 148003 -0. 041832 -0. 403768 -0. 456729 0. 512898 
0. 124703 0. 171786 0. 044118 -0. 215116 -0. 252148 -0. 959373 
-0. 105490 "0. 160685 -0. 003447 -0. 148320 -0. 138708 -0. 015756 
0. 955232 0. 968641 0. 942562 -0. 032653 -0. 037291 -0. 046376 
0. 088442 0. 105445 0. 042369 -0. 000088 0. 000099 0. 003076 
0. 005446 0. 006490 -0. 004135 3. 245425 2. 744139 1. 911767 
-0. 029818 -0. 036536 0. 023664 -3. 180614 -2. 019746 -0. 674825 
0. 084759 0. 106512 -0. 071482 1. 037371 0. 505968 0. 080229 
-0. 167966 -0. 215496 0. 154181 -0. 839436 -1. 451081 -1. 203780 
0. 266072 0. 345997 -0. 268099 0. 426321 1. 003725 0. 498019 
-0. 338044 -0. 448641 0. 426957 4s -0. 453330 -0. 728483 -0. 516610 
0. 462808 0. 635336 -0. 575922 0. 722308 1. 009223 0. 786645 
1. 850473 1. 809734 2. 848532 -0. 254985 -0. 384358 0. 013041 
-0. 988226 -1. 08645K -1. 384317 0. 020028 0. 031873 -0. 214374 
-0. 466848 -0. 437525 -0. 557700 -0. 046367 -0. 058283 -0. 001435 
-0. 097289 -0. 101106 -0. 035505 -0. 002331 -0. 003541 -0. 011109 
-0. 004776 -0. 005360 -0. 004422 -0. 000470 -0. 000558 0. 000773 
78 
Table 11. (Continued) 
K(2S) Ca(iS) Ga(2P) 
0. 996699 0.860080 0. 484890 
1. 607603 1.701137 1. 596937 
0. 001040 0.000043 -0. 000052 
-0. 005290 -0.002769 0. 00 0297 
0. 064294 0.051364 -0. 001106 
0. 754980 0.806402 0. 004071 
0. 205056 0.173608 -0. 009351 


































a  1 .272385 


























































































































































Sioglet S State 
12-7/ZI 3.9D-10 
Total S Cusp; 
1s(2) Configuration 






















11.99343 3.374564 1.854516 2.369346 7.764691 50.26258 
Is 5.996716 1.687282 0.9272581 1.184673 3.882345 25.13129 
2 Relia# Atom Sinqlet S State Is (2) configuration ( 4s) Basis 
12 -7/BI • 1.30-07 


























. la 5.995563 1.687282 0.9272592 1. 184700 3.883497 25.15651 
2 Relias Atom !!ioqlet S State Is(2) Configuration ( 5s) Basis 
12-7/BI « 4.8D-08 














-Cusp r sax 
Is 1.030840 -3.374564 0.512884 -2.861680 -1.430840 -0.917956 2.0003S1 0.569149 










is 5.995498 1.687282 0.9272735 1.184828 3.887914 25.26253 
2 Relias XtOK Sinqlet S State ls{2) Configuration ( 6s) Basis 
12-7/FI • 1.70-08 














-Cusp r sax 











Is 5.995525 K687282 0.9272732 1-184827 3.887948 25.28488 
2 Helium Utoa Sinql«»t S State Is(2) Configuration ( 7s) Basis 
12-7/»| • 7,50-08 














Is 1.430840 -3.374564 0.512884 -2.861680 -1.430840 -0.917956 2.000596 0.569139 










Is 5.995520 1.687282 0-9272735 1-184829 3.887912 25.27707 
2 Helios \toa Sinql#t S State Is(2) Configuration ( 8s) Basis 
12-7/31 • 1.40-08 
Total . S Cusp: 

























1.« 5.9ÇS504 1.687282 0.927273a 1.184829 3.587948 2*;. 27847 
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SioQlet S State 
12-V/SI « 3.7P-08 















































Doublet S state 
12-T/BI 5.4D-08 
Total S Cusp; 
5(2)2S(1) Conflaoration 
Ii-;orm| « 2.2D-16 
-2.925391 




























Doublet S State 
12-V/BI 1.9D-08 
Total S Cusp: 
1S(2)28(1) Configuration 
0 .0  























































































































Singlet s State ls(2)2s(2) Configuration 
12-V/ZI - 2.5D-08 























































Table 12. (Continued) 
Rervlliqa Atom SinoXet S State Is(2)2s (2) Configuration 
12-V/Ei « 3.OD-09 
Total S Cusp: 

























































































































































































































Boron Atoa Doublet P State 
12-V/PI •  5.4D-07 
Total S Cusp: -5.073734 






Total P Casp: 



























































TdMe 12. (Cootinoed) 
S Boron Atom Doublet P state 1s(2)2s<2|2p(1) Confiqcentioa ( 4s» 3p) 3àsis 
12-T/El • 6.40 












































































5 Soron Atom Doublet P State 1s(2} 2s(2) 2p(l) COBfigoration ( 6s, «P) Basis 
f2- • 4.50-






























































































































































6 Carbon ftom Triplet P State 1s(2) 2s(2) 2p(2) Confiçoratiofi ( 4s, 3p) Basis 
12-
Total Î 
•V/BJ • 6.20-08 
; CUSP: -6.071152 
|l-Norm1 



































































6 Carhon Atom Triplet P State 1s(2)2 $(2)2p(2) CoRtiaurAtioQ ( 6f;, *p) "nsis 
12-
Total S 
?/•! - 1.70-07 
cosp: -6.02696*) 
|1-Moral • 








































































Nitrogen Atom Ottflrtet S State 1s(2) 2s(2l 2p(3) Configuration ( fts, 2p) Basis 
f2-V/g( « 




Total P Cusp: 
« 6.9D-17 
-2.752317 
T V(1) V(2) VD S -Cusp 
50, .397101 -128.361098 19.566818 -108.790230 -50.397100 -30.830322 
Is 22, .101109 -06.570850 0.002969 -02.167880 -20.026732 -15.623763 6.«78960 0.106350 
2s 2. ,203810 -7. «550067 2.181050 -5.360617 -3.120798 -0.9O33O8 6.850611 1.020972 
2d 1. .675736 -6.706022 2.132660 -0.573762 -2.698027 -0.565367 2.752317 0.972035 
r-» r* r* r r» r* r* 
192. 6679 18.33730 7.325116 11.91391 59.10916 521.9069 
Is 89,60379 6.652979 0.22A3131 7,03977 97 D- 02 1.35551020-02 1.30730830-02 
2s 0.735389 1.078581 1.3303O3 2.138800 8.897068 63.76832 







Quartet S state 
12-V/BI • 3.60-07 
Total s Cusp: -6.877536 
1s(2)2s(2)2p(3) Configuration ( Us, 3p) Basis 
I1-Norm| 
Total ? Cusp: 
























































Quartet S State 
12-V/Zl « 3.2D-08 
1s{2) 28(2) 2p(3) Configuration 
ll-Hormf • 9.70-17 
63.65895 
150.2768 
( 6s, Oo) Basis 






































































8 Oxygen Atom Triplet P State Is(2) 2s(2) 2p(0) Configuration ( OS, 2p) Basis 
12 
Total 
-7/?| • 8.50-08 
S Cusp: -7.876180 
11-Sor»| 






































































fi Oxygen Atom Triplet P Stat* Is (2) 2s (2) 2p(0) Configuration ( [ OS, 3p) Basis 
12-7/EI • 2.30-




































































Tablo 12. (Continoed) 
















































































9 yiooriae Atos Doublet p state 1s(2) 2s(2) 2p(5) Coafiqur^tion ( bs, 2p) Basis 
12-y/?| « 6.1D-oe n-lorai • 0.0 
Total S Cusp; -8.875667 Totnl P Caso: -3.686905 
T 7(1) 7(2) 7(T) Z 
99.000071 -238.703573 39.902638 -198.800Q35 -99.000065 -59.097827 
Is 37.250077 -77.673059 7.023006 -70.6S0013 -33.395536 -26.372090 8.875306 0-110S63 
2s 0.09689? -13.006382 3.691260 -9.3''»5n8 -5.258225 -1.566960 8.882012 0.768038 
2p 3.339506 -11.052938 3.690803 -7.758135 -0.018589 -0.723785 3.686905 0.707603 
r-* r-« r-: r r' r* r* 
330.2860 26.52262 7.736725 10.01082 32.03673 197.0033 
Is 150.5108 8.6303O0 0. 1757380 0.16613590-02 O.678OO99D-03 2. 18052960-03 
2s 8.672250 1.009598 1.000580 1.213836 2.900065 12.15093 
2o 7.3104A0 2.382390 1.272509 1.076816 1.099960 5. 203689 32.53781 
9 Floorine Ktom Doublet P state 1s(2) 2s<2) 2p (5) Configuration ( Os, 3p) «asis 
t2-V/»l • 7.20-07 j1-*oral « 0.0 
Total S Ccsp: -8.875273 Total ? Cusp: -Q.2178Q0 
T 7(1) 7(2) Vf?) S -Cusp 
99. 007068 -238.674052 39.859188 -198.810865 -99,007396 -59.508209 
Is 37. .252002 -77.670090 7.019566 -70.650920 -33.398922 -26.379356 R.875000 0.1105AA 
2s 0. 100526 -13.052059 3.689885 -9.362170 -5.261608 -1.571762 8.880302 0.768221 
2p 3. 300083 -11.005791 3.688057 -7.757730 -0.017251 -0.729190 0.217800 0.723820 
r-> r-* r-* R r' e*  T*  
330.3367 26.51930 7.772918 10.20625 35.08869 200.2187 
Is 150.5005 8.630050 0.1757030 " 0.16633630-02 0.67800650-03 2.17361200-03 
2s 8.678210 1.050229 1.000115 1.212601 2.8Q7689 12.10822 
2p 7. 526867 2.390259 1.271755 1.080101 1.539500 5.936791 03.99959 
9 Fluorine Ktom Doublet P State 1s(2> 2s(2)2p(5) Configuration ( 6s, ëp) Basis 
12-V/Bl • 3.*5-OR n-Korel « l.RO-16 



































































10 veos Atoa Singlet 5 State Is (2) 2s (2) 2p (6) Configuration ( Os, 2») Garnis 
12-7/2) -5 6. ID-


































































Tahle 12. (Continaed) 
10 leon ItOB Sioql^t S State ls(2) 2s (2) 2|> (6) Confiqoration ( «s, 3p) "a^ls 
12-V/ÏJ • 3.00-08 I1-Nor*! • 8.90-16 
Total S CUSP: -9.075525 Total P Cusp: -4.620815 
T V(1) V(2) ?(7J E -Casp 
128.544928 -311.141847 54.051995 -257.089852 -128.544924 -74.442029 
Is 46.2A577; -96.177778 8.571645 -87.606132 -41.340360 -32.768715 9.874017 0.102856 
2s 5.215610 -16:329393 4.592160 -11.737232 -6.521622 -1.929461 9.902839 0.683790 
2D 4.263694 -14.354584 4.620731 -9.733854 -5.470160 -0.849430 4.620815 0.637273 
r-> R"* R-* r R» r* r* 
414.1042 31.11418 7.886849 9.354106 26.90934 157.2475 
is 186.8246 9.617778 0.1576238 3.35048590- 02 3.01438590-03 t.06134010-03 
2s 11.05476 1.632939 0.8914855 0.9648399 1.845744 6.216905 
2p 10.86220 3.057572 1.435458 0.9647717 1.226236 3.868637 24.13526 
Singlet s Stat# ls(2)2s(2)2p(6) Confiqoratlon 
12-V/FI - B.30-09 
Total S Cusp: -10.019158 
|1-*orm| • 1.60-15 
Total P Cosp: -«.62221# 
( 5$, 3p) Basis 
T V(1) T(2) V(T) B -Cusp r sax 
128.546561 -311.139019 54.045899 -257.093121 -128.546560 -74.500661 
Is 46.268611 -96.180304 8.570054 -37.610250 -41.341639 -32.771585 10.021991 0.102964 
2s 5.213441 -16.325327 4.591118 -11.734209 -6.520769 -1.929651 9.967609 0.683769 
2p 4.263743 -14.354626 4.620592 -9.734034 -5.470291 -0.A49698 4.622214 0.637293 
r-» r-» r-* r r* r* r* 
414.8901 31.11390 7.888188 9.359183 26.95830 157.7070 
Is 187.2072 9.618030 0.1576312 3.34702870-02 2.92431200-03 5.14906240-04 
2s 11.06492 1.632533 0.8921185 0.9672702 1.868438 6.423S56 
2p 10.86306 3.057641 1.435463 0.9647814 1.226284 3.869263 24.14314 
Singlet s state 1s(2)2s(2) 2p(^) Configuration 
I2-V/E1 • 2.«D-07 





( 5s, ap) Basis 
? V<1) V(2) V(T) S -Cusp 
128. 546899 -311.133177 54.039349 -257.093829 -128.546930 -74.507581 
Is 46.268715 -96-1804 1 2 8.569722 -87.610690 -41.341975 -32.772254 10.022027 0.102964 
2s 5.2138C4 -16.325866 4.590845 -11.735021 -6.521217 -1.930373 9.967528 0.683752 
2P 4.263644 -14,353437 4.619703 -9.733734 -5.470091 -0.850388 4.758186 0.635038 
r-' XT* r-t r r* t* r* 
414.8942 31.11332 7.891476 9.374312 27.21867 163.1597 
Is 187.2077 9.618041 0.1576310 3.34701990-02 2.92428440-03 5.14816200-04 
25 11.06559 1.632587 0.«920914 0.9672108 1.868213 6.422492 
2P 10.87624 3.057941 1.435344 0.9653386 1.228825 3.912732 25.05229 
Singlet s state 
l2-7/tt m 1.80-08 
Total s Cusp: -10.022245 
ls(2>2s(2)2p(6) configuration 
n-loral 
Total P cusp: 
» 1.8^-15 
-4.758178 
( 6s# 4p) Basis 
? V(1) V(2) vm Z -cusp 
128.5469S3 -311.133172 54.039268 -257.093905 -128.546951 -74.507683 
Is 46.268626 -96.180319 8.569729 -87.610590 -41.341964 -32.772235 10.017054 0.102958 
2s 5.2138-2 -16.325770 4.590768 -11.735002 -6.521160 -1.930392 10.116102 0.«P3601 
2p 4.263669 -14.353499 4.619712 -9.733787 -5.470117 -0.850405 4.758178 0.635038 
r-» r— J. r* r* 
414.9040 31.11332 7.891426 9.373889 27.21129 163.0664 
Is 187.2029 9.618032 0.1576312 3.34700350-02 2.92382400-03 5.12175150-04 
2s 11.07519 1.632577 0.A920988 0.9671224 1.865915 6.395334 
2P 10.87638 3.057956 1.435350 0.9653276 1.228784 3.912268 25.04578 
10 !feoD Atoa Singlet 5 State 1s{2) 2s(2) 2p<6} Coofiguration ( 6s, 5p) Basis 
12-7/g( • 3.80-08 n-jrorsj • 2.00-15 
Total S Cusp: -10. 022289 Total P Cusp: -5.102837 
T V(1) V(2) V(T) z -Cusp 
128.5470b3 -311.133201 54.039071 -257.094131 -128,547068 -74.507997 
46.2688S8 -96.180575 8.569631 -87.610943 -41.342076 -32.772446 10.017097 0.10295» 
2s 5.213770 -16.325661 4.590760 -11.734901 -6.521131 -1.930371 10.116181 0.683593 
29 4.263631 -14.353455 4.619715 -9.733740 -5.470109 -0.850394 5.102837 0.634126 
r-» r-* r-« r r> r* r* 
414.9104 31.11332 7.890971 4.370007 27.09784 160.5854 
Is 187.2037 9.618057 0.1576305 3.34697400-02 2.92376840-03 5.12193430-04 
2s 11.07499 1.63256A 0.8921100 0.9671597 1.866190 6.397477 
2o 10.90699 3.058849 1.435346 0.9652483 1,228125 3.893268 24.63158 
87 
Tabl* 12. (Continued) 
Sinqlet S Stat* 
I2-V/BI - 3.7D-08 
total S Cosp: -10.000639 
I8<2)2s(2)2p(6) Confiouration 
|i-*or«l 
Total P Casp: 
1.ID-IS 
-5.071065 
( A#, 6p) Basis 
T •d) V (2) V<TÎ t  -Cosp r sax 
128.5*7102 -311. 133193 50.038995 -257.09*198 -128-5*7097 -7*.508102 
Is 06.268832 -96.180536 8.569632 -87.61090* -*1.3*2072 -32.712**0 10.00177P 0.1029AO 
2K 5.213763 -16.325537 *.590693 -11.73*8*5 -6.521081 -1.930389 9.979973 0.6P29*A 
2P *.263652 -1*.35350P *.61972* -9.733783 •5.*70132 -0.850*07 5.0710*5 0.63398* 
r-» r » r-* r* T*  V 
*14.890* 31.11332 7.891090 9.371*73 27.17098 162.9213 
Is 1A7. 1977 9.61805* 0.1576305 3.3*69633D-02 2.9233003D-03 5.092*31*0-0* 
2s 11.07099 1.63255* 0.8921064 0.9670310 1.863751 6.37**13 
29 10.9065? 3.058855 1.*35351 0.965269* 1.228*12 3.906272 25.02858 
Va Soditts kto»  DoQbl«t S State Be(10) 3s(1) CODfiqaratioa 
12-T/EI - 3.00-06 
Total S Cosp: -10.86»*33 
|l««ors| 
Total P Cosp: 
• 2.2D-16 
-*.7*8217 
( 6s, 2p) Basis 
T • (1) • (2) V (T) S -Cosp 
161.8*8578 -389.77960* 66.083000 -323.696604 -161.8*8026 -95.765026 
1s 56.271758 -116.6783*9 9,969925 -106-709*2* -50.*36666 -40.4667*2 10.859188 0.093329 
2s 6.8*1511 -20- 535435 5.451619 -15-083816 *8-2*2306 -2.790687 10.951904 0.607033 
2P 5.8922*1 -18.669965 5.633115 -13-036850 -7-1*4608 -1.511493 4.748217 0.5*26*1 
3s 0.268592 -3.3322*5 1.441220 -1-891025 -1.622*32 -0.181212 10.867003 3.386084 
C-» r-* r-: R r* r* r# 
508.4143 35.«3451 10.78*17 26.62588 725.5168 *0363.44 
Is 227.0500 10-60712 0. 1*28382 2.75372020-02 4.3221791D-03 0.1910096 
2s 14.43891 1.866858 0.7802357 0.73600*1 1.177055 14.99565 
2P 16-67923 *.173207 1.697270 0.79500*6 0.8078898 1.475900 4.7558*2 
3s 0.3971652 0-3029313 *.16799* 20.251*6 714.2986 40304.53 
11 Sodiot &tos Doablet s State lle<10)3s(l) CoRfiqoratioo ( 6s# 3p) Basis 
12-T/B! - 1-7D-07 11~Kors| • 1.1D-16 
Total S Cosp: -10. 86370* Total ? Cosp: -5.229613 
T 7(1) 7(2) V{T) B -cosp 
161.85590* -389.75269* 66.0*0913 -323.711781 -161-855877 -95.81*964 
Is 56.2693Q7 -116.675930 9.966708 -106.709230 -50.439834 -40.*73126 10.8585*7 0.093332 
25 6-flU5i:î6 -20.5*0606 5.*50*39 -15.090167 -8.2*50*1 -2.79*602 10.9*9*15 0.606877 
29 5-892*16 -18.6624*5 5.626885 -13.035561 -7.143145 -1.516260 5.229613 0.550317 
3s 0.2723o5 -3.3**93* i.*#53n -1.899623 -1.627258 -0.1819*7 10.877803 3.374*50 
r '  r-* r-> r r* r* r* 
508.*8*8 35.*3206 10.79*07 26.62157 721.6806 4006*.06 
is 227.0377 10.60690 0- 1*28395 2.7537015D-02 *.296*6150-03 0.1889821 
2s 14.**420 1.867328 0.7800909 0.7358063 1.176144 14.87818 
2p 16.95992 *.186273 1.696586 0.79*3085 0.8209822 1.598510 5-82*981 
3s 0.4032928 0.30*08*9 tt.158359 20.16899 709.7287 39998.97 
11 Ha Sodioa àto» Doublet S State Ke(lO) 3s(1) ConfigoratioB { 9s, 4p> e^sis 
12-7/BI « 1.50-09 1 1-Roca i • «.*0-16 
Total S CQSP: -11. 02 371* Total P Cosp: -5.33581* 
T V(1) 7(2) V(T) B -Cosp 
161.858803 -389.735087 66.017*81 -323.717606 -161.858803 -95.8*1322 
is 56.2751*7 -116-681119 9.963793 -106.717326 -50.4*2179 -*0.*78386 11.019105 0.0933*5 
2s 6-8*2603 -20.5*0721 5.*50575 -15.0901*5 -8.2*75*2 -2.796967 11-098653 0.608157 
2P 5.892669 -18-662691 5.625969 -13.036722 -7.1*4053 -1.518085 5.335814 0.549783 
3s 0.267288 -3-315262 1.*32932 -1.882330 -1.6150*2 -0. 182110 11.121875 3.393012 
r-3 r-* r-> C r* c* r* 
509.5188 3S.*30*6 10.84*77 27.18390 766.7016 43978.33 
Is 227.5417 10.60737 0.1*28585 2.7*808090-02 1.968*47*0-03 1
 
7 S 
2< 14.45680 1.867338 0.7790703 0.7315237 1.02887* 2-493025 
2P 16.98291 4.187200 1.696608 0.798*679 0.8221578 1.626442 6.369628 
3s 0.3984917 0.3013875 4.210100 20.73295 754.8813 43935.13 
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Table 12. (Continoed) 
riQ Maqnesiam Atom Si&qlet S State Ne (10) 3$ (2) Coofigaratioo ( 6s, 2p) Sasis 
:2-V/E| " 1.7D-07 |1-irora| • @.9D-16 
Total S casp: -11.870415 Total P casp: -5.308386 
T • d) • (2) V(T) E -Casp 
199.608919 -ft79.07a012 79.864209 -399.209803 -199.604885 -119.740676 
Is 67.26888:. -139.17021% 11-439632 -127.730581 -60.461697 -49.022065 11.868109 0.085395 
2s 8.7*392^ -25.288758 6.390840 -18.897918 -10.153997 -3.763157 11.902707 0.544787 
2p 7.751856 •23.427460 6.698887 -16.728573 -8.976716 -2.277829 5. 308386 0.479657 
3s 0.53608!> -4.795655 2.004971 -2.790684 -2.256599 -0.251628 11.973865 2.603688 
r-> r-* r r* r* r» 
613.6989 39.92283 12.21999 29.27968 535.4044 18449.94 
Is 271.3527 11.59752 0.1305798 2.29865660-02 2.18258190-03 i ? s 
2s 18.34370 2.107396 0.6915158 0.5747958 0.6894749 5.431199 
2p 2*.55561 5.456039 1.952288 0.6829220 0.5903631 0.7672681 1.744307 
3s 0.7849288 0.3996379 3.239132 12.27097 264.7087 9214.263 
Hq Raqn«aiaa àtos Singlet S state ##(10) 3s(2) Coafiqaration ( 6s, 3p) Basis 
l2-?/r| • 2.5D-08 11-WormI • 8.90-16 
Total S Cusp: -11.870023 Total P Casp: -5.725956 
T T(1) • (2) V(T) « -Casp 
199.61135» -479.057162 79.834458 -399.222704 -199.611349 119.776891 
Is 67.267492 -139.168793 11.437245 -127.731548 -60.464056 -49.026811 11.867799 0.085396 
2s 8.746653 -25. 292505 6.390031 -18.902474 -10.155819 -3.765787 11.900825 0.544645 
2p 7.751261 -23.420562 6.694041 -T6.726522 -8.975261 -2.281221 5.725956 0.483992 
3s 0.537749 -4.805596 2.007831 -2.797764 -2.260017 -0.252185 11.977453 2.598971 
r-> r-* r-* r* r* r» 
613.7736 39.92143 12.22272 29.25961 533.6114 18364.23 
Is 271.3457 11.59740 0. 1305805 2.2986588D-02 s ? 4.29507980-02 
2s 18.34760 2.107709 0.A914469 0.5747211 0.6892943 5.410186 
2p 24.84436 5.467609 1.951714 0.6847995 0.5966252 0.8089734 2.001523 3, 0.7906824 0.4004663 3.234934 12.24222 263.6873 9170.656 
*laqBesitts Atom Singlet S State 
12-T/TI - 1.4D-08 
Total S Casp: -12.02*235 
V# (10) 3s (2) confiqaration 
H'lorai • 1.60-15 
Total P Casp: -5.823350 
( 9s, 4p) Basis 
T 7(1) 7(2) 7(?) 2 -Casp 
199.614549 -479.045675 79.816579 -399.229096 -199.614547 119.797968 
Is 67.274493 -139.175283 11.43*611 -127.740672 -60.466179 -49.031568 12.020221 0.085454 
2s 8.743416 -25.293802 6.391341 -18.902461 -10.159045 -3.767704 12.083444 0.546605 
2t> 7.751269 -23.420357 6.693433 -16.726924 -8.975654 -2.282221 5.82 3350 0.484227 
3s 0.535557 -4.792681 2.002038 -2.790643 -2.255086 -0.253048 12.120110 2.588710 
r-> r-* r-: r r» r* r* 
614.8759 39.92047 12.25807 29.62202 557.3229 20001.20 
Is 271.8564 11.5979ft 0.13059*6 2.29561060-02 1.37128570-03 1.67433400-04 
2s 18.38604 2.107817 0.6903396 0.5710982 0.6114108 1. 119243 
2P 24.88358 5.468948 1.951696 0.6849901 0.5976418 0.8241269 2,180171 
3s 0.7886473 0.3993901 3.253131 12.42388 275.5763 9992.942 
13 Alaaiass Atoa Doublet P state »e(10) 3s(2) 3p(1) Configuration ( 6a, 4p) Basis 
|2-?/2| • 1-2D-06 |1-*ora| • 1.70-16 
Total S Camp: -12.880181 Total P Casp: -5.967803 
T 7(1) 7(2) V{T) B -Casp C aax 
241.866 006 -578.676002 94.94*277 -483.711726 -2*1.865720 146.921**3 
Is 79.256515 -163.652759 12.956**2 -150.696267 -71.439752 -58.483260 12.881026 0.07869* 
2s 10.808507 -30.535866 7.377539 -23.158327 -12.269820 -4.897281 12.863084 0.494426 
2o 9.844927 -28.644699 7.79951# -20.8*5185 -11.000258 -3.200743 5.961022 0.430385 
3* 0.923110 -6.560446 2.628761 -3.931685 -3.008495 -0.374734 12.966136 2.119387 
3d 0.660019 -5.309665 2.221607 -3.068058 -2.428039 -0.206*32 6.140237 2.590241 
r ' r-» r-t r c* r* r» 
729.2571 44.5135* 13.3960? 30.57517 422.9971 10438.47 
lis 319.6535 12.58867 0.1202515 1.94763810-02 1.26024770-03 9.50903670-03 
2s 22.74295 2.3*8913 0.6208680 0.*6109*6 0.41*5232 1.701163 2o 34.716*2 6.905**6 2.203438 0.6009811 0.*552307 0.4630836 1.074274 
3s 1.339788 0.50*6497 2.599711 7.861769 106.16*3 2279.469 
3o 1.256798 0.3516277 0.4084357 3.108*69 11.15911 207.0484 5869.661 
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1.^. (Cont inufd' 
T J Alamir.ua Atos Poubl^t o State Sîe(70)3s(2)i?(1J Coof iguration ( 9s, 6p) Basis 
12-V/Rl • 3.10 -08 11-Xora 1 » 6.40-16 
Total S Cusp: -13 .02«610 Total P Cusp: -6.331564 
? V(U V(2) yfT) a  -Cusp r D4 X 
241.876033 -57»,«98«93 9«,7«5234 -483.753259 -241.87662'» -147.131391 
IS 79.26U1t7 -163.6hO0«0 12.9«7«3P •150.712602 -71.448455 -5A.501017 13.020480 0.078755 
2s 10.W8G604 -30,537110 7.37090« -23. 166214 -12.281710 -4.410806 13.081059 0.496223 
2? V.t?567ia -28.666595 7.796020 -20.87057S -77.014465 -3.218445 6.332320 0.032684 3g 0.9361^2 -6.588718 2.629503 -3.959216 -3.023074 -0.393571 13.110699 2.0993*1 
3p C.5703SB -«.927172 2.073«25 -2.853746 -2.263350 -0.209932 6.307795 2.682285 
: » r-* r-* r* r* r* 
730-4027 ««,«9968 13.72112 33.53746 587.7327 20632.54 
Is 320.1396 12.58923 0.1202580 1,94538-00-02 9.83655150-04 9.77763720-05 
2 s 22.«0173 2.349009 0.6200267 0.«58«042 0.38A01A3 0.54533AA 
2p 3u.i)9bub 6.914468 2.205123 0.600S404 0.4553750 0.4638484 0,9277647 
i s  1.360006 0.5068245 2.599198 7.897539 709.1337 205«,«23 
1.0tt5b7b 0,3102157 0,3790132 3.438909 14.05941 365.9054 15717.04 
14 Silicon Atom Triplet p Stat*» )»*'(10) 3s(2) 3p (2) Configuration ( 6*, 4p) Basis 
12 -V/FJ » 3.ID-•05 11-Kor«| , » i.«rv-i6 
Total •S
 
023738 Total p Cusp: -6.522623 
T 7(1) V(2) V(?) 2 -Cusp r aa x 
268.d!>3280 -6dV.66^202 711.967586 -577.6 97616 -288.844337 -776,876751 
Is 92.2L7byw 1 JhSe« 1«.548260 -175.540725 -83.3«3037 -68.794777 14.048654 0.073055 
2s 13.249725 -36.249210 8,43309«> -27.816115 -ie.56o389 -6.133294 13.687902 0.456302 
2p 12.*.oii3e5 -34. 1623«7 8.972404 -25-1A9Q42 -13.205558 -4.233153 6.519317 0.389387 
is 1.38304b -^.«56623 3.275065 -5.101557 -3.798572 -0.523446 73.712242 1.8097«6 
Jp 0.993026 -b.9007«« 2.810160 -4.0«C58« -3.097558 -0.287398 6.590906 2.169859 
r-* r-* r-* - r* r* r* 
850,2189 «9.26180 14.190«8 30.03826 321,5661 5996.590 
Is 372.4382 13.58136 0.111w296 1.67032453-02 7.«1916660-04 C.30008290-04 
2s 27.62406 2.589229 0-5628772 0.3768372 0.2580852 0.2936936 
2? «7.09810 8.512««8 2,454453 0.5359199 0.3596072 0.2848013 0.5570291 
3s 1.986339 0,60«0«45 2.192486 5-571044 52.46117 778.8074 
3? 2. 1«5«27 0.5235366 0.4929103 2.620686 7-975123 107.2086 2217. 522 
in  Silicon Atos Tripl.»t P State %e(10) 3s(2) 3p(2) Configuration ( 9s, 6p) Basis 
12-•V/ct • «,35- f1-xora| • 7.20-76 
Total s Cusp: -1«. 324903 Total ? Cusp: -6.638460 
7 V (1) V(2) V(?) 2 p -Cusp r naz 
2db.650290 -689.413790 111,705222 -577.708568 -288-854278 -177.149056 
Is 92.2«*«o?a -190. 1 jb917 14.539421 -l75.SQbw96 -83-351822 -69.612401 14.020863 0.073029 
2s 13,262032 -36.2A5602 8,«23477 -27.A«2125 -14-580CO3 —6,156616 14.0743S6 0.454205 
2? 12.1S7942 -34.3H^532 8,967724 -25.W21807 -13.223866 -4.256141 6.838538 0.390974 
is 1.305795 -fl.«45669 3.259965 -5. 1.45704 -3.799909 -0.539944 14.134960 1.749791 
•^P 0.940819 -Ù.6V1111 2.720575 -3.964 537 -3.023778 -0.297743 6.836760 2.769502 
r-» C-» r-* r r» r* 
850.29 39 49.24304 14.4*222 32.2$344 «11.0197 9909.060 
.472. 3937 : J.i^ïliu 0.11i^JOS 1.67009230-02 7.234 55470-0» 6.13924360-05 
2r, 27.^9547 2.590400 0.5C2<'430 0.3772620 0.2591384 0.2935467 
2P «7,21b7y 8.S1S35S 2.456 395 0.5354066 0.3596912 0.2630200 0.4196690 
3s 1.9SM07W C.6032621 2.207002 5.676SS5 55.8763»» 891.1602 
•*P 2.0b1O4@ 0,5010396 0.4779305 2.75J514 8.992129 146.5245 4061.817 
15 phompkorum it»# Quart <»t S Stat* Se(10) 3s(2) 3p (3} Configuration i [ 6s, 4p) Basis 
12- V/KI • 4.83-Oy j 1-XormI • 1.90-16 
rotal S Cusp: -75.031754 Total P Cusp: -7,«7a585 
T V(1) V(2) V (?) ?. o -Cofp r SAX 
3*0.709054 -812.436092 131.018000 -681.416091 -340.709038 209.691037 
706,21716V -2:^.604013 10.21421" -202. .4807)15 -9Ô» 172t»î5 -7«i.s'.rt«l7 7S,05097<5 0.068102 
":5.S6917P 471326 9.555H0« -32.915524 -17.046346 -?.49n5«2 1«.77 3925 0.415.893 
-?  1U.7t)2983 -4O.r,6«0fcy 10.212821 -30.j56246 -15.593:65 -0.JHO-44 7.420A9U 0.359278 
Jr> 1.«78789 -10.40^!J5S 3.921065 -6.461793 -4.603004 -0.6 41938 m.«62464 1.600714 
">? 1.«00300 -b.688426 3.452966 -5.235460 -3,835160 -0.382194 7.37791? 1.962307 
r-» r-* r r' t *  r* 
992.6780 54-16241 14.7o800 28.83492 2«3.4261 3506.784 
Is «28. 6697 14,573o0 0. 103^028 1.44887510-02 5.50lb7110-04 1.41467060-04 
2s ^1.0 ;n61 2,39:422 0.5155529 0.315677ft 0. 170H733 3.1683359 
2? C2.«6566 2.704605 0,««34133 0.29134OQ 0. 1825045 0.2209<J02 
^.h'44711 0.6«35219 1.«2rt«96 4,31073H 31.23905 355,0287 
n' 3. 3Mti65L G.7310561 0.5792284 2.256944 5,935003 59.43056 «31.6877 
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Table 12. (Continued) 
15 Phosphorus &tom Quartet S State Me(iO) 3s(2) 3p(3) Configuration ( 9s, 6p) Basis 
12- 7/El « 2.BD-08 11-Kors| • 4.7>-16 
-otal 9 Cusp; -15, ,025183 Total P Cusp: -7.355186 
? V (1) 7(2) V(T) E -Cusp C max 
340.718706 -812.220577 130.783174 -681.437403 -340.718697 -209.435522 
Is 106.216330 -218.603124 16.208585 -202.394544 -96.178213 -79.969628 15.021421 0.068078 
2s 15.872784 -42-475508 9.545803 -32.929704 -17.056921 -7.511117 15.065879 0.418694 
2p 14.777452 -40-594224 10.207639 -30.38A585 -15.608633 -5.400994 7.354270 0.356586 
3s 1.890428 -10.421425 3.917269 -6.504156 -4.613728 -0-696459 15.161415 1.586836 
30 1.363970 -8.551703 3.398008 -5.153695 -3.789725 -0.391717 7.371360 1.843921 
r-» r * r-* r *  r* r* 
992.6338 54-14804 14.97380 30.28339 290.6397 5135.406 
Is 428.6195 14.57354 0. 1038048 1.44883610-02 ! 5.43659380-04 3.9920737O-0S 
2s 33.06095 2.831701 0.5136625 0.3159242 0.1801708 0.1688733 
2p 62.08818 10-28302 2.706282 0.4833996 0.2918019 0.1830307 0.2096196 
3s 2.713847 0.6947617 1.932560 4.3466^3 32.52840 393.0325 
3p 3.309090 0.7156770 0.5701136 2.323116 6.392689 74.70775 1449.248 
16 Sulfur Atca Triplet P State »e(l0)3s(2)3p(4j coafi guratioA ( 6s, 4?) Basis 
I2-V/2I » 1.50-05 J l-Sornl • 3.10-16 
Total S Cusp; -16. 043080 Total P Cusp: -8.028432 
T 7(1) 7(2) V(T) 2 <* -Cusp r xaz 
397.497247 -947-138460 152. 149863 -794.988597 -397.491350 245.341487 
Is 121.1781:0 -249.060702 17.945215 -231.115487 -109.937366 -91.992151 16.056493 0.063778 
2s 18.725206 -49-170820 10.735147 -38,443673 -19.718467 -8.983320 15.660484 0.308841 
2p  17.5698À3 -47.242438 11.505842 -35.736596 -18.166733 -6.660891 8.040873 0.330628 
3s 2.4596-^5 -12.557871 4.617226 -7.940644 -5.480969 -0.«63743 16.112154 1.4348A4 
3p 1.838016 -10.522261 4.129908 -6.392353 -4.554337 -0.424429 7.830062 1.648938 
r-» r-* J.-1 r» r* r» 
1139.638 59.19615 IS.27839 27.81692 194.8681 2315.039 
Is 488.8872 15.56629 9.71488170- 02 1.26857310-02 4.17851610-04 4.68246890-OS 
2s 38-87934 3.073676 0.4756676 0.2684444 0.1294624 0.1024200 
2p 80.22668 12.20776 2.952652 0.4410498 0.2418474 0.1252288 0.1306682 
3s 3.519638 0.7848664 1.717474 3.412985 19.42398 172.1253 
3p 4.894278 0.9546963 0.6576413 2 ,0^2877  4.744402 38.75224 492. 4499 
Sulfur Atom Triplet ? State 
l2-7/E[ • T.  30 -08  
Total S Cusp: -16.02S&68 
He (10) 3s (2) 3p(4) Configuration ( 9s« 6p) Basis 









































































2.954451 0. 7861270 
0.6506976 



















Doublet P State 
12-V/Ei • 5.9D-08 
Total S Cusp: -17.051202 










~918.916644 -459.458311 -283.703975 
( 6s, 4p) Basis 
-Cusp 




















































5S3.0A9A 16.55920 9. Î2956730-02 1-119^5280-02 3. 2«4 77890-04 2. 12:04750-0'^ 
4S.20757 3.315324 0.4UÎ61U9 0.2311415 4.54477790-02 6.43^63430-02 
100.0214 14-26171 3.198176 0.6046259 0.2C5?457 4.tt 1'%20450-02 0.17280'»9 
4.406613 0.8717653 1.1«56608 2.803272 13.06267 44.46842 
6.767910 1.215398 0.742153? 1,79462? 3.760688 24.33540 256.1425 
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2s ?. jp 
Oooblet P State 
12-T/KI - 2.2D-08 
Total S Cusp; -17.025736 
Ve(10}3s(2)3p(5} Cooflgaratios 
11-Vocal 


















































































9.1295556D-02 1.1200051D-02 3.24023740-04 1.8672868D-05 
0.4417199 0.2311974 9.5374994D-02 6.4S4«1891>-02 







Singlet S State 
12-T/BI • 2.60-07 
Total S Cosp: -16.059978 
«e(10) 3s(2) 3p(6) Configvcatioa 
H-lorsl • 1.80-15 
Total P Cosp; -9.072040 
103.9302 
417.«653 
( 6s, «P) Basis 
T V(1) V(2) • (T) Z -Cosp 
526.795197 -1255.336564 201.746305 -1053.590259 -526.795062 -325.046757 
Is 154.075376 -315.949802 21.638592 -294.311209 -140.235834 -116.597241 16.066470 0.056590 
2s 25.115479 -64.012129 13.297782 -50.714347 -25.598868 -12.301086 17.947435 0.339140 
2p 23.906761 -62.056027 14.299952 -47.756075 -23.849294 -9.549342 9.101151 0.284339 
3s 3.7816^3 -17.273924 6/116870 -11.157054 -7.375221 -1.256351 18.383319 1.197016 
3p 2.901523 -14.754782 5.640017 -9.114765 -6.213242 -0.573225 6.673567 1.330655 
r-» r-* r-» r c* r* r* 
1465.340 69.74092 15.89295 24.95780 121.1281 962.2783 
is 621.2432 17.55277 8.61022650-02 9.95647160-03 2.55901220-04 1.31861540-05 
2s 51.98545 3.556229 0.4122139 0.2012333 7.21116470-02 4.20565980-02 
2p 124.9925 16.52729 3.447557 0.3753963 0.1742064 6.3394738D-02 4.36467141>-02 
3s 5.399718 0.9596624 1.421750 2.337404 9.041646 54.05251 










Singlet S state 
12-T/Z; - 1.50-08 
















V (2) V (T) 
201.436974 -1053.634048 
|1-Morm< • 2.00-15 
Total P cusp: -8.917114 
z e 
-526.817020 -325.380046 











































8.61037060-02 9.95970630-03 2.55926780*04 1.31974060-05 
0.4122867 0.2012310 7.19695670-02 4.22325890-02 







Potasslua Atoe ooablet s state 
12-V/ZI - 1.50-07 




( 6s, 4p) Basis 
l1-«orat 
Total P Cusp: 
• 3.70-16 
-9.394533 
T •(1) T(2) ?(T) t  -Cusp 
599.147298 -1423.023512 224.728627 -1198.294864 599.147486 374.416859 
Is 172.000C26 -352.371938 23.422968 -328.948971 156.948945 133.525977 18.657434 0.053538 
2s 28.703337 -72.200410 14.506669 -57.693782 -28.990405 -14.483736 18.917861 0.317602 
2p 27.447801 -70.211665 15.625277 -54.586388 -27.136587 -11.513311 9,421151 0.264629 
3s 4.795>66 -20.384210 6.923467 -13.460742 -8.665577 -1.742109 18.631746 1.091666 
3p 3.869057 -17.908555 6.545547 -11.363008 "7.493951 -0.946403 9.092230 1.179154 
4s 0.249169 -4.369073 1.997477 -2.391597 -2.142407 -0.144930 18.400386 4.221607 
r-» r-* r-i r* r* r* 
1642.119 74.89597 19.59614 54.59116 2411.787 271606.1 
Is 692.2692 18.54589 
1 i 8.92105160-03 1.16103350-03 0.1970924 
2n  59.23132 3.800022 0.3865665 0.1775398 0.1434715 18.16242 
2p 152,1247 16.92639 3.695351 0.3494961 0.1507307 4.69554730-02 2.60567550-02 
3s 6.777432 1.072853 1.277664 1.883080 5.953920 57.41210 
3p 12.91777 1.954643 0.9425555 1.422749 2.366988 9.527785 59.20747 
4s 0.2770037 0.2310039 5.47 0902 35.34577 2342.141 271101.2 
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Table 12. (Continuée) 
is 
28 







ûotAssiaa Atom Doublet S State 
Ï2-T/Kr • 1.55-09 
Total S Casp: -19.005836 
àc(18) dsd) Configuration 
fl-Voral - 7.5D-16 
Total P cosp: -9.#19008 
(128, 6p) Basis 
T 7(2) T(T) Z -Casp r aav 
599.16*566 -1422.963291 224.634158 -1198.329133 599.164567 -374.530409 
172.028834 -352.399732 23.4:9009 -329.980723 156.951890 133.532881 19.007893 0.053543 
28.663563 -72.156261 14.501443 -57.654819 -28.991250 -14.489808 18.986372 0.318827 
27.470104 -70.243382 15.627067 -54.616316 -27.146212 -11.519145 9.404983 0.263866 
«.814097 -20. «222S6 6.929775 -13.492481 -8.678385 -1.748610 18.955879 1.082359 
3.844413 -17.841901 6.521618 -11.320283 -7.475865 -0.954247 9.567913 1.164861 
0.264439 -4.495093 2.041598 -2.453495 -2.189056 -0.147457 18.990606 4.342923 
r-» r-* r-« r r» r» r* 
1641»,179 74.89280 19.04982 51.21887 1706.546 128758.2 
693.2509 18.54735 8.14665190-02 8.91349110-03 2.08403150-04 6.58460870-04 
59.25327 3.797698 0.3863912 0.1765980 5.54285520-02 7.08613240-02 
151.7354 18.92578 3.697020 0.3494274 0.1508014 4.70600720-02 2.57907600-02 
6.815766 1.074856 1.277067 1.883531 5.849312 28.89977 
12.970S5 1.946853 0.939047» 1.436681 2.439839 10.73114 78.45415 
0.2951501 0.2365839 5.243322 31.53695 1630.067 128229.4 
Calcios Atom Singlet S State 
12-T/SI - 3.2D-06 
Total S Cosp: -20.058110 
lr<ie)4s<2) Conflgaration ( 8«, Sp) Basis 
i1-Vora| 
Total 9 cosp: 
'  1.60-15 
-9.770592 
T 7(1) 7(2) V(T) S -Cosp C sas 
676.745597 -1603.449527 249.960495 -1353.489032 -676.743435 -426.782940 
18 190.9643*^5 -390.831778 25.258368 -365.573410 -174.609035 -149.350668 20.059035 0.0508SO 
28 32.4771.15 -80.822974 15.768362 -65.054553 -32.577418 -16.809056 19.963541 0.300790 
2p 31.233046 -78.861836 17.006748 -61.855088 -30,622042 -13.615294 9.795464 0.248032 
38 5.9202)1 -23.687301 7.770768 -15.916533 -9.996332 -2.225564 20.685430 1.007590 
3p 4.937520 -21.226203 7.482475 -13.743728 -8.806209 -1.323734 9.525445 1.063786 
48 0.499391 -6.118655 2.715083 -3.403572 -2.904181 -0.189097 21.173675 3.432077 
r-« r-« r-> C r« r* r» 
1834.692 80.17248 70.92369 53.24249 1182.162 52280.65 
18 769.5065 19.54159 7.7300069D-02 8.0226649D-03 1.66273490-04 4.55686420-05 
28 67.03826 «.041146 0.3635003 0.1562012 4.33662280-02 4.11318500-02 





38 8.390152 1.184365 1.163773 1,556420 4.143376 38.45585 
3p 17,63857 2.467560 1.061310 1.266561 1,869690 5.853062 27.98163 
48 0.5456185 0.3059327 4.076839 18.89645 569.2280 26017.83 
20 Caleio» Atom Singlet S State &r(18)4s(2) ConfigoratiOD (12s, 6p) Basis 




 Total P Cosp: -9.892207 
T • d) 7(2) 7(T) S * -Cosp r sax 
676.757143 -1603.203436 249.689146 -1353.514288 -676.757145 -427.067997 
ls 190.970478 -390.838377 25.252024 -365.586353 -174,615475 -149.363451 20.006679 0.050829 
28 32.472*>51 -80.817365 15.761178 -65.056187 -32.583536 -16.822358 19.987064 - 0.300799 
2p 31.245SOO -78.879380 17.002489 -61.876892 -30,631392 -13.628903 9.866255 0.247691 
8 5.956542 -23.774973 7.786706 -15.988267 -10.031725 -2.245019 19.956239 0.996868 
3p 4.917906 -21.177420 7.459652 -13.717768 -8.799862 -1.340210 10.132201 1.056101 
48 0.488283 -6.000601 2.658244 -3.342358 -2,854074 -0.195830 19.983525 3.472454 
r-» r-* r-> r r* r* r* • 
1834.*03 80.16017 21.24388 56.53172 1424.831 72163.01 
18 769.3793 19.54192 7.7300663D -02 8.02319210-03 1.67752110- 04 2.77045330-04 
28 67.03438 4.M0668 0.3635034 0.1561733 4.31147090-02 3.5827453D-02 
2p 182.8650 21.48875 3. V" *3969 0.3268734 0.1317160 3.56711160-02 1.68841100-02 
3s 8.395973 1.188749 1.159437 1.546C94 3.653961 14.80655 
3p 17,76096 2.463060 1.058871 1.275403 1.914740 6.548427 38.42472 
48 0.5365927 0.3000301 tt.214870 20.41620 688.7660 35951.34 
93 
Table 12. (Contlatcd) 
21 ScasdlttB Xtoa Doublet D State Jlc<18)3d(l)«s(2) Configacation ( 6s, 4p, 3d) Basis 
12-T/ZI • 2.6D-06 ll-Rocal 
Total S Cusp: -20.«57402 Total P Cosp: -10.27205» 
•  (1)  V(T) 
5.1D-16 
Total D Cosp: -5.306532 
-cosp 
759.719K97 -1799.890619 280.052769 -1519.037809 759.717952 -479.265183 
Is 210.883*^8 -031.209679 27.236122 -OOtt.013557 193.129759 -165.893637 20.860621 0.008376 
2s 36.573010 -90.021351 17.185011 -72.836300 -36.263327 -19.078316 20.825511 0.283068 
2p 35.257052 -87.996800 18.536180 -69.060660 -30.203608 -15.667028 10. 302110 0.233661 
is 6-955'«90 -26.892793 8.686318 -18.206076 -11.250086 -2.564169 20.827413 0.936178 
3p 5.860ca6 -20.207207 8.005696 -15.801552 -9.977106 -1.571011 9.996762 0.963234 
3d 3.070*^33 -16-773086 6.680090 -10.092592 -7.021659 -0.301165 5. 306532 1.135380 
OS 0.507188 -6.662680 2.953059 -3.709621 -3.162032 -0.209373 20.561045 3.188911 
r-' r-* r-* p t* r* r* 
2031.695 85.70908 21.58088 55.02059 1002.313 83036.62 
Is 808.0337 20.53570 7.3S22371D-02 7.26072290-03 3.01400620-0» 2.54436050-02 
2s 75.18829 0.286731 0.3030638 0.1001039 8.97009880-02 6.862830 
2p 218.2738 24.21907 0.190326 0.3071233 0.1160701 2.75499000-02 1.1460331D-02 
3s 9.775600 1.280609 1.079590 1.339012 2.911522 13.93964 
3p 22.26'>33 2.916770 1.150631 1.167379 1.588391 0.216027 17.05545 
3d 1.017980 0.8805160 0.7987180 1.670181 3.579290 29.71851 ^37.6016 
Os 0.5999057 0.3172705 4.037266 19.12088 670.5636 
cr Chromium itoa 
Total S Cosp: 




Total P cusp: -11.386543 
|1-lom - 3.1D-16 
( 8s, Op, 3d) Basis 
Total 0 Cusp: -5.372573 
T • d) V(2) T(T) B -cusp 
1002.200231 -2477.183821 392.649714 -2080.534107 -1042.333876 -649.684162 
Is 276.721267 -564.580581 33.613758 -530.966823 -250.245556 -220.631798 23.855166 0.002261 
2K 50.157527 -120.408048 21.884877 -48.523171 -48.365600 -26.480767 23.763208 0.200156 
2p 48.760256 -118.317995 23.572929 -90.705066 -05.980810 -22.407881 11.407520 0.197802 
36 10.265393 -37.110257 11.683171 -25.027086 -15.161693 -3.478522 23.733232 0.784702 
3p 8.897261 -30.010900 11.442246 -22.568690 -13.671033 -2.229186 11.213731 0.801833 
OS 0.78«075 -9.021788 3.987062 -5.034726 -0.246251 -0.259190 23.598269 2.703284 
34 4.230855 -21.998130 8.841598 -13.156532 -8.925677 -0.084080 5.372573 0.875784 
r-» r-* r-* R r* r* R* 
2692.903 103.2160 21.08757 39.69751 521.5379 17334.67 
Is 1112.611 23.52019 6.«136037D^'Oi S.S1959900-03 i 1 1.91633620-03 
2s 102.76 59 5.017002 0.2901976 0.1025979 4.09686070-02 1.699993 
2p 349.0209 33.35740 0.929916 0.260293O 8.32163500-02 1.43599490-02 6.27049360-03 
3s 14.38553 1.506261 0.9023238 0.9368879 1.441733 5. 300880 
3p 39.05012 0.379530 1.417122 0.9600201 1.080563 1.996269 5.759512 
Os 0.8729656 0.3759078 3.426731 13.75825 339.5070 10003.82 
3d 2.399088 1.224611 0.9165888 1.563529 3.373315 33.39230 656.4505 
BB Saaçaaese ttoa 
Total S Cusp: 








Total D cusp: -6.809069 
T V<1) 7(2) V(T) 2 -Cusp r #%% 
1109.80C774 -2735.392600 035.717012 -2299.675592 -1149.834818 710.117806 
is 300.690919 -613.008283 35.917895 -577.130388 -276.039069 240.521574 20. 864128 0.000547 
2s 55.111596 -131.050007 23.621076 -101.832571 -52.719975 -29.098099 20.730530 0.233393 
2p 
is 
53.7lf509 -129.369271 25.027186 -103.902085 -50.231536 -20.800350 12.443990 0.189973 
11.33S881 -00.593789 12.726325 -27.867060 -16.531583 -3.805257 20.759092 0.706862 
3p 9.91OO90 -37.386305 12.500208 -20.882137 -10.971606 -2.067038 11.923360 0.766712 
3d 6.47-806 -29.194272 11.006670 -18.107597 -11.675791 -0.629117 6.809069 0.785875 
OS 0.738358 -9.347655 0.181900 -5.165715 -0.027356 -0.245416 20.770620 2.735041 
r '  r-' r-' P r* R* r* 
2935.815 109.4157 21.75565 02.98002 659.6554 22943.22 
is 1208.890 24.52193 6.15170900-02 5.07703890-03 8.70213370-05 1.28990410-03 
2s 112.8108 5.258162 0.2809156 9.35159190-02 3.21868950-02 1.048830 
2p 000 .5828 36.74304 5.170771 0.2475816 7.51655580-02 1.14429600-02 3.05972760-03 
3s 15.89009 1.623752 0.6600677 0.8523300 1.175345 2.596410 
ip 06.3^952 0.879820 1.095050 0.9080023 0.9626566 1.551620 3.815395 
34 4.139056 1.850276 1.167771 1.120870 1.612762 6.068127 02.06938 
OS 0.8224293 0.3739062 3.396000 13.39391 308.7606 11351.33 
94 
'"able 1^. (Cootioued) 
Co Copper &tom doobl«t S State *r(18)3d(10)ft*(1) Coofigutation ( 8s, 4p, 3d) Basis 
12-V/BI • 3.20-05 Jl-Horsl 
Total S Casp: -28.6452#2 total P Casp: -14.523154 
3.70-16 
Total D Cusp; 
T V(1) •(2) V(T) E -Cusp 
1638.828038 -3929.582035 651.873869 -3277.708166 -1638.880128 987.006258 
Is 406.498341 -826.849685 45.79 5419 -781.054266 -374.555884 328.760465 28.855091 0.034997 
2s 77.386193 -180.618298 31.223997 -149.394301 -72.008108 -40.784112 28.811461 0.198608 
2? 75.933332 -178.485789 33.484671 -145.001118 -69.067786 -35.583115 14.620179 0.160147 
3s 16.362138 -56.365832 17.517309 -38.848523 -22.486385 -4.969076 28.335242 0.629255 
jp 14.650832 -52.608*29 17.336998 -35.271431 -20.620599 -3.283601 13.750842 0.633161 
3d 9.416209 -40.438163 15.283501 -25.154662 -15.738453 -V.4549S2 7.380582 0.613264 
4s 0.667546 -10.967471 5.03S396 -5.932075 -5.264529 -0.229132 28.711186 2.706303 
r-3 r % r-* r r» r* C* 
4010.136 135.5028 20.86858 31.08151 331.2857 10126.20 
IS' 1633.208 28.51206 5.2871449D-02 3.74756320-03 4.99589740-05 i ! 
2s 158.1413 6.228217 0.2376165 6.66Ô72800-02 1.16341360- 02 0.2138300 
2p 674.0800 51.809 23 6.154682 0.2075905 5.27345970-02 5.60522230-03 1.05155110-03 
3s 22.86378 1.9436K9 0.7236100 0.6047464 0.6573753 4.361818 
3p 81.30670 7.182696 1.814084 0.7530005 0.6641529 0.7455596 1.285138 
3d 7.407473 2.699573 1.394419 0.9757738 1.261087 4.258261 28.91314 
4s 0.7620723 0.3781887 3.319098 12.81896 282.8580 9820.198 
Ziac Atom Singlet s State 
Total S Cosp: -29.8007*3 
|2-y/B| - 7,30-07 
àc(18)3d(l0)4s(2) CODfigoration 
n-Morm| - 1.3D-1S 
( 8s, 4p, 3d) Basis 
Total P Cosp: -15.005522 Total D Cosp: -7.964649 
T ?(1) V(T) S -Cusp r sax 
1777.781Q56 -0262.488097 706.926488 -3555.561609 -1777.780153 -1070.853666 
Is 435.436«77 -885.286297 48.285468 -837.000828 -401.564351 353.278883 29.8549*1 0.033723 
2s 83.529:70 -19a.102265 33.118382 -160.983883 -77.454513 -44.336131 29.755201 0.191366 
2p 82.075166 -191.973619 35.499130 -156.474488 -74.399323 -38.900192 15.100229 0.154031 
3s 18.000*83 -61.109701 18.750788 -42.358913 -24.358730 -5.607942 29.396545 0.602359 
3p 16.225721 -57.267441 18.615725 -38.651716 -22.425996 -3.810271 14.277231 0.60*647 
3d 11.206^23 -45.973960 17.005031 -28.968929 -17.762307 -0.757275 7.964649 0.578057 
4s 0.988925 -13.152804 5.938883 -7.213920 -6.224995 -0.286111 29.566787 2.319211 
r-a r-* r-* r* r* r* 
4307.#57 142.0829 21.90471 34.46551 363.1574 9257.471 
Is 1749.255 29.50954 5.1076689D- 02 3.*9673*20-03 3.7364013D-05 2.76348440-04 
2s 170.5289 6.470076 0.2288782 6.18937630-02 1.06581190-02 0.1815011 
2p 755.6069 55.96243 6.399121 0.1995597 4.87182190-02 4.77899460-03 8.25120280-04 
3s 25.14047 2.036990 0.6910245 0.5505609 0.5152293 1.798298 
3p 93.63238 7. 9337*5 1.908915 0.7152592 0.5983550 0.6011601 0.9227161 
3d 9.371680 3.200*79 1.532465 0.8677248 0.975501S 2.384128 11.47684 
4s 1.113416 0.4384268 2.898295 9.79807* 167.3143 4566.851 
Gallia# &%om Doublet P State &r(iR) 3d(lO)4s(2)4p(i) configuration ( 8s, 6p, 3d) Basis 
12-V/ZI • 2.9D-07 M-aormi • 4.70-16 
Total S Cos?: -30.838202 Total ? Casp: -15.512165 Total D Cusp: -8.534074 
7 7(1) 7(2) V(T) e « -Cusp r a 
1923.159^51 -4609.929631 763.611492 -3646.318140 -1923.158789 -1159.547297 
Is 465.376472 -9*5.72*770 Si). 797657 -894.927116 -429.550645 378.752987 30.857671 0. 032S24 
2s 89.891136 -208.051325 35.028857 -173.022*68 -83.131332 -48.102476 30.681135 0. 184642 
2p 88.*52157 -205.946139 37.531811 -168.*14328 -79.962170 -42.430359 15.643225 0. 148442 
3s 19.780966 -66.139890 20.019152 -*6.120738 -26.339771 -6.320619 30.527714 0. 576570 
3p 17.838326 -61.977**9 1*.866*07 -42.1110*2 -2*.272516 -*.406110 14.627223 0. 578335 
3d 13.121^13 -51.679221 18.716876 -32.9623*5 -19.8*0832 -1.123*56 8.534074 0. 543662 
*s 1.010158 -15.63*041 6.920155 -8.713886 -7.303728 -0.383573 30.575350 2. 0*3272 
1.282556 -14.495839 6.521780 -7.974059 -6.691*03 -0.16*623 12. 577706 2. 258240 
r-» C-» r-« r r* r* r* 
*015.539 1*8.707* 22.63959 35.04047 296.0049 5367.904 
1< 186S.352 30.50725 *.<3*0001*0- 02 3.27033530-03 2.*2325960-•05 6.81244000-05 
2s 193.i38P 6.711333 0.7207802 5.76151150-02 9.66567690-•03 0.1380431 
2p 8ai.7i78 60.27617 6.6*3*2* 0.1921233 a.5143350>02 4.13356410-03 1.35556750-03 
3s 27.62A08 2.1335*5 O.^S05362 0.5024527 0.*106859 0.6322315 
106.flt72 8.707907 1.99*273 5*078 0.5579309 0.5*38376 1.290*95 
3d 11.61397 3.7331*1 1.667072 0.76*2662 0.7839374 1,*61103 5.246643 
*  ^ 1.5683*1 0.50*3239 2.535109 7.*62589 95.66381 1953.470 
«P 4.605*28 0-5295*87 0.O676077 2.600087 7.566797 85.93771 1399.205 
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Table 12. (Continued) 
Callio# Atom Doublet ? State fcr (18) 3d (10) 0s (2) 4p (1) ConfigaratioA (12s, 9p, 4d) Pasi% 
12-V/EI 




Total P Cosp: -15.478789 
1.0D-15 
Total D Casp: -9.618867 
7(2) V(T) 
761.694601 -3846.519805 -1923-259911 -1161.545310 
-Cusp 
Is 465. 454933 -945.801504 50.764831 -895.036672 -429. 581740 -378.816909 31.011860 0. .032622 
2s 89. 806530 -207.970577 34.998598 -172.971979 -83. 165448 -48.166850 31.020491 0. .185281 
2p 88. 516154 -206.023408 37.507438 -168.515970 -79. 999816 -42.492377 15.419652 0. .148005 
3s 19. 811756 -66.189639 19.992406 -46.197234 -26. 385477 -6.393072 30.930846 0. 573203 
3D 17. 872358 -62.080845 19.86389; -42.216951 -24. 344593 -4.480699 15.858684 0. ,573885 
3d 13. 100111 -51.610357 18.659230 -32.951127 -19. 851016 -1.191786 9.618867 0. .530280 
4s 1. 500056 -15.977620 7.027073 -8.950547 -7. 450491 -0.423418 30.928395 1. 998749 
«P 0. 781154 -11.606636 5.306492 -6.298144 -5. 516989 -0.208497 16.377728 2, 667877 
r-» r-» r-* C r* r* r* 
4620.458 148.6521 23.35959 40 .52678 520.4434 15833.89 














































Total S Cusp: -31.841506 
Triplet P State &r(18) 3d (10)4s(2)4p(2} Conflgaratioa 









C 8s, 6p, 3d) BASis 
Total P CttSi»; -16.045836 Total D Cosp: -9.087922 
7(1) 7(2) ?(T) B -Cosp 
2075.253267 -4972.463907 821.957728 -4150.506179 -2075.252893 -1253.295165 
Is 496.3198< 0 -1008.166501 53.335883 -954.830618 -458.510758 405.174875 31.864702 0. 031594 
2s 96.47405 5 -222.471224 36.959602 -185.511622 -89.037527 -52.077924 31.625564 0. 178445 
2p 95.0553V3 -220.391955 39.584757 -180.807197 -85.751804 -46.167047 16.194896 0. 143269 
3s 21.691675 -71.429340 21.313049 -50.116291 -28.424616 -7.111567 31.678075 0. 552551 
3p 19.686764 -67.179905 21.208131 -45.971774 -26.285010 -5.076879 15.037788 0. 553730 
3d 15.1044^4 -57.453752 20.394962 -37.058790 -21.954316 -1.559354 9.087922 0. 512229 
4S 1.8950^9 -18.218283 7.909125 -10.309158 -8.414139 -0.505014 31.692432 1. 8%60#1 
ttP 1.497155 -15.962268 7.107728 -8.854540 -7.357385 -0.249657 13.793105 2. 12*681 
r-» r? r-* r* r* r* 
4935.177 155.3895 23.45031 36.24701 272.6996 4018.070 
Is 1993.536 31.50520 4.78305470-02 3.06537970-03 2.46480470-05 1.8552520D-05 
2s 196.6360 6.952226 0.2132193 5.37305530-02 8.10698710- 03 8.45481420- 02 
2p 938.69*»7 64.74869 6.887249 0.1852268 4.19415210-02 3.57658260-03 1.3862509D-03 
is 30.29428 2.232167 0.6322092 0.4598929 0.3388629 0.3781392 
3p 122.1507 9.583728 2.099372 0.6527825 0.4997597 0.4481747 1. 161848 
3d 14.08631 4.283204 1.795430 0.7191022 0.6509390 0.9651535 2.691355 
4s 2.088233 0.5693213 2.2S3902 5.860166 57.47645 883.1138 
5.786543 0.6203882 0.4988209 2.468453 6.866852 72.34534 1108.512 
la Arseaic &to# Qoartet S State Ar(18)3d(10)4s(2)4p(3) configacation { 8s, 6p, 3d) Basis 
Total S Casp; -33.090210 
12-T/Bi - 7.50-06 
Total P cusp: -16.540729 
I1-90CB1 - 4.40-16 
Total 0 cosp: -9.608061 
? 7(1) 7(2) 7(T) Z e -Cusp 
2234.144774 -5351.466305 883.193542 -4468.272763 -2234.127990 -1350.934447 
Is 528.302270 -1072.645469 55.915793 -1016.729677 -488.427406 -432.511614 33.081410 0. .030636 
2s 103.2221)2 -237.31870a 38.932958 -198.385750 -95.163598 -56.230641 32.942742 0. .173276 
2p 101.913630 -235.345984 41.680040 -193.605944 -91.752253 -50.072213 16.697737 0. .138384 
3s 23.641231 -76.774195 22.602238 -54.171957 -30.530756 -7.928519 34.481850 0. .534509 
^P 21.678134 -72.680183 22.610037 -50.070146 -28. 391962 -5.731925 15.503502 0. ,530682 
3d 17.176532 -63.362406 22.080735 -41.281671 -24.105110 -2.024375 9.608061 0. .483491 
4s 2.517701 -21.283764 9.068981 -12.214783 -9.697082 -0.628101 34.970686 1. 679831 
*p 1.820421 -17.880326 7.868599 -10.011727 -8.191306 -0.322707 14.720147 1. ,966482 
r-» r * r-* r r* r* r* 
52«1.647 162.1656 24.03072 36.23038 237.8253 2932.028 
Is 2123.725 32.50441 4.63631040-02 2.87923350-03 2.14358950- 05 5.11303670-06 
2s 210.9663 7.191476 0.2059752 4.9966001D-02 4.34203440-03 1.02504150-03 
2D 1040.207 69.38514 7.131696 0.1787963 3.90658380-02 3.09752890-03 1.0721716D-03 
3s 33.24419 2.326491 0.6079387 0.4248933 0.3026213 0.6469314 
3p 139.2760 10.523A4 2.202430 0.6221584 0.4531636 0.3655831 0.8735797 
3d 16.81681 4.856033 1.920073 0.^659724 0.5530090 0.6733317 1.508935 
us 2. 755687 0.6449625 1.976750 4.439418 31.09627 326.9538 
4p 7.486580 0.7505057 0.5418280 2.297073 5.970866 55.35779 752.1624 
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Ttole 12. (Continued) 
SelABlam Atoi Triplet P State %F (16) 3d (10) «a (2) 4p («} Coafigaratiob ( 8s« 6p, 3d) Basis 
Total S Cttsp: -3a.101477 
12- T /EI • 5-3D-06 
Total P Casp: -16.115989 
|1-*ora| « 5.30-16 
Total D Casp: -10.095927 
T • (1) V(2) V (T) B -Cosp 
2399.7818C2 -5744.349683 944.773411 -4799.576272 -2399.794471 -1455.021060 
1s 561.229087 -1139.070621 58.510245 -1080.560376 -519.331289 -460.821044 34.087427 0.029727 
2s 110.316223 -252.757448 «0.904746 -211.852703 -101.536480 -60.631734 34.019353 0.167737 
2p 109.0578*7 -250.841662 43.780535 -207,061127 -98.003280 -54.222745 16.088103 0.132640 
3s 25.778568 -82.539326 23.938026 -58.601300 -32.822732 -8.884707 35.408507 0.514674 
3p 23.843792 -78.583646 24.058816 -54.524830 -30.681038 -6.622222 16.283541 0.505646 
3d 19.3126tt3 -69.374239 23.724530 -45.649709 -26.337066 -2.612536 10.095927 0.457873 
ls 3.113566 -23.938481 10.006065 -13.932415 -10.818849 -0.812784 35.525949 1.558283 
"P 2.092662 -19.360923 8.443460 -10.917463 -8.824801 -0.381341 16.261649 1.864234 
C-' r-* r-* g r* r* r* 
5613.051 168.9515 25.08175 39.02913 270.9303 3555.644 
1s 2255.870 33.50208 4.49775220-02 2.?094M2»-03 1.9U55380-05 6.27844290-06 
2s 225.4070 7.434043 0.1993420 4.6796652D-02 3.78341570- 03 4.9243232D-04 
2p 1135.940 74.03579 7.377696 0.1728677 3.6643515D-02 4.34996300-
-03 3.7826689&-02 
3s 36.19050 2.427627 0.5831493 0.3904775 0.2506487 0.4178966 
3p 158.7526 11.53305 2.311264 0.5924390 0.4108895 0.2893522 0.4136633 
3d 19.78967 5.445359 2.040419 0.6218229 0.4782565 0.4884403 0.8975558 
4s 3.391776 0.7040730 1.628013 3.798630 22.73316 203.8434 
*P 9.278179 0.8661295 0.5694389 2.240180 5.771036 54.57713 783.8590 
Broaina Atoa Doublât P stata Ar(18) 3d (10)as{2)Qp(5) CoofigaratioD 
12-V/BI 
Total S coap: -35.11123» Total P Cosp: -16.620335 
|l-«ormi * 3. ltH-16 
( 8s« 6p, 3d) Baxis 
Total 0 Cosp: -10*520769 
T *(1) T(2J V(TJ S -Casp r aax 
2572.361427 -6155. 320454 1010.587159 -5144.733295 -2572.371869 -1561.784710 
1s 595.150342 -1207.490242 61.160812 -1146.329430 -551.179088 490.018276 35.092484 0.028870 
2s 117.647759 -268.683902 42.934490 -225.749412 -108.101703 -65.167213 35.089325 0.162545 
2P 116.400903 -266.781698 45.934148 -220.847550 -104.446647 *58.512499 16.591201 0.128452 
3s 28.035687 -88.546859 25.339963 -63.206896 -35.171209 -9.831246 36.321569 0.496078 
3p 26.072086 -84.567557 25.525505 -59.042053 -32.969967 -7.444462 16.787386 0.485993 
3d 21.563101 -75.593907 25.421114 -50.172793 -28.609692 -3.188578 10.520769 0.434600 
as 3.696669 -26.536597 10.934732 -15.601865 -11.905196 -0.970464 36.294923 1.462324 
«P 2.566333 -21.754131 9.375622 -12.378508 -9.812175 -0.436553 16.800817 1.711967 
r-» r-* r-* g r* r* r® 
5966.555 175.8663 25.60869 38.84096 243.1521 2837.863 
ls 2391,987 34.49972 4.3672246D-02 2.5541791:K03 1.71456430-05 6.5183215D-06 
2s 240.3221 7.676683 0.1931167 4.39171120-02 3.33409800-03 4.60396350-04 
2p 1251.017 78.99024 7.622334 0.1672397 3.4273009D-02 3.62072500-03 2.6337716D-02 
3s 39.29559 2.529910 0.5601253 0.3598871 0.2096484 0.2798345 
3p 179.3562 12.57857 2.416216 0.5667917 0.3756505 0.2409429 0.3264742 
3d 23.06984 6.064745 2.159826 0.5837029 0.4187236 0.3656097 0.5647961 
«s 4.010799 0.7581865 1.707330 3.311691 17.19113 133.0639 
«P 11.96234 1.052587 0.6215466 2.071797 4.951617 40,64408 512.6819 
Krypton Atom Singlat S state Ar (18) 3d (10) «s (2) «p (6) ConfigaratioB ( ns# 6p, 3d) Basis 
12-V/Zl 
Total s Camp: -35.87131% 
4.90-08 |l-«orm| 
Total ? Casp: -17.127311 
1.1D-15 
Total 0 Casp: -10.905569 
T r(U *(2î V(D B -Cusp 
2751.989705 -6583.273757 1079.294211 -5503.979546 -2751.989841 -1672-695630 
1s 630.059206 .-1277.898942 63.856284 -1214.042658 -583.983452 520.127168 35. 896646 0.028049 
2s 125.197293 -285.061106 44.995849 -240.065257 -114.867964 -69.872114 35.591191 0.157514 
2P 123.989407 -283.218087 48.126172 -235.091915 -111.102509 -62.976337 17.097850 0.124521 
3s 30-499081 -94.953121 26,814367 -68.138753 -37.639673 -10.825305 35.997292 0.47a985 
3p 28.437768 -90.823180 27,039109 -63.784071- -35.346303 -8.307195 17.289320 0.467649 
3d 23.901073 -81.977076 27.136750 -54.940326 -30.939253 -3.802502 10.905569 0.413816 
4s 4.265356 -29.010629 11.804773 -17.205856 -12.940498 -1.135725 35.981787 1-386601 
*P 3.062341 -24.234632 10,332080 -13.902552 -10.840212 -0.508132 17.324608 1.585128 
r-* r-» r» r* r* 
6325.922 182.8687 26.04892 38.32276 215.1377 2220.567 
1s 2530.292 35.49719 4.24378010-02 2.41198780-03 1.49942340-05 2.5448623^06 
2s 254.9010 7.918364 0. 1873816 a. 1404022D-02 3.66642570-03 9.54305430-03 
2P 1373.778 84.11003 7. 867169 0.1619606 3.21222040-02 3.03205640-03 1.8240084D-02 
3s 42.50410 2,637587 0.5379437 0.3320105 0.1738961 0.1486396 
3p 201.8965 13.68465 2.522866 0.5428357 0.3440575 0.2000359 0.2380125 
3d 26.64155 6.707319 2.277141 0.5506901 0.3707214 0.2810035 0.3716588 
4s 4.609365 0.8058508 1.619383 2.9857#? 14,04131 98.62253 
*p 14.85370 1.244731 0.6731842 1.923157 4.272553 30.44525 336.2919 
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Taftlo 12. (Contlnued) 
Rubidium Atoa Doublet s State Kr (36) 5s (1) Coof igucation (10s, 6?, 3d) Basis 
12-V/EI 
Total S Cusp: -36.8*2977 
2.7D-08 M-Woral • 6.80-16 
Total P Cusp; -17.702223 Total D Cusp: -11.278893 
T 7(1) V(2) V(T) E -Cusp r max 
2938.3018ie •7018.50^513 1741.900797 -5876.60371? -2938.301698 -1796,401102 
Is 665.93906*- -1350.277831 66.456431 -1283.821000 -617.R82331 551,a25899 36.870510 0.027288 
26 133.05967*: -302.023139 46.968260 -255.054979 -121.995200 -75,026940 36.595286 0.152839 
2p 131.82251? -300.109278 50.221802 -249.927476 -118.104963 -67,883161 17.688251 0.120887 
3s 32.97628: -101.008714 2A.157570 -73.251144 -40.274861 -12,117291 36.688941 0.460326 
3p 30.90108E -97.278505 28.452867 -68.825678 -37.924590 -9,471723 17.770659 0.4S0257 
3d 26.36351C -88.598240 28.758209 -59.840036 -33.476525 -4.718317 11.278893 0.395002 
as 5.162567 -32.398903 12.862786 -19.536117 -14.373549 -1,510763 36.573943 1.291043 
<^P 3.95680: -27.932256 11.588485 -16.343771 -12.386964 -0.798478 17.860359 1.449234 
5s 0.309065 -8.100418 3.849689 -4.294728 -3.985664 -0,135974 36.130463 4.744102 
r-> r-* r-* c r* r* r* 
6700.778 189.6893 29.58581 65.73524 1940.075 140621.3 
Is 2673.734 36.49400 4. 12718470- 02 2 28109220-03 1.49853100-OS 2.11325190-04 
2s 270.7345 8.162788 0.1818727 3.91631250-02 2.01534670-02 2.109257 
2p 1506.aeo 89.02290 8.112143 0.1569953 3.01426440-02 2.27777460-03 6.76633410-03 
3s «5.82125 2.740776 0.5180992 0-3076300 0.1487669 0.1939542 
3p 225.921h 10.83031 2.629150 0.5210451 0.3166211 0. 1679523 0.1718192 
Jd 30.56920 7.382878 2.394547 0.5211529 0.3303909 0.2191110 0.2501626 
as 5.537150 0.8756460 1.500693 2.563320 10.41842 79.57948 
20.00602 1.583013 0.7549259 1.719664 3.391623 18.58161 153.9641 
5s 0.2785287 0.2201194 5.500187 34.17622 18C4.198 139530.2 
38 Strontium Atom Singlet s State Kr(36>5s(2) Configuration (10s, 6p, 3d) Basis 
12-V/si • 2.70-07 n-Horml • 6.7D-16 
Total S Cusp: -37.856226 Total P Cusp: -18.270574 Total 0 Cusp: •11.6«0S73 
T V(1) V(2) V(T) -Casp 
3131.098055 -7470.077830 1207.082566 -6262.995263 -3131.497208 -1924.414641 
Is 702,070055 -1424.711065 69.088013 -1355.623052 -652.748997 583.660984 37.884290 0.026563 
2s iai,075000 -319.382008 48.968483 -270.413524 -129.338484 -80.370000 37.580505 0.148635 
2p 139.903022 -317.5791S9 52.349888 -265.229271 -125.326249 -72.976361 18-267876 0.117456 
3s 35,600161 -108.136479 29.537615 -78.598865 -42,998700 -13.461089 37.849693 0.444504 
3p 33.«72932 -103.958480 29.900026 -7».058454 -40.585521 -10.685495 18.273616 0.434527 
3d 28,931818 -95.422803 30.004535 -65.018269 -36.086451 -5.681916 11.640973 0.377965 
as 6.167774 -36.007343 13.977545 -22.029798 -15.862023 -1.884478 37.611770 1.215796 
Op 0,901927 -31.604107 12.807646 -18.796462 -13.894535 -1.086889 18.391509 1.343254 
5s 0.539265 -10.262766 4.774275 -5.488491 -4.949226 -0.174951 37.355211 3.916535 
r-* r-r p r* V r* 
7089.155 196,5810 31.60875 73.76282 1801.518 91797.24 
Is 2822.038 37.69240 4.01708150-02 2-16070860-03 1.31098320- 05 1.11875030-04 
2s 286.9867 8.400790 0.1766583 3.69086680-02 1.28727060- 02 0.9187178 
2p 1606.990 94,89518 6.357346 0.1523211 2.83477730-02 1.84235620-03 2.87231600-03 
3s 09.1)6916 2.805697 0.4997220 0.2861028 0.1297777 0.2932085 
3p 252. 12.0 16.02993 2.735749 0.5008061 0-2921365 0,1415029 0.1216356 
3d 34.80346 8.086582 2.511126 0.4948542 0.2966204 0.1738257 0.1733564 
OS 6.585318 0.9475617 1.392134 2.196455 7.Q68408 45.48278 
op 25.83474 1.937031 0.8316870 1.566532 2.800674 12.37075 80.94248 
5s 0.4790403 0.2700728 4.562390 23.51321 854.7361 45607.86 
39 rttriua Ate# Doublet D state Kr ^36) ad (1) 5s (2) Configuration (10s, 6p, ad) Basis 
(2-V/Rl « 8.70-05 n-Sor«| » 3.70-16 
Total S Cusp: -38.853002 Total P Cusp: -18.7926a7 Total 0 Cusp: -11.226519 
V(1) V(2) V(TI S « -Cusp 
3331.5«»09-3 -7943.273709 1280.112053 -6663.161656 -3331.580683 -2051.068630 
Is 7uû,78«i201 -1S01.124944 71.82409* -1429.300445 -688.511244 -616.68670* 38.882021 0. 025876 
2R iaQ.36i8A8 -337.266V0« 51.075261 -286.101648 -136.827840 -AS.752579 38.569718 0. 144579 
2D 1O8.2225i0 -335.4979SO 54.583445 -280.914054 -132.641514 -78,107569 18,743252 0. 11*17* 
Is 38.3220 iO -115.073266 31.025095 -84.0*8172 -45.726171 -14.701076 36.8**02* 0. *30418 
3p 36. 168h12 -110,893890 31.450608 -79.424282 -43.255671 -11.796063 18.775942 0. 419805 
3d 31.57*16 )4 -102.391112 32.136991 -70.25U121 -38.679517 -6. «.42527 11.212759 0. 362122 
4s 7.0320 »0 -J9.210444 15.033968 -24.1804 76 -17.1*8307 -2. M4424 38.634333 1. 156786 
Op 5.682H73 -30,720508 13.892147 -20.828361 -15.145488 -1.">53340 18.904647 1. 266151 
Od 3.T81«a7 -25.290066 10.942550 -14.347516 -11.166059 -0.223509 11.422475 1. 666517 
5S 0.597574 -11.049505 5.133874 -5.915631 -5.318057 -0.180183 38.393007 3. 718601 
r-» C-» f r' T*  r* 
74R6.915 203.6737 31.97852 71.06*6* 1507.892 72750.99 
•««5 2973.09S 38.49038 3,91256270-02 2.0*461730-03 1.13734780-05 5.75088790-05 
2a 303.736C 8.647869 0,1717350 3.48715570-02 1. 11855*90-02 0.7574914 
2? 1790.590 100.5105 8.602513 0, 1479212 2.67195500- 02 1.58910930- 03 1.808528*0-03 
3s 53,20027 2.OS0597 0,4879221 0-26ft«^9«i0 0.1121926 0.2298*01 
3p 2H0.4799 17.28556 2.8*3177 0,«*^19873 0.2703476 0.1205111 9.34711640-02 
3d 39.36729 H. 808899 2.625013 0.471*920 0.2682117 0.1415778 0.13*2032 
4X 7.491479 1.005499 1.317196 1.96*8*3 5.93*0*3 30.61385 
**» 31.0170H 2.230411 0. 8<*02694 1.469139 2.461*82 0.507728 54.10575 
od 2.394567 0.7579129 0.6484632 1.9276 34 4.226438 27,79321 263.2688 
5s 0.5317771 0.2833206 4,360259 21.53400 724.3906 360*8.74 
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Table 12. (Continued) 
U2 nolybdenUB Iton Heptuplet S State Kr(36)Qd(5)5s(1) Confiqucdtioo (10s* 6p, 4d) Basis 
12-V/EJ • 7.4D-06 ll-Horal • 4.3D-16 
Total S Cosp; -41.8(150*0 Total P Cusp: -20,292499 Total D Casp: -11.953260 
T 7(1) 7(2) V(T) S # -Cusp r max 
3975.349065 -9476.117307 1525.419472 -7950.697836 -3975.348771 -2449.929299 
Is 860.535180 -1742.367420 80.370853 -1661.996567 -801.461388 721.090535 41.676688 0. 02001S 
2s 175.688065 -393.882721 57.726773 -336. 155948 -160.467883 102.741110 41.537317 0. 133631 
2p 174.649108 -392.225673 61.620031 -330.605642 -155.956534 -94.336503 20.294901 0. 105285 
3s 47.067^95 -137.1204HI 35.790045 -101.330370 -54.262775 -18.072730 41.821513 0. 393087 
3p 44.845:47 -132.897555 36.438947 -96.458608 -51.613061 -15.174114 20.262367 0. 380927 
3d 40.16037a -124.571069 37.621174 -86.950290 -06.789916 -9.168742 11.946839 0. 320092 
4s 9.680411 -48.915576 18.295594 -30.619982 -20.939571 -2.643977 41.829733 1. 018971 
«P 8.037914 -43.959210 17.153125 -26.806085 -18.768171 -1.615046 20.423397 1. 092859 
4d 4.385^85 -31.698064 13.515833 -18.182631 -13.796646 -0.280813 12.038250 1. 002233 
5s 0.677477 -12.843058 5.989429 -6.854029 -6.176552 -0.187124 41.203386 3. 440586 
r-3 r-* r-* r c* r* r* 
8746.300 225.6218 31.20179 53.01123 669.5959 24149.22 
Is 3453.883 41.48494 3.62922170-•02 1.76305840-03 7.97069290- 06 5-24201760-06 
2s 356.9041 9.378160 0.1584695 2.9671137 0-02 7.73866810-03 0.4372656 
2p 2288. 05 118.3165 9.338706 0.1361162 2.25996340-02 1.09764270- 03 7.51553590-•04 
3s 65.17211 3.264772 0.4374959 0.2188631 7.43048120-02 7.92824790- 02 
3p 377.4622 21.31065 3.164228 0.4334710 0.2182830 7.78488930-02 4.94960930-02 
3d 55.37170 11.15378 2.965987 0.4142402 0.2054579 8.26976180-02 9.26928160-02 
46 10.28281 1.164657 1.148717 1.094203 3.402828 11.65861 
4p 08. 20*444 3.113016 1.046648 1.262898 1.821801 5.225615 22.26175 
4d 3.733759 1.040937 0.7547253 1.693553 3.319632 18.18421 •.09.0720 
5s 0.6075518 0.3057966 Q.034764 18.49339 539.0507 23244.72 
43 Technetium Atom ij«xtuplet S State Kr (36) 4d (5) 5s (2) Conf igoratieo (10s, 6p, 4d) Basis 
12-V/Ei • 2.2D-06 I1-Worm| • 3.3D-16 
Total S Cusp: -42.845283 Total P Cusp: -20.643312 Total D Cusp: -12.332300 
? 7(1) 9(2) 7(T) & -Cosp 
4203.738^76 -10009.583676 1602.097159 -8407.486517 -4203.747941 -2601.650782 
Is 902.445)71 -1826.776339 83.134384 -1743.641956 -601.196585 758.062201 42.877580 0.023452 
2s 184.951776 -413.745063 59.809547 -353.895916 -168.944140 109.094594 42.527017 0.130350 
2? 183.953d01 -412. 132257 63.872520 -348.259738 -164.305937 100.433417 20.852648 0.102656 
3s bO.220000 -140.940918 37.287681 -107.653237 -57.433233 -20.145551 42.842559 0.381874 
3p 47.9S6583 -140.661881 30.006370 -102.675510 -54.718927 -16.712557 20.775396 0.369663 
3d 43.252690 -132.426229 39.359710 -93.066518 -49.813828 -10.454118 12. 325466 0.309223 
4s 10.90:974 -52.891846 19.*30766 -33.461082 -22.559108 •2""Î42 42.860610 0.975937 
«P 9.228308 -48.008595 18.381326 -29.627268 -20.398960 -2.017634 20.972357 1.038210 
5s 0.878908 -14.528134 6.713950 -7.814184 -6.935276 -0.221326 42.563392 3.089534 
4d 5.116691 -30.923918 14.821220 -20.102698 -14.986007 -0.164787 12.413908 1.306232 
r-» r-* r-* r r' r* f 
9190.144 232.7810 33. 10947 61.61075 875.8915 29761.79 
Is 3621.880 02.48317 3.5437003D- 02 1.68081670-03 7.20835510- 06 2.14935510-06 
28 375.6163 9.621988 0.1504814 2.81865020-02 6.55211570-03 0.3329369 
2? 2472.571 124.6010 V.584471 0.1325808 2.1030171D-02 9.61933310-04 4.20489040-04 
3s (,9.49207 3.370719 0.«242050 0.2057032 6.56395940-02 7.51625600-02 
3p 414.0963 22.7594? 3.271672 0.4193084 0.2041007 6.75991450-02 3.77^17000-02 
3d 61.5S513 11.99851 3.079680 0.3980335 0.1892811 6.94004190-02 6.7645704D-02 
4s 11.55387 1.230043 1.091165 1.346023 2.732053 8.038571 
4p 57.09189 3.550071 1.116479 1. 186975 1.605164 3.997710 14.56253 
58 0.7854987 0.3378636 3.690472 15.54349 387.8500 14577.97 
4d 4.569869 1.207876 0.6121841 1.580886 2.896720 13.89826 100.1355 
46 Palladias. Àtoa Sxoçlet S State Kr(36) «d (10) 5s(0) Coofiguratioo ( 6s, 6p, 4d) Basis 
12-V/2I • 6.70-08 ll-Horal • 1.10-15 
Tottfl S C&sp: -45.920017 Total P Cosp: -22.263162 Total 0 Cusp: -12.949547 
T V(1> 9(2) V(T) E -Cosp 
4937. 51b831 -11778.69525» 1903.657925 -9875.037334 -4937. 518502 -3033.860577 
IK 1034. :'7')266 -2092. 10594*) 92.r»«5182 -19V9.760767 -965. 081081 -873.136299 45.940370 0.021908 
28 210. 09-206 -476.186378 67.158215 -009.030163 -194. 938958 -127,780743 45.665502 0.121610 
2p 213. 31:152 -470.796S56 71.570641 -40 3.225915 -189. 913762 -118,343121 22.26 5241 0.095358 
is 60. 12"073 -169.055571 «2.653061 -126.802511 -66. 6750 18 -20.022377 46.208747 0.351878 
3? 57. 820971 -165.18404© Oi.590576 -121.598070 -63. 777099 -20,106924 22.239675 0.338980 
id 5J. 02V322 -157.0207:3 45.474689 -m.606044 -54. 576722 -13.16203: 12.934657 0.278034 
Oic U. 65-.098 -62.961585 2J.966329 -39.995255 -26. 344158 -3,377828 45.989952 0.483664 
up 11. 6V..0b2 -5?.3^h2«H 21.789876 -35.536372 -23. 921320 -2.131404 22.350550 0.932319 
4<3 6. 643923 -42.319386 17.755890 -20.563496 -17. 919572 -0.163682 13.107792 1.133503 
r-* r-a C-» r* r* 



























































TaDle 12. (CoatiQa«d: 
47 Sliver Ato# Doublet S State Kr(36) ud (10) Ss(1) Coafiguratioo (10s, 6p« dd) Basis 
12-V/Ei • 6.50-08 Jl-Hocal • tt.6D-16 
Total s Cttsp> -06.8309*4 Total P Cusp: -22.799722 Total 0 Cusp; -13.512573 
T 7(1) 9(2) V (T) E -Cusp r sax 
5197.390089 -12389.767452 1994.987613 -10394.779839 -5197.389750 -3202.402138 
TS 1080.090617 -2184.417744 95.311542 -2089.106202 -1009.015585 913.704044 46,867269 0.021443 
2s 220.427569 -498.117836 69.471100 -428.646736 -204.219166 134.748066 46.485662 0.118640 
2p 223.5832*7 -496.669304 74.015992 -422.653311 -199.070064 125.054072 22.809065 0.093188 
3s 63.634531 -178.067867 44.322323 -133.745544 -70.111013 -25.788689 46.728801 0.343513 
jp 61.300185 -173.765059 45.324661 -128.440199 -67.140014 -21.815153 22.739779 0.330044 
3d 56.531312 -165.710539 47.319400 -118.391139 -61.859827 -14.540427 13.500420 0.270810 
Cs 1«.810641 -66.804220 24.069952 -42.734268 -27.923627 -3.353675 47.202386 0.855749 
*P 12.80446Q -61.371863 23.014187 -38.357676 -25.553212 -2.539025 22.884238 0.897095 
od 7.930369 -47.148053 19.400528 -27.747525 -19.817155 -0.416627 13.627473 1.054830 
5s 0.719183 -15.528838 7.308252 -8.2-20586 -7.501403 -0.193151 46,235548 3.197225 
S-* r-' r-* r r* r* r* 
11070.29 263.6121 32.23486 47.30994 460.9189 13841.06 
Is 4333.581 46.47697 3.23824820- 02 T.4031S91D-03 5.06062100- 06 3.4912408D-06 
2s 455.2454 10.59825 0.1403559 2.3253183D-02 4.51093430-03 0.2021049 
2? 3300.051 151.2656 10.56743 V.1201100 1.7569375D-02 6.3719762D-04 1.93315830-04 
3s 87.76290 3.788678 0.3787390 0.1637898 4.11608030-02 3.09387840-02 
3p 583.661C 28.92696 3.697129 0.3715559 0.1601115 4.1418172D- 02 1.88958710-02 
3d 90.38329 15.61298 3.525756 0.3455951 0.1420954 3.9840563D-02 4.1270674D-02 
4S 15.69315 1.421366 0.9530421 1.028940 1.639418 5.714109 
#P 87.8551; 4.876830 1.30578a 1.023561 1.196289 2.237261 6.191643 
ad 8.22656: 1.848255 1.003150 1.298473 1.972072 6.661739 34.82560 
5s 0.6528436 0.3304008 3.693769 15.48967 376.8570 1344 3.24 
ttd Cadmlu# &to& Singlet S Stat* Kr(36) 4d(10) 5$(2) Configuration (10s, 6p, 4d) Basis 
I2-V/8I - 9.9D-08 I l-Norml • 2-90-15 
Total 5 Cusp: -47.833861 Total P Cusp: -23.334410 Total D Cusp: -16.076621 
T 7f1) f(2) V(?) g « -Cusp 
5464.89190« -13019.060468 2089.277204 -10929.783264 -5464.891360 -3375.614156 
Is 1126.99737.: -2278.823261 98.302874 -2180.520382 -1053.523011 955.220131 47.870353 0. 020993 
2s 234.92786: -520.471706 71.809639 -448.662067 -213.734206 141.924567 47.473769 0. ,116051 
2p 234.12649n -519.066334 76.485781 -442.582553 -208.456056 131.970275 23.349225 0. 091110 
3s 67.25474C -186.899421 46.022832 -140.876590 -73.621846 -27.599014 47.802507 0. 334784 
3p 64.66877' -182.539183 47.091645 -135.-547338 -70.578567 -23.486722 23.246233 0. 321572 
3d 60.065330 -174.548844 49.261454 -125.207390 -65.222060 -15.960606 16.114823 0. 270853 
4s 16.13662^ -71.044994 25.278293 -45.766701 -29.630074 -4.351781 48.207539 0. 827727 
ttp 14.08679- -65.605778 24.278253 -41.327525 -27.240731 -2.962478 23.425054 0. 864131 
4d 9.29792) -51.940735 20.980774 -30.959961 -21.662032 -0.681257 15.722783 0. 997759 
5s 1.066863 -18.203069 8.446177 -9.756892 -8.690024 -0.243847 47.694292 2. 745393 
r-' r-' r-* R C r* r» 
11571.09 271.2304 33.61069 52.61010 545.7437 14530.37 
Is 4521.618 47.47548 3. 1699843D' -02 1.34454250-03 4.66261910-06 3.66350390-06 
2s 476.4381 10.84316 0.1372020 2.22109320-02 3.70520570-03 0.1415142 
2? 3534.67 J 158.3721 10.81392 0.1173382 1.6761672D-02 5.7304807D-04 1.26456480-04 
2s 92,75444 3.89J738 0.3688582 0.1553439 3.67474230-02 1.24162390-02 
3p 632.169) 30.t>7774 j. 8 02900 0.361.'870 0.1513265 3.68453220-02 1.52022740-02 
3d 100.01/? I6.*»n09 5.636434 0.33372S: V.??185?3 3.2122128D-02 1.4015693D-02 
4s 17.07037 1.480104 0.9167312 0.9505559 1.379901 3.988421 
99.1692) 5.344356 1.366787 0.9795269 1.092682 1.A4f,613 4.559609 
4d 10.1487) 2.153498 1.082009 1.206839 1.695967 4.788403 20.26816 
5s 0.9599650 0.3792306 3.274759 12.25417 241.6968 7145.909 
100 
Table 12. (CoatlnaeO 
49 India# Ato# Double* P State Kr(36) 4d (10) Ss(2) Sp(1) Configacatioa (10s, 8p« ttd) Basis 
I2-V/2I « 3.8D-06 11-Norm| • «.QD-16 
Total S Cusp: -48.849443 rotal P Cusp: -24.306223 Total D Cusp: -14.626701 
T T(1) V(2) V(T) £ * -Cttsp 
S739.93361*1 -13665.609555 2195.720318 
-11479.889236 -5739.955618 -3554.235299 
Is 1174.932900 -2375.257574 101.313377 -2273,944197 -1099.011288 997.697911 48.883135 0.020561 
2s 245.57943"' -543.221557 74.172903 -469.048654 -223.469223 149.296319 48.485554 0.113620 
2P 244.89162: -541.937446 78.983567 -462.953878 -218.062257 139.078690 24.424922 0.089340 
3s 71.01796? -195.993940 47.731198 -148.262742 -77-244776 -29.513578 48.998271 0.326289 
3P 68.51024*) -191.474752 48.852146 -142.622606 -7ft.112358 -25.260212 23.641705 0.315031 
3d 63.82958'F -183-697133 51.194973 -132.502160 -68.672573 -17.477600 14.624565 0.257432 
4s 17.534970 -75.433874 26.522591 -48.911283 -31.376313 -4.853722 49.132662 0.800206 
»P 15.408346 -69.855782 25. 528761 -54.327021 -28.918676 -3.389914 24.526527 0.831516 
4d 10.63403') -56.739482 22.575130 -34.164352 -23-530313 -0.955183 14.643613 0.936332 
Ss 1.507860 -21.206450 9-685433 -11.521018 -10-013158 -0.327725 46.698334 2.438349 
&P 1.289799 -19.408734 8.981438 -10.427296 -9.137496 -0.156058 27.024406 2.705074 
r-» r-' r-» R r* r* r* 
12083.77 278.8900 34.56254 54.14581 475.6452 9245.647 
Is 4713.974 48.47064 3. 10454980--02 1.28951830-03 4.23270920-06 5.9331293&-07 
2s 498.0452 11.08615 0-1341954 2.1227848D-02 2.50981450-03 6.6360499D-02 
2p 3790.203 165.7114 11.05995 0.1146920 1.60054120-02 5.07774470-04 1.16303290-04 
3s 97-97703 3.999876 0-3594449 0.1475451 3.42062300-02 5.38201110-02 
3P 684.7567 32-29710 3.907648 0.3515611 0-1432752 3.73694890-02 0.1439160 
3d 108.1702 17-61303 3.748921 0.3238332 0.1241729 2-87081240-02 1.5094479D-02 
4s 18-51370 1.539467 0-8830671 0-8811240 1.163882 2.335166 
«P 111.9611 5-833721 1.425628 0-9425680 1-014429 1.615220 «.194784 
4d 11.91688 2-444624 1.157949 1.126262 1.475398 3.630485 13-56570 
Ss 1.339556 0.4327847 2.885091 9.462659 141.3669 3134.108 
5p 6.646047 0.4408247 0.3960966 3.022978 10.08015 143.9997 2810.679 
50 Tin Atom Triplet p State Xr (36) 4d (10) 5s (2) 5p (2) Cocfigaratioa (10s, 8p, 4d) Basis 
12-7/EI • 7.20 -08 I1-Ï0C»! « 7.9D-16 
Total S Cusp: -49.867669 Total P Cusp: -24.218148 Total 0 Cas p: -15.249763 
T V(1) *(2) E -cosp 
6022.778426 -14327.839681 2282.282393 -12045.557288 -6022.778862 -3740-496469 
Is 1223.865745 -2473.689077 104.334900 -2369.354177 -1145.488433 -1041.153533 49.898378 0 .020146 
2s 256.5084^1 -566.503294 76.537919 -489.965375 -233.456884 156.918964 49.517393 0 .111287 
2p 255.8771:0 -565.273202 81.483179 -483.790023 -227.912912 146.429733 24.188399 0, .087118 
3s 74.850908 -205.257684 49.435660 -155-822004 -80-971096 -31.535416 50.122542 0. .318445 
3p 72.411962 -200-871912 50.656768 -150.215143 -77.803182 -27.146413 24.343140 0. .305721 
3d 67.6110^2 -192.976398 53.132506 -139.843892 -72.232880 -14.100374 15.256885 0. .251450 
4s 19.018287 -79.987779 27.762881 -52-224898 -33-206611 -5.443731 50.019948 0. ,774190 
Op 16.844427 -74.412514 26.832248 -47.580266 -30.735839 -3-903591 24.298196 0. .805965 
4D 12.0786L7 -61.627893 24.119634 
-37.508258 -25.429591 -1.309957 15.197156 0. ,889664 
Ss 2.035281 -24.336401 10.923363 -13.413037 -11.377757 -0.454393 49.626786 2. 208178 
Sp 1.261608 -19.451269 8.969166 -10-492103 -9.220494 -0.251328 24.550235 2. ,726084 
r-> r * r-> C r* r* r* 
12606.52 286.5568 36.09347 60.34118 610-0074 13123.59 
Is 4910.380 49.47378 3.04177370-02 1.23781370-03 3-8887613D-06 1.82651400-07 
2s 520.2467 11.33007 0.1313074 2.0304187D-02 1.69670815-03 2.98439330-02 
2p 4026.101 172- 9427 11.30546 0.1121857 1.53343490-02 1-027968 OD-•03 2.243S4860-02 
3s 103-2673 4.105154 0.3505505 0.14034 75 3-15975090--02 6.13719570-02 
3p 739.14:5 34.06812 4.017438 0.3421207 0.1356947 3.20295480-02 0.1209539 
3d 117.7734 18.64754 3.859528 0-3140392 0. 1165693 2.48828810-02 1.01275200-02 
4s 20.03953 1.599756 0.8515141 0.8185689 0.9949393 1.708773 
*P 124.0918 6.341313 1.488250 0.9035704 0.9306572 1.345043 2.996629 
ttd 14.02699 2.761220 1.232558 1.058833 1.300931 2.737076 8. 968993 
Ss 1.789038 0.4867280 2.580432 7-534605 87.87416 1501.391 
5p 6.6*3196 0.4395036 0-3890254 3.164523 11.32297 197.9072 5004.290 
101 
TaDIe 12. (Continued) 
Hatiaoay Atoa Quartet S State Kr(36) ud (10) 5s (2) 5p (3) Configuration (10s, 8p, Ud) Basis 
*2- /El • 1.5D-08 t1-Nor«| • 7.8D-16 
Total S Cusp: -50.880003 Total P Casp: -^5.3054«4 Total D Casp: -15.788276 
T T(1) V(2) V(T) Z c -cusp r • 
6313.332786 -15011.601264 2384.935598 -12626.665666 -6313.332880 -3928.397282 
Is 1273.778666 -2574.100728 107.405528 -2466.695200 -1192.916534 -1085.511006 50.908750 0. ,019748 
2s 267.713938 -590.313827 78.956966 -511.356861 -243.642923 -164.685957 50.544193 0. 109027 
2p 267.163798 -509.167365 84.033813 -505.133551 -237.969763 -153.935950 25.440632 0. ,085569 
3s 78.777253 -214.727903 51.201464 -163.526439 -34.749186 -33.547722 51.176536 0. 311100 
3p 76.208562 -210.145737 52.463621 -157.682116 -81.477554 -29.013933 24.566565 0. 299821 
3d 71.530032 -202.518131 55.137402 -147.380728 -75.850697 -20.713294 15.805170 0. 245285 
as 20.561721 -84.658605 29,062910 -55.595696 -.(5.033974 -5.971065 50.953466 0. 750229 
«P 18.380255 -79.124405 28.194642 -50.929764 -32.549508 -4.354867 25.589483 0. 775514 
Qd 13.549797 -66.505862 25,676524 -40.829338 -27.279542 -1.603018 15.670740 0. 849101 
5s 2.466210 -26.879718 11.938083 -18.941636 -12.475421 -0.537339 50.543643 2. 064445 5p 1.815762 -23.124910 10.504660 -12.620250 -10.804488 -0.299829 26.768877 2. 386306 
r-» t-» r-> r* r* r* 
13142.54 294.3451 36.47246 57.89871 449.7276 6768.679 
Is 5110.606 50.47256 2.98147060-02 1. 1891468^03 3.61351570- 06 8.04649120-07 
28 542.9598 11.57478 0.1285379 1.944*3380-02 1.28367660- 03 1.6206340D-02 
2p 4312.545 180.7017 11.55230 0.1097507 1.4649054D-02 4.23046150- 04 5.00604440-05 
3# 108.6490 4.210351 0.3420471 0.1336039 2.B644035D-02 4.9160179D-02 
3p 795.0930 35.84485 4.120505 0.3335975 0.1289884 3.09448490-02 0.1249221 
3d 127.8500 19.71390 3,970944 0.3047979 0.1096794 2.16420810-02 7.56457870-03 
as 21.63188 1.659973 0.8223158 0.7628539 0.8593016 1.359040 
*p 140.0238 6.909270 1.551459 0.8687605 0.8593683 1.142285 2.607945 
Ud 16.26275 3.082478 1.304037 1.001840 1.162833 2.206269 6.236178 
Ss 2.153824 0. 5270533 2.390495 6.447054 63.48289 906.3937 
5p 10.06143 0.6142000 0.4534296 2.702336 8.142419 97.22000 1624.803 
52 TelXoriaa Atom Triplet P State Kr(36}ud(10) 5s(2) Sp(ft) Configuration (10s, 6p, ftd| Basis 
12-7/B! - 2.90-08 :1-Norm| - 6-90-16 
Total S Cusp: -51.891125 Total P Casp; -25.806013 Total 0 Cusp: -16.1«39«2 
V(1) 9(2) V(T) 2 e -Cusp r max 
6611.644581 -15711.457670 2488.168315 -13223.289354 -6611.644774 -4123.476458 
Is 1324.69194C -2676.512817 110.486326 -2566.026490 -1241.334550 -1130.848224 51.918063 0. 019366 
2s 279.157770 -614.611934 81.381701 -533.230233 -254.072459 -172.690757 51.571773 0. 106852 
2p 278.66877! -613.526709 86.592286 -526.934423 -248.265648 -161.673362 25.944438 0. 083798 
3s 82-ai013C -224.417206 52.964811 -171.452395 -88.642265 -35.*>77454 52.209533 0. 304116 
3p SO.21448* -219.815449 54.299245 -165.516204 -85.301715 -31.002469 25.049984 0. 292722 
3d 75.54525t. -212.258816 57.137348 -155. 121468 -79.576212 -22.438864 16.166561 0. 238861 
4* 22.18:366 -89.477710 30.364666 -59.113044 -36.931678 -6.567012 51.891275 0. 727767 
4p 19.96436" -83.944373 29.553220 -54.391153 -34.426772 -4.873552 26.130693 0. 750271 
4d 15.07851<. -71.472230 27.215579 -44.256651 -29.178132 -1.962553 15.995734 0. 812699 
5s 2.97389b -29.609483 12.989704 -16.619779 -13.645885 -0.656180 51.511471 1. 933947 
bp 2.172687 -25.292431 11.399031 -13.093400 -11.720713 -0.321682 26.965486 2. 235*32 
r-> r-» r-* r r* r* r* 
13688.80 302.1434 37.29529 59.02781 433.3072 5992.606 
Is 5314.814 51.47140 2.42349990- 02 1.14328650- 03 3.:>6954230- 06 1.30082900-06 
2s 566.1515 T1.81946 0.125H855 1.86405680-02 Î-0088189D-•03 9.09831860-03 
2p 4590.84J 188.4430 11.79859 0.1074352 1.40343470-02 3.87461130-04 3.20913780-05 
is 114.1664 4.315716 0.3339354 0.1273181 2.58284560- 02 3.56863380-02 
3p 854.6371 37.69196 4.227220 0.3252583 0.1225994 2.79353900-02 0.1052201 
3d 138.260J 20.80096 4.081900 0.2961755 0.1034817 1.93640270-02 6.08746480-03 
23.30267 1.720725 0.7949389 0.7124766 0.74^2680 1.100132 
«P 155.618'i 7.480862 1.614315 0.8364045 0.7959937 0.9784043 2.164350 
4D 18.65520 3.414602 1.374466 0.9514221 1.047469 1.777260 4.465295 
5s 2.S83273 0.5694131 2.222716 5.562829 46.79775 566.5121 
5p 12.4925"' 0.7295124 0.4863929 2.547825 7.269430 78.53971 1199.740 
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53 Iodine ^too Doublet P St»te Kr(36) ud (10) Ss (2) Sp (5) Configuration (lOe, 8p, «d) Pasis 
12-V /B i  - 3.60-08 f1-JlOr«| • O-OD-76 
Total S Cusp; -52.69985? Total ? Cusp; -26.307352 Total D Cusp; -16.a58023 
T 7(1) •(2) V(T) E -Cusp 
6917.851263 «16030,103570 2594.000795 -13335.702776 -6917.851513 -4323.050718 
Is 1376.600020 -2730.919768 113.596693 -2667.323076 -1290.723055 -1177.126363 52.925342 0. 018998 
2s 290.809160 -639.007632 83.833589 -555.570003 -260.720883 -180.891290 52.595298 0. ,104750 
2? 290.020009 -638.382724 89.178495 -509.204229 -258.780180 -169.605685 26.443990 0. 082097 
3s 86.951202 -230.328392 54.754613 -179.573780 -92.622538 -37.867925 53.228060 0. 297443 
3P 80.3382*15 -229.715771 56.163005 -173.552766 -69.210521 -33.051516 25.557078 0. 285917 
3d 79.664850 -222.2099QR 59.161160 -163.048789 -83.363939 -2;.222779 16.;60883 0. 232657 
as 23.862076 -90.019260 31.690533 -62.728732 -38.866255 -7.175722 52.802231 0. 706752 
"P 21.606659 -88.861561 30.934073 -57.947088 -36.338829 -^.000756 26.677232 0. 726750 
ad 16.659710 -76.523556 28.764596 -07.758961 -31.09925> -2.330655 16.291549 0. 779833 
5s 3.090236 -32.281996 14.006575 -18.275421 -10.785186 -0.778611 52.496048 1. 626348 
5p 2.579537 -27.630816 12.305159 -15.289657 -12.710120 -0.360960 27.301252 2. 095317 
r-> t—* t-» c r» c* r* 
14206.42 310.0020 37.97983 59.40816 «06.2069 5121.461 
Is 5522.962 52.47018 2.86773220-02 1- 10002350- 03 3.13951030- 06 1.45799890- 06 
2s 589.6246 12.06429 0.3233409 7.7887645D-02 8.29685090-00 5-07910330-03 
2p ayso.8j9 196.3082 12.04096 0.1052106 1.30573020-02 3.55626060-04 2.07900130-05 
3s 119.8228 0.421290 0.3261805 0.1210521 2.33136930- 02 2.58160850-02 
3p 917.32C7 39.59033 4.330260 0.3172906 0.1166390 2.0909968D-02 8.08036000-02 
3d 109.18^6 21.91538 0.192601 0.2880599 9.78210830-02 1.72518220-02 5.02488420-03 
Os 25.03700 1.781096 0.7693916 0.6670802 0.6518082 0.8986870 
ap 172.25.6 8.0730*2 1.677011 0.80*5200 0.7397307 0.8037120 1.788838 
Od 21.210Î 5 3.75687b 1.043801 0.9063809 0.9496068 1.451074 3.265269 
5s 3.019102 0.6090903 2.046023 0.890833 35.96620 378.0292 
sp 15.32017 0.8590596 0.5214116 2.398629 6.062041 62.61307 863.9243 
5a xenon Atom Singlet s State Kr(36} ad (10) 5s<2) 5p (6) Configuration (10s, 8p, ad) Basis 
12-V/ÏI • 5.«D-08 11-Bot#l - 2.90-15 
Total S Casp: -53.907013 Total ? Cusp; -26.809882 Total D Cusp; -16,766265 
T(1) 7(2) 7(T) £ -Casp 
7232.0159:0 -17167.726327 2703.690851 -10064.031476 -7232.015543 -4529.320692 
Is 1029.5042/0 -2887.322875 116.736633 -2770.596242 -1341.082022 -1224.345389 53.931333 0, .018600 
2s 302.787101 -664.699996 86.312609 -578.3^7387 -275.600286 189.287678 53.615373 0. .102733 
2p 302.0175'>6 -663.735360 91.7923!,6 -571.942995 -269.525399 177.733013 26.942441 0. .080060 
3s 91.200409 -200.460802 56.570944; -187.889858 -96.689450 -40.118506 54.239118 0. 291048 
3p 86.5745'0 -239.843621 58.054377 -181.789245 -93.214674 -35.160298 26.075308 0. 279002 
3d 83.6886',9 -232. 372370 61.209474 -171.162896 -87.27422? -26.064753 16.796779 0. 226758 
Os 25.6037^,7 -99.081506 33.040219 -66.441289 -40.937522 -7.797303 53.801353 0. 666999 
c? 23.346811 -94.004286 32.354406 -61 .649879 -38.303068 -5.948662 27.224614 0. 700625 
Od 18.2948,6 -81.666777 30.326269 -51.340508 -33.005642 -2.719373 16.586563 0. 749968 
bs 4.0177>6 -30.930001 15.003984 -W.^26017 -15.908261 -0.900276 53.489167 1. 734857 
5P 2.986730 -30.007461 13.300271 -16.707190 -13.720487 -0.020215 27.684092 1. 970878 
r-» r-' r-* r r* r* r* 
14815.46 317. 9209 36.55007 59.26617 370.6761 4288.672 
Is 5735.072 53,46890 2.9Î4Û471D- 02 1.05<i1672D-03 2.Q237331D-•06 1.4405302D-06 
2s 613.9c»07 12. 3U92A 0.1208971 1.71805740- 0^ 7.04161390- 04 3.4773101D-03 
2? 5182.862 200.0177 12.29140 0.103Û83C 1.2914474 0- 02 3.27093230-04 1.0710095D-05 
3» 125.6209 4.527052 0.3187748 0.1159748 2.11018010-02 1.8998171D-02 
jp V8J.1Q#8 01.53918 4.UU154S 0.30Y6922 0.1110861 2.22015330-02 6.03417440-02 
3d 160.6755 23,0t»781 «*. 303192 0.2803961 9.26251A10-02 1.54282120-02 4.20167860-03 
OS 26.83420 1.042250 0.7455014 0.6260427 0.5722670 0.7394241 
a? 140.2:33 8.696Q58 1.740820 0.7791067 0.6678184 0.7232783 1.388344 
Od 23.951 J5 4.109759 1.512308 0.8058209 0.8656181 1.198231 2.42931» 
5s 3-463575 0.6^63519 1.971664 4.367656 28.06969 264.1665 
5P 18.188^1 0.9866219 0.5556Q37 2.2o2708 5.759499 49.98952 620.9646 
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54 X«sOB Atoa Slnqlt  S Stat* Krf36) Qd(10) 5s(2) &p(6) ConfIqaratios <1S8«l2p* 6d) Basis 
I2-T/t| « 1.90-08 n-Xocst • 6.7D-16 
Total L Cusp: -50.02396? Total ? Cusp: -26-991783 Total D Cosp: -17.666220 
T T(1> • (2) V(TJ E -Cosp 
7232.137042 -17165.235534 2700.961589 - 14464.273946 -7232.136904 -4531.175315 
Is 1429.52332*' -2087.341449 116.710535 -2770.630913 -13«1.107597 -1224.397051 54.022672 0.018646 
2s 302.81155: -664.735717 86.292373 -578.443344 -275.637790 189.339417 54.037037 0.102750 
2P 302.43216*, -663.751459 91.768783 -571.982676 -269.550509 177.781726 27.000756 0.080441 
3s 91.20253: -244.472102 56.547309 -187.924793 -96.722262 -40.174953 54.011162 0.29127ft 
3p 86.C7":ôi • 58.054752 -181.947317 -93.275668 -35.220916 26.914383 0.278367 
3d 03.926151 -Z32. 433768 61.194743 -771.239024 - 87.312872 -26.116129 17.603052 0.226693 
8s 25.61011k -99,497511 33.015968 -66.481543 -40.871430 -7.855462 54.047022 0.687211 
»D 23.34525- -94.041002 32.344110 -61.696892 -38.351635 -6.007525 27.062529 0.705090 
16.22053- -81.483440 30.2*2914 -51.240526 -33.019988 -2.777074 18.007484 0.748209 
Ss 4.05558L -34.980662 14.990633 -19.990029 -15.93*4*5 -0.943813 54.177234 1.712948 
So 2.928249 -29.540233 13.07758* -16.462648 -13.53*399 -0.456815 27.113556 1.940236 
r » r-* r-* r r '  r* » 
14819.99 317.8747 39.05485 62.60167 468.1636 6951.993 
Is 5736.284 53.46929 2.81810270- 02 1.05916200-03 2.84217440-06 8.02508150-08 
2s 614.9363 12.30992 0.1208726 1.71595300-02 5.0022632D-•04 2.263*8300-05 
2D 5182.465 204.4189 12.29169 0.1030820 1.291«10850-02 3.27225550- 04 2.16520600-05 
3s 125.5044 4.52726 7 0.3186975 0.1158772 2.03002280-02 5.32153470-03 
3D 989.668'' 41.61152 4.444483 0.3094287 0.1108205 1.94842420-02 8.32352810-03 
3d 160.611 ; 23.06614 4.304329 0.2803358 9.26328*90-02 1.54642210-02 4.18979710-03 
«S 26.85896 1.842547 0.7452695 0.6255767 0.5706985 0.7185680 
189.59ttM 6.690340 1.741500 0.7770238 0.6855305 0.7074986 1.044943 
*d 24.05210 4.100333 1.508953 0.8700037 0.8792026 1.286055 2.952122 
Ss 3.505438 0.6477900 1.980961 4.438842 30.42177 309.2911 
5D 17.81369 0. 9700469 0.5470413 2.337728 6.271783 64.79633 1049.347 
55 Casioa itos Doublet S Stats %e(54)6s(1) Confiqeration (12s, 8p, 4d) Basis 
12- V/BI - 3.80-06 ll-Korsi • 1.60-15 
Total 3 Cosp: -54.667153 Total P Cusp: -27.302629 Total D Cosp; -77.070395 
T T(1) V(2) V(T) E m -Cttsp r sax 
7553.83573-» -17912.289798 2804.618608 -15107.671189 -7553.835452 -4749.216844 
is 1483.38479^ -2995.702799 119.795317 -2875.907482 -1392.522685 -1272.727369 54.915839 0, ,018303 
2s 314.96797-» -690.501085 88.706819 -601.794267 -286.806290 198.09*471 54.545954 0, 100743 
20 314.66927i -689.593377 9«.32351? -595.269860 -280.600585 186.277068 27.396740 0. 078878 
3s 95.57709-' -254.839914 58.305575 -196.534339 -100.9572*8 -42.651673 55.191742 0. 284792 
30 92.945993 -250.239165 59.870352 -190.368813 -97.422818 -37.552465 26.744038 0. 273014 
3d 88.21654 > -242.749745 63.172*35 -179.577309 -91.358763 -28.186328 17,171993 0. 221157 
*s 27.*1221) -104.681302 34.308355 -70.372947 -42.960737 -8.652382 55.006846 0. 669281 
4s 25.11564 i -99.194153 33.677159 -65.5:699* -40.*01351 -6.724192 27.783363 0. 684731 
4d 20.005774 -86.95358* 31.806241 -55.147343 -35.1*1568 -3.335327 16.009939 0. 722590 
5s 4.80473J -38.326497 16.162525 -22.163973 -17. 359240 -1.196716 55.094586 1. 624876 
50 3.753659 -33.632956 14.614110 -:C.31SS:7 -l5.2tC98S -0.650878 28.028101 1. 622045 
6s 0.350291 -11.195407 5.363830 -5.831577 -5.481286 -0.117457 56.894145 5. 238542 
r-» r-« C"* r r* r* r* 
15394.74 325.6780 42.22756 86.35216 2190.687 136279.2 
Is 5450.637 50.46732 2.76228420- 02 1.02052080-03 2.97761490-06 3.66424820-05 
2s 638.3913 12.55457 0.1105629 1.6562885O-02 *.43*33300-03 0.4257765 
20 5495.909 212.6461 12.53806 0.1010350 1.2*0(16580-02 3.01665460-04 1.55076980-05 
3s 131.5656 *.633453 0.3116729 0.110925* 2.76063260-02 0.9806526 
30 1053.44: 43.55251 4.549803 0.3023411 0.1058018 1.87222270-02 2.26175970-02 
3d 172.736 3 24.22855 4.413632 0.2731005 8.78601410-02 1.30445050-02 3.54420890-03 
4s 28.72550 1.903296 0.7226328 0.5882168 0.5032501 0.6329075 
40 209.0621 9.331543 1.803530 0.7514475 0.6416747 0.6223063 1.005405 
4d 26.90491 4.477807 1.580974 0.Ô285070 0.7917077 0.9956295 1.822733 
5s 4.132173 0.6968454 1.8*4675 3.025795 21.93090 185.4061 
50 23.53771 1.222089 0.6115083 2.072124 4.822281 34.66409 353.2165 
6s 0.2611857 0.2035529 5.795790 36.97867 1923.827 135760.6 
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56 Bacioi Atoa Sinçlot S Stat# Xv{5tt}  (>s(2)  Conficuration (12g, 6p, 4d) Basis 
12-V/EJ • 6.9D-08 |1-SoC»J • 1.3D-15 
Total S Caso; -55.895976 Total P Cuso: -27.798069 Total 0 Cusp: -17.391112 
• T V(H v(2) 9 m E e -Cosp c mat 
7863.462430 -18675.051731 2908.126314 -15766.925417 -7883.462981 -4975.336667 
1s 1538.290234 -3106.107152 122.875986 -2983.231166 -14tiQ.940922 -1322.06U946 55,923269 0. .017974 
2s 327.419137 -716.708002 91.123758 -625.6»J245 -298.245108 -207.121350 55.567217 0. 098875 
2p 327,165322 -715.945847 96.076371 -619.069476 -291.9041Sa -195.027783 27.863551 0. 077358 
3s 1C0.0499C3 -265.422977 60.059315 -205.303661 -105.313717 -45.254401 56.217406 0. 278897 
3o 97.41899) -260.840539 61.704078 -199.136061 -101.717072 -40.012594 27.372671 0. 266930 
3d 92.65737^ -253. 3(* 5884 65.156110 -188.169774 - 95.532402 -30.376292 17.427034 0. 21582ft 
4s 29.295115 -110.023630 35.600011 -74.423619 -45.128505 -9.S28493 55.956184 0. 651348 
up 26.948702 -104.511740 35.021522 -69.490218 -42.501516 -7.519994 28.299090 0. 665747 
cd 21.78123; -92.359119 33. 30323; -59.055885 -37.274651 -3.971018 17.198639 0. 697373 
5s 5.678035 -41.915343 17.374870 -24.540473 -18.862438 -1.487568 56.098856 1. 541730 
5p 4.553613 -37.189023 15.877497 -21.311526 -16.757009 -0.680412 28.393979 1. 704955 
6s 0.545826 -13.282301 6.292898 -6.909403 -6.443577 -0.150680 56.982551 ft. 535627 
r-» r * - rz T* r* 
15987.37 333.4831 44.78245 1-02.6897 2585.524 138996.3 
7s 6170.79C 55.46620 2.71244040-02 9.83976123-•00 2.9S7o7tt20-06 4.73941tt0©-05 
2s 663.5446 12.79979 0. IK,2995 1.5925063D-02 3.15894530- 03 0.2538587 
2p 5821.785 221.0406 12.78475 9.9066056D-02 1.19237335-02 2.7M54534D-04 1-3974710D-05 
3s 137.6709 4.739696 v.30l88g3 0.1061266 2.4C26035D-02 0.7019920 
3d 1126.706 45.61125 4.657867 0.2953694 0.1009430 1.6W8178ÛD- 02 1.00573710-02 
3d 195.3965 25.42858 4.524034 0.2662558 8.34189530-02 1.24602540-02 3-OÎI05290-03 
OS 30.66437 1.964708 0.7015686 0.5539333 0.4*45590 0.4945289 
«P 228.97É7 9.987177 1.866281 0.7275283 0.6001738 0.5395308 0.756391P 
Ud 30.06561 4.858679 1.649270 0.7943471 0.7269542 0.8339489 1. 384283 
5s 4.860340 0.7484883 1.724076 3.329719 16.27375 115.7739 
50 29.318:5 1.465302 0.6640897 1.920830 4. 13824- 25.27607 216.7136 
6s 0.4047664 0-2371839 5.085877 28.73246 1194.287 68721.5ft 
57 Lanthanaa Itoa Doublet D Stat* X« (54) 5<*. (1) 6s (2) CoafiouratiOD (12#, 8p, Basis 
12-Y/El • 1.1C-07 n-fc'ora| • 1.2D-15 
Total S Cusp: -56.$97*70 Total P Cusp; -25.297596 Total 0 Cusp; -17.7952*9 
V(1) V(2) V(T) E i '  -Cusp 
8220.9753:2 -19462.631474 3020.681732 -16441.949742 -8220.974410 -5200.292678 
Is 1594. 189i:;7 -3218.505135 126.038943 -3092.466192 -1498.277056 -1372.238113 56.924625 0 .017657 
2s 340.0993:9 -743.573069 93.622058 -649.951011 -309.851682 -216.229623 56.567005 0 .097063 
2p 339.9052-9 -742.742255 99.510940 -643.281315 -303.376036 -203.865096 28.351313 0 .075902 
3s 104.6283^-8 -276.223861 61.895183 -214.328670 -109.700309 -47.805126 57.23199ft 0 .273215 
3d 101.9840. 0 -271.636130 63.616270 -208.019859 -106.035829 -42.419559 27,923293 0 .261195 
3d 97.2053^2 -264.156799 67.219446 -196.919353 -99.730011 -32.514565 17.896542 0 .210886 
4s 31.2304 ;7 -115. 470876 36.971120 -78.503755 -47.273309 -10.302188 56.957150 0 .634623 
4p 26.851911 -109.962337 36.446316 -73.5:4021 -44.662070 -8.213754 28,814905 0. ,647462 
4d 23.59331 -47.798457 34.848984 -62.949474 -39.356162 -4.507178 17.581140 0. .67393ft 
Ss 6.4075.':9 -44.978092 13.«55030 -26.523062 -20. 115473 -1.660402 57,090721 1 .476500 
5d 5.212114 -40.172847 16.975637 -23. -.97210 -17.965076 -1.009439 28.836460 1. .620532 
5d 2.9371;5 -29.784294 13.303522 -16.480772 -13.543627 -0.240105 17,171650 2. .107526 
6s 0.610r '6 -1ft.191571 6.711129 -7.480441 -6.869666 -0.158536 57,964145 ft. 319678 
r-» C-* r-* - r* r* r* 
16590.38 341.4097 45.30923 99.92461 2223,998 108489.6 
Is 6394.785 56.46500 2. 6643457D- 02 9.09547223-•00 2.72234850-06 3.8509583D-05 
2s 689.1294 13.04514 0.1141235 1.5330r'6t0-02 2.70090910-03 0.1997536 
2P 6160.939 22«.6025 13.03144 9.71717620-02 1 .14699670-02  2 .5749OO3D-04 1.1513976D-C5 
143.9131 0.846033 0.2933744 0.1016523 2.2Î52C50D-O2 0.5801360 
3o 1202.532 47.70411 4.765546 0.28A7487 9.6450553D-02 1.48982230-02 6.7197O23&-03 
3d 198.8135 26.66169 4.634365 0.2547153 7.9319555D- 02 1.12409390-02 2.61124O1D-03 
4s  32.66159 2.025875 0.^815864 0.5226587 0.3946503 0.4139658 
4p 250.13)9 10.66658 1.929164 0.70^7062 0.5628732 0.4722933 0.6073191 
4d 33.43230 5.248170 1.7:5762 0.7647816 0.6752372 0.7407060 1.430748 
5s  5,471101 0.7090893 1.041718 3.017357 13.29548 84.17081 
5p 34.36513 1.665560 0.7047668 1.^18236 3.707427 20.22736 154.3163 
5d 2-8479S9 0.5897884 0.5225315 2.370234 6.275181 57.08013 727.3065 
6s 0.4531288 0.2469709 4.657858 26.25934 1003.655 53323.82 
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Table 12. (Cootiatt«d) 
6« Gadolinium loa (*3) Octaplet S State 
Total S Cusp: -6<*.:92829 
Xe(5tt) 6s(0) uf (7) Configuration 
i2-V/El - 3.50-05 
Total P Cu«pt -31.370096 
I1-NoraI • 1.0D-15 
Total 0 Cusp: -20.333262 
T V(1) 
70flie.8ô20t2 -25623.976782 
7(2) VD E 
3985,669866 -21638. 106916 -10819.24i*e5U -6833.37*989 
(10s, 6p, W, 2Z) Basis 
Total r Casp: -11.9*1710 
-Cusp r max 
Is 2013.5067:5 -*061.3155L8 1*9.7902*9 -3911.525299 -1898.018555 -17*8.228306 6*.175927 0. 015723 
2s U36.2967C5 -9*5.560130 112.866751 -832.603383 -396.396679 283.529928 6*.*36200 0. 085902 
2p 636.3935:5 -945.072929 119.687281 -825.3856*8 -388.992123 269.30*8*3 31.387856 0. 066953 
3s 139,5910f8 -357.871755 76.6*33*6 -231.228*10 -1*1.637352 -6*.99*007 6*. 1*71*4 0. 239173 
3o 136.9122Î2 -353.276616 78.878256 -27*.398361 -137.«86108 -58.607853 31.275811 0. 226690 
3d 131.9970L9 -3*5.825569 83.*80322 -262.3*5207 -130.3*8198 -*6.367876 20.*00677 0. 181507 
»s tt2.9977^/9 -151.5*90*3 *7.069936 -10*.*79108 -61.*81328 -1*.*11393 62.765890 0. 5*8087 
»p «0.2078f1 -1*5.033886 *6.693295 -98.7*0591 -58.5327 30 -11.839*35 31.*55710 0. 55281* 
3tt.02«6r5 -131.8078** *5.283153 -86.52*691 -52.500086 -7.216933 20.008591 0. 562115 
Ss 6.3960:7 -57.873683 23.300621 -30.573062 -26.176985 -2.87636* 62.958286 1. 2839*1 
Sp 6.8729t7 -51.85*133 21.*55*60 -30.390673 -23.525726 -2.070266 31.*87359 1. *00329 
«Vf 22.107012 -103.639563 39.801080 -63.838*83 -*1.731**1 -1.930361 11.9*1710 0. 572956 
C-» r-» r-* r r '  r* r* 
21121.63 «00.37*6 33.9*083 35.81981 99.56165 515.*729 
Is 8078.213 63.*5806 2.37010813-02 7.5108*270-0* 2.22665870- 06 6.35859970-06 
2s 880.7760 1*. 77*38 0,1008285 1.19328300-02 2.60631950- Oo 1.69622060-0* 
2o 8907.5L7 29*.2919 1*.76676 8.56 396010- 02 8.899*9300- 03 1.69**0020- 0* 1.68966*00-0* 
3s 191.355* 5.5917*6 0.2595316 7.67875*50-02 8.85291900-03 1.50330520-03 
3p 1821.5-7 63.65530 5.5199*7 0.2097218 7.215666*0-02 8.*9689900-03 5.20**93*0-03 
3d 311.67<.2 36.11120 5.*03525 0.2219158 5.77062960-02 5.88325*80-03 9.73931180-0* 
«s *0.83288 2.36795* 0.5867731 0.3876568 0.2186396 0.1859852 
Op 392.91'6 1*.7*117 2.272*0* 0.6008767 0.0097162 0.2*96510 0.213523* 
tte 56.017-»* 7.51**19 2.059*98 0.6386783 0.*710*27 0.352087* 0.3829200 
Ss 7.16578* 0.90*2763 1.*29602 2.266619 7.625*07 35.*777« 
5p 51.087'V5 2.191189 0.8102208 1.582756 2.815595 11.7781* 69.*6503 
»f 8.95*592 3.3**071 1.619368 0.77*2811 0.7380877 1.150808 3.171367 
66 Kadoa àtorn 
Total S Cusp: -85. •)3«328 
Sinql#t S Stat* X» (5UJ Of ( 1«) Sd (10) 6s (2) 6p (6) Confiq. 
12-V/Bl • a.OD-08 
Total P Cusp; -«2.300270 
M-Socsl • 1.2D-15 
Total D Cosp: -27.299712 
T V(1> 
21866.627*46 -51979.8tt066« 
V(2) V(T) % € 
A2W6.586729 -43733.253935 -21866.626489 -13620.039761 
(12s,lOp, 6d, 3f) Basis 
Total P Cusp: -18.90*578 
-Cosp r sax 
Is 3650.316*15 -73*8.115260 233.765125 -711*.350135 -3*6*.033730 -3230.268605 85.95*552 0. .011679 
2s 816.992212 -1738.*8591* 182.311*82 -1556.17**33 -739.1821*1 -556.870659 85.61*759 0. .063283 
2P 818.5219 »1 -1739.069082 192.157638 -15*7.3118** -728.789903 
-536.632265 *2.28957* 0. .0*89*8 
3s 280.921*11 -681.077360 130.882715 -550. 1S»*6*4 -269.2732*3 -138.390528 86.*7*009 0. ,1716*2 
3p 278.26*3^1 -676.521202 13*.807*36 -5*1.713766 -263.**9*05 -128.6*1968 *2.392215 0. 161209 
3d 273.9787)1 -670.128336 1*2.7*0*97 -527.397838 -253.*090*8 -110.668550 27.316855 0. ,126050 
*s 97.379798 -30*.10*520 86.*190*1 -217.686*7* -120.306681 -33.6886*0 86.0*5663 0. 377679 
Op 93.7050J2 -296.713938 86.77601* -209.Q3792* -116.232902 -29.056888 *2.118118 0. 376699 
0<J 86.350967 -282.27066* «7.311023 -19*.9596*1 -108.608653 -21.297630 27.229259 0. 365182 
*f 73.357*1* -257.781515 A7.173503 -170.b080l2 -97.250598 -10.077095 18.908578 0. 31800* 
5s 26.6579 55 -132.73**67 *9.6016*8 -8 3.1 32769 -56.*7*833 -6.873135 86.3*0*91 0. 80*01* 
5p 23.862535 -12*.506819 *7.725275 -76.7815** -52.918959 -5.193685 *2.2*0826 0. 837935 
5d 17.805332 -105.805718 *2-851899 -62.953819 -*5.1*8*37 -2.296538 27.355766 0. 933889 
6s *.*22310 -50.509278 22.61*667 -27.89*612 -23.*72301 -0.857635 86.975567 1. 908538 
6p 3.128053 -*2.588338 19.522975 -23.065363 -19.937311 -0.01*335 «2.055759 2. 165037 
r-> r-* - r' r* r* 
39021.77 60*.*168 53.*3232 79.6*693 587.1252 8*88.617 
Is 1*630.91 85.0*320 1.75*17683-• 0 2  *. 13*A254 0- 0* «.5757**20- 07 5.02157*20-07 
2s 16*9.565 20.21*95 7.3P021S70- 02 6.385*7380- 03 1.15235110- 0* 8.828*2370-0* 
2D 22680.*5 550.*e02 20.22639 6.23511970- 02 *.70612730-03 7.05187*30- 05 8.**305680-0* 
3s 383.3*63 7.919500 0. 18*6296 3.8856*500-02 2.516*1760- 03 5.33*65850-03 
3D 506*.C98 128.1*38 7.866526 0. 1756236 3.56582690-02 2.11997750-03 «.661*2500-03 
3d 911.3519 7*.50338 7.792190 0. 1^29007 2.72597830-02 1.326*1650-03 2.81**6750- 0* 
*s 101.0031 3-536099 0.3983069 0. 178*923 *.•^*720070-02 1.66581000-02 
*D 125*.777 33.68033 3.050162 0.3998719 0.1811371 *.932011*0-02 6.*5778070-02 
*« 20*.7*19 18.6**57 3.282217 0.*005858 0.18**623 5.2682*980-02 2.28529230-02 
Of *9.26306 10.91193 2.997*59 0.3982733 0.1665329 6.29*55960-02 3.*5*5*560-02 
5s 22.08*67 1.543*2* 0.8619231 0. 8283858 0.968*189 1.532637 
5p 2*8.5696 7.270370 1.ftft775* 0.9112325 0.9305557 1.2S0720 2.317918 
SA 31.30C99 3.375901 1.230299 1-052*35 1.253813 2.372*11 6.386622 
6s 3.206199 0.5873172 2.Î3570O 5.086897 37.*9135 381.997* 
6D 25.7167* 0.8803*95 0.*952132 J.526*60 7.206*86 79.52510 1273.767 
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BàSES FOE MOLECULE CALCULATIONS 
General Considerations 
Although exponential-type primitive functions are best 
for expanding atomic orbital components of molecular wave-
functions, the calculation of three- and four-centered inte­
grals is a major bottleneck to their use. An alternative has 
been widely applied and accepted, namely the Gaussian type 
primitive functions defined by Eg. 19, with p=2. This func­
tion has been gaining popularity ever since it was introduced 
in 1950 by Boys (60). Reviews enumerating the molecules 
which have been treated using Gaussians have been written by 
Allen and Karo (61), Allen (62), and Clark and Stewart (63). 
All integrals which form matrix elements of the molecu­
lar Haniltonian operator are readily evaluated in closed 
form, the multi-centered integrals in particular being 
expressed in terms of the well-known incomplete gamma func­
tion. à defect of the Gaussian primitive is that it does not 
have the proper short- or long-range behavior required to 
satisfy the demonstrable boundary conditions of molecular or 
atomic wavefunctions (42,43). As a consequence, large num­
bers of Gaussian primitives centered at each atom nucleus 
with widely ranging exponential parameters must be used in 
order to simulate the proper behavior, especially the short-
range one. 
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The use of Gaussians therefore implies relatively large 
bases for good calculations on polyatomic molecules. Now, 
the number of two-electron integrals generated by an n func­
tion basis is [ n(n+1)/2]*[ {n (n+1)/2} + 1]/2. SCF matrix ele­
ments formed from these and other integrals require at least 
n(n+1)/2 words of core. These figures rapidly approach cer­
tain practical limits. For example, in a (9s,5p) basis 
for diatomic nitrogen there are forty-eight primitive Gaussi­
ans (n=48). This implies of the order of 7*105 integrals and 
symmetric matrices which require 1176 words. In order to 
reduce this number so that even larger molecules may be con­
sidered, the idea of independent variation of a basis of 
Gaussian primitives' must be abandoned and instead certain 
linear combinations of Gaussian primitives taken as basis. 
These "contracted" or "combined" Gaussians play a role simi­
lar to that played by single exponentials. Integrals over 
Gaussian primitives need not be stored since only those over 
combined functions are ever used. This saves data handling 
time. Moreover, in the new basis the matrices are smaller 
and require less core storage during SCF processing. 
Contracted Gaussian function bases representing atomic 
orbitals were suggested in 1963 by Reeves and Harrison (18). 
Subsequently, Taketa et al. (64) in 1966 discussed proce­
dures for efficiently calculating integrals for combined 
functions. The functions have variously been called combined 
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Gaussian-type orbitals (CGTO's), contracted Gaussian func­
tions, and combined Gaussian functions (CGF*s). Since the 
individual Gaussian primitives are not separate variational 
functions, the coefficients in the linear combination which 
define the combined function G^(r) are required prior to the 
molecular calculation- Various authors differ in the method 
of pre-foraing the contracted basis functions. References 
(37, 44, 65-85) contain various Gaussian atomic orbitals and 
recommended contractions for molecular calculations. The 
following deals with a new method for generating the con­
tracted or combined Gaussian functions. 
Even-Tempered Gaussian Representations 
of SCF Atomic Orbitals 
A logical procedure to construct combined Gaussian func­
tions is first to seek such functions which represent good 
approximations of accurate SCF atomic orbitals. These also 
form a good zeroth order approximation for a molecular basis 
where those atoms so represented are involved. Accurate 
atomic SCF orbitals such as those described earlier in this 
work are available at this time for nearly every atom up to 
krypton and for many beyond. They are generally given in 
terms of a basis of exponential functions. In 1965, Reeves 
and Fletcher (86) described Gaussian approximations to single 
exponentials as linear combinations of Gaussians found by an 
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optimized least-squares fitting. Subsequently 0-ohata et 
al. (37) presented various length expansions of this type 
showing that "basic" Gaussians (i.e. composed of a solid har­
monic and a pure Gaussian without additional powers of r) are 
sufficient to represent more general types of exponential-
type functions. Shavitt (87) generalized the Gaussian fit­
ting expressions to include arbitrary smooth functions of r 
while also including an arbitrary weighting function W(r). 
In this work, even-tempered Gaussian primitives are 
used, and the weighted least-squares deviation 
(25) âT "W 
is minimized with respect to the orbital exponent parameters a 
and B of Eg. 22 and the coefficients in the even-tempered 
expansions G-,^ (r) of Eg 20. The accurate SCF atomic orbital 
is denoted by ' Since dV is the ordinary three-
dimensional volume element, the angular parts of (E) 
G^(r) integrate to unity leaving the radial integral with 
volume element r^dr. The weighting function W(r) is dis­
cussed below. 
Rather than using specific Gaussian primitives for fit­
ting each atomic orbital, the same set of Gaussian primitives 
is used to fit all atomic SCF orbitals of the same symmetry 
in an atom, a symmetry being defined by a value of the quan­
tum number 1. In order to obtain optimal values for a and 3, 
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which serve equally veil for all SCF atomic orbitals of one 
symmetry, the sun of deviations for those orbitals, 
(26) D^(a, g) w(n)N(n)D^^(a,3) , 
n 
is minimized. Here the N{n) are the SCF orbital occupation 
numbers and the w<n) are additional adjustable weighting fac­
tors. For the expansions included in this work, the atomic 
orbital weights were taken to decrease from core level to va­
lence level by orders of magnitude. For example, the s orbi­
tals of sodium were weighted by (wN)=2.Q, 0.2, and 0.01 in 
the sequence Is, 2s, and 3s. This is a matter of judgement 
and experience, but is felt to be logically consistent since 
first of all, the inner orbitals are more important to the 
energy. Energy quantities for atoms regularly vary in orders 
of magnitude in the same way the weights have been chosen. 
For examples, see Table 12. Secondly, since core orbitals 
describing inner shells are essentially constant in different 
molecular environments, it is anticipated that little adjust­
ment of the atomic core orbitals is needed for molecules. 
Therefore it is consistent to represent these more invariant 
orbitals as well as possible and the more deformable valence 
atomic orbitals less well. The addition of correction terms 
may then be confined to only those corrections needed for the 
valence shells. 
ni 
We return to the question of the weighting function W(r) 
in Eg. 25. First, the possibilities r-i, and 1 were 
investigated. For several typical atoms, the corresponding 
Gaussian representations were calculated for all SCF atomic 
orbitals. Then the total atomic energies were calculated. 
It was found that the representations obtained using W(r)=r-i 
gave energies closest to the actual SCF energies. This is 
reasonable, because of the major role played by r~* in the 
large nuclear attraction energy term of the atomic Hamiltoni-
an. This weighting function was generally adopted. 
Because of various quantities involved in the analytic 
expressions for integrals, it was thought that a great deal 
of time might be saved during integral computation if the ex­
ponents for Gaussian primitives of all symmetries of an atom 
were drawn from the same even-tempered set. To obtain the 
optimal basis set, one (a,B) pair was determined by minimiz­
ing a total atomic least-squares deviation. This total devi­
ation was again taken as a weighted sum of individual values 
similar to Eq. 26 
Again, the H(n,l) are occupation numbers and w(n) adds addi­
tional weight factors, is indicated in the equation, the ad­
ditional factors w (n) are assumed to depend only upon the 
nl 
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principal quantum number n. These are taken to be 1, 0.1, 
0.01, etc. for n=1,2,3,... For example, combined weights and 
occupation numbers (vN) for atomic orbitals Is, 2s, and 2p of 
the nitrogen atom were taken to be 2.0, 0.2, and 0.3 respec­
tively, This weighting produced fittings which appear satis­
factory and logically consistent with the considerations ap­
plied in the case where the symmetries were left unmixed. 
This limitation to one pair, (a,3), for all symmetries is of 
course a substantial restriction on the primitive basis as 
compared to allowing separate pairs for different symmetries. 
The effect of the restriction was measured by comparing the 
optimal least-squares deviations obtained for the individual 
orbitals by the two methods. It was found that the unified 
(a,3) approach leads to worse least-squares deviations but 
the deterioration is not substantial. 
Considering the Is, 2s, and 3s orbitals of argon, the 2s 
orbital is more expanded radially than the Is orbital, like­
wise the 3s is more expanded than the 2s. The optimal Gauss­
ian s-basis will contain primitives required to represent all 
three atomic orbitals. Some primitives with large exponents 
are important for the Is, others with smaller exponents for 
the 2s, and still smaller for the 3s. However, to some de­
gree all Gaussians contribute to all the SCP atomic orbitals. 
This is mainly a consequence of the orthogonality require­
ment. The SCP orbital orthogonality is similar to that of 
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orbitals obtained by Schmidt orthogonalizing Slater-type Is, 
2s, and 3s orbitals. That is, outer SCF atomic orbitals have 
considerable contributions of a similar character from inner 
SCF atomic orbitals and the nodal behavior is also mimicked. 
In view of this analogy, it is to be expected that one might 
express the orthogonal atomic SCF orbitals in terms of an 
equal number of non-orthoconal atomic SCF orbitals, which 
like the Slater-type atomic orbitals, would have substantial 
values over a smaller range of the radial variable. The re­
sulting distribution of charge would be considerably more 
localized radially. For this reason, each non-orthogonal or­
bital would require a substantial contribution from a limited 
number of the Gaussian primitive set only and such 
"de-orthogonalized" SCF atomic orbitals would therefore 
offer certain advantages. It must be noted, however, that in 
contrast to specific orthogonalization procedures, the proc­
ess of deorthogonalization is not unique in any sense. Nev­
ertheless, a method was devised to form non-orthogonal SCF 
atomic orbitals which have just the desired qualities. It is 
described in Appendix B. 
In this manner, it became feasible to restrict the num­
ber of Gaussian primitives contributing to each non-
orthogonal SCF atomic orbital to less than the total number 
of primitives. This shortening of the expansions saves valu­
able time in summations defining contracted Gaussian inte­
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grals in terms of primitives. In the present work, all SCF 
atomic orbitals are non-orthogonal SCF atomic orbitals in 
Gaussian expansion. Examples are displayed in Tables 13-18, 
20, and 22. The columns labelled with the unprimed ordinary 
atomic orbital designations. Is, 2s, 2p, etc. are the Gaussi­
an representations of non-orthogonal atomic orbitals. Note 
that the zetas for the p Gaassians are a subset of the s 
Gaussian zetas. Representations of SCF atomic orbitals 
restricted to include only a part of the Gaussian primitive 
functions as just discussed are found only in Tables 17, 18, 
20, and 22. 
Atomic Orbital Bases for 
Molecular Calculations 
Certainly SCF atomic orbitals are the most important 
atomic orbitals for molecular calculations. They may be 
termed a minimal basis set of SCF atomic orbitals or a zeroth 
order basis. In particular, one finds that localized core or 
inner shell functions occupied by core electrons in a mole­
cule are very nearly the same as compared to the atom inner 
shells. However, the physical environment of an atom in a 
molecule is substantially different from that of an isolated 
atom and the valence shells, which extend over the entire 
molecule, have substantial distortions arising from the extra-
atomic molecular forces. In order to take these effects into 
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account, additional contracted basis functions are provided. 
The distortions can be divided into two categories: scaling 
and polarization. 
Scaling and psendoscaling 
Scaling of a basis function implies the inclusion of a 
scale parameter t (t>0) which multiplies the radial coordi­
nate r wherever it appears. Each orbital is also multiplied 
by t3/z to keep it normalized to unity. This parameter has 
the effect of "contracting" (t>1) or "dilating" (t<1) the 
original function (t=1) while retaining its shape. Dilation 
creates a more diffuse charge while contraction causes the 
charge to concentrate about the nucleus. Infinite contrac­
tion (t—>00 ) would simulate a point charge at the nucleus, 
while infinite dilation (t—>0) would approach a distribution 
uniformly spread over all space. The scale parameters of the 
contracted atomic orbitals represent valuable additional pa­
rameters for the molecular variational process and the best 
molecular energy is obtained by minimizing the energy with 
respect to the scale parameters (49). This is a procedure 
which implies recalculating the energy for many different t 
values. Explicit scaling such as this involves the repeti­
tion of almost all steps in the molecular calculation because 
the primitive basis actually changes with t. This is clearly 
to be avoided if possible. An alternative which avoids such 
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non-linear parameter optimization consists in adding to the 
SCF minimal basis set additional atomic orbitals, judiciously 
chosen and of such nature that, in the enlarged linear space, 
reasonably good approximations to the scaled SCF orbitals may 
be found. If done effectively, this use of the enlarged 
basis set in a molecular calculation obviates the need for 
introducing explicit scale parameters. The determination of 
the contribution of each basis function to the molecular 
wavefunction is then reduced to that of finding coefficients 
for linear expansions. 
The procedure for selecting additional effective varia­
tional functions (88) is as follows. First, a scaling range 
(t^,t^) is established for an SCF atomic orbital. For twenty 
different values of the scale parameter t distributed over 
the scaling range, Gaussian representations of the scaled SCF 
atomic orbitals are found in terms of the same Gaussian prim­
itives determined for the unsealed (t=1) SCF atomic orbital. 
Finally, a set of orthogonal basis functions is determined in 
the space spanned by the resulting twenty expansions and its 
members are ranked in order of importance. The important 
ones are selected as additional contracted Gaussian func­
tions. Good judgement and accumulated experience defines 
which atomic orbitals are to be used to form the extra func­
tions. Since this procedure derives from the explicit scal­
ing of SCF atomic orbitals, the functions created by it ought 
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to be useful for the simulation of scaling through linear 
variation. Since the additional functions are found indepen­
dently for each SCF atomic orbital, substantial overlap be­
tween those arising from separate SCF atomic orbitals may ex­
ist, Checks for such linear dependencies must be made and 
dependent functions discarded. This function so determined 
will be referred to as a "pseudo-scaled" basis. 
The determination of the transformation is carried out 
as follows. Extending Eg, 20 one may write the twenty scaled 
Gaussian linear combinations 
M 
(28) G.^^d) =G^(t.r) c.^ 
k=1 
where i=1,2,...20* with H<20, and with the t^'s equally dis­
tributed over the chosen scaling range. The Gaussian primi­
tives X (klm) depend on the same exponential parameters a and 6 
which were determined for the original unsealed SCF atomic 
orbital. The new set of contracted Gaussian functions 
G-T •(r) are formed according to the relations 
1 Im ' 
•I (29) G.^, (r) =7 G.^(r) T.. 
where 
(30) T = 0 S, — I /2 
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The matrix 0 is that orthogonal matrix which diago-
nalizes S, the real symmetric matrix of overlap integrals be­
tween the scaled functions The diagonal matrix is 
Sg. This transformation is called canonical orthonoraaliza-
tion (89) and has the important feature of allowing easy dis­
crimination between the new functions with respect to impor­
tance. Each new function is associated with one of the ei­
genvalues of S. Because of linear dependence, (20-H) of the 
eigenvalues will be exactly zero. The K functions cor­
responding to non-zero eigenvalues span the entire space and 
are mutually orthogonal. Moreover they may be ordered 
according to the magnitude of the eigenvalues, the largest 
being the most important, etc., with respect to expanding the 
scaled SC? atomic orbital in the given scaling range. In the 
present work, the first two or three of these transformed 
basis orbitals have been used as extra basis functions. It 
may be observed that the first, most important function is 
very nearly the same as the original unsealed (t=1) Gaussian 
contraction. Somewhat better results were obtained by re­
placing it with the original unsealed SC? atomic orbital al­
though this introduced a slight non-orthogonality between 
this SCF atomic orbital and the second and third of the G' 
functions, i newer version of this method, not used here, 
first projects the unsealed SC? atomic orbitals out of the 
space of all scaled SC? atomic orbitals. The canonical or-
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thonormalization is then used to obtain the extra functions 
G* from the reaairing space which is orthogonal to the origi­
nal unsealed SCP atomic orbital. The columns in Tables IS­
IS, 20, and 22, headed with primed atomic orbital 
designations (e.g. 2s*, 2p'') are those obtained by the above 
procedure. 
An extensive set of programs was developed to automati­
cally form scaled atomic orbital contracted Gaussian basis 
functions as described (90). The input consists of a set of 
accurate atomic orbitals for some atom expressed as linear 
combinations of exponential functions, weight parameters 
w(n)N(n,l) for the least-squares step, the numbers of Gaussi­
an primitives to be used to expand each symmetry along with 
designated subsets for each non-orthogonal atomic orbital if 
desired, scaling ranges for each individual atomic orbital, 
and the number of scaled functions to be produced for each 
atomic orbital. Output consists of data defining the con­
tracted Gaussian functions which may be used for molecular 
calculations. 
Polarization 
Polarization functions are those atomic orbitals used in 
a molecular calculation which belong to a symmetry not occu­
pied in the SCP approximation to the ground states of con­
stituent atoms. Examples are p functions in hydrogen atom 
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and d functions in sulfur. In the atomic SCF wavefunctions 
they are excluded by symmetry constraints. However, the mo­
lecular symmetry orbitals are mixtures of atomic orbitals 
with much less restriction as to the symmetry of included 
atomic functions and hence, polarization functions play an 
important role in molecular orbitals. Early calculations 
showed that the incorporation of a pz function into the basis 
for a hydrogen molecule has a significant effect on the re­
sult (91). Mulliken distinguished between two classes of po­
larization effect (55); valence polarization, representing a 
redistribution of electrons among the valence orbitals, and 
Coulomb polarization, being a deformation of a valence orbi­
tal due to the field of neighboring nuclei. While atomic SCF 
orbitals are a good zeroth order expansion basis for a mole­
cule, the addition of appropriate polarization functions is 
necessary to produce more realistic charge distributions. 
The selection of these functions is not trivial and often 
much work in terms of expensive calculations must be expend­
ed. Each function which is added must be optimal for a mo­
lecular environment in order that the number of such func­
tions is kept small. This is because of the fact that func­
tions of higher symmetry usually require more calculation 
time than those of lower symmetry. 
The radial extent of useful polarization functions must 
be approximately that of the outermost valence atomic orbi-
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tais (55). Roos and Siegbahn (75) applied this criterion to 
recommend single c-Gaussian polarization functions for all 
atoms from boron through fluorine and aluminum through chlo­
rine on the basis of their optimal results for oxygen and 
sulfur. They also recommended single and double p-Gaussians 
for polarization of hydrogen. 
In the work described here which involves the atoms hy­
drogen, lithium, and sodium, only p-type polarization func­
tions are included. It was not possible to incorporate d 
functions because of program restrictions. It can however be 
assumed that they are less important than the p functions. 
For these atoms, the highest occupied orbital in the neutral 
atom 2s ground state is an ns orbital, n=1,2,3 respectively. 
In order to obtain p functions with an appropriate radial ex­
tent, the 2p states of lithium and sodium, formed by moving 
the lone electron from the ns to the np orbital, were comput­
ed using the atomic SC? programs described in Appendix K. In 
this way an SCF p-atomic orbital was found which accurately 
describes the lone np electron and which is concentrated near 
the nucleus to about the same extent as a single ns electron. 
The radii at which these lithium 2s and 2p orbital distribu­
tions attain their respective maxima are 3.10 a.u. and 3.82 
a.u.; for sodium they are 3.39 a.u. and 4.90 a.u. 
For hydrogen a different tack was necessary. The 2p or­
bital of the 2p state has a radial distribution maximum at 
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4.0 a.u., far beyond that of the Is function, which is 1.0 
a.u. It is desirable to determine "atomic orbitals" in the 
form of a Is and a 2p Slater-type orbital for use in the fit­
ting process. In order to do this, first of all, the expo­
nent of a Is exponential-type orbital was optimized with re­
spect to the performance of its contracted even-tempered 
Gaussian pseudo-scaled (6s)/[3s] basis in an SCF calculation 
on the hydrogen diatomic molecule (r=1.4a.u.). The optimal 
energy was obtained for an exponent of 1-1- Secondly, a sin­
gle 2p exponential was expanded in a Gaussian pseudo-scaled 
(4p)/[3p] p basis where the Gaussian exponents of the p prim­
itives are the same as those of the s Gaussians obtained 
above, in accord with an earlier restriction. By a series of 
hydrogen molecule calculations with different fitted bases 
obtained from Slater-type p-orbitals with different expo­
nents, the single p-exponent was fixed optimally at 1-30-
Through trial of various weights, (wH), for these fittings it 
was found that unweighted p-orbitals produced the best ener­
gies- Hence molecule adapted single exponential atomic orbi­
tals were determined for hydrogen to be used in generating 
even-tempered Gaussian pseudo-scaled bases of any desired ex­
pansion length- The distribution of the hydrogen s atomic 
orbital so found attains a radial maximum at 8-91 a.u. while 
the p orbital distribution has a maximum at 1.54 a.u. 
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Choice of Two Bases 
With the methods described, two contracted even-tempered 
pseudo-scaled Gaussian bases were formed representing the SCP 
atomic orbitals and polarization atomic orbitals for each of 
the three atoms. Weights, w(n)N(n,l), of Eg. 27 for polari­
zation orbitals were taken to be zero on the basis of some 
earlier exploratory calculations on the hydrogen molecule so 
that the expansions of SCP atomic orbitals which are impor­
tant to the energy would not be biased by the less important 
polarization atomic orbitals, with the help of the procedure 
for adding functions to describe orbital scaling, this mini­
mal, polarized basis was augmented with several contracted 
functions. The resulting pseudo-scaled bases, referred to as 
&(smaller) and B(larger), which are displayed in Tables 13-18 
were then used for all molecular calculations described in 
the following section. 
Although we have been forced to use least-squares ap­
proximations to SCF atomic orbitals, it is generally known 
that comparable Gaussian expansions, which are optimal for the 
atom in terms of the energy, are best as a zeroth order mo­
lecular basis. &n improvement to the method described here 
then would be to determine even-tempered Gaussian SCF atomic 
orbitals directly as was done with exponentials in the pre­
ceding section using the energy criterion. These could be 
converted to non-orthogonal atomic orbitals and furthermore. 
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a scaling procedure much like that used here could be con­
structed. Alternatively, the deorthogonalized virtual orbi-
tals of an atomic SCF calculation might be used as added 
basis functions. It is hoped that these possibilities vill 
be investigated in future work. 
Before going on to the molecular calculations, we now 
display some results which serve to give some idea about the 
guality of the bases used here. 
Comparison of Segmented Contracted Bases with 
Pseudo-Scaled Contracted Bases 
Contracted Gaussian basis sets for molecular calcula­
tions are derived from a primary set of atomic orbitals. 
This is done because it has become apparent that the space 
spanned by the atomic orbitals as such forms a subspace of 
Hilbert space which is extremely important for the expansion 
of molecular orbitals. Many investigators in this field use 
SCF atomic orbitals directly. Here use is made of weighted 
least-squares approximations to SCF atomic orbitals as de­
scribed. The present method of deriving a contracted pseudo-
scaled basis from the primary atomic orbitals is substantial­
ly different from that used by others. Since new, it is 
therefore of interest to compare it with the conventional 
technique. 
In the present method, the SCF atomic orbitals are used 
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for some of the contracted basis functions. Additional line­
arly independent functions are formed such that the entire 
set spans a space designed to contain the space spanned by 
the scaled primary SCF atomic orbitals. In contrast, in oth­
er methods, the primary SCF atomic orbitals are not part of 
the molecular basis. Instead, the primary atomic orbitals 
are cut into segments, each expanded in terms of a subset of 
the primitive expansion basis. From these are selected those 
segments to be used as contracted functions. An important 
criterion used is that no one Gaussian primitive will contri­
bute to more than one contracted basis function. The coeffi­
cients in these atomic orbital segments are ordinarily the 
self-consistent field coefficients defining the SCF atomic 
orbitals. In the common case in which several atomic orbi­
tals of the same symmetry depend on the same group of Gaussi­
an primitives, those specific linear coefficients are taken 
which correspond to the orbital to which each Gaussian primi­
tive is the principal contributor. For example, the Gaussian 
primitives with large exponents are more important to inner 
shell atomic orbitals while those with small exponents are 
important for the outer or valence shells. This contraction 
scheme will be referred to as the segmented-basis scheme-
Recently Dunning has proposed segmented bases of this 
type for the first-row atoms (81) where the segmentation 
scheme is optimal. These contractions were optimized in the 
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framework of a molecular calculation in order to remove any 
bias in favor of atoms. Several choices are given, depending 
on the number of contracted basis functions desired. The 
Gaussian primitives used are the energy optimized (9s,5p) re­
sults of Huzinaga (44) . 
A direct comparison is difficult since it is not possi­
ble using the present programs to form a pseudo-scaled basis 
with the same Gaussian primitives. Thus the comparison made 
here is to form a pseudo-scaled even-tempered basis as pre­
scribed above, and compare it with a segmented evea-
tempered basis made using the same (9s,5p) Gaussian primitive 
set. The segmented basis contracted functions parallel those 
of Dunning (81) since the same numbers of Gaussian primi­
tives, (9s,5p), were used and the zeta values are similar. 
The segmented-basis and scaled-basis contractions are 
presented in Tables 19-22 for oxygen and nitrogen. For the 
segmented bases, each column of coefficients headed by the 
notation [ns] or [mp] represents a group of contracted func­
tions. The horizontal lines separate different contracted 
functions, one from another (note that the s functions are 
rearranged from their normal increasing zeta order so that 
the contracted functions could be displayed in the simple 
fashion used). In the case of the scaled bases, each column 
adjacent to the column of zetas represents one contracted 
function. The Is, 2s, and 2p contracted functions are the 
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best weighted least-sgaares approximations to the SCF atomic 
orbitals used for fitting. The 2s*, 2s'*, 2p*, and 2p** are 
the extra contracted functions added to include "pseudo-
scaling" in the basis. No Is* or Is*• functions are dis­
played since these were found to be relatively ineffective 
with respect to improvement of molecular energies. This is 
in accord with Dunning*s observation that segments represent­
ing diffuse distributions are more important to the molecular 
energy. Since no primed functions of the Is variety were 
used it is easy to see how a collection of scaled-contracted 
functions is selected. The Is, 2s, and 2p SCF type functions 
serve as a core which is the zeroth-order or unsealed approx­
imation. To these are added primed functions either 2s or 2p 
as desired. Presumably, if Is primed functions were includ­
ed, they would follow the 2s'• function in effectiveness with 
respect to molecular calculations. Calculations on H^O and Ng 
with running's geometries were carried out. For HgO, the 
same segmented-basis contracted functions were used for hy­
drogen in both cases since only the effect of the contracted 
oxygen bases is of interest. 
The results of calculations with these bases on HgO are 
presented in Table 23. We see that the pseudo-scaled basis 
far surpasses the segmented-basis in terms of the energy ob­
tainable with the smallest number of contracted functions. 
The [2s,2p] pseudo-scaled basis gives a lower energy than the 
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[Us,3p] segmented basis. The difference is five contracted 
basis functions. Also it may be noted that the virial coef­
ficient V/E attains a better value for the pseudo-scaled 
basis. This is a partial confirmation of the goal that the 
pseudo-scaled basis incorporates a large share of the varia­
bility obtainable by scaling. Moreover, this large reduction 
of the basis size saves substantial computation time. 
Table 24 displays the corresponding results for the Nj 
calculations. Here the advantage of the scaled-basis scheme 
is less distinct but an energy advantage over the segmented-
basis is still held- There is also a better virial coeffi­
cient as before. 
The two examples given do not prove conclusively that 
the pseudo-scaled technique is better than the segmented-
basis technique in all cases, however, the comparison pre­
sented here is consistent within itself and does display a 
pseudo-scaled basis advantage. An interesting comparison 
would be one in which Dunning*s results (81) are compared di­
rectly to pseudo-scaled basis results where the pseudo-scaled 
basis employs the same (9s,5p) Gaussian prisiti-^s- as -t-hose 
used by Dunning. It is anticipated that the proposed compar­
ison will show the same trend of results as those in Tables 
23 and 24. 
Table 13. Even-tempered Gaussian A basis for hydrogen 
Alpha = 0.0427223860 Beta = 3.9731435139 
k Zeta (s) Is Is* Is' • 
1 0.169742 0.534455 -1.208282 -0.826963 
2 0.674410 0.468828 0.980996 1.774329 
3 2.679528 0.101798 0.229149 -1.360457 
4 10.646148 0.033332 0.108512 -0.136441 
k Zeta (p) 2p 2p* 
1 0. 169742 0.596790 -1.000601 
2 0.674410 0.495517 0.899730 
3 2.679528 0.070379 0.234315 
Table 14. Even-tempered Gaussian A basis for lithium 
Alpha = 0.0134244004 Beta = 4.4087312064 
k Zota (3) Is Is' 2s 2s' 2s" 
1 0.059185 0. 003252 -0. 130685 -1. 061541 0. 976542 -0. 322977 
2 0.260929 -0. 066512 0. 700168 0. 069603 -1. 767186 1. 069250 
3 1.150365 -0. 591262 0. 423309 0. 069026 0. 553693 -1. 956915 
4 5.071651 -0. 401180 -0. 723107 0. 006087 -0. 089143 0. 843025 
5 22.359547 -0. 083839 -0. 221324 0. 000385 0. 036194 -0. 196413 
6 98.577233 -0. 022567 -0. 065388 0. 000021 -0. 007027 0. 043458 
k Zeta (p) 2p 2p' 
1 0.059185 0. 914106 -0. 763537 
2 0.260929 0. 133451 1. 205215 
3 1.150365 0. 041092 -0. 070168 
4 5.071651 0. 002641 0. 056667 
Table 15.  Even-tempered Gaussian A basis  for  sodium 
Alpha = 0 .0271184334 Beta  = 3 .9423341969 
V Zeta (s)  Is  2s  2s '  3s  3s '  3s"  
1 0.106910 -0 .  007788 -0 .  033856 0 .  054357 1 .  360960 -0 .  804941 -0 .  262917 
2 0 .421475 0 .  019317 0 .  361320 -1 .  134960 -0 .  664814 2 .  042962 0 .  997811 
3  1.661594 -0 .  032587 0 .  754129 0 .  618581 0 .  149688 -1 .  036179 -2  .  186997 
4 6 .550559 0 .  224629 -0 .  011300 0 .  705214 -0 .  065941 0 .  289267 1 .  211562 
5  25.824492 0 .  601177 -0 .  091333 -0 .  219804 0 .  024256 -0 .  106019 -0 .  372887 
6 101.808777 0 .  276783 -0 .  002165 -0 .  007127 -0 .  008173 0 .  037920 0 .  127342 
7 401.364224 0 .  053918 -0 .  001910 -0 .  007504 0 .  002575 -0 .  011837 -0 .  041100 
b 1582.311905 0 .  016922 0 .  000284 0 .  001206 -0 .  000547 0 .  002519 0 .  008750 
k Zeta  (p)  2p 2p '  3p 3p '  
1  0.106910 0 .  008281 0 .  078311 1 .  155731 -0 .  533538 
2 0 .421475 -0 .  284352 0 .  779946 -0 .  342481 1 .  448923 
3  1.661594 -0 .  596840 -0 .  087016 0 .  101145 -0 .  470394 
4 6 .550559 -0 .  301361 -0 .  538045 -0 .  033729 0 .  134937 
5  25.824492 -0 .  071911 -0 .  218352 0 .  007116 -0 .  034088 
Table 16. Even-tempered Gaussian B basis for hydrogen 
Alpha = 0.0418210224 Beta = 3.1025201259 
k Zeta(s) Is Is' Is'  
1 0.129760 0.344044 -1.203521 -1.419455 
2 0.402583 0.504461 0.570174 2.530538 
3 1.249021 0.208773 0.428332 -1.410156 
4 3.875112 0.066852 0.199827 -0.072639 
5 12.022612 0.012219 0.027673 -0.184594 
6 37.300396 0.007000 0.021674 -0.023197 
k Zeta (p) 2p 2p« 
1 0.129760 0.351883 -1.054385 
2 0.402583 0.603455 0.523789 
3 1.249021 0.166022 0.447151 
4 3.875112 0.042314 0. 112437 
Table 17. Even-tempered Gaussian B basis for lithium 
Alpha = 0.0115700412 Beta = 3.4255209394 
k Beta (s) Is Is' 2s 2s' 2s' • 
1 0.039633 0. 0 0.0 -0. 800126 1. 380438 -0. 809067 
2 0.135765 0. 010834 0.003525 -0. 326396 -1. 795111 2. 087963 
3 0.465066 -0. 210444 0.907008 0. 138628 0. 217677 -2. 480206 
4 1.593094 -0. 537969 -0.007375 0. 028699 0. 031214 0. 751112 
5 5.457177 -0. 299765 -0.587888 0. 006591 0. 031603 -0. 053095 
6 18.693674 -0. 096477 -0.235659 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
7 64.035572 -0. 019614 -0.060476 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
8 219.355193 -0. 007962 -0.022461 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
k Zeta (p) 2p 2p« 
1 0.039633 0. 755860 -1.051079 
2 0.135765 0. 289905 1.203019 
3 0.465066 0. 077801 0.016285 
4 1.593094 0. 012141 0.093219 
5 5.457177 0. 005053 0.000343 I 
Table 18.  Even-tempered Gaussian B basis  for  sodium 
Alpha = 0 .0163978687 Beta  = 3 .3577611334 
k Zeta(s)  Is  2s  2s '  3s  3s '  3s '  •  
1  0.055060 0 .0  0.0 0 .0  1.194917 -1 .  277291 0 .  583843 
2 0 .184879 0 .0  0.001993 -0.221654 -0.258506 2 .  306001 -1 .  824016 
3  0.620779 0 .0  0.515018 -0.992937 -0.021215 -0 .  872782 2 .  766856 
q 2 .084427 -0.007211 0.601007 0.898107 -0.049076 0 .  184419 -1 .  275815 
5 6.999006 0 .  199525 -0.049888 0.522637 0.011826 -0 .  092733 0 .  306452 
6  23.500992 0.549964 -0.078733 -0.174691 -0.001896 0 .  020937 -0 .  073667 
7 78.910717 0.296943 -0.011472 -0.038524 0.0 0 .  0 0 .  0  
8  264.963339 0.087799 0.0 0 .0  0.0 0 .  0 0 .  0 
9  889.683602 0.018048 0.0 0 .0  0 .0  0 .  0 0 .  0  
10 2987.345019 0.007414 0.0 0 .0  0.0 0 .  0 0 .  0 
k Zeta(p)  2p 2p« 3p 3p '  
1  0.055060 0 .0  0.0 1 .  105064 -0.837234 
2 0 .184879 -0.036207 0.311914 -0.195974 1.608357 
3 0.620779 -0.375665 0.644501 0.079142 -0.440708 
4 2.084427 -0.509383 -0.234273 -0.032909 0 .  135953 
b 6 .999006 -0.257626 -0.491214 0.006020 -0.037185 
6 23.500992 -0.060573 -0.175109 0.0 0.0 
7 78.910717 -0.012261 -0.041587 0.0 0.0 
Table 19. Even-tempered segmented bases for oxygen 
k Beta (s) [3s] [4S] [5s] 
1 0.237088 0.389215 1.0 1.0 
2 0.764797 0.651556 1.0 1.0 
4 7.958322 1.0 1.0 1.0 
3 2.467084 0.069826 0.069826 0.069826 
5 25.671964 0.413528 0.413528 0.413528 
6 82.812644 0.141225 0.141225 0. 141225 
7 267.137104 0.041909 0.041909 0.041909 
8 861.731117 0.007347 0.007347 0,007347 
9 2779.773039 0.003797 0.003797 0.003797 
k Zeta (p) [2p] [3p] 
1 0.237088 1.0 1.0 
2 0.764797 0.473480 1.0 
3 2.467084 0.303268 0.303268 
4 7.958322 0.079705 0.079705 
















Even-tempered pseudo-scaled bases for oxygen 
Zeta (s) Is 2s 2s' 2s« * 
0.237088 0. 0 0.389215 -1. 145496 1.325788 
0.764797 0. 0 0.651556 0. 601045 -2.378377 
2.467084 0. 069826 0.075350 0. 767300 1.569574 
7.958322 0. 476983 -0.108228 -0. 105985 0.244298 
25.671964 0. 413528 -0.018300 -0. 074484 -0.165110 
82.812644 0. 141225 -0.003141 -0. 008068 -0.027911 
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Table 21. Even-tempered segmented bases for nitrogen 
k Zeta (s) [3s] [4s] [5s] 
1 0.188809 0.438292 1.0 1.0 
2 0.605375 0.623792 1.0 1.0 
4 6.22340W 1.0 1.0 1.0 
3 1.9410011 0.078531 0.078531 0.078531 
5 19.953986 0.402541 0.402541 0.402541 
6 63.978097 0.138554 0.138554 0.138554 
7 205.131796 0.041123 0.041123 0.041123 
8 657.710300 0.007311 0.007311 0.007311 
9 2108.804429 0.003801 0.003801 0.003801 
k Zeta (p) [2p] [3p] 
1 0.188809 1.0 1.0 
2 0.605375 0.489950 1.0 
3 1.941004 0.281715 0.281715 
4 6.223404 0.070625 0.070625 
















Even-tempered pseudo-scaled bases for nitrogen 
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Table 23. Molecular comparison of contraction schemes: H2O 
























2 . 0 0 0 1 6  
(9s,5p|4s) -75.999510 -75.999510 
Table 24. Molecular comparison of contraction schemes: N2 
Contraction Segmented Basis Scaled Basis 
Energy V/E Energy V/E 
[2s,2p] -108.783000 2.00220 
[3s,2p] -108.784867 1.99659 -108.833053 2.00339 
[%s,2p] -108.861102 1.99720 -108.861188 2.00023 
[4s,3p] -108.866344 1.99752 -108.871894 1.99901 
[5s,3p] -108.870924 1.99777 
(9s, 5p) -108.877096 -108.877096 
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HOIECDLE CALCULATIONS 
Triatomic Alkali Ions 
The molecule Hg* has been known to mass spectroscopists 
since Thomson reported it in 1912 (92). It is of theoretical 
interest because it is the simplest prototype molecule for a 
three-center two-electron bond and possesses a high 
stability. It is as stable with respect to dissociation into 
H2 and H+ as Hg itself is with respect to dissociation into 
neutral hydrogen atoms. A careful theoretical treatment of 
the dissociation of Hj* and Eg was given by Schwartz and 
Schaad (93) in 1967. 
Alkali-metal atoms are similar to hydrogen and, although 
their valence electron is shielded from the nucleus by an 
inner core of electrons, it is natural to inquire about the 
possible stability of the triatomic alkali ions. This 
inquiry is the object of the present calculations. Consid­
ered are the homonuclear triatomics H3+, Li3+, and Nag* and 
the heteronuclear triatomics composed of at most two kinds of 
atom, i.e. LiHz*, LizH*, NaHz*, NaLig*, NazH+f and Na^Li*. 
Also treated here are the atomic ions Li+ and Na+ and the 
neutral diatomics Hz, LIE, Liz, NaE, MaLi, and Naz. Some of 
these have been calculated previously- A tabulation of SCP 
calculations along with some more approximate results is pre­
sented in Table 25 with those obtained here. These results 
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will be discussed later. 
Because of the kind of atoms involved in the molecular 
calculations described here, the ground state configurations 
are rather straightforwardly assigned. All inner shell mo­
lecular orbitals resemble either the atomic inner shell orbi­
tals or some symmetric linear combinations of them which are 
also easily identified. In diatomics, two electrons remain 
for the valence shell. They occupy a bonding orbital in 
order for the molecule to be stable. Although this could be 
an Elu (or TTU) symmetry orbital, the Alg (or ag) bonding or­
bital is generally lower and provides better bonding, with 
the electrons distributed along the molecular bond axis. 
With very accurate open-shell SCF calculations on Mali, 
Bertoncini et al. (94) foand the state to be the most 
stable out of a set of possible states including the 'II and 
therefore predicted it to be the ground state. Analogously, 
in the positive triatomic ions there are also two electrons 
left for the valence shell. For these, the valence or high­
est occupied orbital is again most naturally one belonging to 
the totally symmetric irreducible representation for the mo­
lecular point group in question. Since the ions are electron 
deficient, with two electrons forming a three-center bond, 
the electrons most naturally would want to be in the plane of 
the atoms. Other bonding configurations would be analogous 
to the II states of a diatomic, and would have a node in the 
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atomic plane. Some experimentation with the alternate con­
figurations was tried but all the molecules were finally pre­
dicted to have a ground state characterized by a totally sym­
metric valence orbital. 
Equilibrium Nuclear Configurations 
In order to establish the stability of the ions, it is 
necessary to first determine their ground state eqailibrium 
structure. Using the smaller i bases, the geometry parame­
ters were systematically varied and an energy computed for 
each new geometry to determine a minimum. Further variations 
were carried out using the larger B bases. These minima are 
predicted to be the ground state nuclear configurations. Ta­
ble 26 contains all of the geometries so established with 
both A and B bases. &11 geometry parameters are in reference 
to Figure 1. 
Homcnuclear triatomic ions 
B3+ has been found previously to have the conformation 
of an equilateral triangle (93). The same is true for lig* 
but from rather approximate calculations (95,96). We first 
of all optimized the geometry of Li3+ under an equilateral 
constraint. Secondly, small deviations from the equilibrium 
equilateral structure were made in order to determine whether 
some distorted equilateral triangle has a lower energy. In 




Figure 1. Parameters for molecule geometries 
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tions. For Nag+y only the equilateral geometry was optimized 
because of the large amount of time needed per geometry to 
compute the energy (see Table 77 in Appendix C). The equi­
librium geometry of H3+ was also determined in order that 
consistent results for all homonuclear triatomics would be 
available with the bases described here. Edge lengths for 
the three homopolar triatonic ions are given in Table 26. 
For H3+ and Lig^ these values are within 155 of the best 
optimal values previously reported (see Table 25). 
Dihydrogen-metal ions 
The ions liH2+ and NaHj^ were also subjected to exten­
sive geometry optimization in the A bases. LiEj"*" had been 
treated previously (see Table 25) in considerable detail and 
was found to have an isosceles conformation consisting of a 
hydrogen molecule located at some distance from the Li atom. 
Electrons are distributed in such a way that the Li atom is 
essentially a positive ion. Lester's calculation (97) is of 
comparable accuracy to ours and since all nuclear configura­
tions were carefully considered by him, we restricted our ge­
ometry searches for both of the ions to the isosceles geometry 
characterized by base and height parameters b and h. i geom­
etry optimum was successfully found in the present work, es­
sentially duplicating that of Lester for LiHg*. A rationale 
of the geometries may be made in terms of the very slight 
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binding experienced with respect to the separated species. 
The stabilities are to be discussed later in more detail. 
Monohydrogen-metal ions 
The ions lizH* and Na^H* also fall into a separate cate­
gory with respect to geometry. Again LiaH^ was computed pre­
viously (see Table 25), also with less accurate bases, and 
its shape was determined to be linear symmetric. He estab­
lished the equilibrium linear symmetric geometry and then 
tried deviations from it in both bases but only higher ener­
gies were obtained. For NagH* a similar variation was at­
tempted using the A basis for both symmetric linear and sym­
metric bent systems. The linear again was found the lowest 
in energy. 
Lithium-sodium ions 
The final two triatomic species, NaLi^"*" and NajLi*, have 
not been treated previously in either the experimental or 
theoretical literature. Therefore extensive geometry optimi­
zation had to be done. For NaLi^*, in view of a possible 
similarity to the ions, an elongated isosceles triangular 
geometry was taken to be the initial guess. However, the 
bond distances were found to be less extreme as compared to 
MHg* ions. A possible ir-type valence orbital ground state 
configuration was tried but was found to be of higher energy. 
On the other hand, the similarity of »a^Li+ to the pre-
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vioas M2H+ ions suggested the possibility of an optimum lin­
ear symmetric conformation. In the A basis a stable linear 
symmetric configuration with t=5-74 a.u. was found. However, 
lower energies were obtained for an isosceles or bent geome­
try. 
Another possible ion (NaLiH+) composed of all the atoms, 
although not computed, is predicted to be linear with the hy­
drogen atom in the middle on the basis of the present re­
sults. 
Diatomic molecules and atomic ions 
In order that predictions as to the stabilities of the 
above triatomic ions may be made, it is necessary to have 
data pertaining to dissociation products of the ions computed 
with the same bases. Consequently, all possible neutral homo-
and heteronuclear diatomic molecules and positive atomic 
ions consisting of the atoms hydrogen, lithium and sodium 
were calculated in both bases. Diatomic bond lengths were 
optimized. A tabulation of experimental and previous theo­
retical geometries in Table 25 shows that those obtained here 
are, at worst, the same to within a few percent. 
Comparison of bond lengths 
It is instructive to compare the six possible 
interatomic distances in the various molecules. The follow­
ing is a list of all optimum bond lengths in Angstroms, com­
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puted with the larger basis (B) : 
B-H Li-H Na-H Li-Li Ha-Li Ha-Na 
Ha 0.734 
H3 + 0.869 
Li2 2.778 
Li3 + 3.043 
Naz 3.108 
Na3 + 3.557 
NaLi 2.962 
NazLi* 3.307 3.601 
SaLi2+ 3.029 3.338 
LiH 1.619 
LizH* 1.674 3.348 
NaH 1.907 
Na2H+ 2.002 4.004 
LiBz* 0.743 2. 103 
NaHz* 0.741 2.517 
These are arranged so that the bond length increases in going 
from left to right in each row and from top to bottom in each 
column. 
The following observations can be made. Although the 
bond lengths increase from to Li^ to Na^, those of Na^ and 
lig are very close to each other. The heteronuclear diatom-
ics have bond lengths intermediate to the corresponding homo-
nuclear diatomics. Consequently, NaLi is very similar to Ha^ 
and Lig. 
The homonuclear triatomics have slightly longer bond 
lengths than the corresponding diatomics. This is presumably 
so because the diatomics are neutral, whereas the triatomics 
are positive ions and, hence, embody larger interatomic elec­
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trostatic repulsions. Because of the closeness of the Na^, 
Li^r and NaLi bond lengths, the heteronuclear triatomics made 
from Na and Li are nearly equilateral, in order to approxi­
mately maintain these interatomic distances. 
If the triatomics ligH* and NagH* would preserve the di­
atomic bondlengths, they would be nearly, but not entirely, 
linear, i.e. very slightly bent. In fact, they are linear 
and both the H-H and the H-H bonds are stretched. The reason 
for this may be as follows. Hydrogen is about twice as 
electronegative as Li and Na. In agreement with this, the 
population analysis of the bonding orbital, to be discussed 
later, yields a charge of about 1.5 on the hydrogen and 0.25 
on each of the metal atoms. The additional electrostatic re­
pulsion between the metal atoms may well account for the 
linearity and the concomitant lengthening of the H-H bonds. 
In LiHa* and NaHj*, the electronegativity difference has 
an even stronger effect, since two hydrogens are pitted 
against one metal atom. Consequently, the bond orbital popu­
lation on Li and Ka is only 0.04 and 0.004 respectively. It 
is therefore not surprising that the metal-hydrogen distances 
are considerably elongated beyond those found in LiH and NaH. 
The unusual shape of these molecule ions, if indeed they are 
stable, corresponds to the fact that they really are just 
weak complexes between a hydrogen molecule and a metal ion. 
Finally, there is a more subtle, but quite consistent 
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regularity among all homonuclear and heteronaclear triatom-
ics. Namely, the &-B bond lengths decrease in going from 
ABH+ to ABLi+ to ABNa+. This, again, may be attributed to 
the decreasing electronegativity in going from H to Li to Ka, 
which leads to a corresponding increase in the fraction of 
the bonding electrons available for the KB bond and, hence, 
to stronger IB bonding. This too is borne out by the popula­
tion analyses of the bond orbitals. 
Energies 
An extensive set of total molecular energies expressed 
in atomic units (Hartrees) is displayed in Table 25 in order 
to compare the best results obtained here with other SCP re­
sults wherever available in the literature. Energies and ge­
ometries computed with basis B are tabulated. Of primary 
interest is the performance of the new pseudo-scaled even-
tempered atomic orbital basis. It is therefore relevant to 
discuss the quality of the results in terms of the relative 
magnitudes of the energy obtained with the present basis. 
Very accurate treatments have been made previously for the 
atoms and diatomic molecules in terms of sets of many Slater-
type functions. The present diatomic calculations with 
Gaussians do not attempt to compete with them, but the accu­
rate values rather serve as benchmarks for our results, i 
certain consistency may be observed. Por Li* our result 
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lacks about 0.0035 a.u. while for Na+ the discrepancy is 
0.075 a.u. Likewise, the linear combination of Slater-type 
orbital results on diatomic molecules are estimated as being 
close to Hartree-Fock accuracy. Our result on LiH falls 
0.0061 a.u. short. Por 11%, NaH, NaLi, and Na^ the discrep­
ancies are 0.0078, 0.078, 0.081, and 0.154 a.u. respectively. 
Such deviations seem substantial by chemical standards, how­
ever, they are approximately constant with respect to the in­
cluded atoms, the values for H, Li, and Na respectively being 
about 0.0026, 0.0035, and 0.0749 a.u. This consistency in 
the defect of present energies from accurate Hartree-Fock en­
ergies is important since for chemical quantities one is gen­
erally interested in energy differences between related mo­
lecular systems. In lieu of energy differences between sys­
tems computed to Hartree-Fock accuracy it is sufficient to 
take energies which deviate from the Hartree-Fock by known 
amounts. It is expected that this constant-atomic-defect-
property carries over to the triatomic ions where the compar­
ison with more accurate calculations cannot be made. We be­
lieve that this constancy in atomic deviations comes about 
because our bases are designed to describe in detail the 
changes in going from the atoms to the molecules, in particu­
lar in the valence electrons. Because of this, the atomic 
basis inadequacies remain the same when the atom is incorpo­
rated in different molecules. 
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The SCF energies obtained for H3+ and liHg* are somewhat 
short of the best vaines in the literature; 0.0004 and 0.0038 
a.u. respectively. For all others the values are the best 
and often the only ones yet obtained. For all molecules, the 
results are listed in Table 26 for both bases. 
Wavefunctions 
The wavefunctions for all molecular species are given 
for both bases A and B in Tables 27-60. Each column headed 
by a symmetry designation and an orbital energy corresponds 
to one molecular orbital. The orbital designation corre­
sponds to the irreducible representation of the molecular 
point group to which it belongs. Hows in each column are 
labelled by the atomic orbital designations for the pseudo-
scaled even-tempered Gaussian atomic orbital basis functions 
corresponding to those of Tables 13-18. 
In order to interpret the orbitals correctly, they must 
be referred to external reference axes as shown in Figure 1. 
The linear systems are oriented along the z-axis while the 
triangular systems lie in the xy-plane. Moreover, the num­
bering of the atoms in a triatomic is such that the two equal 
atoms lying symmetric to the y-axis come first, the other 
atom coming last. This is the case for both hetero- and ho-
monuclear triatomic ions. The linear triatomics are numbered 
similarly, the atom at the molecular midpoint being listed 
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last. Of the two symmetrically placed atoms, the one placed 
at a more negative value of the x-coordinate is taken first. 
Calculation of integrals is with respect to a coordinate sys­
tem of uniform handedness centered at each nucleus and dis­
placed parallel to a master reference frame with no rotation. 
Therefore, the orientation of all p atomic orbitals con­
tained in the basis is such that all positive lobes point in 
the same direction. 
At the head of each wavefunction table is a list of en­
ergy quantities along with the value of V/E and the computed 
norm of the wavefunction. The quantity V/E is an indication 
of the satisfaction of the molecular virial theorem 
2T + V • X*(SE/3X) = A(t) , 
due to Wassermann (49). If the geometry is an optimum, the 
derivatives of the energy with respect to the internal coor­
dinate variations (3E/3i^) is zero, causing the third term to 
be zero. The quantity A (t) represents deviations resulting 
from incomplete variation of orbital scale factors t which 
are not explicitly included here. If V/E is perfectly equal 
to 2.0, then the parameters x and t must be assumed to be 
fully optimum. Values obtained here are in line with that to 
be expected as a consequence of comparison with other litera­
ture values. The norm is given as an indicator of calcula-
tional accuracy. If a basis is used which has linear depen­
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dence or near linear dependence, the matrices of expectation 
values are ill-conditioned. We have noticed that in our com­
puter program, such ill-conditioning leads to a deviation of 
the norm of the final wavefunction from the correct value of 
unity. Thus a good value of the norm indicates no problem 
with linear dependence. 
It can be observed that in certain cases some inner 
shell levels switch in going from the K basis to the 6 basis. 
This occurs for NaHg*, NaLi, Nagli*, and Naj+. The levels 
in question (see Tables 47 - 50, and 57 - 60) are nearly de­
generate, corresponding to the degenerate orbitals in the 
isolated atom. In the molecular environment they become 
slightly non-degenerate and the consequent splitting of the 
orbital energies is different in the separate calculations. 
The absolute ordering of these orbital energies appears to be 
a consequence of the basis and little physical significance 
is attributed to it. Furthermore, orbital energy differences 
in cases where switching occurs are of negligible magnitude 
(a maximum of 0.0003 a.u. or 0.2 kcal/mole). 
Population Analyses 
In 1955, Hulliken recommended a method of partitioning 
the electronic charge populations of LCAO-MO wavefunctions 
into net atom, overlap, and gross atom components (98-101). 
The basic definitions involved are; 
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HàP (i,i) z 
kl 
0P(i,aB) A ®ik ^il ^ kl 
kl 
and 
GAP(i,A) = RAP(i,A) + (1/2) I OP(i,AB) 
B#A 
The quantity NAP(i,A) is the net atom population due to orbi­
tal i at atom A. The OP(i,AB) is the overlap population of 
orbital i for the bond between atoms A and B« The 6AP(i,A) 
is the gross atom population of orbital i at atom A, one-half 
of the AB overlap population being added to the net atom pop­
ulation for every other atom in the molecule. The sums on k 
and 1 are over basis functions located on the atoms in ques­
tion and the c*s are molecular orbital coefficients. The 
quantity is the overlap integral between the respective 
basis functions denoted by k and 1. These definitions are 
constructed such that a sum over all atoms results in 
where N(i) is the orbital occupation number. For the closed-
shell Hartree-Fock wavefunctions used here, two electrons oc­
I GAP(i,A) = N(i) 
A 
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cupy each orbital such that N(i)=2.0. Summing instead over 
all orbitals i gives the total NAP, the total OP, or the to­
tal GAP for each atom or bond. The GAP and the OP are the 
atom and bond populations ordinarily referred to. Further 
summing the total GAP over all atoms gives the total number 
of electrons for the molecule-
While this description may not be ideal, (the factor of 
one-half in the definition of the overlap population being 
somewhat arbitrary), it is sufficient to give a general pic­
ture of the distribution of electrons in lieu of detailed 
density maps, expectation values of charge distribution prop­
erties, etc. For the molecules calculated here, there is al­
ways just one valence orbital. Furthermore, the core orbital 
distributions are such that the core orbital net atom popula­
tion is essentially equal to the core orbital gross atom pop­
ulation, with the overlap population due to core orbitals es­
sentially negligible. In order to display the Hulliken popu­
lation analyses for the molecules calculated here, it was 
felt adequate to sum these quantities over all core orbitals 
and present them for the core and valence orbitals separately 
along with totals. Tables 61-75 contain these population 
analyses for both basis A and B for all molecules including 
diatomics in order of increasing molecular weight. 
Of prime interest are the valence electron distributions 
for the triatomic ions. It is convenient to break the entire 
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group of molecules down into the classes described before. 
Populations in terms of the B bases are discussed unless 
otherwise noted. 
Homonuclear triatomic ions 
The homonuclear triatomic ions of E, Li, and Na are 
fairly uniform. The net atom populations are close to 0.30 
while the overlap populations are close to 0.36. 8^3+ devi­
ates the most from this trend. However, comparison of the 
respective homonuclear diatomics reveals a similar trend with 
the sodium quantities again the farthest off. If the diatom­
ic valence orbital overlap populations are compared to those 
of the triatomics, a smooth trend is observed. In the se­
quence where X = H, Li, Na, the ratio OPCXg)/OP (Xj-*-) equals 
2.32, 2.15, and 2.00. This relative comparison is further 
indication that our basis is adequate with respect to proper­
ty differences rather than absolute values. 
Dihydroqen-metal ions 
In both LiH2+ and NaHa* the two valence electrons reside 
primarily on the two H atoms and have "diatomic" charge popu­
lations very close to that of the isolated molecule. Very 
little of the electrons stray to the heavier atom. 
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Monohvdrogen-metal ions 
These linear symmetric "protonated homonuclear diatom-
ics" are most similar in gross atom population. The valence 
orbital is essentially resident at the proton site contribu­
ting approximately 3/4 of the electrons. Though the valence 
orbital overlap populations are reasonably different, a com­
parison with those of LiH and NaH reveals an identical trend 
as in the case of homonuclear triatomics. For X = Li and Na, 
the ratio of valence overlap populations, Op(IH)/OP(%2H+), 
equals 2.03 and 2.37 respectively. 
Sodium-lithium ions 
Besides the obvious homonuclear triatomics, the species 
NaLia* and Na^Li* correspond most closely to a three-center 
bonding situation. The bias for electron attraction is uni­
formly in favor of the Li atoms as in KaLi but not overly so 
as noted for hydrogen. The valence electrons seem to be dis­
tributed reasonably evenly around the whole triangular frame­
work. 
Dissociation Energy 
A question of particular interest in treating an unknown 
molecule by ab initio methods is the predicted stability with 
respect to dissociation. In the case of known molecules, the 
calculated dissociation energies are good tests for our atom­
ic orbital basis sets, since the energy changes are essen­
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tially due to valence orbitals and the design of the atomic 
orbital basis was meant to account for such valence shell 
deformations. 
Furthermore, the presently considered triatomic ions are 
particularly interesting because, for them, adequate values 
of the dissociation energies can be expected in the Hartree-
Fock approximation. For many chemical reactions, e.g. the 
dissociations of many diatomics, the Hartree-Fock approxima­
tion can predict only poor reaction energies, because the 
neglected correlation energy changes character in the course 
of the reaction. Therefore, it does not cancel out in the 
difference between the energy of the products and that of the 
reactants. This is so in particular, if the number of paired 
electrons in the products is different from that in the 
reactants. The situation is more favorable if reactants and 
products have an equal number of paired electrons. Thus, for 
example, the energy difference between HF and (H+ + F~) can 
be calculated more accurately than that between HF and 
(H + F) by the Hartree-Fock approximation. However, since 
in fact, the dissociation proceeds to (H + F), the Hartree-
Fock approximation cannot yield a useful internuclear 
distance dependence for the ground state energy of HF under 
dissociation. Only if all doubly filled orbitals of the 
reactants deform continuously into doubly occupied orbitals 
of the products, can the Hartree-Fock dissociation curve be 
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useful in the sense that it differs only by an approximate 
constant from the actual energy curve. An example is the re­
action He^ —> 2He. Another example is the dissociation of 
the triatomic ions considered here into a neutral diatonic 
and an atomic ion: ABC+ —> AB + C+. In this process the 
doubly filled three-center valence orbital goes continuously 
into the doubly-occupied diatomic valence orbital. As an 
illustration of the ability of the Hartree-Fock approximation 
to describe this process. Table 76 and Figure 2 show the re­
sults of calculations made for Li"^ in several very elongated 
isosceles conformations. The triangle base length is held 
fixed at the lig equilibrium distance. The gross atomic pop­
ulations given in Table 76 show clearly how the symmetric 
triatomic bond orbital deforms into a diatomic bond orbital 
while the energy approaches that of lig plus Li+. 
In the foregoing reasoning, the correlation energy has 
been approximated as the sum of intra-orbital pair correla­
tion energies. The implication is that the inter-orbital 
correlation can be neglected. This again is a favorable fea­
ture of the particular systems considered here. In general, 
molecular correlation energies are not the sum of intra­
orbital pair correlation energies. However, separated pair 
calculations of Hiller and Ruedenberg (102) have shown that 
in all four-electron atom systems (Li- to Ne+*), 92% of the 
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Figure 2. Dissociation energy curve for Li,* 
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lation energies of the inner orbital (about 0.042 a.u.) and 
that of the outer orbital (about 0.045 a.u.) for Be. Similar 
results have been obtained for LiH by Hehler et al. (103). 
It is to be expected that this additivity of inner and outer 
shell correlation energies remains valid for systems like Li^ 
and lig* which consist of disjointed inner shells and only 
one valence orbital (104). These systems are probably 
optimal for description by a separated pair wavefunction. 
Similar expectations hold for Nag, Nag*, etc. 
The question arises, whether the triatomic ion àBC+ dis­
sociates into (AS + C+) or into (AB+ + C) . The Hartree-Fock 
approximation can describe the former well but would be poor 
at describing the latter. This question is equivalent to the 
question which of the two sets of dissociation products has a 
lower energy. It is well known experimentally and theoreti­
cally (93), that + H+ is more stable than H + Fur­
thermore, accurate, near Hartree-Fock, self consistent-field 
calculations are available for the alternate products in some 
cases so that one may compare them. If the dissociation of 
LigH* is considered, the possible dissociation paths are to 
Lig + H+, Lig* + H, LiH + Li*, or LiH* + Li. Respective to­
tal energies of the products are -14.87179, -15.20971, 
-15.22372, and -15.16216 Hartrees where individual diatomic 
energies are from the compendium of Krauss (105) and the atom 
energies are from the list of Clementi (46) . Clearly, the 
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products LiH + Li+ are favored. On the other hand, Rali^* 
has the possible products NaLi + Li+, NaLi+ + Li, Lig + Na+, 
or Lig* + Na with respective product energies of -176.52985, 
-176.57132, -176.54855, and -176.56860 Hartrees. Energies 
for NaLi and NaLi+ are from Bertoncini et al. (94). Now, 
although it appears that the two lowest energy paths corre­
spond to formation of the diatomic ions, there is a correla­
tion energy difference between these products and those from 
paths which lead to neutral diatomics plus atomic ions. The 
energies of species which have paired valence electrons lack 
about -0.042 Hartrees of intra-pair correlation energy while 
this defect is absent in the case where products each have a 
single, unpaired valence electron. Therefore, if this 
quantity is added to the energies of the proper species, the 
total product energies, in the same sequence, become 
-176.57185, -176.57132, -176.59055, and -176.56860 Hartrees. 
Therefore, the paths leading to neutral diatomics, which are 
correctly described qualitatively by Hartree-Fock theory, are 
in fact predicted to be the lower energy dissociation paths. 
We proceed to the quantitative consideration of the re­
sults for the various triatomic ions. The uncorrected disso­
ciation energy, 
D =^^E{P) -^E(R) , 
P R 
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is the SUB of the energies of the dissociation products less 
the energy of the reactants, i.e. the undissociated mole­
cules. Values computed for D are presented in Table 77 for 
all triatoaic species treated here. Certain corrections may 
be applied to these values if needed. 
Correlation correction 
The accurate Hartree-Fock wavefunction accounts for ap­
proximately 99.5% of the absolute electronic energy of a mol­
ecule. The other 0.5% is called the correlation energy 
according to common usage. This energy is not trivial in a 
chemical sense since it usually is greater than typical bond 
energies. However, in the molecules considered here, 90% of 
the defect due to correlation energy can be accounted for in 
equal parts by the intrapair correlation contributions of 
each electron pair. Since the pairing of electrons is being 
preserved between the reactants and the products of the dis­
sociation reactions considered here, a large cancellation of 
the correlation defect will occur if the dissociation energy 
is computed using Hartree-Fock or approximate Hartree-Fock 
energies. & test of this hypothesis may be made by comparing 
accurate Hartree-Fock and accurate correlated results. 
Csizmadia et al. (106) obtained the necessary values for H 
and Hg. The electronic energy for H* is zero since there are 
no electrons. The dissociation energy, D, is found to be 
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0.1676 and 0.1658 Hartrees for correlated and uncorrelated 
vavefunctions respectively. The difference between these is 
0.0018 Hartrees or 1.1 kcal/mole. This is small in compari­
son to ordinary bond energies which run between 40 and 100 
kcal/mole. Therefore, it is assumed that a correlation cor­
rection is unnecessary due to an essentially complete cancel­
lation of the correlation effects between products and 
reactants. The concomitant dissociation energy found with 
the best wavefunction computed here is 0.1657 which is very 
close to the accurate result (see Table 26). Even with the 
poorer wavefanction in the & basis, the dissociation energy 
is 0.1656 Hartree. 
Zero point energy correction 
An ab initio calculation for a molecule represents an 
isolated system in a ground electronic state. The energy 
computed is the value corresponding to the lowest point on 
the potential energy curve if the geometry is optimum. In 
actuality, the uncertainty principle dictates that the system 
cannot be represented as being at this point but that the 
lowest energy of a molecule is the above energy plus the sum 
of zero point energies for each molecular vibrational mode. 
In the reactions, some of this energy is cancelled by taking 
the difference, but in general the cancellation is not nearly 
as complete as that actually found in the case of the corre­
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lation energy. The product diatomic molecule has only one 
degree of freedom or one vibrational mode, while the triatom-
ic species has four or three depending on whether the confor­
mation is linear or non-linear. For quantification, we may 
refer to the accurate results of Schwartz and Schaad (93) who 
computed some zero point energies. They found 6.29 and 12.70 
kcal/mole for and H3+ respectively, with a consequent dif­
ference for the dissociation reaction of 6.41 kcal/mole. 
This is a reasonably large fraction of the energy when one 
considers the uncorrected dissociation energy which is about 
100 kcal/mole for H 3+. Corresponding quantities from less 
accurate calculations on Li 3+ (95) and for Li2 from experi­
ment (107) place the respective zero point energies at 0.60 
and 0.50 kcal/mole. The absolute values of the zero point 
energies and their differences are, in this case, very small 
and clearly negligible. The large change from the case of 
the homonuclear hydrogen molecules is due to the large change 
in component atom weights. The frequency of vibration, 
is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the 
reduced mass, y, so that for the larger atomic weights, the 
zero point energy, hv^/2, with VQ=(2n)-i(k/%)i/2, values are 
highly diminished since the force constants k change only 
little. For this reason we choose to consider the zero point 
energy effect on the dissociation energy as negligible except 
possibly where the hydrogen atom is involved and dominant. 
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Snmrnarv 
The corrections which may be applied to the dissociation 
energy as computed directly from absolute ground state ener­
gies are largely cancelled by the differencing involved in 
the definition of dissociation energy or are negligible with 
respect to the total uncorrected dissociation energy. There­
fore, the stability of the triatomic ions will be discussed 
in relation to the uncorrected results, shown in Table 77, 
keeping in mind that for marginal cases, the corrections may 
yet be invoked to govern the conclusions when the necessary 
data and conditions are given. The largest non-cancelling 
correction discussed, that of zero point energy, cannot be 
computed since not enough of each potential energy surface 
was obtained in order to be able to ascertain or estimate the 
force constants for the various vibrational modes. 
Other corrections to be considered for certain experi­
mental situations are due to population of higher quantum vi­
brational and electronic states. These are usually not high­
ly populated unless there are unusually low lying states or 
some kind of high energy situation is involved. There is 
also the rotational and translational kinetic energy, usually 
taken proportional to ET/2 per degree of freedom. Finally, 
there is a pressure-volume term PV for a gas-phase. De­
pending on the situation, this might be estimated by 
considering the gas ideal so that PV=BT. 
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Hoaoncclear triatomic ions 
According to the discussion above, we find all the homo-
nuclear triatomic ions to be predicted stable. The best 
vavefunctions (basis B) for hydrogen, lithium, and sodium 
produce respective dissociation energies of 103.7, 41.8, and 
37.8 kcal/mole. There exists a large disparity between the 
dissociation energies of sodium as computed from the A and B 
bases. The A basis yields 62.5 kcal/mole. This is in con­
trast to the egual A and B values for the hydrogen case. 
This is presumably related to the adequacy of the various 
bases involved. It would appear that the A basis is already 
quite good for hydrogen, but less good for sodium. It is in 
some ways reassuring that a large difference is found since 
it shows that the wavefunctions are different and that one is 
substantially better than the other. Parenthetically, we may 
remark that Pitzer (108) has reported empirical bond ener­
gies, extrapolated to 0®K for homopolar bonds of the same 
atoms which are 103.2, 26, and 17.8 kcal/mole respectively. 
Our results are quantitatively in line with these values. 
Dihvdroqen-metal ions 
The reaction path has two alternate routes, leading ei­
ther to the hydrogen molecule plus metal ion or the hydride 
plus a proton. The equilibrium geometries of the species 
(Table 26) highly suggest the former of the two possibili­
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ties, being nearly that to begin with. The gross atom popu­
lations (Tables 64 and 69) reflect a situation close to that 
of the dissociated species. Moreover, the former is also 
energetically the most favorable. Dissociation energies 
found for liBz* and NaBa* are low, being respectively 5.2 and 
2.9 kcal/mole. It would seem that since these values are of 
such small magnitude, the effect of certain corrections might 
prove overwhelming and throw the reaction into reverse. The 
conclusion here would be that the ions are probably difficult 
to form even if marginally stable. & closer accounting of 
all energy terms would be necessary to make a final predic­
tion. Certain experimental evidence in support of this will 
be discussed. 
HonohYdroaen-metal ions 
It is well known theoretically and experimentally that 
LiH + Li+ is more stable than Lia + H+. Dissociation ener­
gies resulting in metal hydride plus metal ion are 57.2 and 
51.4 kcal/mole for Li2H+ and NagH* respectively. Pitzer 
(108) recorded bond energies of Li-H and Na-H of 58 and 47 
kcal/mole. These again show that our results are reasonable. 
He predict these ions to be stable due to the large magni­
tude of the dissociation energy. The zero point energy cor­
rection discussed above would be small since the metal atoms 
dominate and imply a large reduced mass. 
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Sodium-lithium ions 
The two species BaLig* and both have alternate 
reaction paths which are not dramatically different energy-
wise. Those paths which are energetically favored are where 
a positive sodium ion separates from the triatomic species 
rather than the lithium ion. Although the respective disso­
ciation energies of 31.2 and 33.6 kcal/mole for this case are 
of great enough magnitude that the species are predicted to 
be stable, the effect of various corrections and/or experi­
mental conditions may change the preferred low energy disso­
ciation path. 
Experimental Discussion 
Outside of H3+, there appears to be no experimental lit­
erature concerning the triatomic ions as such. However, some 
of these are known in mass spectra. Both Li3+ and Ba^* have 
been observed in spark spectra (109) where molecule lifetimes 
are about 1-15 microsec. Using the symmetric (âl*) vibra­
tional frequency estimate of 192 cm-i or the doubly degener­
ate (E*) vibration frequency estimate of 104 cm-* as given by 
Pfeiffer and Ellison (95), one finds that after formation, 
the molecule undergoes of the order of 10» to 10^ vibration 
cycles before it is collected for identification. Therefore, 
the lifetime is of such duration that one may safely say that 
there was indeed a stable ion. The opinion has also been 
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given (109) that the ions NaLig* and NajLi* coald be 
identified in the same situation if experiments were set ap 
to do so. An interesting correlation may be drawn from mass 
spectrometric results. It is established (109) that metal-
monohydrides are often detected while the metal-dihydrides 
are very rare. While this information is not from observa­
tions of alkali metal spectra, the correlation with present 
results is clear. It would seem reasonable from our argu­
ments concerning the geometry that in any situation where two 
hydrogen atoms are involved in a three-center bond, their at­
traction for each other would be very great. Therefore, sub­
sequent bonding of the Hg molecule with any other atoms would 
be minimal. In other words, the energy of the two electrons 
in Ha is so low compared to the available valence level of 
other species, that there is only little interaction. 
Besides the mass spectroscopic evidence, one might 
wonder whether there are other situations in which the ions 
could play an important part. There is certain evidence that 
the ions could be present in the highly conductive molten 
alkali-metal alkali-halide solutions. Reviews by corbett 
(110) and Bredig (111) cite measurements which show that al­
though specific conductance increases with metal concentra­
tion, the equivalent conductance initially decreases. Some 
have ascribed this to the possible formation of metal diatom-
ics and the resulting trapping of otherwise free conduction 
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electrons. The hosonuclear triatoaic species, N3+, treated 
here would also appear to be in accord with this argument, 
the diatomic forming bonds with the free metal ions of the 
salt. Spin resonance measurements on the lithium-lithium 
iodide solution suggest that electrons are paired. In addi­
tion, it is found (112) that molten Ka-NaCl solutions are 
largely diamagnetic and become only slightly paramagnetic as 
metal concentration increases. Such properties relating to 
the electron pairing are also consistent with H3+ as a possi­
ble participating species. Though there seems to be no 
evidence for presence of the triatomic ions in particular, 
they would not appear to be excluded by any evidence. 
Alkali-metal liquid ammonia solutions are another situa­
tion in which the triatomic ions might exist. However, less 
is known about the nature of the concentrated solutions than 
about the molten salts. In high concentration, the metal 
solutions are excellent conductors and, in contrast to the 
dilute solutions, have no unpaired electrons (113,114). Here 
too, the evidence does not exclude the possibility of partic­
ipation of the triatomic ions. 
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Table 25. Comparison with literature SCP results 
Geometry 













- Herzberg (107) 
1967 Schwartz & 
Schaad (115) 
1970 Csizaadia 
et al. (106) 


















1967 Schwartz & 
Schaad (93) 
1970 Csizmadia 
et al. (106) 
1971 This work 
1970 Janoschek (116) 
1965 dementi (46) 
















Abbreviations are as follows: 
Exp. 
DIM 
- Herzberg (107) 
1967 Frost (117) 
1966 Csizmadia (118) 
1967 Cade & Huo (119) 
1971 This work 
Experimental (Conversion: 0.52917 a.u./A®) 
Diatomics in molecules model-non SCF (120) 
FSGO Floating spherical Gaussian orbital model-non 
SCF (117) 
LCSTO Linear combination of Slater-type orbitals 
LCGTO Linear combination of Gaussian-type orbitals 
ON Off-nuclear Gaussians used 
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Table 25. (Continued) 
Geometry 


















1967 Hu & 
Ellison (121) 
1970 Ray (96) 
1970 Lester (97) 













- Herzberg (107) 
197 0 Janoschek (116) 
1967 Cade & »ahl (105) 













1967 Wu S 
Ellison (121) 
1970 Say (96) 
1967 Diercicsen & 
Preuss (122) 














1965 Pfeiffer S 
Ellison (95) 
1970 Ray (96) 
1970 Janoschek (116) 
1971 This work 
approximate theory - No absolute energy value is obtained 
for a valid comparison 
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Table 25. (Continued) 
Geometry 





























1965 dementi (46) 
1971 This work 
Herzberg (107) 
1967 Cade S Euo (123) 
1971 This work 
1970 Bertoncini 
et al. (94) 
1971 This work 
- Herzberg (107) 
1967 LMSS (105) 
1971 This work 
Table 26. Optimum molecular geometries and energies 
Point 
Group 
BASIS A BASIS B 
Molecule Geometry Energy Geometry Energy 
Ha ®ooh r=1.391 -1.130829 r=1.387 -1.133128 
H3 + »3h e=1.650 -1.296411 8=1.643 -1.298797 
Li+ O3 - -7.221335 - -7.232922 
LiH ^oov r=3.03t» -7.968505 r=3.059 -7.981232 
lin2 + 




Lia Dooh r=5.164 -14.834200 r=5.250 -14.863972 
Li2H+ ®«>h t=3.165 -15.283033 t=3. 1635 -15.305500 
Lis* ®3h e=5.812 -22.127484 e=5.751 -22.163685 
Table 26. (Continued) 
Point 
Group 
BASIS A BASIS B 
Molecule Geometry Energy Geometry Energy 
Na+ O3 - -161.391975 - -161.601805 
NaH r=3.518 -162.088936 r=3.603 -162.314134 





NaLi ^ooy r=5.228 -168.970398 r=5. 598 -169.212455 





Nag ®ooh r=5.U12 -323.056571 r=5.874 -323.557963 
NaaH* t=3.699 -323.573029 t=3.783 -323.997984 





Na,+ »3h e=6.133 -484.548381 0=6.722 -485.220160 
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Table 27, Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for Hg 
Molecular Energy = -1.1308295313 
Kinetic Energy = 1.1303431375 
Potential Energy = -2.2611726688 
Virial Ratio = 1.9995698788 
Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nncl Attraction = 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





























Table 28. Basis B vavefanction and energy terms for 5% 
Holecalar Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction 
Sucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital lAlg 
Basis -0.596585 
H Is 0.535813 
Is* 0.001602 


















Table 29. Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for H3+ 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1* 
Basis -1.207198 
Is 0. 376118 
Is' 0. 060327 
Is* * 0. 004536 
2p% -0. 044112 
2px* -0. 004142 
2py 0. 025468 
2py* 0. 002392 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz* 0. 0 
Is 0. 376118 
Is' 0. 060327 
Is" 0. 004536 
2px 0. 044112 
2px' 0. 004142 
2py 0. 025468 
2py' 0. 002392 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 
Is 0. 376118 
Is' 0. 060327 
Is" 0. 004536 
2px 0. 0 
2px' 0. 0 
2py -0. 050936 
2py' -0. 004783 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 
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Table 30. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for + 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction = 
Kucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1* 
Basis -1.211119 
Is 0, .381434 
Is' 0. 058052 
Is'  0, 002863 
2px 0. ,032814 
2px' 0. 014786 
2py 0, 018945 
2py' 0, ,008537 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz» 0. 0 
Is 0. 381434 
Is' 0. 058052 
Is" 0. 002863 
2px -0. 032814 
2px« -0. 014786 
2py 0. 018945 
2py' 0. 008537 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 
Is 0. 381434 
Is' 0. 058052 
Is'  0. 002863 
2px 0. 0 
2px' 0. 0 
2py -0. 037890 
2py' -0. 017074 
2pz 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 
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Table 31. Basis 1 wavefunction and energy terms for Li+ 
Holecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





3lec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nacl Repulsion = 
Wavefunction Norm = 
1.6432000918 
-16.0527837679 
0 . 0  
1.0000000000 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital Is 
Basis -2.789068 






Table 32. Basis B wavefuactioa and energy terms for Li+ 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction = 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital Is 
Basis -2.791298 






Table 33- Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for LiH 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction = 
Nucl-Kucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1 2&1 
Basis -2.441669 -0.298057 
Is 0. 990937 -0. 130114 
1s» -0. 036723 0. 012100 
2s 0. 002834 0. 347585 
2s» 0. 006378 0. 002468 
2s» » 0. 007637 -0. 003465 
2px 0. 0 0. 0 
2px» 0. 0 0. 0 
2py 0. 0 0. 0 
2py» 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz -0. 004677 0. 220743 
2pz» -0. 007075 0. 051894 
1s -0. 005124 -0. 670123 
1s» 0. 000754 0. 079784 
1s» » -0. 000235 0. 005495 
2px 0. 0 0. 0 
2px« 0. 0 0. 0 
2py 0. 0 0. 0 
2py» 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz -0. 002177 -0. 019215 
2pz» -0. 000904 -0. 002201 
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Table 34. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for LiH 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Slec-Slec Repulsion : 
3lec-Nucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1 2A1 
Basis -2. 450591 -0.299679 
Li Is -0. 995268 -0.131772 
Is» 0. 038415 0.013917 
2s 0. 008195 0.320950 
2s*  0. 005297 0.008293 
2s*  •  -0. 003598 -0.003625 
2px 0. 0 0.0 
2px' 0. 0 0.0 
2py 0. 0 0.0 
2py» 0. 0 0.0 
2pz -0. 011668 -0.198249 
2pz* -0. 010222 -0.062991 
H Is 0. 016104 -0.689617 
Is' -0. 008059 0.105624 
Is» • -0. 001933 0.014297 
2px 0. 0 0.0 
2px' 0-0 0.0 
2py 0. 0 0.0 
2py' 0. 0 0.0 
2pz -0. 007529 0.022835 
2pz' 0. 005407 0.002006 
Table 35. Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for LiEg* 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1 2A1 
Basis -2. 767027 -0. 849278 
Is -0.000948 -0. 522794 
Is' 0. 000090 -0. ,007031 
Is'' 0, 000179 0, .001406 
2pz 0. ,000319 -0. 040793 
2px' -0. 000263 -0. 001821 
2py 0. 000569 -0. 028187 
2py* -0. 000017 0. 007769 
2pz 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz* 0. 0 0. 0 
Is -0. 000948 -0. 522794 
Is' 0. 000090 -0. 007031 
Is" 0. 000179 0. 001406 
2px -0. 000319 0. 040793 
2px' 0. 000263 0. 001821 
2py 0. 000569 -0. 028187 
2py« -0. 000017 0. 007769 
2pz 0, 0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0. 0 
Is . 0. 992202 -0. 047476 
Is' -0. 036665 0. 005618 
2s 0-002968 0. 023037 
2s' 0. 005626 0. 007170 
2s' ' 0. 007339 -0. 001099 
2px 0. 0 0. 0 
2px' 0. 0 0. 0 
2py — 0. 000329 0. 020212 
2py' -0. 000090 0. 022311 
2pz 0-0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0. 0 
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Table 36. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for LiH^* 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Blec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1 2A1 
Basis -2.770741 -0.849061 
Is -0.001784 0.523300 
Is» 0.000365 0.007379 
1s« • 0.000024 -0.003608 
2px -0.000311 0-034882 
2px' 0.000156 0-007037 
2py -0.001443 0.023703 
2py' 0.000637 -0.005548 
2pz 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0-0 
1s -0.001784 0-523300 
Is' 0.000365 0-007379 
Is" 0.000024 -0-003608 
2px 0.000311 -0.034882 
2px* -0.000156 -0.007037 
2py -0.001443 0.023703 
2py' 0.000637 -0.005548 
2pz 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0-0 0.0 
Is 0.9 97855 0.046055 
Is! -0.038871 -0.005889 
2s 0.000810 -0-020888 
2s' -0.002160 -0.015477 
2s" 0.002802 0-001533 
2px 0.0 0-0 
2px' 0-0 0-0 
2py -0.001931 -0-021765 
2py' -0-001879 -0.028893 
2pz 0- 0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 
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Table 37. Basis A wavefauction and energy terms for Li^ 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nttcl Attraction 
Nacl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital lAlg lA2u 2»1g 
Basis -2.430178 -2. 429932 -0, .169622 
Is 0.701209 -0. 700920 -0, .131031 
Is* -0.026096 0, 025894 0. ,009110 
2s 0.002997 0. 003217 0, 557299 
2s' 0.004331 -0, ,004978 -0. ,019885 
2s' * 0.005364 -0, ,005249 -0. ,005455 
2px 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2px' 0.0 0. ,0 0. 0 
2py 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py' 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz 0.001048 -0. 005201 -0. 087466 
2pz' 0.002074 -0. 001119 -0. 027565 
Is 0.701209 0. 700920 -0. 131031 
Is' -0.026096 -0. 025894 0-009109 
2s 0.002997 -0. 003217 0. 557299 
2s' 0.004331 0. 004978 -0. 019885 
2s' ' 0.005364 0. 005249 -0. 005455 
2px 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2px' 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py» 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz -0.001048 -0. 005201 0. 087466 
2pz' -0.002074 -0. 001119 0. 027565 
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Table 38. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for Li^ 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction = 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital lAlg 1A2u 2A1g 
Basis —2. 451490 -2. 451291 -0, .178185 
Is 0. 705324 0. ,706152 -0. 126912 
Is» -0. 027690 -0. 027974 0. 010004 
2s 0. ,002180 0. ,011196 0, 541081 
2s' -0. 000238 -0. 003818 -0. 032930 
2s» ' 0. 001740 0. 002988 -0. 002360 
2px 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2px* 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py« 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz 0. 000009 -0. 003111 -0. 099404 
2pz» 0. 001038 0. 004889 -0. 035338 
Is 0-705324 -0. 706152 -0. 126912 
Is» -0. 027690 0. 027974 0. 010004 
2s 0. 002180 -0. 011196 0. 541081 
2s» -0. 000238 0. 003818 -0. 032930 
2s» » 0. 001740 -0. 002988 -0. 002360 
2px 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2px» 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2py* 0. 0 0-0 0. 0 
2pz -0. 000009 -0. 003111 0. 099404 
2pz» -0. 001038 0. 004889 0. 035338 
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Table 39. Basis k wavefunction and energy terms for ligH* 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
rbital lAlg lA2u 2A1g 
Basis -2.646612 -2.646480 -0.557067 
Is 0.701031 -0.700920 0.102502 
1s« -0.025932 0.025841 -0.011796 
2s 0.002996 0.001296 -0.128438 
2s' 0.004474 -0.004019 -0.008117 
2s*' 0.005275 -0.005262 0.002566 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px« 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py» 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.001087 -0.004717 0.097686 
2pz' 0.002296 -0.002970 0.046199 
Is 0.701031 0.700920 0.102502 
Is» -0.025932 -0.025841 -0.011796 
2s 0.002996 -0.001296 -0.128438 
2s « 0.004474 0.004019 -0.008117 
2s" 0.005275 0.005262 0.002566 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py« 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz -0.001087 -0.004717 -0.097686 
2pz' -0.002296 -0.002970 -0.046199 
Is -0.003445 0.0 0.754874 
Is» 
-0.000271 0.0 -0.107262 
Is'  -0.000251 0.0 -0.006519 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px» 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py» 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 -0.003507 0.0 
2pz» 0.0 0.000438 0.0 
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Table 40. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for ligH* 
Holecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nacl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital lAlg 1A2u 2A1g 
Basis -2.650342 -2.650196 -0.557062 
Is -0.704190 -0.705149 0. 102553 
Is» 0.027170 0.027512 -0.012403 
2s 0.005062 -0.004338 -0.134973 
2s' 0.003124 0.004047 -0.028873 
2s'' -0.002653 -0.002603 0.005123 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0-0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz -0.006457 0.000019 0.105906 
2pz' -0.005598 -0-005341 0.068135 
Is -0.704190 0-705149 0.102553 
Is' 0.027170 -0.027512 -0.012403 
2s 0.005062 0.004338 -0.134973 
2s' 0.003124 -0.004047 -0.028873 
2s" -0.002653 0.002603 0.005123 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0-0 0.0 
2pz 0.006457 0.000019 -0.105906 
2pz' 0.005598 -0-005341 -0.068135 
Is 0.019253 0.0 0.721837 
Is* -0.009630 0.0 -0.097211 
Is" -0.002391 0.0 -0.006964 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0-0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0-0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0-0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 -0.004973 0.0 
2pz» 0.0 0-003448 0.0 
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Table 41. Basis K wavefunction and energy terms for Li3+ 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 
Virial Ratio = 
Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 









Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1' IE* IE' 2A1' 
Basis -2.625838 -2.625735 -2.625735 -0.359666 
Is 0.572593 0.698065 0.409850 -0. 110459 
Is» -0. 021246 -0.025757 -0.015123 0. 009653 
2s 0. 002770 -0,002232 -0.001310 0. 358423 
2s' 0. 003726 0.004945 0.002903 -0. 003548 
2s'  0. 004334 0.005234 0.003073 -0, .003958 
2px -0. 000673 -0.004239 -0i001414 0. 126110 
2px« -0, .001104 -0.001007 -0.000726 0. 027374 
2py 0, .000388 0.001363 0.002662 -0. 072810 
2py' 0, .000637 0.000717 0.000188 -0. 015805 
2pz 0, .0 . 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
2pz* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
Is 0.572593 -0.703973 0.399617 -0, .110459 
Is' -0, 021246 0.025975 -0.014745 0.009653 
2s 0. 002770 0.002251 -0.001278 0. ,358423 
2s' 0. 003726 -0.004987 0.002831 -0. 003548 
2s' » 0. 004334 -0.005278 0.002996 -0. 003958 
2?x 0. 000673 -0.004259 0.001351 -0. 126110 
2px» 0, 001104 -0.001017 0.000711 -0. 027374 
2py 0. 000388 -0.001402 0.002642 -0. 072810 
2py* 0. 000637 -0.000720 0.000177 -0. 015805 
2pz 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
Is 0. 572593 0.005908 -0.809467 -0. 110459 
Is' -0. 021246 -0.000218 0.029868 0. 009653 
2s 0. 002770 -0.000019 0.002588 0. 358423 
2s' 0. 003726 0,000042 -0.005734 -0. 003548 
2s" 0. 004334 0.000044 -0.006069 -0. 003958 
2px 0. 0 -0.001854 -0.000014 0. 0 
2px' 0. 0 0.000232 0.000002 0. 0 
2py -0. 000777 -0.000037 0.005047 0. 145619 
2py« -0. 001275 -0.000010 0.001427 0. 031609 
2pz 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
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Table 42. Basis B wavefunction and energy terms for Li,* 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 
Virial Batio = 
Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction = 
Nucl-Sucl Repulsion = 









Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 111* 1E« 1E» 2A1' 
Basis -2.627572 -2.627454 -2.627454 -0.361974 
Is 0. 575855 0. 002698 -0. 815287 -0.112149 
Is* -0. 022563 -0. 000107 0. 032187 0, .010819 
2s 0, .001550 0. 000044 -0. 013238 0.349466 
2s' -0. 000314 -0, .000014 0.004178 0.021688 
2s' • 0. 001209 0, .000011 . -0. 003453 -0. ,008883 
2px -0.000266 -0, .000953 0. ,003409 -0, ,131400 
2px« 0. 000760 0, .000756 -0.004218 -0. ,045748 
2py -0, ,000153 0, 001625 0. 001976 -0. 075864 
2py» 0, 000439 -0, .001278 — Oè ,002441 -0. 026413 
2pz 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2z)z* 0. 0 0. ,0 0. 0 0. 0 
Is 0. 575855 -0. 707408 0. 405307 -0. 112149 
Is' -0. 022563 0-027928 -0. 016001 0. 010819 
2s 0. 001550 -0, 011487 0. 006581 0. 349466 
2s' -0. 000314 0. 003625 -0. 002077 0. 021688 
2s' « 0. 001209 -0. 002996 0. 001717 -0. 008383 
2px 0. 000266 -0. 002493 0. 002513 0. 131400 
2px* -0. 000760 0. 003292 -0. 002742 0. 045748 
2py -0. 000153 0. 002520 0. 000436 -0. 075864 
2py« 0. 000439 -0. 002753 0. 000095 -0. 026413 
2pz 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
Is 0. 575855 0. 704710 0. 409980 -0. 112149 
Is' -0. 022563 -0. 027822 -0. 016186 0. 010819 
2s 0. 001550 0. 011443 0. 006657 0. 349466 
2s' -0. 000314 -0. 003611 -0. 002101 0. 021688 
2s' ' 0*. 001209 0. 002985 0. 001736 -0. 008883 
2px 0. 0 -0. 000947 0. 001628 0. 0 
2px* 0. 0 0. 000747 -0. 001284 0. 0 
2py 0. 000307 0. 003406 0. 001981 . 0. 151727 
2py« -0. 000877 -0. 004212 -0. 002450 0. 052825 
2pz 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
2pz' 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 
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Table 43. Basis X «avefaaction and energy terms for Ha* 
Molecular Energy 
Kinetic Energy « 
Potential Energy 





Blec-Elec Repulsion « 
Blec-Nacl Attraction 
ïucl-Hocl Repnlsion » 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalnes 
Orbital Is 2s 2py 2px 2pz 
Basis -40.751529 -3.083888 -1.801565 -1.801565 -1.801565 
Is 0.997939 -0.245053 
2s -0-047528 0.992269 
2s' 0.029848 0.019275 
3s 0.020016 0.015280 
3s' 0.042515 0.031979 
3s" -0.030091 -0-023332 
2px 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 
3p* 0.0 0.0 
3px' 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 
3py' 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -1.000959 0.0 
0.0 0.006507 0.0 
0.0 -0.002229 0.0 
0.0 -0.001276 0.0 
1.000959 0.0 0.0 
0.006507 0.0 0.0 
•0.002229 0.0 0.0 
0.001276 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 -1.000959 
0.0 0.0 0.006507 
0.0 0.0 -0.002229 
0.0 0.0 -0.001276 
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Table 44. Basis B waTefanction and energy terns for Sa* 
Molecular Energy = -161.6018052724 Elec-Blec Repulsion = 63.1748535046 
Kinetic Energy = 161.5127492148 Elec-Kacl Attraction = -386.2894079917 
Potential Energy = -323.1145544872 Hacl-Hacl Repulsion = 0.0 
Tirial Ratio = 1.9994489167 Savefunction Hot» « 1.0000000000 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital Is 2s 2py 2pz 2px 
Basis -40.745661 -3.073127 -1.798230 -1.798230 -1.798230 
Is 0.999463 0.244073 0.0 0.0 O.O 
2s -0.005212 -1.029041 0.0 0.0 O.O 
2s « 0.004205 0.001001 0.0 0.0 O.O 
3s 0.002578 -0.003088 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s' 0.004816 0.002978 0.0 0.0 O.O 
3s" 0.007503 -0.000850 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000604 
2px« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000945 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001258 
3px« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001574 
2py 0.0 0.0 1.000604 0.0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 -0.000945 0.0 O.O 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.001258 0.0 0.0 
3py' 0.0 0.0 0. 00 1 574 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000604 0.0 
2pz" 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000945 O.O 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001258 0.0 
3pz" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001574 O.O 
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Table 45. Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for HaH 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-NQcl Attraction = 
Hacl-Hacl Repulsion -





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A1 2*1 lEIX 121y 3A1 *A1 
Basis ' -«0.*32719 -2.773838 -1.*8930* -1-«8930* -1.«87830 -0.247117 
Ha Is -0.997938 -0.2**9*1 0.0 0.0 -0.00637* -0.026000 
2s 0.0*7602 0.9913** 0.0 0.0 0.029*65 0. 110701 
2s» -0.029885 0.019500 0.0 0.0 0.00016* 0.01052* 
3s -0.019801 0.01*906 0.0 0.0 0.000*79 -0.316587 
3s' -0.0*2627 0.0329*5 0.0 0.0 -0.006336 -0.011969 
33"' 0.030113 -0.023526 0.0 0.0 0.001222 -0.019698 
2pi 0.0 0.0 0.999009 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2?X' 0.0 0.0 -0.007181 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3?x 0.0 0.0 -0.00167* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3?x' 0.0 0.0 -0.001557 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999009 0.0 0.0 
2?y' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.007181 0.0 0.0 
3?y 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.00167* 0.0 0.0 
3?y' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001557 0.0 0.0 
2pz -0.000016 0.020**3 0.0 0.0 -0.999066 -0.100012 
2?2' -0.000380 -0.002628 0.0 0.0 0.006232 0.0028*7 
3pz 0.000511 -0.001867 0.0 0.0 0.0091*8 -0.130837 
3oz' 0.000206 -0.000728 0.0 0.0 0.003*72 -0.028085 
H 13 -0.000598 0.00*522 0.0 0.0 0.002*07 -0.756513 
Is' 0.000281 -0.001*55 0.0 0.0 0.006295 0.137725 
Is" 0.000078 -0.000388 0.0 0.0 0.000*03 0.915362 
2?x 0.0 0.0 -0.000*68 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2?x' 0.0 O.O -0. 000225 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2?y 0.0 0 . 0  0 . 0  -0.000*68 0.0 0.0 
2?y' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000225 0.0 0.0 
2?z -0.000215 0.001871 0.0 0.0 0.011081 -0.021248 
2pz' 0.000025 -0.000352 0.0 0.0 -0.00*2** 0.023074 
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Table 46. Basis B wavefanction and energy teems for HaR 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy » 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction = 
Kacl-Nacl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Ka 
Orbital 111 2A1 lEIx lEIy 3A1 4A1 
B£SiS -40.448084 -2.783071 -1.506296 -1.506296 -1.505019 -0.268901 
I •!S 0.999459 -0.244014 0.0 0.0 -0.005585 -0.022828 
2s -0.005297 1.028395 0.0 0.0 0.024913 0.124813 
2s • 0.004216 -0.001016 0.0 0.0 0.000235 -0,000161 
3s 0.002214 0.001595 0.0 0.0 -0.001767 -0.323578 
3s' 0.004570 -0.004138 0.0 0.0 -0.006862 -0.018964 
3s' ' 0.007563 0.000936 0.0 0.0 -0.003214 0.011174 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.999476 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 -0.001836 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pr 0.0 0.0 -0.001751 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ipx* 0.0 0.0 -0.001406 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999476 0.0 0.0 
2PT' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001836 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001751 0.0 0.0 
3p7' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001406 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.000081 0.018313 0.0 0.0 -0.998915 -0.089687 
2pz' 0.000226 -0.002613 0.0 0.0 0.000666 0.001042 
3pz -0.000273 -0.000894 0.0 0.0 0.004422 -0.124508 
3pz' -0.000476 -0.002149 0.0 0.0 0.002590 -0.024923 
Is 0.000375 0.002903 0.0 0.0 0,004345 -0.740228 
Is' -0.000173 -0.000613 0.0 0.0 0.004525 0.149502 
Is' ' 0.000015 0.000188 0.0 0.0 0.000853 0,025058 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.000399 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 -0.000645 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000399 0.0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000845 O.O 0.0 
2pz -0.000540 -0.003561 0.0 0.0 0.000864 0.028161 
2pz' 0.000272 0.001258 0.0 0.0 -0.002407 -0.002806 
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Table 47. Basis A wavefunction and energy terms for BaH,* 
Molecular Energy 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Macl Attraction = 
Hucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1*1 2*1 1B1 3*1 1B2 4*1 
Basis -40.739771 -3.072715 -1.790389 -1.790319 -1.790305 -0.806620 
H Is -0.000404 0.003141 -0.011044 -0.005176 0.0 -0.527327 
Is' 0.000305 -0.001943 0.004977 0.000744 0.0 -0.005072 
Is' • 0.000054 -0.000254 0.000174 -0.000276 0.0 0.002200 
2px 0.000193 -0.001441 -0.004501 0.001797 0.0 -0-036655 
2px' -0.000177 0.001107 0-002058 -0.001161 0.0 -0.003734 
2p:' -0.000289 0.002021 0.001717 -0.001554 0.0 -0.021299 
2p:" 0.000132 -0.000767 -0.000599 -0.000437 0.0 0.006945 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000754 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000451 0.0 
H Is -0.000404 0.003141 0.011044 -0.005176 0.0 -0.527327 
Is' 0.000305 -0.001943 -0.004977 0.000744 0.0 -0.005072 
Is'" 0.000054 -0.0002S4 -0.000174 -0.000276 0.0 0.002200 
2p: -0.000193 0.001441 -0.004501 -0.001797 0.0 0.036655 
2px' 0.000177 -0.001107 0.002058 0.001161 0.0 0.003734 
2P7 -0.000289 0.002021 -0.001717 -0.001554 0.0 -0.021299 
2p-f 0.000132 -0.000767 0.000599 -0.000437 0.0 0.006945 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000754 0.0 
2pz" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000451 0.0 
a Is -0.997935 -0.245042 0.0 0.000439 0.0 -0.004542 
2s 0.047600 0.991590 0.0 -0.001657 0.0 0.021483 
2s' -0.029S85 0.019500 0.0 -0.000110 0.0 0.001685 
3s -0.019561 0.012337 0.0 0.002087 0.0 -0.020797 
3s* -0.042650 0.032832 0.0 0.000132 0.0 0.000975 
3s" 0.030103 -0.023665 0.0 0.000079 0.0 -0.002478 
2p* 0.0 0.0 1.000837 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 -C.006601 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pX 0.0 0.0 0.002740 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3p*> 0.0 0.0 0.001033 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.000011 -0.001332 0.0 -1.000937 0.0 0.034279 
Zpy' 0.000020 0.000091 0.0 0.006525 0.0 —0.000565 
3p7 -0.000681 0.004558 0.0 -0.004843 0.0 0.012450 
Spy' 0.000021 0.000062 0.0 -0.001089 0.0 0.003401 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.000859 0.0 
2F2' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006582 0.0 
3cz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.002422 0.0 
3;%' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001082 0.0 
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Table 48. Basis B uavefunction and energy terms for HaH,* 
Molecular Energy 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy 





Elec-Elec Bepulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction = 
Bacl-Nncl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital IM 2*1 1B1 1B2 3M *11 
Basis -40.734156 -3.062219 -1.787368 -1.787292 -1-787215 -0.806919 
Is 0.000104 -0.000590 -0.003059 0.0 0.001668 0.532276 
Is» 0.000009 -0.000072 0.001308 0.0 -0.000075 0.001410 
Is" 0.000015 -0.000165 0.000028 0.0 -0.000152 -0.005520 
2px -0.000200 0.001395 -0.000979 0.0 0.001002 0.033129 
2pz' 0.000127 -0.000806 0.000297 0.0 -0.000352 0.007509 
2py -0.000110 0.000720 -0.000375 0.0 0.000741 0.022947 
2py' 0.000078 -0.000534 0.000191 0.0 -0.000300 -0.008345 
2pz 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.000004 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000024 0.0 0.0 
Is 0.000104 -0.000590 0.003059 0.0 0.001668 0.532276 
Is* 0.000009 -0.000072 -0.001308 0.0 -0.000075 0.001410 
Is' • 0.000015 -0.000165 -0.000028 0.0 -0.000152 -0.005520 
2px 0.000200 -0.001395 -0.000979 0.0 -0.001002 -0.033129 
2p%' -0.000127 0.000806 0.000297 0.0 0.000352 -0.007509 
2py -0.000110 0.000720 0.000375 0.0 0.000741 0.022947 
2py' 0.000078 -0.000534 -0.000191 0.0 -0.000300 -0.008345 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000004 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000024 0.0 0.0 
Is -0.999461 -0.244067 0.0 0.0 -0.000436 0.004269 
2s 0.005242 1.028952 0.0 0.0 0.001838 -0.026479 
2s' -0.004218 -0.001029 0.0 0.0 0.000003 0.000609 
3s -0.002517 0.002658 0.0 0.0 -0.000924 0.009510 
3s' -0.00474 9 -0.003471 0.0 0.0 -0.000883 0.007707 
3s" -0.007546 0.000956 0.0 0.0 -0.000255 -0.001895 
2px 0.0 O.O -1.000520 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.001062 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 -0.001113 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px' 0.0 O.O -0.001398 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py -0.000010 -0.001358 0.0 0.0 1.000498 -0.033718 
2py' 0.000038 0.000146 0.0 0.0 -0.000882 0.000339 
3py -0.000025 0.000093 0.0 0.0 0.001524 -0.000932 
3py' -0.000165 0.000936 0.0 0.0 0.002006 -0.009632 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000529 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001040 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001071 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001383 0.0 0.0 
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Table 49. Basis i vaTefunction and energy terms for BaLi 
Molecular Energy -
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Bepalsion = 
Elec-Hocl Attraction 
Hncl-Nacl Repulsion = 
Wavefanction Horn = 
Coefficient Vectors and Sigenralues 
irbital U1 2X1 3*1 lElI lEIy 4&1 
Basis -40.*30689 -2.770020 -2-390222 -1.*84*55 -1.484*55 -1.484151 
Is -0.997935 -0.2*5135 -0.000136 0.0 0.0 0.003388 
2s 0.0*775* 0.990983 0.000357 0.0 0.0 -0.014462 
2s' -0.029906 0.0196*0 0.000001 0.0 0.0 0.000020 
3s -0.018726 0.0066** -0. 001*62 0.0 0.0 0.009615 
3s' -0.0*2676 0.032225 -0.000188 0.0 0.0 0.004606 
3s" 0.030103 -0.023587 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000613 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999220 0.0 0.0 
2px« 0.0 0.0 O.O -0.006832 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001269 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.00108* 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999220 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.006832 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001269 0.0 
3py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O -0.001084 0.0 
2pz -0.000037 0.010*76 0.000325 0.0 0.0 0.999119 
2pz' -0.000180 -0.001268 -0.000036 0.0 0.0 -0.006688 
3pz 0-C01193 -0.007663 -0.000585 0.0 0.0 0.00270* 
3oz' O.C00057 -0.000617 0.000086 0.0 0.0 -0.000935 
Is O.C-00075 -0.000757 0.991593 0.0 0.0 -0.00168* 
Is' -O.C00030 0.000230 -0.036912 0.0 0.0 0.0000*6 
2s 0.C0138* -0.009805 0.003021 0.0 0.0 0.0085*4 
2s' -0.C00127 0.000752 0.00636* 0.0 0.0 0.001*39 
2s" O.C00001 0.000061 0.00757* O.O 0.0 -0.000041 
2px O.C 0.0 0.0 -0.00258* 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000212 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.002584 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000212 0.0 
2pz 0.001*72 -0.010328 -0.002025 0.0 0.0 0.0067*8 


















0 .0  
0 . 0  











0 . 0  
0.0 




Table 50. Basis B vavefunctios and energy terms for HaLi 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Blec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hucl Attraction » 
Hucl-Hucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital I&1 211 3&1 4*1 1E1X lEIy 5i1 
Basis -40.443180 -2.776407 -2.446015 -1.498893 -1.498766 -1.498766 -0.167503 
1 Is -0.999476 -0.244085 -0.000044 -0.002415 0.0 0.0 -0.025185 
2s 0.005182 1.029719 0.000440 0.010822 0.0 0.0 0.138039 
2s' -0.004206 -0.000946 -0.000022 0.000050 0.0 0.0 0.000448 
3s -0.003648 0.010482 0.001029 0.000145 0.0 0.0 -0.408552 
3s' -0.004691 -0.003888 -0.000373 -0.003848 0.0 0.0 -0.013347 
3s' « 
-0.307611 0.000890 0.000318 -0.001431 0.0 0.0 0.016002 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999464 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001351 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001856 0.0 0.0 
3px' 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001161 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999464 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001351 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001856 0.0 
3py* 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001161 0.0 
2pz -0.300026 0.007790 -0.000080 -0.999227 0.0 0.0 -0.039085 
2pz' -0.300108 -0.001140 0.000153 0.001202 0.0 0.0 0.000645 
3pz -0.300687 0.004977 -0.000674 0.003722 0.0 0.0 0.000668 
3pz' 0.000137 -0.000422 -0.001289 0.001404 0.0 0.0 -0.020882 
Is -0.000039 0.000314 0.997766 0.001313 0.0 0.0 -0.118911 
Is" -0.000003 -0.000143 -0.039230 -0.000128 0.0 0.0 0.006022 
2s -0.001068 0.007044 0.003832 0.001294 0.0 0.0 0.696118 
2s' 0.000230 -0.001632 -0.001210 -0.000802 0.0 0.0 -0.075160 
2s" -0.000151 0.000765 0.002860 0.000413 0.0 0.0 0.003413 
2?x 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000003 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000191 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000003 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000191 0.0 
2pz -0.000752 0.005097 -0.000595 0.001294 0.0 0.0 0.162469 
2pz' 0.000281 -0.001840 -0.002390 -0.000934 0.0 0.0 0.007075 
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Table 51. Basis * wavefunction and energy terms for Bali;* 
Molecular Energy « 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Bepnlsion = 
Elec-Nacl Attraction = 
Hucl-Nucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
orbital 1*1 2X1 3A1 181 2B1 1B2 4*1 5A1 
Basis -40-624468 -2.961253 -2.607688 -2.607596 -1.677540 -1.677212 -1.676845 -0.343851 
Is 0.0 -0-000164 0.701259 -0.701023 -0.000009 0.0 -0.000512 -0.111926 
Is' 0.000301 0.000082 -0.026025 0.025884 0.000089 0.0 0.000025 0.008003 
2s -0.000497 -0.003588 0.002761 0.002093 -0.004740 0.0 0.003402 0.458529 
2s* 0.000206 0.001414 0.004552 -0.004954 0.000557 O.O -0.000009 -0.010752 
2s' • -0.000020 O.OOOOS9 0.005317 -0.005262 0.000050 0.0 -0.000111 -0.004238 
2px 0.000253 0.001781 0.001024 -0.004490 0.002074 0.0 -0.001800 -0.138841 
2px' -0.000369 -0.000402 0.001585 -0.001081 0.000097 0.0 -0.000475 -0.024521 
2py 0.000710 0.005053 0.000817 -0.000885 0.003541 0.0 -0.003370 -0.125696 
2py« 
-0.000380 -0.000525 0.000693 -0.000758 -0.000181 0.0 -0.000949 -0.005258 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001302 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000338 0.0 0.0 
Is 0.0 -0.000164 0.701259 0.701023 0.000009 0.0 -0.000512 -0.111926 
Is" 0.000301 0.000082 -0.026025 -0.025884 -0.000089 0.0 0.000025 0.008003 
2s -0.000497 -0.003588 0.002761 -0.002093 0.004740 0.0 0.003402 0.458529 
2s* 0.000206 0.001414 0.004552 0.004954 -0.000557 0.0 -0.000009 -0.010752 
2s'* -0.000320 0.000059 0.005317 0.005262 -0.000050 0.0 -0.000111 -0.004238 
2px -0.000253 -0.001781 -0.001024 -0.004490 0.002074 0.0 0.001800 0.138841 
2px* 0.000069 0.000402 -0.001585 -0.001081 0.000097 0.0 0.000475 0.024521 
2py 0.000710 0.005053 0.000817 0.000885 -0.003541 0.0 -0.003370 -0.125696 
2py' -0.000080 -0.000525 0.000693 0.000758 0.000181 0.0 -0.000949 -0.005258 
2?z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001302 0.0 0.0 
2pz* O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000338 0.0 0.0 
Is 0.997 9 3 3 -0.2450 75 -0.000051 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.002679 -0.020363 
2s -0.047696 0.99103S 0.000078 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.011493 0.094004 
2s* 0.029908 0.019625 -0.000018 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000010 0.011608 
3s 0.019052 0.008833 -0.001451 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006992 -0.193187 
3s* 0.042704 0.032811 -0.000230 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.003491 0.009614 
3s* * -0.030102 -0.023719 -0.000002 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000468 -0.019261 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000022 0.999817 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.000010 -0.006860 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px O.O 0.0 O.O -0.001131 0.002233 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0-0 0.0 0.0 -0.000167 -0.000358 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py -0-000032 -0.008315 -0.000053 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.000196 0.054539 
2py* -0.000144 0.001010 0.000001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006522 -0.001393 
3py 0.000925 0.005945 0.000683 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.003746 0.039667 
3py* 0.000021 - 0.000334 0-000304 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000348 0.010224 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.999943 0.0 0.0 
2pz* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.006777 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000380 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.000159 0.0 0.0 
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Table 52. Basis' B vavefasctioo and energy terms for RaLi,* 
Bolecalar Energy = -176.5156587092 Elec-Elec Repalsion = 80.1649101851 
Kinetic Energy = 176. 4100295343 Elec-Hucl Attraction = -445.1242502822 
Potential Energy ' -352. 9256882435 Nacl-Sucl Repalsion = 12.0336518536 
virial Ratio = 1. 9994015875 Havefanction Hor» = 1.0000000000 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1*1 2*1 3*1 181 2B1 1B2 4*1 5*1 
Basis -*0.621*56 -2.953082 -2.620740 -2.620664 -1.676880 -1.676542 -1.676352 -0.346*84 
Li Is -0.00C010 -0.000166 -0.705395 -0.706045 -0.000220 0.0 -0.000475 -0.111951 
Is' -0.000007 0.000061 0.027655 0.027870 0.000027 0.0 0.000048 0.0100*8 
2s -O.OOC531 -0.003*63 -0.002281 -0.010827 -0.000537 0.0 -0.000547 0.395255 
2s' o.ooriis 0.000815 0.000673 0.003457 0.000309 0.0 0.000358 0.007601 
2s" -0.000070 -0.000274 -0.001725 -0.002911 -0.000073 0.0 -0.000095 -0.0078** 
2px 0.000162 0.001063 0.000109 0.003619 0.000239 0.0 0.000086 -0.130966 
2px' -0.00C0Q2 -0.000261 -0.001092 -0.004056 -0.000116 0.0 -0.000262 -0.041112 
2py 0.000450 0.003020 -0.000005 0.000403 0.000383 0.0 0.000756 -0.079319 
2py' -0.000087 -0.000518 -0.000958 -0.001043 -0.000264 0.0 -0.000207 -0.019134 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000021 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000102 0.0 0.0 
Li Is -0.000010 -0.000166 -0.705395 0.706045 0.000220 0.0 -0.000475 -0.111951 
Is' -0.000007 0.000061 0.027655 -0.027870 -0.000027 0.0 0.000048 0.010048 
2s -0.000531 -0.003463 -0.002281 0.010327 0.000537 0.0 -0.000547 0.395255 
2s' 0.000115 0.000815 0.000673 -0.003457 -0.000309 0.0 0.000358 0.00 7601 
2s" -0.000070 -0.00027* -0.001725 0.002911 0.000073 0.0 -0.000095 -0.007844 
2px -0.000162 -0.001063 -0.000109 0.003619 0.000239 0.0 -0.000086 0.130966 
2px' 0.000092 0.000261 0.001092 -0.004056 -0.000116 0.0 0.000262 0.041112 
2py 0.000450 0.003020 —0.000005 -0.000403 -0.000383 0.0 0.000756 -0.079319 
2py' -0.000087 -0.000518 -0.000958 0.001043 0.000264 0.0 -0.000207 -0.019134 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000021 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000102 0.0 0.0 
Ha Is -0.999470 0.244046 0.000007 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.002312 -0.019549 
2s 0.005196 -1.029532 -0.000289 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.010324 0.107037 
2s' -0.004219 0.001040 -0.000009 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000046 -0.000546 
3s -0.003608 -0.010051 -0.001251 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000146 -0.297979 
3s' -0.004651 0.00*159 -0.000164 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003773 -0.023310 
3s" -0.007619 -0.001006 -0.000264 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001412 0.011426 
2p* 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000130 -0.999757 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000110 0.001389 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001188 0.001367 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000428 0.000471 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.005029 0.007496 -0.000209 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.999808 0.050798 
2py' 0.003100 -0.001117 0.000181 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000920 -0.001322 
3py 0.003716 0.005160 -0.000590 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.002351 0.101656 
3py' -0,003130 -0.000406 —0.000606 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 0.000004 0.036995 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.999=71 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001308 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000710 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000208 0.0 0.0 
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Table S3. Basis A waveftinction and energy terms for Ha, 
Molecular Energy « -323. 0565713457 Elec-Elec Repulsion » 156.0389785637 
Kinetic ZnercT = 322. 8009575123 21ec-»ucl attraction = -824.2542309989 
Potential Energy • -645. 8575288580 Sucl-Hucl Repulsion = 22.3577235772 
Virial Ratio « 1. 9992087645 Harefunction Hot» = 1.0000000000 
Coefficient Vectors and Eiaenvalues 
Orbital 1123 lAlg 2A1g 2A2a 3A1g lEIUX lEIuy lEigx 
Basis -40.357951 -40.357918 -2.700318 -2.700138 -1.414035 -1.413639 -1.413639 -1.413016 
I 7s -0.705651 0.705660 -0.173308 -0.173387 -0.002355 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s 0.033789 -0.033665 0-701710 0.701005 0.010476 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s' -0.021154 0.021124 0.013834 0.013963 0.000056 0.0 0.0 O.O 
3s -0.013180 0.014346 0.012514 0.004315 -0.000442 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s' -0.030212 0.030162 0.022834 0.022713 -0.002502 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s'* 0.021315 -0.021305 -0.016371 -0.016679 0.000562 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.705527 0.0 0.706126 
2px« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004873 0.0 -0.004946 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004121 0.0 -0.001494 
3px« 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0-001956 0.0 -0.001560 
2py Û.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.705527 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004873 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004121 0.0 
3py" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O -0.001956 0.0 
2pz 0.000002 0.000025 0.008401 0.008429 -0.704342 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' -0.000174 0.000148 -0.001124 -0.000997 0.004694 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.001207 0.000017 0.000688 -0.007725 0-003758 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.000206 0.000038 0.000512 -0.Ô01400 0.003255 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is 0.705651 0-705660 -0.173308 0.173387 -0.002355 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s -0-033789 -0.033665 0.701710 -0.701005 0.010476 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s' 0.021154 0.021124 0-013834 -0.013962 0.000056 0-0 0.0 0.0 
3s 0.013180 0.014346 0-012514 -0.004314 -0.000442 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s' 0.030212 0.030162 0.022834 -0.022713 -0.002502 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s" -0.021315 -0-021305 -0.016371 0.016679 0.000562 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.705527 0.0 -0.706126 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004873 0.0 0.004946 
3 pi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 -0.004121 0.0 0.001494 
3pr' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0-001956 0.0 0.001560 
2py 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.705527 0.0 
2py« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004873 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004121 0.0 
3py' 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001956 0.0 
2pz 0.00C002 -0.000025 -0. 008401 0.008429 0.704342 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz* -0.00C174 -0.000148 0.001124 -0.000997 -0.004694 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0-001207 -0.000017 -0.000688 -0.007725 -0.003758 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table SO. Basis 3 vavefanction and energy terms for Na; 
Molecular Energy « -323.5S796332US Elec-Elcc Repulsion = 
Kinetic Energy = 323.4560968202 Blee-Bacl Attraction 
Potential Energy = -647.0140601447 Hucl-Vacl Repulsion = 
virial Ratio = 1.9996951677 Bavefanction Hors » 
Coefficient vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A2a lAlg 2A1g 2A2u 3A1g lEIaz 
Basis -40.428816 -40.428807 -2.762316 -2.762251 -1.485405 -1.484614 
1 Is -0.706737 0.706733 -0.172633 -0.172608 0.001460 0.0 
2s 0.003668 -0.003686 0.727640 0.728202 -0.006262 0.0 
2s* -0.002980 0.002948 -0.000609 -0.000638 -0.000052 0.0 
3s -0.002619 0.001746 0.001943 0.007582 0.000933 0.0 
3s* -0.003353 0.003365 -0.002346 -0.002532 0.002260 0.0 
3s** -0.005403 0.005269 0.000290 0.000683 0.001087 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.706533 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000947 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001466 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001079 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz O.OOOC08 0.000050 0.005283 0.005016 0.705669 0.0 
2pz* -0.000101 0.000033 -0.000886 -0.000642 -0.000766 0.0 
3pz -0.000598 0.000029 0.000394 0.004256 -0.001945 0.0 
3pz* 0.000105 0.000004 0.000158 -0.000256 -0.001533 0.0 
Is 0.706737 0.706733 -0.172633 0.172608 0.001460 0.0 
2s -0.003668 -0.003686 0.727640 -0.728202 -0.006262 0.0 
2s* 0.002980 0.002948 -0.000609 0.000638 -0.000052 0.0 
3s 0.002619 0.001746 0.001943 -0.007582 0.000933 0.0 
3s* 0.003353 0.003365 -0.002346 0.002532 0.002260 0.0 
3s" 0.005403 0.005269 0.000290 -0.000683 0.001087 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.706533 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000947 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001466 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001079 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.000008 -0.000050 -0.005283 0.005016 -0.705669 0.0 
2pz* -0.000101 -0.000033 0.00CS86 -0.000642 0.000766 0.0 
3pz -0.000598 -0.000029 -0.000394 0.004256 0.001945 0.0 












































Table 54. (Continued) 
Orbital IBIgy 3k2n 41 Tg 
Basis -1.484337 -1.483743 -0.153585 
Is 0.0 0.001729 0.027109 
2s 0.0 -0.007871 -0.129977 
2s* 0.0 -0.000034 -0.002218 
3s 0.0 0.000143 0.579522 
3s* 0.0 0.002645 0.006062 
3s* ' 0.0 0.000841 -0.015154 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.706795 0.0 0.0 
2py* -0.000968 0.0 0.0 
3py -0.001438 0.0 0.0 
3P7* -0.000883 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0,0 0.707350 0.035611 
2pz* 0.0 -0.000968 -0.000893 
3pz 0.0 -0.003078 0.050904 
3pz* 0.0 -0.000917 0.015784 
Is 0.0 -0.001729 0.027109 
2s 0.0 0.007871 -0.129977 
2s* 0.0 0.000034 -0.002218 
3s 0.0 -0.000143 0.579522 
3s* 0.0 -0.002645 0.006062 
3s* * 0.0 -0.000841 -0.015154 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py -0.706795 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.000968 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.001438 0.0 0.0 
Spy* 0.000883 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.707350 -0.035611 
2pz* 0.0 -0.000968 0.000893 
3pz 0.0 -0.003078 -0.050904 
3pz* 0.0 -0.000917 -0.015784 
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Table 56. Basis B wavefnnctioo and energy terms for Ha,a* 
Solecnlar Energy ' -323. 9979842976 Elec-Elec Repulsion • 150.3919009855 
Kinetic Energy = 323. 8169033912 Elec-Socl Attraction = -820.0148774927 
Potential Energy - -647. 8148876888 Hucl-Hacl Bepnlsion « 21.8080888184 
Virial Ratio • 1. 9994411048 Bavefanction Bora = 1.0000000000 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1A2c lAlg 212a 2&1g lEIux lEIuy lEIgi lEigy 
Basis -*0.622111 -40.622101 -2.954032 -2.954004 -1.678562 -1.678562 -1.678532 -1.678532 
Ha . Is -0.706715 -0.706725 0.172578 -0.172543 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s 0.003833 0.003717 -0.727122 0.727362 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s* -0.003002 -0.002986 0.000868 -0.000714 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s -0.001659 -0.001644 -0.000644 0.001434 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s» -0.002861 -0.003377 0.005253 -0.002095 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 
3s" -0.005412 -0.005345 -0.000732 0.000736 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.707061 0.0 -0.707107 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001112 0.0 0.001126 0.0 
3p^c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000325 0.0 0.000171 0.0 
3px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000188 0.0 -0.000021 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.707061 0.0 -0.707107 
2py« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001112 0.0 0.001126 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000325 0.0 0.000171 
3py« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000188 0.0 -0.000021 
2pz -0.000049 -0.000016 -0.008240 0.008091 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz« -0.000087 -0.000122 0.001199 -0.001063 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.000078 0.000187 -0.000231 -0.000742 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pr« 0.000675 0.000203 0.003560 -0.000792 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ha Is 0.706715 -0.706725 -0.172578 -0.172543 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s -0-003333 0.003717 0.727122 0.727362 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2s' 0.003002 -0.002986 -0.000868 -0.000714 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s 0.001459 -0.001644 0.000644 0.001434 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3s' 0.002361 -0.003377 -0.005253 -0.002095 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 
3s" 0.005412 -0.005345 0.000732 0.000736 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.707061 0.0 0.707107 0.0 
2pz« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.001112 0.0 -0.001126 0.0 
3p* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000325 0.0 -0.000171 0.0 
3p*« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000188 0.0 0.000021 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.707061 0.0 0.707107 
2py' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O -0.001112 0.0 -0.001126 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000325 0.0 -0.000171 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000188 0.0 0.000021 
2pz -0.0000*9 0.000016 -0.008240 -0.008091 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' -0.000087 0.000122 0.001199 0.001083 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.000078 -0.000187 -0.000231 0.000742 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz« 0.000675 -0.000203 0.003560 0.000792 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
H Is 0.0 -0.000372 0.0 0.002998 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is» 0.0 0.000180 0.0 -0.000646 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is» » 0.0 -0.000033 0.0 0.000338 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000112 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000682 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000112 0.0 0.0 
2py» 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000682 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.001444 0.0 0.008560 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz» -0.000865 0.0 -0.004247 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 56. (Continued) 
Orbital 3l1g 312a 4i1g 
Basis -1.677769 -1.677378 -0.485503 
Is -04 002450 0.002523 0*014991 
2s 0.010731 -0.011396 -0.089750 
2s* 0.000098 -0i000073 0.000870 
3s -0.001366 0.000173 0.131866 
3s* -0.003267 0.003410 0.015149 
3s' * -0.001478 0.001374 -0.007585 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py* 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
2pz -0.706678 0.707246 0.079401 
2pz* 0.000451 -0.000441 -0.000885 
3pz 0.000857 -0.001999 0.058202 
3pz* -0.000061 0.000104 0.020780 
Is -0.002450 -0.002523 0.014991 
2s 0*010731 0.011396 -0.089750 
2s* 0.000098 0.000073 0.000870 
3s -0.001366 -0.000173 0.131866 
3s* -0.003267 -0.003410 0.015149 
3s* • -0.001478 -0.001374 -0.007585 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.706678 0.707246 -0.079401 
2pz« -0.000451 -0.000441 0.000885 
3pz -0.000857 -0.001999 -0.058202 
3pz* 0.000061 0.000104 -0.020780 
Is 0.007912 0.0 0.799930 
Is* 0.002951 0.0 -0.168462 
Is* • 0.000963 0.0 -0.024971 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2px* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py* 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.000245 0.0 
2pz* 0.0 0.002652 0.0 
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Table 57. Basis X wavefaoction and energy terms for Kaali* 
Molecnlar Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Blec Repulsion = 
Elec-Hncl Attraction 
Nucl-Nucl Repulsion = 
tfavefanctiott Born = 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1B1 1X1 2B1 2X1 3X1 4X1 
Basis -40.609319 -40.609296 -2.946750 -2.946683 -2.577761 -1.662930 
1 Is 0.7C5646 0.705646 0.173290 -0.173301 -0.000053 -0.000352 
2s -0.033747 -0.033705 -0.700618 0.701008 0.000073 0.001905 
2s* 0.0i1171 0.021126 -0.014036 0.013731 -0.000022 -0.000089 
3s 0.013481 0.013533 -0.006293 0.006799 -0.001451 0.001786 
3s' 0.030307 0.030096 -0.023871 0.022533 -0.000250 -0.000705 
3s' ' -0.021300 -0.021276 0.016949 -0.016564 0.000008 0.000245 
2px O.OC0020 0.000013 -0.005139 0.005268 0.000046 -0.520644 
2px' 0.OC0092 0.000097 0.000591 -0.000702 -0.000005 0.003473 
3px -0.0C0760 -0.000224 0.004976 -0.001133 -0.000382 0.001875 
3px' 0.OC0031 -0.000063 0.000035 -0.000283 -0.000151 0.000537 
2py O.OC0012 0.000020 -0.003831 0.003806 0.000073 0.477760 
2py' 0.0(0065 0.000060- 0.000469 -0.000437 -0.000005 -0.003311 
3py -0.OC0287 -0.000640 0.001787 -0.004232 -0.000715 0.000067 
3?t' -0.000008 -0.000008 0.000118 -0.000250 -0.000179 -0.000322 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is -0.705646 0.705646 -0.173290 -0.173302 -0.000053 -0.000352 
2s 0.033749 -0.033704 0.700630 0.700996 0.000073 0.001905 
2s' -0.021172 0.021125 0.014028 0.013739 -0.000022 -0.000089 
3s -0.013481 0.013S32 0.006289 0.006804 -0.001451 0.001786 
3s' -0.030308 0.030095 0.023860 0.022544 -0.000250 -0.000705 
3s' ' 0.021301 -0.021275 -0.016941 -0,016571 0.000008 0.000245 
2px 0.000020 -0.000013 -0.005139 -0.005268 -0.000046 0.520644 
2px' 0.000092 -0.000097 0.000591 0.000702 0.000005 -0.003473 
3px -0.000760 0.000224 0.004976 0.001133 0.000382 -0.001875 
3px' 0.000031 0.000063 0.000035 0.000283 0.000151 -0-000537 
2py -0.000012 0.000020 0.003831 0.003806 0.000073 0.477760 
2py' -0.000065 0.000060 -0.000469 -0.000437 -0.000005 -0.003311 
3py 0.040287 -0.000640 -0.001787 -0.004232 -0.000715 0.000067 
3py' 0.000008 -0.000008 -0,000118 -0.000250 -0.000179 -0.000322 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0  
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0  
Is 0.0 -0.000043 0.0 -0.000540 0.991611 -0.000016 
Is' 0.0 0.000018 0.0 0.000228 -0.036804 -0.000045 
2s 0.0 -0.001339 0.0 -0.009488 0.002465 0.002599 
2s' 0.0 0.000319 0.0 0.002126 0.006612 -0.000429 
2s' ' 0.0 -0.000026 0.0 0.000100 0.007531 -0.000036 
2px -0.000760 0 .0  0.005408 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2?*' 0.000021 0.0 -0.000155 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2py 0.0 -0.001309 0.0 -0.009205 -0.002761 0.001449 
2py' 0.0 0.000147 0.0 0.000886 -0.002474 -0.000039 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0 .0  0.0 0-0 0 .0  
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Table SB. Basic B vaTcfunction and energy terms for HajLi* 
coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital 1B1 111 2A1 2B1 311 4X1 3B1 1B2 
Basis -«0.613631 -*0.313631 -2.9*5360 -2.9*53*0 -2.61**30 -1.669108 -1.668938 -1.6687*3 
Sa Is -0.706732 -0.706731 -0.172576 -0.172576 0.000001 -0.000203 -0.0002*2 0.0 
2s 0.003672 0.00368* 0.727891 0.728006 0.000270 0.000856 0.001070 0.0 
2s « -0.002980 -0.002981 -0.000717 -0.000725 -0.000001 0.000010 0.000008 0.0 
3s -0.0025*3 -0.002355 0-005771 0.00712* 0.001630 -0.000111 0.000106 0.0 
3s' -0.003300 -0.003291 -0.002916 -0.002866 0.00005* -0.000321 -0.000371 0.0 
3s" -0.005375 -0.005381 0.000707 0.0006*7 0.000232 -0.000135 -0.0001*8 0.0 
2px -0.003017 -0.000019 0.00*387 0.00**28 -0.000098 -0.«5*523 0.271107 0.0 
2pz< -0.00)059 -0.000058 -0.000638 -0.000676 0.00008* 0.000591 -0.000*0* 0.0 
3pr -0.000513 -0.00019* 0.001*8* 0.003696 -0.000172 0.000*88 -0.000279 0.0 
3p*' 0.000029 0.000120 -0.000603 0.00012* -0.000267 0.000177 -0.0001*5 0.0 
2py -0.003011 -0.000008 0.002723 0.002729 -0.000153 0.5*130* -0.652917 0.0 
2py' -0.000037 -0.000039 -0.000*0* -0.000*03 0.000135 -0.000768 0.000875 0.0 
3py -0.000191 -0.000*28 0.00296* 0.001*17 0.000126 -0.000507 0.000982 0.0 
3py' 0.0000*8 0.000057 -0.000177 -0.000166 -0.000533 -0.00033* 0.000316 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.706957 
2p2' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000916 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 -0.000593 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000239 
Sa Is 0.706732 -0.706731 -0.172576 0.172576 0.000001 -0.000203 0.0002*2 0.0 
2s -0.003672 0.00368* 0.727891 -0.728006 0.000270 0.000856 -0.00107* 0.0 
2s" O.0C298O -0.002981 -0.000717 0.000725 -0.000001 0.000010 -0.000008 0.0 
3s 0.0025*3 -0.002355 0.005771 -0.00712* 0.001630 -0.000111 -0.000106 0.0 
3s' 0.003300 -0.003291 -0.002916 0.002866 0.00005* -0.000321 0.000371 0.0 
3s" 0.005375 -0.005381 0.000707 -0.0006*7 0.000232 -0.000135 0.0001*8 0.0 
2px -0.0COO17 0.000019 -0.00*387 0.00**28 0.000098 0.*5*523 0.271107 0.0 
2px' -0.000059 0.000058 0.000638 -0.000676 -0.00008* -0.000591 -0.000*0* 0.0 
3px -O.0CO513 0.00019* -0.001*8* 0.003696 0.000172 -0.000*88 -0.000279 0.0 
3?x' 0.OCOO29 -0.000120 0.000603 0.00012* 0.000267 -D.000177 -0.0001*5 0.0 
2py o.ocoon -0.000008 0.002723 -0.002729 -0.000153 0.5*130* 0.652917 0.0 
2py' 0.000037 -0.000039 -0.000*0* 0.000*03 0.000135 -0.000768 -0.000875 0.0 
3py 0.000191 -0.000*28 0.00296* -0.001*17 0.000126 -0.000507 -0.000982 0.0 
3 p y t  -0.0000*8 0.000057 -0.000177 0.000166 -0.000533 -0.00033* -0.000316 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.706957 
2?z« 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0-000916 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000593 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000239 
Li Is 0.0 -0.000032 0.00039* 0.0 0.997821 -0.000165 0.0 0.0 
Is' 0.0 -0,000008 -0.0001*9 0.0 -0.039171 0.000008 0.0 0.0 
2s 0.0 -0.001163 0.007516 0.0 0.005030 0.000120 0.0 0.0 
2s' 0.0 0.000262 -0.001807 0.0 -0.001733 0.000162 0.0 0.0 
2s" 0.0 -0.0001** 0.000596 0.0 0.002901 -0.000038 0.0 0.0 
2px -0.000*05 0.0 0.0 0.002763 0.0 0.0 0.000*** 0.0 
2px' 0.000087 0.0 0.0 -0.000519 0.0 O.O -0.000270 0.0 
2pv 0.0 -0.000761 0.005017 0.0 0.000*7* -0.000019 0.0 0.0 
2py' 0.0 0.000206 -0.001267 0.0 -0.002818 0.000085 0.0 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.00000* 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000168 
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Table 59. Basis .V wavefonction and energy terms for Ha,* 
Molecular Energy = 
Kinetic Energy = 
Potential Energy = 





Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Elec-Nucl Attraction -
Sucl-Hucl Repulsion = 





Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital IE' IE" 1X1" 22' 23' 2M" 3E' 3E" 
Basis -40.574266 -«0.574266 -40.574214 -2.913241 -2.913241 -2.913144 -1.628759 -1.628758 
1 Is 0.803039 0.138009 -0.576165 -0.019630 0.199145 0.141476 -0.000244 -0.000421 
2s -0.038421 -0.006603 0.027445 0.079362 -0.805138 -0.573019 0.001211 0.002093 
2s" 0.024C97 0.004141 -0.017231 0.001593 -0.016158 -0.011132 -0.000041 -0.000071 
3s 0.015277 0.002625 -0-011757 0.000679 -0.006891 -0.010556 0-000744 0.001296 
3s" 0.034502 0.005930 -0.024545 0.002700 -0.027391 -0.018328 -0-000416 -0.000720 
3s' '  -0.024:52 -0.004168 0.017378 -0.001919 0.019470 0.013316 0.000136 0.000236 
2?x -0.000C13 -0.000002 0.000019 -0.000711 0.007639 0.005540 0.416565 -0.077866 
2px* -0.000146 -0.000026 0.000095 0.000044 -0.000909 -0.000764 -0.002824 0.000604 
3px 0.000868 0.000447 0.000079 0.002630 -0.005700 0.001003 -0.001524 -0.000416 
3px" 0.000044 0.000007 0.000004 0.000157 -0.000401 0.000208 -0-000838 -0.000082 
2py 0.000C08 0.000002 -0.000011 0.000507 -0.004400 -0.003198 0-559069 -0.415755 
2py' 0.000085 0.000013 -0.000055 -0.000129 0.000515 0.000441 -0.003866 0.002819 
3py -0.000616 0.000411 -0.000046 0.003212 0.003758 -0.000579 -0-001349 0.001525 
3py' -0.000025 -0.000005 -0.000002 0.000178 0.000258 -0.000120 -0-000888 0.000838 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 
Is -0.282000 -0.764456 -0.576165 0.182280 -0.082573 0-141476 -0.000242 0.000421 
2s 0.013492 0.036575 0.027445 -0.736951 0.333839 -0-573019 0.001204 -0.002093 
2s « 
-0.008462 -0.022939 -0.017231 -0.014790 0.006700 -0-011132 -0.000041 0.000071 
3s -0.005365 -0.014543 -0.011757 -0.006307 0.002857 -0.010556 0.000752 -0.001293 
3s* -0.012116 -0.032845 -0.024545 -0.025071 0.011357 -0.018328 -0.000415 0-000720 
3s" 0.008017 0.023087 0.017378 0.017821 -0.008073 0.013316 0.000136 -0-000236 
2px -0.000004 -0.000013 -0.000019 -0.007005 0.003127 -0.005540 -0.415868 -0-078444 
2px' -0.000052 -0.000139 -0.000095 0.000847 -0-000334 0.000764 0.002820 0.000608 
3px 0.000598 0.000772 -0.000079 0.004553 -0-004322 -0.001003 0.001528 -0.000413 
3px' 0.000315 0.000041 -0.000004 0.000330 -0-000278 -0.000208 0.000839 -0.000081 
2py -0.000303 -0.000007 -0.000011 -0.004004 0-001894 -0.003198 0.558645 0.416761 
2py" -0.000028 -0.000081 -0.000055 0.000446 -0-000288 0.000441 -0.003863 -0.002826 
3py 
-0.000292 0.000681 -0.000046 0.004590 0.001834 -0.000579 -0.001345 -0.001527 
3py' 0.000009 0.000024 -0.000002 0.000302 0-000085 -0.000120 -0.000886 -0.000839 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is -0.521038 0.626446 -0.576165 -0.162650 -0-116573 0.141476 0-000486 0.0 
2s 0.024929 -0.029972 0.0274US 0.657589 0.471299 -0.573019 -0.002416 0.0 
2s • -0.015635 0.018798 -0.017231 0.013197 0.009458 -0.011131 0.000082 0.0 
3s -0.009912 0.011917 -0.011757 0.005628 0.004034 -0.010556 -0.001496 -0.000003 
3s' -0.022386 0.026915 -0.024545 0.022371 0.016034 -0.018328 0.000831 0.0 
3s'' 0.015736 -0.018919 0.017378 -0.015902 -0.011397 0.013316 -0.000272 ' 0.0 
2px 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000049 -0.000068 0.0 0.000715 -0.799135 
2px' -0.OOC002 -0.000001 0.0 -0.000053 0.000073 0.0 -0.000005 0.005494 
3px 0.000452 0.000376 o.o 0.002398 -0.003345 0.0 -0.000001 0.002228 
3px' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000136 -0.000190 0.0 -0.000001 0.001371 
2py 0.00C010 -0.000012 0.000022 -0.007200 -0.005160 0.006397 -0.162051 0.000002 
2py' 0.O0C110 -0.000132 0.000110 0.000853 0.000612 -0.000882 0.001023 0.0 
3py -O.OOC688 0.000827 0.000091 0.005567 0.003989 0.001159 0.001297 0.000002 
3py* -O.00C033 0.000039 0.000004 0.000389 0.000279 O.C00240 0.000565 0.0 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 • 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 60. Basis B vavefanction and energy terms for Ha,* 
Molecular Energy » -485.2201602*20 Elec-Elec Repulsion = 
Kinetic Energy « 481.9678757404 Elec-Bucl Attraction = 
Potential Energy » -970.1880359824 Hacl-Hucl Repulsion = 
Tirial Batio = 1.9994800618 Ravefunction Hot» = 
Coefficient Vectors and Eigenvalues 
Orbital IE* IE' Ul' 2*1' 2E' 2E' 
Basis -40.604840 -40.604840 -40.604836 -2.936659 -2.936637 -2.936637 
Is -0.037298 -0.815211 0.577041 0.140933 0. 077603 -0.183551 
2s 0.000194 0.004239 -0.003033 -0.594017 -0.327344 0.774249 
2s' -0.000157 -0.003436 0.002424 0.000550 0.000319 -0.000756 
3s -0.000131 -0.002859 0.001366 -0.001104 -0.003011 0.007122 
3s' -0.000175 -0.003818 0.002702 0.002261 0.001258 -0.002975 
3s" -0.000283 -0.006193 0.004344 -0.000453 -0.000279 0.000661 
2px 0.000002 -0.000018 0.000023 -0.003626 -0.001994 0.004724 
2pz' -0.000006 -0.000070 0.000039 0.000539 0.000295 -0.000709 
3px -0.000171 -0.000514 0.000024 -0.000312 -0.000542 0.003880 
3p*' -0.000012 0.000049 -0.000096 0.000571 0.000122 0.000083 
2py -0.000005 -0.000010 0.000013 -0.002093 -0.001158 0.002725 
2py' 0.000003 -0.000041 0.000022 0.000311 0.000180 -0.000405 
3py 0.000241 -0.000312 0.000014 -0.000180 -0.002465 0.001330 
3py' 0.000025 0.000027 -0. 000056 0.000330 -0.000237 -0.000082 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Is 0.72U643 0.375305 0.577041 0.140933 0.120158 0. 158982 
2s -0.003768 -0.001951 -0.003033 -0.594017 -0.506847 -0.670613 
2s' 0.003054 0.001582 0.002424 0.000550 0.000495 0.000654 
3s 0.002541 0.001316 0.001366 -0.001104 -0.004662 -0.006169 
3s' 0.003394 0.001758 0.002702 0.002261 0.001948 0.002577 
3s" 0.00:505 0.002851 0.004344 -0.000453 -0.000433 -0.000572 
2px -0.00C017 —0.000006 -0.000023 0.003626 0.003089 0.004093 
2pz« -0.00C061 -0.000035 -0.000039 -0.000539 -0.000459 -0.000615 
3px -O.OOC395 -0.000371 -0.000024 0.000312 0.001475 0.003630 
3px' 0.0000*9 0.000010 0.000096 -0.000571 -0.000098 0.000110 
2py O.OOC007 0.000009 0.000013 -0.002093 -0.001789 -0.002358 
2py' 0.000038 0.000015 0.000022 0.000311 0.000274 0.000349 
3pv 0.000385 -0.000083 0.000014 -0.000180 -0.002716 -0.000687 
3py' 
-0.000014 -0.000034 -0.000056 0.000330 -0.000209 0.000137 
2pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
is -0.687345 0.439907 0.577041 0.140933 -0.197761 0.024569 
2s 0.003574 -0.002287 -0. 003033 -0.594017 0.834191 -0.103636 
2s' -0.002897 0.001854 0.002424 0.000550 -0.000814 0.000101 
3s -0.002410 0.001543 0.001366 -0.001104 0.007674 -0.000953 
3s' -0.003220 0.002061 0.002702 0.002261 -0.003205 0.000398 
3s" -0.005222 0.003342 0.004344 -0.000453 0.000712 -0.000088 
2px 0.000003 0.000004 0.0 0.0 0.000001 0.000006 
2pi' -0.000003 -0.000005 0.0 0.0 -0.000001 -0.000009 
3px -0.000159 -0.000248 0.0 0.0 0.000249 0.002009 
3px' -0.000015 -0.000023 0.0 0.0 0.000035 0.000286 
2py 0.000018 -0.000011 -0.000026 0.004186 -0.005875 0.000730 
2py' 0.000069 -0.000044 -0. 000045 -0.000622 0.000880 -0.000109 
3pv 0.003507 -0.000324 -0.000028 0.000361 -0.004337 0.000538 
3py' 
-0.000047 0.000030 0.000111 -0.000659 -0.000033 0.000004 
2P2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2pz' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3pz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 61. Mulliken population analyses for Hg 




Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0.0 0.57519 0.57519 0.0 0.57578 0.57578 




Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 







Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0 .0  1 .0  1 .0  0 .0  1 .0  1 .0  
0 .0  1 .0  1 .0  0 .0  1 .0  1 .0  
62. Mulliken population analyses for H 3+ 





Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0.0 0.29569 0.29569 0.0 0.30142 0.30142 
0.0 0.29569 0.29569 0.0 0.30142 0.30142 






Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0.0 0.37097 0.37097 0.0 0.36524 0.36524 
0.0 0.37097 0.37097 0.0 0.36524 0.36524 





Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0.0 0.66667 0.66667 0.0 0.66667 0.66667 
0.0 0.66667 0.66667 0.0 0.66667 0.66667 
0.0 0.66667 0.66667 0.0 0.66667 0.66667 
Table 63. Mulliken population analyses for LiH 




Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
1.99707 0.34537 2.3^2H^^ 1.97967 0.29600 2.27567 




Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
0.00287 0.74344 0.74631 0.01950 0.72982 0.74932 
ts) 





Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
1.99850 0.71709 2.71560 1.98942 0.66091 2.65033 
0.00150 1.28291 1.28440 0.01058 1.33909 1.34967 
Table 64. Wulliken population analyses for liMz* 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H 0.00000 0.55180 0.55181 0.00001 0.55157 0.55159 
H 0.00000 0.55180 0.55181 0.00001 0.55157 0.55159 
Li 2.00019 0.00627 2.00646 1.99746 0.00676 2.00422 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H-H 0.00000 0.83503 0.83503 0.00002 0.82450 0.82452 
Li-H -0.00010 0.02755 0.02745 0.00125 0.03279 0.03404 
Li-H -0.00010 0.02755 0.02745 0.00125 0.03279 0.03404 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H -0.00005 0.98309 0.98305 0.00065 0.98022 0.98087 
H -0.00005 0.98309 0.98305 0.00065 0.98022 0.98087 
Li 2.00009 0.03381 2.03390 1.99871 0.03956 2.03826 
Table 65. Hulliken population analyses for Lig 




Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
1.99704 0.62619 2.62323 2.00465 0,59796 2.60261 
1.99701» 0.62619 2.62323 2.00465 0.59796 2.60261 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 




Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
2.00000 1.00000 3.00000 2.00000 1.00000 3.00000 
2.00000 1.00000 3.00000 2.00000 1.00000 3.00000 
< 
Table 66. Mulliken population analyses for LizR'*" 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li 1.99643 0.06685 2.06328 1.98925 0.07809 2.06815 
Li 1.99643 0.06685 2.06328 1.98925 0.07809 2.06815 
H 0.00005 1, 16203 1.16208 0.00100 1.06040 1.06140 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li-Li 0.00193 0.0596% 0.06157 -0.00520 0.06524 0.06004 
Li-H 0.00258 0.32232 0.32490 0.01204 0.35909 0.37113 
Li-H 0.00258 0.32232 0.32490 0.01204 0.35909 0.37113 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li 1.99868 0.25783 2.25651 1.99347 0.29026 2.28373 
Li 1.99868 0.25783 2.25651 1.99347 0.29026 2.28373 
R 0.00263 1.48435 1.48698 0.01305 1.41948 1.43253 
to 
K )  
C o  
Table 67. Mulliken population analyses for Lig* 





Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
1.99733 0.29819 2.29552 2.00610 0.29288 2.29898 
1.99733 0.29819 2.29552 2.00610 0.29288 2.29898 
1.99733 0.29819 2.29552 2.00610 0.29288 2.29898 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li-Li 0.00268 0.36847 0.37115 -0.00610 0.37379 0.36769 
Li-Li 0.00268 0.36847 0.37115 -0.00610 0.37379 0.36769 





Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 
2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 
2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 2.00000 0.66667 2.66667 
Table 68. Mulliken population analyses for NaH 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 10.00923 0.25114 10.26037 9.99792 0.25672 10.25464 
H 0.00043 1.18404 1.18447 0.00015 1.14231 1.14246 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-H -0.00966 0.56482 0.55516 0.00194 0.60096 0.60290 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 10.00440 0.53355 10.53795 9.99889 0.55720 10.55609 
H -0.00440 1.46645 1.46205 0.00111 1.44280 1.44391 
Table 69. Mulliken population analyses for NaHz* 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H 0.00046 0.55995 0.56041 0.00005 0.57020 0.57025 
H 0.00046 0.55995 0.56041 0.00005 0.57020 0.57025 
Na 9.99644 0.00388 10.00032 9.99785 0.00338 10.00123 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H-H -0.00062 0.84511 0.84449 -0.00004 0.85498 0.85494 
Na-H 0.00163 0.01555 0.01718 0.00105 0.00062 0.00167 
Na-H 0.00163 0.01555 0.01718 0.00105 0.00062 0.00167 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
H 0.00097 0.99028 0.99125 0.00055 0.99800 0.99855 
H 0.00097 0.99028 0.99125 0.00055 0.99800 0.99855 
Na 9.99806 0.01944 10.01750 9.99890 0.00400 10.00290 
Table 70. Hulliken population analyses for NaLi 




Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
9.98669 0.18755 10.17424 10.00684 0.34337 10.35021 
2.00023 1,47378 3.47401 2.00057 1.01244 3.01301 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-Li 0.01308 0.33867 0.35175 -0.00742 0.64420 0.63678 





Gross Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
9.99323 0.35688 10.35011 10.00313 0.66547 10.66860 
2.00677 1.64312 3.64989 1.99687 1.33453 3.33140 
Table 71, Mulliken population analyses for NaLig* 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li 1.99823 0.48316 2.48139 2.00425 0.35762 2.36187 
Li 1.99823 0.48316 2.48139 2.00425 0.35762 2.36187 
Na 9.99014 0.09671 10.08685 10.00594 0.20507 10.21101 
Overlap population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li-Li 0.00371 0.60699 0.61070 -0.00777 0.46918 0.46141 
Na-Li 0.00485 0.16499 0.16984 -0.00334 0.30526 0.30192 
Na-Li 0.00485 0.16499 0. 16984 -0.00334 0.30526 0.30192 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Li 2.00250 0.86915 2.87165 1.99870 0.74483 2.74353 
Li 2.00250 0.86915 2.87165 1.99870 0.74483 2.74353 
Na 9.99498 0.26171 10.25669 10.00260 0.51033 10.51293 
Table 72. Mulliken population analyses for Nag 




Net Atom Population 
Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
9.99475 0.71963 10.74438 10.00332 0.67130 10.67462 
9.99475 0.74963 10.74438 10.00332 0.67130 10.67462 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-Na 0.01050 0.50074 0.51124 -0.00663 0.65739 0.65076 
( O  
N J  
\D 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 10.00000 1.00000 11.00000 10.00000 1.00000 11.00000 
Na 10.00000 1.00000 11.00000 10.00000 1.00000 11.00000 
7 3. Mulliken population analyses for NazH* 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Ha 10.01131 0.07737 10.08868 9.99493 0.05950 10.05443 
Na 10.01131 0.07737 10.08868 9.99493 0.05950 10.05443 
R 0.00159 1.23342 1.23501 0.00037 1.33642 1.33679 
Overlap population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-Na -0.00091 0.03041 0.02950 -0.00173 0.03572 0.03399 
Na-H -0.01165 0.29071 0.27906 0.00575 0.25443 0.26018 
Na-H -0.01165 0.29071 0.27906 0.00575 0.25443 0.26018 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 10.00502 0.23794 10.24296 9.99694 0.20457 10.20151 
Na 10.00502 0.23794 10.24296 9.99694 0.20457 10.20151 
H -0.01005 1.52413 1.51408 0.00612 1.59085 1.59697 
Table 74. Mulliken population analyses for NazLi"*" 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 9.99126 0.14692 10.13818 10.00490 0.24329 10.24819 
Na 9.99126 0.14692 10.13818 10.00490 0.24329 10.24819 
Li 2.00020 1.00278 3.00298 2.00111 0.48786 2.48897 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-Na 0.00247 0.07423 0.07670 -0.00132 0.23413 0.23281 
Na-li 0.00741 0.31458 0.32199 -0.00479 0.39571 0.39092 
Na-li 0.00741 0.31458 0.32199 -0.00479 0.39571 0.39092 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 9.99620 0.34132 10.33752 10.00185 0.55821 10.56006 
Na 9.99620 0.34132 10.33752 10.00185 0.55821 10.56006 
li 2.00761 1.31736 3.32497 1.99632 0.88357 2.87989 
Table 75. Mulliken population analyses for Nag* 
Basis A Basis B 
Net Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 9.99513 0.40413 10.39926 10.00253 0.33824 10.34077 
Ma 9.99513 0.40413 10.39926 10.00253 0.33824 10.34077 
Na 9.99513 0.40413 10.39926 10.00253 0.33824 10.34077 
Overlap Population 
Bond Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na-Na 0.00486 0.26254 0.26740 -0.00254 0.32843 0.32589 
Na-Na 0.00486 0.26 254 0.26740 -0.00254 0.32843 0.32589 
Na-Na 0.00486 0.26254 0.26740 -0.00254 0.32843 0.32589 
Gross Atom Population 
Atom Core Valence Total Core Valence Total 
Na 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 
Na 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 
Na 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 10.00000 0.66667 10.66667 
233a 
76. Energy of Li2***Li+ system (Basis i) 
Gross Population 
h Energy Li^ Li+ 
10.0 -22.0813 5.694 2.305 
12.5 -22.0660 5.808 2.193 
15.0 -22.0588 5.890 2.110 
20.0 -22.0564 6.000 2.000 
25.0 -22.0559 6.000 2.000 
30.0 -22.0557 6.000 2.000 
limit of 
infinite -22.0555 6.0 2.0 
separation 
233b 
Table 77. Triatomic ion dissociation energies 
D (kcal/nole) 
Reaction Basis & Basis B 
H3+ > H+ + Hg 103.7 103.7 
LiB2+ > Li+ * 5.7 5.2 
Li2H+ > Li+ • LiH 58.3 57.2 
Li 3**" ^ Li* + Li 2 45.0 41.8 
NaBg* '^ Na* + H2 3.3 2.9 
1 ^ Na*^ + Li 2 33.4 31.2 
NaLig* 
«—> Li+ + NaLi 54.9 44.0 
NazR* > »a+ • NaH 57.7 51.4 
I—> Na+ + NaLi 39.2 33.6 
NazLi* 
•—> Li+ + »a2 92.1 48.3 
Naj"*" ^ Na*^ + Na2 62.5 37.8 
234 
SUHMAEY 
The concept of an even-tempered atomic orbital basis has 
been introduced. The basis is shown to be a practical, as 
well as accurate replacement for traditional atomic orbital 
bases which depend on many non-linear parameters in an 
awkward and uneconomical manner. In SCF calculations on 
atoms, near Hartree-Fock accuracy, as well as calculational 
efficiency and speed has been obtained. For a wide variety 
of atoms, full optimization of the few even-tempered basis 
parameters was carried out economically. 
For use in molecular calculations, "contracted" even-
tempered Gaussian bases, i.e. linear combinations of even-
tempered Gaussians are formed, in efficient method of assem­
bling contracted two-electron integrals made possible the use 
of a new scheme for the definition of the contracted Gaussian 
atomic orbitals. It was shown to be energetically very com­
petitive with the best prior method. Using the new contract­
ed even-tempered Gaussian atomic orbital bases, several cal­
culations on positive triatomic alkali ions were made and 
their significance discussed. The performance of the new 
basis in the molecular calculations was found to be 
excellent, showing economy and efficiency and causing no con­
vergence problems. 
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APPENDIX k: DESCBIPTIOH OF TEE ATOHIC SCP PB06BAH 
General Specifications 
The program used for all atomic calculations employing 
exponential basis functions is based on the well-known open-
shell matrix Hartree-Fock procedure in terms of symmetry or-
bitals as given by Boothaan (9) and described following the 
introduction. It was of interest to find the best even-
tempered bases for the atoms and so an optimization of the 
SCP atomic energy in terms of the even-tempered basis parame­
ters of Eg. 22 was included, i modified version of Powell's 
program VA04A (124) for minimization of a non-linear function 
(125) was used and the accuracy of each parameter x was re-
guired to be 2*1@—3*x(initial). The optimization of each 
symmetry was carried out independently beginning with s and 
proceeding through the p, d, and f shells before returning to 
s. Each symmetry proved to be largely independent of the 
next and often only one pass through each was necessary to 
achieve a stable energy with an accompanying good virial co­
efficient V/E. 
a set of subroutines is incorporated to compute several 
atomic properties from the wavefunctions obtained, kt com­
pletion, the wavefunction is punched onto cards which may be 
used as input for future runs. A restart feature was incor­
porated in order that system failure or a poor estimate of 
236 
running time on the user's part would result in loss of a 
minimum amount of computation. Current information is stored 
on a peripheral device (disk file) at given time intervals 
and the supervisor program has an optional entry point which 
permits recovery of this information. 
The basis size is limited so that main core size is kept 
at 128K bytes. This limitation only affects the section 
which carries out the formation of the ^  and symmetry aver­
aged supermatrices. The conseguence is that the largest 
basis for a given symmetry is fifteen exponential-type func­
tions. If fifteen are used for one symmetry, all other sym­
metries must be twelve or less. A certain array is adjusted 
to 9260 elements which is [n(n+1)/2]*[m(m+1)/2] where n=15 
and m=12. A basis of 195 primitives is possible if all four 
symmetries (s,p,d,f) , with degeneracies (1,3,5/7), are used 
and if the numbers per symmetry are (15,12,12,12). 
Sample running times for some typical atoms on an IBH 
360/65 are: 
Atom State Basis Time/Energy 
(sec.) 
0 3P (4,3) 5 
Kr IS (8,6,3) 13 
S 3p (9,6) 18 
Gd+3 «S (10,8,5,4) 68 
G& 2? (12,9,4) 75 
Rn IS (12,10,6,3) 92 
237 
Matrix Elements 
The integrals which represent the matrix elements in the 
procedure were programmed by this author. The one-electron 
integrals which are expectation values of one-electron opera­
tors 6g with respect to the primitive exponential basis func­
tions defined in Eg. 19, (p=1).» 
<X(klm)|Ô|X(k'l'm')> = ^ dV X(klm) Ô %(k*l'm') 
are easily derived and are quite simple by virtue of the lim­
itation to Is, 2p, 3d, and 4f orbitals. The formulae are; 
overlap, 
<X(kl=)|X(k'l'm')> = (Çp/Ç^) 21+3 6(1,l«) 6(m,m') 
nuclear attraction, 
<I(klm)|-Z/r|%(k'l'm')> = -Zç^<X(klm) |X(k»l*m»)>/(l+1) 
and kinetic energy, 
<X(klm)|-A/2|X(k'l'm')> = ç 2<X(klm)|X(k'l'm')>/2 
P 
with 
«a = (p ' • 
The symbol ô(i,j) is the ordinary Kronecker delta. 
The expectation values of various powers of r comprise a 
set of one-electron integrals which form the essential part 
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of several atomic properties. They can be expressed in a 
general form. If 
1(1,a) = <%(klm);r*|%(k'lm)> 
it is easily shown that 
I (1,3) = I(l,0)(C%+S%,)"*(21+k+2)I/(21+2)!, (21+k+2)>0 
where 1(1,0) is the overlap integral given previously. 
The two-electron integrals which are the expectation 
values of the two-electron operator r^g"* were programmed 
from a formula derived from the more general one given by 
Silver (126). Because of the symmetry restriction in the SCF 
procedure and because the primitive basis functions X(klm) 
are carriers for the irreducible representations of the three-
dimensional orthogonal group, only integrals 
[XjX^IXgX^] = [X ( k , l ^ m ,)X( k 2 l 2 m 2 )  |X( k 3 l 3 m 3 ) X ( k ^ l ^ m J  ]  
where the pairs of quantum numbers qv= (l^,m^) have a specif­
ic relationship must be computed. Either g1=g2 and g3=gy or 
g1=g3 and g2=q4 (equivalently q1=q4 and g2=g3) must be satis­
fied. All other possibilities lead to integrals which are 
not required in the present SCF formalism. The special case 
q1=g2=g3=g4 is of course included. The two cases above must 
be provided for, with the special case treated best using 
formulae for the second. 
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Case 1; g1=g2 and g3=g4 
[ % 1 % 2 | I 3 % 4 ]  =  I - :  r  1  
 ^ B,.) 
s=0 t=0 -/ 
with 
Bg = (n*+s+1)! A(s,n), n = Zl^+I, 
= (n+t+1) ! A(t,n'), n' = 2I3+I . 
Case 2: g1=g3 and g2=g4 
[ X i X a l X s X ^ ]  =  I  
1 + 1 + 1  1 , + 1 , + 1  
s=s® s=s® 
with 
Bg = (n+s+1) Î A(s,n), n=l^+l2+1 -
The following definitions serve to complete the two-electron 
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i n t e g r a l  f o r m u l a e :  
5^1] = (;i;j)i/2 
=  ( Ç 1  +  5 2 ) / 2 ,  =  ( Ç 3  +  U ) / 2  ,  
a  d  
= C V< W ] ' V = C ?a'/< V=a'' ^ ' 
1  ( m a x )  
A ( s , n )  =  P  y  Q ( l m g 1 g 2 )  Q ( l m g 3 g 4 )  ,  
1 = 1 °  m , m *  
U 
P  =  " j j  ( - 1 ) %  ( 2 1 ^ + 1 ) 1 / 2  ,  
y = 1  
S *  =  1 *  =  m a x C l l ^ - l ^ l #  l l g - l ^ U m * }  ,  
m *  =  m i n ( | m - | , | m + | }  ,  
m ±  =  s i g n ( m i )  s i g n f m z )  l l m j J i J m j I I  ,  
m ± «  =  s i g n ( m 3 )  s i g n ( m ^ )  i | m 3 | ± | m ^ | ]  ,  
s i g n ( m )  =  m / l m l  ,  s i g a ( O )  =  + 1  ,  
l ( m a x )  =  m i n { l i + I 2  , 1 3 + 1 ^  , s }  ,  
a n d  ( 1 + 1 % + 1 % )  m u s t  b e  e v e n .  T h e  r e m a i n i n g  q u a n t i t i e s  a r e ;  
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Q(la+q1q2) = e+(m (-1) (1 *Ô(0,m )/2'2 
li I2 1 
0 0 0 
1 ,  1 ,  1  
I m J  I m ^ l  - ( U J  +  l m ^ l )  
M Q(la-q1q2) = e"(m m^) (-1) [ < 1 + 6  ( b ) / 2 ]W2 
1 ,  1 ,  1  
0 0 0  
l i  1 ,  1  
where H = max {] m J , |} , the symbol 
is the Wigner 3j coefficient (127), and e+ and e- depend 
upon the signs of the product, (m^m^)» the sum, (0^+ Bgl' 
according to 
(miOa) (mi+mz) e+ e-
+  + 1 1  
+ — — 1 1 
—  + 1  — 1  
- 1 1  
0  1 0  
0  + * 0 f —  1  0  
The sums on m and m* in the definition of A(s,n) are each 
over the two values B+ and m-. The B*s are considered con­
stants and were computed once and for all for each set of 
possible basis parameters 1 and m where 0<1<3 and -1<b<1« 
The basic integrals were computed in blocks with respect 
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to the pairs of qaantam numbers 1 and m, the cycles within 
the blocks being over the zetas. Because of this, it was 
easy to include a feature whereby only blocks of integrals 
which change in successive energy calculations are recomput­
ed. In successive calculations, during an energy optimiza­
tion, only the parameters of a single symmetry, are changed 
at one time. Thus only integrals over basis functions be­
longing to that symmetry will change. This may involve a 
relatively small fraction of the total number of basic inte­
grals and consequently a large percentage of the integral 
computation time is saved. 
After computation of the necessary basic integrals, a 
transformation of the naturally symmetry adapted two-electron 
integral supermatrices to "symmetry averaged" supermatrices 




^(Ipgl'rs) = (d-^dT > ^ (Impgl'm'rs) 
mm* 
-  ( " 1 ^ 1 , )  
is carried out where d2=21+1 and the m summations run over 
all partners in the irrep 1 (-l<m<l). This serves to con­
dense the number of integrals which must be handled during 
SCF iterations. Then the symmetry averaged supermatrices 
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•P{11*) and 2(11*) as defined in Eqs. 17 and 18 are fonnd. 
The coupling coefficients A(11') and B(ll*) in Eg. 18 are re­
quired for the open-shell calculations. Single open-shell 
coefficients used in this work are recorded in Table 78. ill 
double open-shells were double half-filled shells for which 
the off-diagonal (1*#1) coefficients are: A(11')=0 and 
B (11') =-1. 
SCF Specifications 
The Restricted Hartree-Fock program used is a highly 
revised version of Wahl's programs which form a part of the 
BISON system (11). It consists of the procedure which was 
described in the text and is essentially that of Roothaan and 
Bagus (9) . The Fock equations are formed and solved sepa­
rately for each symmetry 1 for both open and closed shells. 
In order to aid convergence, a density extrapolation 
procedure was used. Unlike vector extrapolation, orthonor-
malization of extrapolated densities is not required. Along 
with the extrapolation, a density averaging technique was 
used. In the case where intermediate energies undergo an 
oscillatory behavior, convergence may often not be obtained. 
Averaging the prior two density matrices aids in damping the 
oscillation. The density extrapolation techniques were found 
satisfactory in all cases except one in which even a prior 
vector extrapolation technique failed. The atomic state 
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under consideration, a state of carbon, was not important 
in this investigation and so the solution of this convergence 
problem was not pursued. 
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Table 78, Single open-shell coupling coefficients 
1 
Configu­
ration State A B 
0 s* 2S 0 -1 
1 P* 2P 1 1 
1 3p 1/4 -1/2 
*D 11/20 13/10 
IS 1 4 
1 p3 •S 0 -1 
2D 1/5 1/5 
2P 1/3 1 
1 P* 3p 1/16 -1/8 
ID 11/80 13/40 
:s 1/4 1 
1 P = 2P 1/25 1/25 
2 d» 2D 1 1 
2 ds «S G -1 
3 f 1 2F 1 1 
3 f? «s 0 -1 
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iPPESDIÎ B: NON-ORTHOGONAL SCF âTOHIC OEBITILS 
Discussion 
The atomic orbitals of hydrogen can be formed by a 
' Schmidt orthogonalization process. The Is, 2s, 3s,... orbi­
tals result from carrying out this process on the nodeless 
radial functions exp(-r), r exp (-r/2) , r2exp(-r/3) , etc. 
Similarly, approximations to canonical SCF atomic orbitals of 
larger atoms formed from a minimal basis set can be expressed 
as the result of successive Schmidt orthogonalizations of 
certain Slater-type atomic orbitals; exp(-Çjr), r expC-Çjr), 
rZexpf-Cgr), etc. in inspection of the accurate canonical 
SCF atomic orbitals reveals that they too have similar char­
acter with respect to the functional form. The number of 
nodes increases with the quantum number, the inner lobes ap­
pearing to represent those admixtures of orbitals with lower 
quantum number required for Schmidt orthogonality. 
Molecular calculations employing unsealed minimal basis 
set Slater-type atomic orbitals may be carried out with ei­
ther these non-orthogonal functions or with the orthogonal-
ized atomic functions. The result is the same. It is most 
convenient to work with a non-orthogonal basis since such a 
basis is composed of single analytic functions in terms of 
which the necessary integrals are usually computed. Hence, 
an additional transformation of integrals is avoided. If in­
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dependent scale factors are to be introduced, then there ex­
ists two choices: (1) introduce a scale parameter for e%ch of 
the non-orthogonal Slater-type atomic orbitals of the minimal 
basis set, or (2) introduce a scale parameter for each or­
thogonal canonical SCF atomic orbital. If the latter were 
done, then the orthogonality between orthogonal functions 
would not be preserved. Furthermore, this would result in an 
' increase in the number of primitive basis orbitals, because 
the function comprising an inner lobe of some scaled outer 
atomic orbital will be different from that comprising the 
innermost scaled atomic orbital. Linear dependence problems 
would arise unless the scale factors were made sufficiently 
different. Moreover, the two scaling procedures would end up 
energetically different. It is believed here that the first 
scaling procedure, which is the one usually adopted for prac­
tical reasons, would also yield better energies. 
a similar situation is to be expected when accurate SCF 
atomic orbitals are used as basis for minimal basis set mo­
lecular calculations, and it seems desirable to be able to 
form non-orthogonal nodeless radial functions whose Schmidt 
orthogonalization reproduces the exact canonical SCF atomic 
orbitals. Any one of these nodeless functions should repre­
sent one lobe with the same qualitative character as a term 
r^exp(-çr). Moreover one would expect that each of these 
non-orthogonal, nodeless, single-lobe functions would cover a 
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much smaller dosais of the radial coordinate than the origi­
nal canonical SCP atomic orbitals. Consequently, if accurate 
SCF atomic orbitals are expressed as linear combinations of 
primitive exponentials or Gaussians, a smaller number of 
these primitives will be required to represent the nodeless 
SCF atomic orbitals to an accuracy equivalent to that in the 
case of the canonical SCF atomic orbitals. This will lead to 
a savings in computation time for the calculation of inte­
grals between the SCF atomic orbitals. It stands to reason, 
that the mentioned advantages will also persist if the mini­
mal basis set is expanded to a larger basis. 
The desired "deorthogonalization" of the canonical SCF 
atomic orbitals is conceptually the inverse of the Schmidt 
orthogonalization. Since the deorthogonalization need only 
be carried out within a symmetry, only the radial part of the 
SCF atomic orbital has to be considered. Hence, if q^®(r) 
are the radial parts of the orthogonal canonical orbitals and 
those of the desired non-orthogonal orbitals, the 
inverse Schmidt process is expressed by 
Inversion of the Schmidt Process 
k  
r  •  •  •  ) 
i=1 
where the sum extends only up to k. This implies that the 
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inverse Schmidt matrix c is triangular. The process is how­
ever not unique. There are infinitely many non-orthogonal 
bases whose Schmidt orthogonalization yields the same orthog­
onal basis. For this reason, some criterion must be 
introduced. 
Criterion 
In view of the stated objective, it seems reasonable to 
demand that each of the nodeless SCF atomic orbitals should 
have as little absolute overlap as possible with all nodeless 
SCF atomic orbitals with lower quantum number. Therefore, 
the radial part of the k-th non-orthogonal SCF atomic orbital 
qj^ (r) is chosen such that 
is a minimum where f(r} is a function of the inner shell 
density. In order to maintain normalization, the usual con­
straint 
is imposed. Several likely functions of the inner shell den­
sity were tested for f (r). That one chosen was simply 
k-1 
(31) D{f) 




The sum above is over all non-orthogonal SCF atomic orbitals 
of the same symmetry and inner to that one being deorthogo-
nalized (viz. that in Eg. 31). Since the part of the orthog­
onal orbital which is to be removed in deorthogonalization is 
that closest to the origin, the factor r-z diminishes the de-
emphasis of that region caused by the volume element r^dr of 
Eg. 31. 
Computational method 
The method is recursive in nature. One proceeds to de­
termine the k-th non-orthogonal atomic orbital after the pre­
vious ones g2(rj...q%_i(r) have already been found. Minimi­
zation of the integral D(f) of Eg. 31 to determine the k-th 
non-orthogonal SCF atomic orbital g^(r) is equivalent to di-
agonalizing the k-dimensional matrix D which is the matrix 
of expectation values of f(r) computed with respect to the 
orthogonal SCF atomic orbitals 
That eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of 
proposed criterion. Hence for each non-orthogonal atomic or­
bital a new matrix diagonalization is required, which yields 
one additional non-orthogonal orbital. The procedure con­
sists therefore of a seguence of diagonalizations of matrices 
(32) 
D is the k-th non-orthogonal orbital which satisfies the 
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whose orders successively increase by one. 
The matrix elements of D are found by substituting ex­
pressions for gj^®(r) and f(r) into Eg- 32. If 
I g i ® ( r )  =  y  R i ( r )  a i l *  ( 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , m )  
1 
and 
Z qi(r) = y Ri(r) aj^i (1=1,2,...,m) 
1 
and Si(r) is the normalized radial part of the primitive 
basis functions, then 
k - 1  
"ij"" = 2 «is" ajt° ^Iv I I(stnT) 
stuv 1=1 
with 
I (stuv) = J Rs(r) at(r) Rv(c) • 
A closed form expression for this integral is readily found 
for R(r) of either exponential or Gaussian form using stand­
ard integral tables. 
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Origin adjustment 
The procedure outlined above forms non-orthogonal orbi­
tals which are very much like those desired. However, in 
most cases some residual nodal behavior still exists near the 
origin, and furthermore, the quantities q]^(r)/r (1 being the 
symmetry quantum number) do not go to zero at the origin. By 
further forcing the condition 
(a/dr)lq%(r) =0 (k=2,3,...) 
at the origin, even more acceptable orbitals which have this 
property may be formed. This is accomplished by adding 
enough of the innermost SCF atomic orbital of the particular 
symmetry to bring the value of qj^(r)/r^ to zero at the origin 
for each new non-orthogonal orbital. Often some slight nodes 
persist, but the result is quite sufficient for the purposes 
outlined. 
Example 
The result of applying this process is illustrated in 
Table 79. The orthogonal orbitals shown are the three canon­
ical SCF s-atomic orbitals of aluminum in ground state as 
given by dementi (46) . Each column corresponds to a linear 
combination of Slater-type orbitals characterized by expo­
nents (zeta) and the principal quantum number n. The non-
orthogonal orbitals were formed according to the above proc­
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ess and are expressed in terms of the same Slater-type orbi­
tals. The inverse Schmidt matrix which effects the transfor­
mation is given. Note that the Is SCF atomic orbital is left 
unchanged as prescribed. Eadial plots of these orbitals are 
shown in Figures 3 and 4. These show clearly how much the 
orbitals are changed by the process and also how much the non-
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Figure U. Non-orthogonal SCF s-atomic orbitals of aluminum 
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Table 79. Orthogonal and non-orthogonal aluminum orbitals 
Primitives Orthogonal Orbitals 
n Zeta a® (1s) a® (2s) a*(3s) 
1 13.00000 0.96741 -0.25135 0.05804 
3 14.71120 0.03493 -0.00465 0.00047 
3 9.90000 0.01691 0.12045 -0.02622 
3 7.10880 -0.00304 0.37640 -0.10400 
3 4.74670 0.00178 0-55297 -0.13670 
3 2.87680 -0.00048 0.05379 -0.10971 
3 1.90290 0.00020 -0.01021 0.57002 
3 1.11400 -0.00004 0-00178 0.59412 
Inverse Schmidt Matrix 
Is 2s 3s 
IsO 1.00000 0.25173 0.00279 
2sO 0-96888 0.23516 
3sO 0.97195 
Primitives Non-Orthogonal Orbitals 
n Zeta a (1s) a (2s) a (3s) 
1 13.00000 0.96741 0.0 0.00000 
3 14.71120 0.03493 0.00429 -0.00054 
3 9.90000 0.01691 0.12096 0.00289 
3 7.10880 -0.00304 0.36392 -0.01258 
3 4.74670 0.00178 0.53621 -0.00282 
3 2.87680 -0.00048 0.05199 -0.09399 
3 1.90290 0.00020 -0.00984 0.55163 
3 1.11400 -0.00004 0.00171 0.57788 
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APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTION OF THE MOLECULAR SCF PROGRAM 
In order to test the even-tempered Gaussian basis for 
molecular calculations, a new integral program, which takes 
into account certain properties of the basis, had to be de­
signed. The most important and unique feature of the present 
basis is that several of the contracted functions forming the 
computational basis have contributions from the same even-
tempered Gaussian primitive functions. This fact requires 
that integrals over contracted functions are formed by a gen­
eral transformation of the integrals over primitive func­
tions. Transformations of this sort are notoriously time 
consuming and must be carried out efficiently or else this 
scheme cannot be competitive with those in which segmented 
basis contractions are used. Certain algorithmic advantages 
accrue from the use of an even-tempered basis but all of 
these have not been provided for here in order that time 
would not be wasted "tooling up" for an approach which could 
turn out to be fruitless. Happily this was shown not to be 
the case. Certain advantages which were left out had been 
kept in mind so that appropriate modifications can easily be 




This package of subroutines was designed to provide in­
tegrals over Gaussians of only s and p symmetry. This limit­
ed set of Gaussians is alternately represented by normalized 
"cartesian" Gaussian functions 
= N(;,l,m,n) exp(- Sr^z) 
with 
0 < (1+m+n) < 1, r^2 = 
= : - »x' = ? - Ay ' =&= = ' *2 ' 
and 
r l+m+n+3/2 12 
I ^ 12 
N(ç,l,m,n) = (2/^)3/4 ; 1 
I (21-1) î!(2m-1) Î! (2n-1) ÎÎ I 
L  J  
(in contrast to the real, normalized, "solid spherical" 
Gaussians of Eg. 19, p=2) and hence, the integral formulae, 
as given by Taketa et al. (64) and Huzinaga (128) for carte­
sian Gaussians were employed. In order that computation 
speed might be a maximum, the formulae were decomposed into 
special cases as far as was deemed worthwhile. 
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Contracted integrals 
The transformation of primitive to contracted integrals 
required for use of the contracted functions as calculational 
basis need not involve all primitive integrals at once. 
Primitive functions with distinct values of the set of param­
eters (a,l,m,n) contribute only to contracted functions which 
may be characterized by the same parameters- Moreover, the 
relation is also inverse. The integrals then can be divided 
into groups according to the atomic center (denoted by k) and 
the orbital parameters (l,m,n) which are equivalent to the 
ordinary angular quantum numbers (l,m). For example, the 
most general electron repulsion integral would involve orbi-
tals from four centers and four sets of orbital parameters. 
If each group or "block" of integrals so designated is not 
overly large, the calculation of primitive integrals and the 
transformation to contracted integrals may be efficiently 
done. Each primitive integral is computed and its contribu­
tion to each contracted integral in which it appears is made. 
The primitive integrals are not stored or recomputed. The 
calculations of blocks of integrals is done within cycles 
over the atomic centers and orbital parameters of such groups 
of primitives located on those centers. These cycles also 
take into account the index symmetries which prevail in one-
and two-electron integrals so that only unique blocks are 
computed. 
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Because of the quantum number and atomic center cycling, 
it is easy to administer simple tests in order to determine 
whether an entire block is identically zero by symmetry. If 
such is the case, one simply skips the calculation and pro­
ceeds to the next block. This results of course, in a 
savings of considerable computation time. 
It is apparent that the algorithm for contracting or 
transforming the primitive integrals is a very important fea­
ture- The procedure used is easiest to describe for the case 
of one-electron integrals which reguire a two-index transfor­
mation. The generalization to four indices is straightfor­
ward. 
Suppose that the contracted functions involved are 
m .  
G . = 
k=1 
i " 2 k ^ki {i-l,2,...,n^) 
and 
m .  ] 
G ,  =  V x ,  B , ,  ( 3 = 1 , 2 , . . . , n j )  
J ^ -^J J 
1=1 
Integrals over primitive functions X with a one-electron op­
erator Ô are 
/ °kX = I " \ ° ''l 
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The contracted integrals may be expressed by 
(33) Oij' = J dV 0 Gj 
•I 
k l  
^ki ®lj °kl 
This is the form of a general two index transformation, with 
the matrices A and B rectangular with m.>n. and m.>n.. Given 
- ] ] 
the matrix of primitive integrals, 0, it would be eminently 
simple to sum Eg. 33 for each element of 0' separately- This 
would involve 2*m^*mj multiplications for each element of 0« 
or 2*mj^*œj*n^*nj multiplications altogether, independent of 
other operations which in general require less time than a 
multiplication. This method would be highly inefficient 
timewise and would require keeping the m^^m^ elements of the 
matrix 0 available until all n.#n. elements of 0* were com-
1 3  
puted-
The procedure developed for this work is based on the 
rearrangement of Eg. 33, namely 
I °ii' " ^ki 
and 
I - / ®lj °kl 
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Now, in computing, the order of operations is important. The 
program structure is given in Figure 5. Two outer program 
loops on Jc and 1 define the indices of 0. As soon as Oj^^. is 
computed, it is used to form values of Tj. Note that Tj need 
not be indexed by k in the algorithm since k is defined by an 
outer loop. When the index 1 is exhausted, the elements of 
the intermediate vector T are used to form their contribution 
to 0*. From the figure it is easy to see that n^*nj*m£ + 
required. A comparison to the simple approach mentioned pre­
viously shows a tremendous savings in multiplications and 
likewise in storage. The value of n^^ or n^ is typically <6 
nj*mj^*mj multiplications and nj(1+n^) words of storage are 
Zero array 0' 
k 1,2,..#,m^ 
Zero array T 
i=1,2  ^, . •. , 
9 • • • 9 
Figure 5. Program structure for a general two-index 
transformation 
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while Dj^ or nij is ordinarily of the order of 10 for first 
row atoms to obtain fair accuracy (so-called double-zeta 
accuracy) . 





i — g  i '  —  ^ m ^ ^  y  m  n  ^  §  
etc., requires (1+n^(1+n^ (1+n^))) words of storage and 
Multiplications. A diagram of the program 
flow is shown in Figure 6. Arrays II, 12, and 13 are tempo­
rary and correspond to T in the two index procedure. The 
space necessary for typical values of n is easily allocated 
in the main or fast core storage area. As a result, no 
input/output operations other than writing of the finished 
block of contracted integrals themselves are needed. This 
must be done in any case. 
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Zero array I* 
i'=1,2,.. 
Zero array 13 
Zero array 12 
— — —  k * —  
Zero array II 
T^— 1'=1 , 2» « • r 
Compute 10 = 
— —  1 ^ ^ * 2 , . . , D 2  
11(1) = II (1) + • 10 
—  k —  1  f  2  y  «  »  ,  
— 1 — 1  ^  2  ^  /  n  
12 (kl) = 12 (kl) + C%%, • 11(1) 
j = 1 , 2 , . . , a j  
r — k —  1  ,  2  ,  «  « f  
1 = 1  ^  2  ^  ^  
I3(jkl) = I3(jkl) + Bjj, * 12 (kl) 
i=1,2,-.,n. 
j ~ 1 / 2 y » . , i i .  
k=1,23..,n 
—— 1=1 ^  2 , . « J 
I(ijkl)' = I(ijkl)' + • I3(jkl) 




The size of typical molecular bases requires calculation 
of large numbers of integrals which must be reused. Core 
sizes exclude the possibility of keeping these numbers close 
at hand and they must be stored on peripheral devices. There 
has recently been debate concerning the storage of two-
electron integrals. On the one hand, if all integrals are 
computed and stored, then their order is defined by the order 
of calculation. Detractors of this method say that it re­
quires the storage of zero integrals which are not used and 
of which there are often very many (perhaps as much as 25% or 
more of all unique integrals necessary for a molecule of high 
symmetry). Furthermore, programs which use the integrals are 
tied to the specific ordering pattern used. On the other 
hand, there are those who would store each non-zero integral 
in arbitrary order along with a label or word giving the four 
orbital indices and a code for the integral type. The type 
refers to index symmetries and tells how the integral is used 
in the calculation. This alleviates the order dependence of 
programs using the integrals. Detractors of this method 
would argue that an effectively random order is bad since the 
use of program loops, which often permit computational code 
optimization, is not possible. Any non-random ordering of 
the integrals is a lost advantage- Horeover, additional 
storage and input/output is needed for the labels. The 
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labels must also be decoded, requiring the separation of one 
word into five and is often accomplished by using four divi­
sion operations. The present program uses the best features 
of both methods. The ordering of the blocks of integrals is 
defined by loops and the blocks are stored and retrieved in 
this order. Zero blocks are not computed, stored, or other­
wise used. Furthermore, a set of just ten integers is stored 
with a block of up to 6* integrals. Eight of these integers 
provide program loop limits to define basis function indices 
of a block. One integer specifies a particular set of loops 
to be used for specifying the indices. The last integer is 
the number of integrals in the block. This is in order to 
read the block from storage, although the blocks may be 
randomly ordered, the integrals in each block are identified 
by use of a set of loops, allowing the possibility of expli­
cit program optimization. A large share of the zeroes are 
eliminated and very little space is required for the index 
information. Integrals stored which are not needed are the 
ones which are not exactly zero but negligible. These occur 
most often for large molecules having several non-bonded 
atoms and are not a consideration in this work, à satisfac­
tory method of storing just part of a block is not directly 
available with this technique. However, when integrals are 
used, their values are tested to determine if they are negli­
gible with respect to the required accuracy. If so, work 
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done with them is avoided. 
SCF Specifications 
The SCF program used for the molecular calculations is 
based on the standard Roothaan closed-shell method (7)- It 
differs from the atomic programs by a direct formation of the 
Pock matrix F from the contracted basis function integrals as 
opposed to forming the symmetry adapted integrals described 
in Appendix This is sufficient since the program is just 
for closed-shell calculations. 
In order to save computation time, a novel technique vas 
introduced to separate the eigenvalue problem into subprob-
lems according to the point group symmetry. In the case 
where no symmetry exists, a fast Givens algorithm is used to 
diagonalize the Fock matrix (Wilkinson, 129). When symmetry 
allows the problem to be broken up, a Jacobi technique is 
used because of the possible multiple degeneracies which 
occur (Greenstadt, 130). With the Jacobi diagonalization, no 
explicit orthogonalization of degenerate eigenvectors must be 
done. Though the Jacobi technique is slower, the sizes of 
matrices corresponding to each subproblem are smaller than 
the entire basis. This also compensates for its use. 
Automatic construction of symmetry adapted basis functions 
The Hamiltonian operator describing the interactions of 
particles comprising a molecule has the symmetry of the point 
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group to which the molecule belongs. This symmetry is a con­
sequence of the spatial configuration of the atomic nuclei, 
is a result, the canonical SCF orbitals, which form a solu­
tion to the Hartree-Fock equations, belong to irreducible 
representations or irreps of the point group. It is possible 
to make linear combinations of certain atomic orbital basis 
functions which are symmetry adapted functions and which 
therefore belong to irreps of the point group. If these sym­
metry adapted functions are used as basis for a molecular 
calculation, there will be no subsequent mixing among those 
basis functions belonging to separate irreps. Thus a molecu­
lar problem may be broken up into several smaller, largely 
independent sub-problems, one for each irrep. This is an ad­
vantage first of all because each sub-problem requires 
handling of smaller matrices and hence, less computation time 
and storage space is needed. For the full problem, all the 
matrices would be the size of the full basis, but would have 
many zeroes. Another advantage is that having broken the 
problem into symmetry species, one may easily select the 
electronic configuration or state to be determined by assign­
ing electrons to orbitals belonging to the proper irreps. 
This investigation makes use of a novel fully automatic 
scheme for constructing the symmetry adapted basis functions 
from the atomic orbital basis. It could fail if the original 
atomic basis were linearly dependent. Such bases are exclud­
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ed for other obvious reasons. 
The method is based on a general numerical approach, to 
the construction of symmetry orbitals. It requires two oper­
ators which are invariant against the symmetry group. Diago-
nalization of the first yields symmetry adapted functions. 
Diagonalization or examination of the block diagonal form of 
the second in the symmetry adapted basis is necessary to re­
cognize those functions belonging to the same irreps. 
In the present approach the first operator is taken to 
be the projection operator in the space of all basis func­
tions, i.e. 
P(x|x') = 2 !%%> <Xil • 
kl 
This operator is invariant with respect to all symmetry oper­
ations of the molecule since the set of all X's is naturally 
assumed to form a basis for a (reducible) representation of 
the symmetry group, i.e. 
p t ê p 
for all symmetry operators É. The matrix of this operator 
becomes 
<x.  I p |X.> = <X. |X.> = s. . , 
1  3 X 3  1 ]  
the overlap matrix. Thus the eigenvectors of the overlap ma­
trix represent symmetry adapted orbitals. We modify these 
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slightly by normalizing them to unity. Thus, they are de­
fined by 
|X«> = JX> T 
where 
T = ? S -1/2 
with U being the orthogonal matrix (0+=0-*) that diagonalizes 
i«e« 
0+S 3 = 
with SQ being the resulting diagonal matrix. 
It is apparent that the transformation of the basis, 
|X>, with T is identical with Lowdin's canonical orthogonali-
zation (89). Thus the resulting functions are not only sym­
metry adapted but also mutually orthogonal. Diagonalization 
of the matrix, <X|Ô(X>, of other symmetry invariant operators 
would in general not give orbitals, |X'>, which are orthogo­
nal with respect to the overlap. 
In order to be able to handle the new functions, |X'>, 
belonging to separate irreps together for each subproblea, 
they must be grouped with respect to that classification. 
Now, in the symmetry adapted basis |X*>, the matrix of anoth­
er specific operator 0(^1), having the same molecular point 
group symmetry is. 
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0* = <X*|0|X«> = T+<X|0|X>T = T+0 T . 
This matrix will now have block form. In general the block 
form will not be that simple one in which the blocks all lie 
along the main diagonal. If the new matrix 0* is now diago-
nalized, then each eigenvector belongs to an irrep and hence, 
has contributions from the symmetry adapted functions, |I*>, 
belonging to that irrep. The eigenvectors may therefore be 
classified into groups with respect to irreps by use of the 
observation that those belonging to one irrep all have zeroes 
in the same rows while others have zeroes elsewhere. Final­
ly, the eigenvectors of the matrix shich diagonalizes 0*, 
i.e. its columns, are permuted so that those associated with 
a particular irrep are adjacent. This represents a new 
transformation V whose product with T, i.e. (TV), when ap­
plied to the matrix D of any operator 0 computed with respect 
to the original basis, produces a block diagonal matrix in 
which the blocks fall along the main diagonal: 
r 
0 0 
(TV) +n (TV) 
2 
0 n 3 L J 
In particular, if U is the Pock matrix, the problem of Eg. 7 
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is directly transformed to an ordinary eigenvalue equation 
and to convenient block form. 
The operator 6=H^ was used here to gain another advan­
tage. Since can be considered as a very rough approxima­
tion to the Fock operator, its eigenvectors can be used as 
starting vectors for the self-consistent-field process. The 
ordering of the eigenvalues of enable one to make an auto­
matic assignment of a ground state configuration. This fa­
cility has proved useful in most cases. However, the omis­
sion of the important electron repulsion term and the result­
ing lack of nuclear screening by inner electrons has the con­
sequence that the valence shells in particular are not well 
approximated. This leads to incorrect ground state configu­
ration assignments and as such, the assignments must be 
adjusted. 
It is apparent that because of the block diagonal form, 
one does not need a very precise diagonalization of 0 in 
order to recognize orbitals of the same irrep. In practice, 
diagonalization of the matrix of 6 was carried out by a Jaco-
bi technique such that off-diagonal elements were brought to 
values approximately 10-3*(average diagonal element). 
General Specifications 
The programs were designed to require a small amount of 
core storage so that under the present multiprogramming envi-
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ronment, short runs could be made frequently rather than only 
during periods of light work load. The program and primary 
I/O (read/write) buffers require 128K bytes of main core. 
Secondary I/O buffers are allocated to slow core. Large buf­
fers are used to maintain efficiency and therefore 96K of 
slow core is required. This requirement is flexible however, 
since it is defined by job control input rather than the pro­
grams themselves. The efficiency of the program (central 
processor time, CPU, versus real or system residence time) 
depends on the number of electrons in a molecule, the number 
of primitive basis functions, and the number of contracted 
functions. For example, in typical runs on H 3+ and Nag* in 
the B bases, the total Eeal;CPU time ratios were 5.2:1 and 
1.3:1 respectively. The efficiency increases as the amount 
of information processed increases. Table 80 includes more 
complete information on the program performance. Processing 
time is given for all molecule calculations for both integral 
and SCF steps and total run time is the sum of these. Inte­
gral time is highly dependent on the number of primitive 
basis functions used, and is therefore different for the î 
and B bases. The SCF times depend on the numbers of cc1-
tracted functions and the number of iterations needed .'or 
convergence. Since both bases contain equal numbers of con­
tracted functions and since the numbers of SCF iterations 
were essentially the same for both bases, the SCF times dif-
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fer little. 
The integrals section of the program has some restric­
tions on the amount of input data which can be processed, 
e.g. number of atom centers, total number of contraction co­
efficients, and total number of primitive orbital zetas. In­
formation for each kind of atom is entered only once unless 
an inhomogeniety is required. Hedimensioning certain small 
arrays alleviates this with little change in core require­
ments. The main restrictions however are the maximum number 
of primitives per contracted orbital (ten), and the maximum 
number of contracted orbitals per symmetry (six) in one atom. 
These restrictions highly influence the size of core needed 
for processing integrals and changes here will require dras­
tic changes in core requirements. These restrictions may be 
avoided by the trick of including dummy atoms with nuclear 
charge zero, at the site of real atoms in order to increase 
the basis size in an artificial way. However, contraction of 
functions on real atoms with those on dummy atoms is not pos­
sible. 
Because of the practical restriction of the integrals to 
a 128K region, the SCF step was adjusted to admit a maximum 
of 5U variational basis functions. The source of this re­
striction is not the integral program since many more con­
tracted integrals than this could be computed using it with 
no change. In order to do larger basis calculations, only 
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the se? segment dimensions need be changed. If necessary, 
all the size restrictions are easily modified but the inte­
gral program ought to be made still more efficient. Work on 
more efficient integrals programs which make heavier use of 
even-tempered basis simplifications is under way. 
Special Features 
The programs have a number of optional features which 
may be selected. Two of the most important are the restarts 
available during integral computation and during the SCP 
iterations. Essential information may be copied to a periph­
eral device if the run terminates because of a time underes­
timate. Options are then chosen to take up where the calcu­
lation left off. 
Using the integral restart feature one may do efficient 
brute force geometry optimizations. Atoms in a molecule to 
be left stationary are treated first as a separate molecule 
or molecule fragment. These integrals are calculated and 
stored separately. Then the molecule data is augmented by 
addition of the atoms which are to be moved during a series 
of SCP runs. The stored integrals are copied into the two-
integral data set and the integral restart is opted for. The 
program will automatically add the new integrals involving 
the fragment and the new atoms to the end of the set which 
was already computed for just the molecule fragment. The SCF 
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step is subsequently carried out and one energy is obtained. 
The same process may be repeated using the sa^me separate 
fragment integrals as often as the new atoms need be moved. 
Rearrangement of the fragment nuclei of course requires re-
computation of the fragment integrals. 
An advantage is gained if the molecule has a particular 
orientation in the external coordinate system with respect to 
which atom coordinates are designated. The orientation is 
that one in which the most pairs of atom x~, j-, and z-
coordinates are equal (especially for those atoms with more 
basis functions). The consequence of this is that more 
blocks of integrals are zero by symmetry- Since it is often 
easier to find atom coordinates which do not conform to the 
above criterion, a facility has been incorporated whereby the 
molecule may be rotated in order to reorient it to gain effi­
ciency. 
Other options are mainly print options, allowing one to 
increase the amount of printed output for debugging purposes. 
The standard punched output may be suppressed if desired. 
Table 80. Molecule calculation times 
Num. Basis \ Basis__B Num. 
Num. Contr, Prim, Time (CPD rain,) Prim, Time (CPU min.) SCF 
Orbi- Func- Func- Inte- Func- Inte- Itera-
Holecule tals tions tions grals SCF tions grals SCF tions 
Hg 1 18 26 0.6 0.3 36 1.8 0.3 6 
H3+ 1 27 39 4.5 no 54 13.7 1.0 H 
Li+ 1 11 18 0.2 0.1 23 0.4 0.1 6 
Llfl 2 20 31 1.4 0.6 41 3.1 0.5 9 
LiH2+ 2 29 44 7.2 2.0 59 19.2 2.0 7 
Liz 3 22 36 2 . ' \  0.7 46 4.5 0.7 10 
Li2H+ 3 31 49 6.0 2.0 64 15.1 1.8 8 
Lij* 4 33 54 13.0 3.5 69 31.5 3.4 8 
Table 80. (Continued) 
Num. Basis_R Basis__B Num. 
Num. Contr. Prim. Time (CPU min.) Prim. Time (CPO min,) SCF 
Orbi- Func- Func- Inte- Func- Inte- Itera-
Molecule tals tions tions grals SCF tions grals SCF tions 
Na + 5 18 23 0. 5 0. 3 31 1, 3 0. 4 11 
NaH 6 27 36 2. 4 1. 8 49 5. 9 1. 9 17 
NaHg* 6 36 49 10. 7 8. 2 67 29. ,9 9. 0 16 
NaLi 7 29 41 3. 1 2. 6 54 8. ,4 2. ,9 20 
Nalig* 8 40 59 18. ,3 16. > 6 77 46. ,1 16. ,7 21 
Nag 11 36 46 5. ,2 4. , 5 62 12. 0 4. 3 15 
NagH* 11 45 59 11. 6 10. 1 80 31. 3 10. 6 16 
Nagli* 12 47 64 23, .4 23. 2 85 57, .3 21. 9 18 
Na3 + 16 54 69 32. 7 33. 4 93 70, .5 32, .0 15 
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